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FOREWORD

This report presents the results of a nine-month

study of "Kadio/Optical/Strapdown Inertial Guidance

Systems" for future NASA unmanned space missions,

conducted by TKW Systems for NASA/Electronics

Research Center, Contract NAS 12-141.

The broad objectives of this study were to:

Establish the guidance requirements for
a selected group of future NASA unmanned
space missions.

Investigate possible guidance concepts

based on the appropriate use of radio,
strapdown inertial, and optical tech-

niques, with the further objective of

establishing the proper functional role,

the capabilities, limitations, and con-
straints of each of these elements in the

overall guidance system concept.

Define feasible radio/optical/strapdown
inertial guidance system design concepts
and equipment configurations.

Perform analyses to establish the feasi-
bility (performance) of the selected design
concept s.

Indicate areas of technology where state-

of-the-art advances are necessary.

Volume I summarizes the entire study, conclusions,

and recommendations. Volume II describes the detailed

findings that support these conclusions. Supplementary

material is presented in Volume III (surveys of electro-

optical sensors and of inertial instruments) and in

Volume IV (classified sensor data).
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I. INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of a nine-month study of "Radio/

Optical/Strapdown Inertial Guidance Systems" for future NASA unmanned

space missions, conducted by TRW Systems for NASA�Electronics Research

Center. This volume presents the detailed study results. Additional

supplementary material is presented in Volumes III and IV.

i. I STUDY OBJECTIVES

The broad objectives of this study were to:

Establish the guidance requirements for a selected

group of future NASA unmanned space missions.

Investigate possible guidance concepts based on the

appropriate use of radio, inertial, and optical tech-

niques, with the further objective of establishing the
proper functional role, the capabilities, limitations,
and constraints, of each of these elements in the

overall guidance system concept.

Define feasible radio/optical�inertial guidance system

design concepts and equipment configurations.

Perform analyses to establish the feasibility (per-

formance) of the selected design concepts.

Indicate areas of technology where state-of-the-art

advances are necessary.

The study constraints and scope of the work are defined as follows:

l) The representative missions to be studied were:

• Synchronous earth orbit

• Mars orbiter mission

• Lunar orbiter mission

• Solar probe mission using Jupiter Assist.

z) The choice of inertial systems was limited to strap-

down systems.

3) Only existing NASA and DOD radio tracking systems

were considered, i.e., no new equipment developments
or facilities were considered.



4) The inertial instrument and optical sensor technology
to be considered was limited to reasonable projections

of the current state-of-the-art (to the early 1970' s).

5) Initially the study was limited to upper stage guidance

only. At ERC' s request the study was expanded to

include boost phase guidance.

I. 2 STUDY IMPLEMENTATION

In accordance with the stated objectives, the study was carried out

in the six major steps listed below.

1) Functional and performance requirements for the strap-

down inertial guidance subsystem and the electro-

optical sensors were defined by mission phase for each

of the four generic missions studied.

2) A survey was accomplished of state-of-the-art electro-

optical sensors and strapdown inertial components

(gyros and accelerometers) that potentially could be
used.

3) Based upon the results of 1) and 2), appropriate candi-

date sensors were selected and performance (error)

models were developed for them.

4) A study of possible radio guidance concepts and the

capabilities of existing NASA and DOD tracking systems
was conducted to define candidate systems, their

applicability, limitations, and performance capabilities
for the four missions.

s) An overall radio /optical/ strapdown inertial guidance

system concept, equipment configurations, and oper-

ating sequences were developed for each of the four

mission categories.

6) Performance analysis studies were conducted both

to investigate the performance capabilities of the

candidate radio/optical/strapdown inertial guidance

configurations and to demonstrate their adequacy
for the four missions.

The major emphasis in this study was placed on defining the configu-

ration of the onboard optically aided strapdown inertial subsystem, and the

definition and analysis of the functional and performance requirements for

this equipment. Although the digital computer, the tracking transponder

and data link, and the vehicle control system are essential elements of the

-2-



total guidance and control system, they have been considered only in a

functional sense in defining the guidance concept and configuring the system;

detailed study of these elements is outside the scope of this study.

1.3 ORGANIZATION OF THIS VOLUME

Section Z of this volume develops the guidance system functional and

performance requirements for the four missions. Mission and vehicle

assumptions and ground rules are defined and the characteristics of the

mission trajectories used for developing the performance requirements

and analyzing the performance capabilities of the recommended system

configurations are discussed.

Section 3 defines the recommended radio/optical/strapdown inertial

guidance system in terms of a matrix of equipment configurations by mis-

sion. Functional block diagrams of the recommended configuration for

each mission are presented.

Section 4 defines the candidate strapdown inertial guidance sub-

systems postulated for this study, presents appropriate preliminary design

information, and develops performance (error) models for the candidate

subsystems.

Section 5 defines candidate electro-optical sensors by mission and

mission phase, develops error models for the sensors, and presents

detailed information on sensor operating and design characteristics.

Section 6 covers the radio guidance studies, including a discussion

of possible radio guidance concepts, presents description and perform-

ance characteristics of the available tracking systems, and discusses their

utilization for the four missions studied.

Sections 7, 8, and 9 present the results of the mission performance

analysis studies. Section 7 covers the powered flight regime, Sections 8

and 9 cover the navigation performance analysis studies for the inter-

planetary trajectory phases, including midcourse and planetary orbit

insertion maneuvers. This includes a detailed study of Mars approach

guidance using DSIF tracking plus an onboard optical/inertial system,

incorporating a Mars approach guidance sensor.
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2. MISSION CHARACTERISTICS, GUIDANCE SYSTEM

FUNCTIONAL AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

2. 1 INTRODUCTION

This section presents a summary of the mission characteristics and

requirements and the guidance system functional and performance require-

ments derived fron_ these.

Under each mission heading, the mission and launch vehicle charac-

teristics, trajectories, and mission performance accuracy requirements

are summarized. Guidance system functional requirements and operating

sequences derived from the mission requirements, vehicle characteristics,

and guidance equipment capabilities are specified. Equipment configura-

tions and f,_nctional interconnections are presented for each of the missions

in Section 3.

2.2 STUDY ASSUMPTIONS AND DEFINITIONS

2.2. 1 Mission Definitions and Requirements

It is assumed that the guidance requirements for the missions

studied are representative of at least a n_ajor portion of the total require-

ments for NASA unmanned missions in the next decade. However, mission

objectives are not precisely defined at the present time, and definitive pay-

load characteristics are not available. Also, launch vehicle selections for

the missions have not been firmly made, and definitive design data are

not available on vehicle upper stage concepts currently in the planning and

development stages. For these reasons, it was necessary to postulate

somewhat arbitrarily a set of specific mission performance requirements,

launch vehicle selections, vehicle and payload characteristics. These

assumptions are detailed below.

For the same reasons as given above, it is not possible to present

cc_rnplete and definitive performance {accuracy} requirements for the

guidance system. Consequently, some of the accuracy requirements pre-

st_nted in this report are based on mission requirements determined from

past studies, and others are presented in parametric form. As more

definitive trajectory data and mission objectives become available, these

requirements can be updated.
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The fori-_iulation of functional requirements and generic candidate

guidance system configurations is also dependent on mission analysis

although not to the extent to which the formulation of accuracy require-

ments is. The functional requirements and candidate configurations can

therefore be discussed in terms general enough to be applicable to any

reasonable contemplated mission plans.

2.2.2 Postulated Vehicle/Payload Combinations

For purposes of this study, specific launch vehicle/payload com-

binations were postulated for the four missions. Table 2-I shows these

assumed combinations along with the interpretation of what constitutes the

"kick" stage for each of the missions. For the purpose of this study, the

"kick stage" has been defined to be the final propulsive stage. In some

cases this may be an actual upper stage such as Centaur or HE:US (High

E:nergy Upper Stage), and in other cases it may be a spacecraft such as

Voyager. The portion of the mission to which the kick stage guidance is

applicable also varies from mission to mission. The specific assumptions

made as to the "guidance regime" are shown in Table 2-I.

2. 2. 3 Upper Stal_e Characteristics

Widely accepted quantitative values do not yet exist for the kick

stage weights, mass ratios, propulsion capabilities (thrust, specific

impulse), and AV (velocity increment) capabilities. Withoutthese, it is

impossible to define with any certainty the accuracy requirements for

any mission phase or midcourse correction velocity limits. Lacking

these data, it has been decided (1) to draw on results from other related

studies as much as possible, or (2) to present the requirements in para-

metric form.

For the thrusting and AV capabilities, it will be assumed for the

lunar and interplanetray missions, that the kick stage has two (or more)

discrete thrust levels, the lowest thrust level suitable for corrective AV

applications ranging froma few meters per second up to 100 m/sec. The

highest thrust levels would be used for major orbital changes, with _V

values up to several thousand m/sec. It is also assumed that the kick

stage has complete three-axis attitude control capability.

The postulated separation of functions between the primary booster

guidance and control (G and C) and the kick stage G and C are discussed

under the individual mission headings.
-5-
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2.2.4 Separation of Guidance Functions Between Kick Stage and

the Mission Payload

It was necessary for some of the missions to postulate the existence

of capabilities within the mission payload such as the capability for indepen-

dent attitude control, propulsive maneuvers for small orbital corrections,

communications, etc. At the time of separation of the payload spacecraft

from the kick stage, these functions are activated and the kick stage func-

tions terminated.

Since the payloads for the missions studied have not been defined in

detail, reasonable assumptions have been made based on current space-

craft design trends. For example, for the synchronous orbit mission, the

the payload spacecraft is assumed to have a capability for orbit trim and

station keeping functions, as well as attitude stabilization and control,

after insertion into orbit by the t_ick stage. Specific assumptions made

for other missions are discussed in Section B of this volume.

2.2.5 Definition of Terms

Certain of the definitions pertaining to the missions, the launch

vehicle, mission events, and trajectories used throughout this report are

summarized below.

Z.2.5. 1 Missions

In general, the term "mission" is used in this report to encompass

and describe the events which are associated with directing the launch

vehicle or the spacecraft from the earth and which terminate with the

accomplishment of the mission objectives. In the analysis of the various

missions throughout this study, the following terms are used:

• Synchronous earth-
orbit mission

In the synchronous earth-orbit mis-
sion, the launch vehicle is used to

place the satellite payload into an

earth-synchronous (24 hr period)
equatorial orbit at a desired longi-
tude. The injected payload (satellite)
is assumed to have orbit trim and

stationkeeping capability.
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• Orbiter missions

• Solar probe mission

• Flyby mission

Solar probe with

planetary swingby

Vehicle Terms

Launch vehicle

In an orbiter mission, approximately

at the time when the spacecraft is

closest to the target body (moon or

planet), its trajectory is deliberately

altered by a propulsive maneuver so
that it remains in an orbit about the

target body as a satellite.

In a solar probe mission the space-

craft is injected into a heliocentric

orbit that passes within a specified
distance of the sun. This is an

untargeted mission requiring no

trajectory alterations subsequent to
injection.

In a flyby mission the spacecraft

passes close to the target planet. No

propulsion forces are employed to

alter the trajectory so as to remain

in the vicinity of the target planet.

The spacecraft departs from the

region of the target planet. The

spacecraft departs from the region of

the target planet, although its trajec-

tory will have been perturbed.

In this mission the spacecraft passes

close to a planet with the purpose of

significantly altering the spacecraft

trajectory. After departure from the

target planet, the spacecraft continues

on a heliocentric trajectory to within

a prescribed distance from the sun.

No propulsive forces are employed to

alter the trajectory in the" vicinity of

the target planet. For a given distance

of closest approach to the sun, this

technique may be used to significantly

reduce the launch vehicle AV require-

ments, usually at the expense of con-

siderably longer mission durations.

The launch vehicle includes the multi-

stage boost vehicle which injects the

spacecraft into the desired trajectory,

all hardware up to the field joint where

the spacecraft is mated, and the pay-

load shroud which protects the space-
craft. Generically, the launch vehicle

system also includes all appropriate

ground support and test equipment.



• Kick stage For the purposes of this study, "kick

stage" refers to the final powered

stage of the launch vehicle (the pay-

load spacecraft is assumed to have

only limited velocity capability for

incremental orbit corrections). The

kick stage is assumed to have com-

plete three-axis guidance, navigation,

and control capability for all launch

vehicle stages except for the Mars
orbiter mission.

High Energy Upper

Stage (HEUS)

• Spacecraft

This is a particular kick stage con-

cept using an advanced propulsion

system burning high-energy propellants

such as H2/F 2. Typical gros's weight

is 3200 kg. The thrust to weight ratio

is approximately 1.

The spacecraft system encompasses the

payload itself and all its component

subsystems, the science payload, the
adapter which is mounted to the kick

stage, and limited propulsion capa-
bility for orbital corrections.

Launch operations

system
The launch operations system does not

include any flight hardware, but con-

stitutes the operational responsibility

for supporting and conducting the
launch of the combined launch vehicle

and spacecraft through the separation
of the spacecraft from the launch
vehicle.

Mission operations

systems
Operational responsibility for support-
ing and conducting the mission after

the spacecraft is separated from the

launch vehicle is borne by the mission

operations system.

2.2.5. 3 Mission Events

In the analysis of the various missions throughout the study, the

following terms are used:

• Prelaunch Collectively, all events before liftoff.

• Launch Collectively, all events from liftoff to

injection.
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• Liftoff and ascent

Injection ( synchronous
earth-orbit mission}

Injection (lunar or
interplanetary
mission}

Separation ( shroud}

Separation (spacecraft)

• Orientation maneuver

Reo rie ntatio n

mane uve r

Midcour se trajectory
correction maneuver

• Encounter

Departure of the combined launch
vehicle-spacecraft from the ground and
ascent to parking orbit of specified
altitude (typically t85 km).

Thrust termination of the kick stage,

placing the kick stage/payload into a

transfer trajectory to synchronous
altitude from the parking orbit or,
alternately, into the final synchronous
earth orbit.

Thrust termination of the lower stages

of the launch vehicle, placing the

kick stage/payload into interplanetary
or translunar trajectory, from the

parking orbit.

Detachment of the nose fairing from the

launch vehicle during ascent.

Detachment of the spacecraft from the

spacecraft kick stage adapter after
injection.

A programmed alteration of the kick
stage attitude to cause it to assume a
desired orientation.

A programmed alteration of the kick-
stage attitude to cause it to return to
the cruise orientation.

A propulsive maneuver performed to
compensate for inaccuracies or pertu-
bations so as to redirect the kick stage

toward the intended aiming point.

Generally, it requires orientation to
a specific attitude, operation of the
rocket engine, and reorientation to
the cruise attitude. The time of this

maneuver is during the interplanetary
or translunar flight, but not necessarily

at the midpoint.

Generally, encounter encompasses
events occurring when the spacecraft

is near the target planet. Specifically,
it refers to the time when the kick

stage is at its point of closest approach
(periapsis).
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• Orbital insertion The propulsive braking maneuver by

which the {orbiter) spacecraft trajec-

tory at the target planet is changed

from approach {hyperbolic) to orbital
(elliptical).

2.2.5.4 Trajectory Terms

In discussing the trajectories possible for the various missions

studied, the following terms are used:

• Direct trajectory

• Swingby trajectory

An interplanetary trajectory from the
earth to a target planet, in which no
intermediate planets (or satellites)

are approached closely enough to
significantly influence the trajectory.

An interplanetary trajectory from the
earth to a target planet, in which an

intermediate planet is passed suffici-
ently close to exploit the effect of its

gravitational attraction. This exploi-
tation may provide reduced mission

duration, reduced launch energy, or
an opportunity for scientific observations
of the intermediate planet.

• Launch opportunity The time during which trajectories to
a target planet may be initiated from
the earth, with reasonable launch

energies. A launch opportunity is
usually identified by the year in which
it occurs and the target planet.

• Launch period The space in arrival date-launch date

coordinates in which earth-planet
trajectories are possible in a given
launch opportunity; specifically, the
number of days from the earliest
possible launch date to the latest.

• Launch window The time in hours during which a
launch is possible on a particular
day.

Geocentric

(heliocentric;

planetocentric)

Described or measured with respect
to inertial coordinates centered with

the earth {sun; planet). Pertaining to
the portion of the flight in which the

trajectory is dominated by the gravi-
tation of the earth (sun; planet).
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C 3, launch energy,
injection energy

• Asymptote

• DLA

• ZAL

• ZAP

• ZAE

or• Voo VHp

• Parking orbit

Twice the geocentric energy per unit
mass of the injected spacecraft. This
is equivalent to the square of the geo-
centric asymptotic departure velocity.

The line that is the limiting position
which the tangent to a hyperbolic
(escape) trajectory approaches at
large distances from the attracting
center.

Declination of the outgoing geocentric

launch asymptote.

Angle between the outgoing geocentric
asymptote and the sun-earth vector.

Angle between the incoming planeto-
centric asymptote (at the target planet)

and the planet-sun vector.

Angle between the incoming planeto-
centric asymptote {at the target planet)

and the planet-earth vector.

Planetocentric asymptote approach

velocity.

An unpowered, geocentric, approxi-
mately circular orbit, separating the
powered portions of the launch injec-

tion sequence.

2.2.5.5 Coordinate Systeros

The various coordinate systems used in specifying performance re-

quirements and powered flight performance analysis results are defined

here.

ECI (Earth-Centered-

Ine r tial)

This is a right-handed coordinate

system, in which Z lies along the
earthts polar axis and X and Y lie in
the earthfs equatorial plane. The X-

axis passes through the Greenwich
meridian or in the direction of the

Vernal Equinox at the time of launch,

(specified in text).
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RTN (Radial- Tangential-

Normal)
A right-handed orthogonal coordinate
system in which R lies in the direc-

tion of the nominal position vector

from the center of the earth, and
N lies in the direction of the orbital

angular momentum. T forms a

right-handed orthogonal set with R
and N.

(X, Y, Z) Selenographic Moon-Centered Inertial Coordinates.

This is a right-handed orthogonal
coordinate system in which Z lies

along lunar polar axis, and X, Y lie

in the lunar equatorial plane with X

passing through zero lunar longitude
(Sinus Medii).

Z. 3 SYNCHRONOUS EARTH SATELLITE MISSION

For this mission, a typical launch vehicle can be assumed to be the

Atlas SLV3X-Centaur t
with a variety of communication and meteorological

satellites as the payload. It is assumed that the satellite payload itself

has the capability of providing a AV for final orbit trim and stationkeeping.

The ultimate functional and performance requirements imposed on the

kick stage for this mission are to place a payload into a near synchronous

earth orbit, at the desired longitude, with sufficient precision that final

orbit trim corrections can be performed utilizing the limited propulsion

capability of the payload. The kick stage guidance system accuracy

requirements may be conveniently stated in terms of the payload AV

required to correct the residual errors after final injection. Reasonable

values lie in the range of 15-30 m/sec.

%The payload and coast duration capabilities of this vehicle are severely

limited for this mission using the existing Centaur vehicle. For the pur-

poses of this study, these problems are ignored. It is assumed that the

Centaur vehicle may be modified to increase the payload capability, to

extend the permissible coast duration, and to permit three-burn operation

Another alternative, providing a large increase in payload capability, is

to add an upper stage {such as HEUSI to the vehicle. The guidance require-

ments are not expected to be significantly different for either vehicle

concept.
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For purposes of this study, it is assumed that the kick stage guidance

system provides the complete guidance and control of the launch vehicle

from liftoff through parking orbit insertion, transfer injection, and synchro-

nous orbit injection. Two extremes of ascent trajectories have been con-

sidered. In the first, the kick stage is injected into the transfer trajec-

tory to synchronous altitude from a 185 km " parking orbit n at the first

equatorial crossing from launch. In the second, the kick stage/payload

may remain in the 185 kmparking orbit for as long as 12 hr before transfer

ignition. These are the extremes of the parking orbit coast period required

to reach any desired final longitude for this mode of ascent.

Z.3.1 Mission Characteristics

For the purposes of this study, the major events of the synchronous

mission developed for the Atlas/Centaur (AC-8 configuration) have been

adopted and modified. Following liftoff from the Atlantic Missile Range,

a roll is introduced in the launch vehicle to obtain a launch azimuth of

90 deg. The Atlas booster is then controlled up to its cutoff (BECO) by a

predetermined booster pitch program.

Injection into the parking orbit is accomplished by using two con-

stant pitch rates selected to achieve the altitude and flight path angle for

injection into the 185 kmparking orbit. The first pitch rate occurs during

the Atlas sustainer flight, lasting for ten sec after initiation of that phase,

while the second rate occurs during the Centaur powered phase. After

injection into the parking orbit, the Centaur coasts to the vicinity of the

equator (first crossing) at which time the second burn (approximately

1.5 min) injects it into a Hohmann transfer ellipse. This burn is per-

formed with a pitch rate that keeps the Centaur in a fixed attitude relative

to the radius vector, and terminated on a predicted apogee altitude equal

to that of the required synchronous circular orbit. During the coast in the

Hohmann transfer, approximately 5 hr, the Centaur maintains a fixed

inertial attitude.

Optimally, minimum energy requirements suggest dividing the orbit

inclination plane change between perigee and apogee. For launch from

AMR at 90 deg launch azimuth, the orbit inclination is Z8.5 deg; approxi-

mately 2 deg should be removed at perigee and the remaining 26.5 deg at

apogee. For this study, the gains from pursuing this approach do not
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overcome the complexities introduced. Therefore, the method adopted

for the third Centaur burn at apogee was to perform the total orbit plane

change simultaneously with injection into the synchronous orbit.

Just prior to reaching apogee, instantaneous yaw and pitch attitude

maneuvers were performed to establish an initial attitude for the final

burn (approximately 39 sec) such that the Centaur would achieve the cor-

rect synchronous orbit. Characteristics of the actual synchronous orbit

obtained are:

Altitude = 35,850 km {19, 326.5 nmi}

Longitude =

Velocity magnitude =

102.7 deg

3.08 km/sec {10,087. 3 ft/sec)

Eccentricity = 0

Inclination = 0 deg

Period = 1,436.1 min

After injection into the circular synchronous orbit, the payload separates

from the Centaur. Any errors in the resulting spacecraft orbit are then

corrected by the spacecraft itself.

Developing the nominal trajectory presented above was contingent

on making the following simplifying assumptions:

a) A mission of this type requires a three-burn capability
from the Centaur. Since presently only a two-burn
capability is available, t the detailed sequence of events

of the second burn was duplicated for a third burn.

b) Payload maximization could be obtained by optimizing
several trajectory parameters such as launch azimuth,
plane change philosophy, parking orbit altitude, vehi-
cle attitude history, etc. However, for this guidance

study, the exact maximum payload weight is irrelevant
to the guidance scheme adopted. Hence, no payload
maximization analysis was performed.

_A two-burn (Centaur stage) mission profile is also possible, using the

technique as discussed under c) above. Although the three-burn capability
and the extended coast capability required for either mission profile is

not in the present Centaur design, these capabilities could be provided
by an improved Centaur stage or an alternate stage having similar capa-
bilities. It is beyond the scope of this study to assess the technical

feasibility of these design changes.
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c) Positioning a Z4-hr synchronous spacecraft above a
specified longitude may also be accomplished by
injecting into an orbit offset from the required circu-
lar synchronous orbit. A drift rate results which
allows the spacecraft to change its longitude. This
drift rate is then removed, and the final orbital cor-

rections made when the required longitude is reached.
Since these corrections would be executed by the

spacecraft and not the launch vehicle, guidance tech-
niques for the Centaur would not be affected if such
considerations were incorporated in this analysis.

Consequently, the spacecraft was targeted directly
into the 24-hr synchronous equatorial orbit, thus

neglecting offset drift orbit considerations.

d) An eight-orbit phasing coast in 185 km parking orbit
is simulated for certain runs by the analytical propa-

gation of errors in the error analysis program (see
Section 7}. The remarks inb) above concerning
Centaur capabilities apply here as well. The event
times for the synchronous orbit missions are shown in
Tables g-II and Z-III for cases without and with an

eight-orbit phasing coast, respectively.

2.3.2 Guidance System Operational Sequence

The guidance system operational sequence during each of the mission

phases is summarized below:

a) Launch and boost to - 185 km parking orbit: t The strap-

down inertial guidance subsystem is presumed to be
providing the guidance function for this phase. _t

b} Coast in parking orbit for a period t, with t depending

on desired longitudinal positioning of satellite (15 min
< t < 12 hr): During the coast period, the inertial
guidance subsystem is required only to provide vehicle
attitude control reference. The exact attitude profile

to be followed during the coast phase will depend on
the mechanization concept developed; however, at
transfer ignition (at equatorial crossing} the kick stage
attitude must be at that thrusting attitude required to
place the kick stage/payload into the desired transfer

This is a typical value assumed for this study and represents a reasonable

lower limit for this type of mission. The parking orbit altitude is chosen
as low as possible so as to maximize the injected payload weight. However,
below about 185 km drag effects limit the orbital lifetime of the vehicle.

_ftUnder certain conditions, radio guidance could also be used. See

Section 6 for a discussion of this possibility.
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Table Z-II. Event Times Without Phasing Coast--Earth

Synchronous Orbit Mission

Time (sec) Event

Z.O

671.42822

1496.4282

1630. 0493

20,052. 415

20,652.415

20, 7 37. 026

Start first powered phase (boost)

Start first coast phase (circular)

Start second powered phase (perigee burn)

Start second coast phase (Hohmann transfer)

Apogee attitude update

Start third powered phase (apogee burn)

Start synchronous orbit

Table Z-IH. Event Times With Phasing Coast- Earth
Synchronous Orbit Mission

Time (sec) Event

Z.O

671.42822

43, 381. 5570

43,981. 5570

44,115. 1781

62,537. 5438

63, 1 37. 5438

63,222. 1548

Start first powered phase (boost)

Start first coast phase (circular)

Perigee attitude update and time update

Start second powered phase (perigee burn)

Start second coast phase (Hohmann transfer)

Apogee attitude update

Start third powered phase (apogee burn)

Start synchronous orbit
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orbit. The attitude control during the period immedi-

ately prior to transfer ignition might be inertial only

or optically aided inertial using earth (horizon) and

sun sensors. Ground tracking might possibly be used,

particularly for the multiorbit cases, for navigation

updating of the transfer ignition burn time and of the

required vector velocity increment. See Section 6

for a discussion of this possibility.

c) Transfer burn to apogee: This phase will be con-

trolled autonomously by the strapdown inertial guid-

ance subsystem.

d) Transfer coast: During the approximately 5 1/4-hr

coast in the Hohmann transfer to the apogee at nominal

synchronous altitude, the inertial guidance subsystem

can again be relegated to the role of an attitude refer-

ence set. The kick stage/payload can possibly be

ground tracked to determine the apogee burn require-
ments. (See Section 6}. Five to fifteen rain prior

to apogee burn, absolute inertial attitude update can be

provided by celestial sightings.

e) Apogee burn: The apogee burn is designed to circu-
larize the orbit at synchronous altitude and is con-

trolled by the strapdown inertial guidance subsystem.

The use of the kick stage is presumably terminated at

this time and the payload is separated from the kick

stage.

2.3. 3 Guidance System Performance Requirements

Because of (1) imperfect tracking or navigation during the transfer

coast and (2) thrusting attitude and AV errors of the kick stage at apogee

burn, the payload orbit willbe imperfect in several respects:

a) The orbit is in general elliptical.

b) The orbital inclination is, in general, not zero.

c) The longitude of the subsatellite point is, in general,

not the desired longitude.

The capability of the payload propulsion to correct for these errors

dictates the final accuracy requirements of the kick stage apogee burn.

An analysis of the relationship of trajectory errors to payload AV require-

ments is presented below.
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The results of this analysis are a set of nonlinear expressions re-

lating position and velocity errors at injection to the AV required to

correct the errors. If _V A represents the available payload propulsion

capability, then the performance requirement for this mission may be

stated as

AVTota 1 (95%) < AV A

where AVTota 1 is the value of AV required for 95 percent probability of

successfully performing the correction. Reasonable values for AV A lie

in the range 15-30 m/sec. Results of a detailed performance analysis

for this mission are presented in Section 7.

2.3.3. 1 In-Plane Radius and Velocity Errors

The in-plane errors, exclusive of the longitude error, after the

kick stage apogee burn are:

= Ar/re 1

e Z

e 3

: nv/v

: n /v

where

r = synchronous radius = 4Z165 km

V = synchronous velocity = 3.08 krn/sec

Ar = error in r

AV = error in V

Ai- = error in radial velocity (nominal _ is zero)

el, e 2, e 3 << 1
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For nominally circular orbits (nominal eccentricity e = 0), the actual

eccentricity, semimajor axis, and perigee distance are

e = [(e i + 2e2)2 + e32]1]2

a = r(l + 2e! + 2e2)

r -- a er
P

Hohmann Transfer to Synchronous Altitude (Burn a). The semi-

major axis of the Hohmann transfer ellipse and the required velocity at

the beginning of the transfer will be

1

a T = _ (rp + r)

1
= _(a + r (1 - e))

2 r r )1 l/?-

V i - 3e 1 - 3e 2 +_ 1 + 2ez )2 Z 1/2

The actual velocity existing before the transfer burn is

(z-l)

= V r
Vp

I1 _/( zll/ZV = de 1 - Ze 2 + g e I + 2e Z) + e 3 j (z-z)

Differencing Equations(Z-l) and (g-2), the required AV for the Hohmann

transfer is

AV _ V = e I 4 e 2 +_ (e I + 2ez) 2 7a _ _ + e 3 (2=3)

Synchronization at Synchronous Altitude (Burn b).

the transfer burn, the velocity is

At the apogee of

Va:V
[, 'V<e '}"'__ V +el +e2"_ 1 + Ze +e 3
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The required Z_V for synchronization is

_V b = V-V a

V[e-7 1 + e2 --_

Out-of-Plane Error (Burn c).

e4 :  v/v

_/(e 1 + 2ez) z + e32J (2-4)

The inclination error is

v ni/v : ni

where _V is the component of velocity normal to the equatorial plane and

Ai is the inclination error. The corrective AV required is then simply

AVc = V e 4 (2-5)

LonGitude Error (Burn d I. Following burns a, b and c above, the

payload should be in a perfectly synchronized orbit but not necessarily at

the desired longitude. To correct for this, an incremental velocity can

be added to purposely desynchronize the orbit to change its orbital

period, thus allowing the sub satellite point to drift under the payload. If

the desynchronizing velocity increment is chosen properly, the desired

subsatellite longitude should drift under the payload when the payload is

at the correct apsis of its desynchronized orbit after n orbits. (If the

payload is initially ahead of its desired location, the velocity increment

required is positive and the "correct apsis '_ is the perigee.) At this time,

an equal and opposite velocity increment is added to resynchronize the

orbit. The total velocity increment required is

_L (Z-6)AV d = V-_-_'n = Ve 5

where AL is the longitude error and n is the number of whole orbits

allowed for longitude correction.
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2. 3. 3. 2 Total Velocity Requirement

The total velocity increment required from the payload is the sum

of the absolute values from Equations (2-3), (2-4), (2-5) and (2-6), or

AVTota I = IAVal + IAVbl + IAVcl + IAVdl

Z _ (el + 2e2 + e3

+ e 1 + e 2 - _- (e I + Ze + e 3 + Z le4l + z lesll(z_7)

Two possible cases can occur for Equation (2-7}.

1 _ 2e2)2Case 1. If le 1 + ezl > +_- (e 1 + + e3 2

then AVTOTA L = ([el + eal + le4l + le51)V (2-8)

1 _ Zez)Z > le I + ez ICase 2. If + _- (e 1 + + e3 2

then AVTOTA L = + _ (e I + Ze + e3 + le4[ + lesl V

(2-9}

2. 3. 3. 3 Kick-Stage Apogee Burnout Error Allotment

From Equation (2-8) or (2-9), the allowable values of Ar, AV, A_,

V¢, and AL can be expressed as a function of the maximum available AV

of the payload. Substituting for the e. in (2-8) and (2-9), the .require-
l

ments are

V
Case I: Iv" r *"vl + Iwl * I'LI _ AvA (Z-lO)

v IA,.L Av,,Case 2: _ + 2AV) 2 + (_xr)2 + iw I + 3-_-_

(2-11)

where AV A represents the available propulsion capability of the payload.

Typically, the total fuel capability of the payload may be on the

order of 15 m/sec. Note that considerable flexibility in propulsion re-

quirements for the longitude correction function is available by varying n.
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2.4 MARS ORBITER MISSION

For this mission, it is assumed that the kick-stage guidance system t

takes over after the Saturn V booster places the spacecraft tt into the inter-

planetary transfer trajectory. The guidance system then is required for

attitude referencing and control during the long coast phases, applying the

midcourse AV corrections (based on ground-tracking data) and final inser-

tion of the payload into the desired orbit about Mars.

The specification of the guidance system accuracy requirements,

and hence the system configuration, is tentative due to the fact that defini-

tive propulsion capabilities data and information regarding the desired

final orbit characteristics and accuracy requirements are not available.

Present studies on the planned Mars Voyager missions indicate that a

sophisticated strapdown inertial guidance system for performing the mid-

course and orbit insertion maneuvers may not be required although such

a system has much to offer in the way of flexibility and growth potential
ttt

to meet more demanding future Voyager mission requirements.

_or purposes of this study the use of a complete three-axis inertial

reference unit is postulated. A comparison of the capabilities of this type

of system with simpler systems is made in Section 8. Use of an electro-

optical approach guidance sensor to improve trajectory prediction accuracy

tAlthough the kick stage guidance system could conceivably be used to guide

the Saturn V booster, that possibility is not considered in this study. It is

assumed that ST-124 Inertial Guidance System located in the Saturn V

Instrument Unit (IU) is used for the boost phase (launch through SIVB stage

burnout including intermediate coast phases). A review of the performance

capabilities of this guidance system shows that it is completely satisfactory

for this mission phase.

ttThe interplanetary spacecraft (Voyager concept) includes the necessary

propulsion capabilities for the midcourse corrections, Mars orbit inser-

tion, and orbital trim maneuvers. For this mission, the " kick stage" and

the interplanetary spacecraft are synonomous. The "payload" consists of

a Mars landing capsule deployed from the spacecraft after insertion plus

the scientific instrumentation aboard the main spacecraft.

tt_These requirements are currently undefined. However, it is reason-

able to expect, based on past experience, that as the missions become more
sophisticated the mission accuracy requirements will become more demand-

ing, Some possible advanced Voyager missions (1975 through 1984) are

described in a TRW study performed for JPL, Ref 2-1.
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near the target planet is also postulated although use of such a sensor
t

appears to be necessary only if terminal mission accuracy requirements

are considerably more stringent than those imposed by the present Voyager

mission.

2.4.1 Mission Characteristics

It is beyond the scope of this report to furnish effectively even a

general comprehension of the complex mission analysis _'t which must be

performed before the selection of representative Mars trajectories for

guidance system evaluation is possible. For the purposes of this study,

trajectories available from previous studies conducted at TRW were used.

For the purpose of generating guidance system functional and per-

forrnance requirements, the current Voyager mission requirements were

used as the starting point. Mission requirements and constraints were

established from the "Performance and Design Requirements for the t973

Voyager Mission, " Ref 2-4. The principal mission requirements and

constraints which directly concern the launch vehicle performance capa-

bilities and guidance system accuracy are briefly discussed in the

following paragraphs.

• Ascent Mode - The parking orbit ascent mode will be

utilized for the 1973 mission. Parking orbit coast
times will vary between 10 and 90 min.

• Transfer Trajectory - Type I transfer trajectories shall
be used for the 1973 mission.

• Launch Energy - A maximum injection energy C 3 of
3Z. 5 kmZ/sec 2 will be assumed for the 1973 mission.

• Launch Window - A nominal launch period of 45 to 60

clays and a minimum daily firing window of Z hr, will be
provided.

r

_The major source of error in the knowledge of the approach trajectory

with respect to Mars is the uncertainty in the orbital position of Mars
relative to the Earth (see Section 9, for further discussion).

_Some of the more basic mission analysis concepts, particularly those

relating to launch vehicle and guidance system requirements, are dis-
cussed in Ref 2-2 and 2-3.
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Declination of Launch Asymptote - The absolute value of

the declination of the launch asymptote (DLA) will not

exceed the following values: 5 deg <- IDLAI -< 36 deg.

Declination of the launch asymptote is dependent on both

liftoff and coast time. The injection errors attributable

to the guidance hardware are also a strong function of
this coast time.

V_Mars - To achieve a reasonable vehicle mass frac-

tion into Mars orbit, the approach V_Mars magnitude

must not exceed a maximum of 3. Z5 kxn/sec.

Injection Accuracy - The miss plus time-of-flight tra-

jectory dispersions due to random errors arising from

launch vehicle injection errors shall be correctable with

a i-_ midcourse trajectory correction velocity incre-

ment of 5 m/sec or less applied Z days after injection.

Mars Orbit Characteristics - The periapsis altitudes of

the desired Mars satellite orbits lie between 500 and

i, 500 km. The apoapsis altitudes lie between i0,000

and 20,000 km. These ranges apply both before and

after orbit trim. No requirements have been set on

either orbital inclination or the orientation of the line

of apsides. Thus, the deboost velocity is assumed to

be applied tangentially at the periares common to the

hyperbolic approach trajectory and the elliptic orbit.

Since the launch phase guidance functions will be performed by the

Saturn V guidance system, only the interplanetary trajectory is of interest

here. The Earth-Mars trajectory chosen _ has a launch date of II May 1971

and a trip time of 177 days. Characteristics of interest are shown in

Figures 2-I, 2-2, and Table 2-IV(from Ref 2-5). Guidance system

performance requirements based on the Voyager mission requirements

are discussed in the following section. As a guideline for determining

final approach and orbit accuracy requirements, equations for parametric

evaluation of velocity requirements are also presented in Paragraph 2.4.3.

_Present Voyager planning calls for use of the Saturn V launch vehicle with

the first mission scheduled for 1973. Trajectories for the 1973 launch

opportunity were not available during this study. Since only post injection
guidance is considered, the differences in boost phase trajectories are in-

significant for the purposes of this study. The interplanetary trajectory
used adheres to the mission constraints discussed above.
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Table 2-1V.

Launch date

Arrival date

Time of flight

Departure asymptote {from

Earth_

C 3

Angle to ecliptic

Angle to Sun-Earth line

Approach asymptote (to Mars)

Angle to plane of Marsh' orbit

Angle to Mar s- Sun line

Interplanetary Orbit

True anomaly at arrival

True anomaly at launch

Heliocentric central angle

Inclination to ecliptic

Perihelion distance from Sun

Aphelion distance from Sun

Eccentricity

Characteristics of i971 Earth-Mars Trajectory

Ifrom Ref 2-51

May 19, 1971

November 12, 1971

177 days

2.92 km/sec

8.53 km2/sec 2

-16 deg

88 deg

3.25 km/sec

-3 deg

119 deg

142.5 deg

4.5 deg

138 deg

1.5 deg

151.2 x 106 km

Z20.5 x 106 km

O. 1853

2.4. 2 Operational SeRuences

The operational sequences for the Mars orbiter mission are assumed

to be as outlined below:

a) Launch, parking orbit, and injection into interplane-

tar_r trajectory_ These phases are presumed to be
under the control of the primary Saturn guidance sys-

tem. The kick-stage {spacecraft) guidance is in a

semidormant state.
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b)

c)

Separation from booster and first cruise phase: The
kick-stage strapdown inertial subsystem used to pro-

vide rate damping signals to stabilize the separation

induced tumbling transients. After the rate stabiliza-

tion is accomplished, a celestial reference acquisition

sequence is initiated. The celestial references will be
the Sun and the star Canopus. The Sun and Canopus

trackers will be body-fixed and will serve as the pri-

mary long-term inertial attitude references. After
Sun/Canopus lockon is achieved, the gyros may be

turned off (except for heaters) until required for the
midcourse reorientation maneuver.

Deep Space Network (DSN) tracking will be used during

this cruise phase for orbit determination and to com-

pute the first midcourse velocity correction required

to reduce the effects of injection errors. The mid-

course thrust vector pointing and magnitude commands
and time of execution command will be transmitted to

the onboard guidance system for execution.

Midcourse execution: If the gyros were shutdown in

the previous cruise phase, wheel power would be

applied sufficiently early to ensure proper gyro opera-

tion during the following sequence. Ten to 30 rain (the

time will be dependent on available spacecraft slew

rates and maximum required turn-through angles)

prior to the time of execution of the midcourse cor-

rection burn, vehicle rotations will be commanded to

orient the thrust vector in the required inertial direc-

tion. The attitude change sequence will depend on the

type of inertial configuration chosen. Three basic

inertial configurations can be considered:

Ia) A simple inertial configuration with a 3-axis

gyro package and one longitudinal axis inte-

grating accelerometer.

Ib) The above with the addition of two orthogonal

lateral accelerometers (of the nonintegrating

type).

ii) A full strapdown inertial system, with a 5-axis

gyro package and a 3-axis integrating acceler-

ometer package, with full direction cosine

c omputation capability.

For Configurations I, the orientation maneuver will be

entirely open loop, using precomputed precision

torquing signals applied sequentially to two out of the

three gyros. For Configuration II, closed-loop control
over final attitude can be exercised and simultaneous

bi-axial attitude changes can be commanded.



d)

e)

When the proper attitude is achieved, and at the cor-
rect time, midcourse burn is initiated. Attitude con-

trol during burn is again dependent on the inertial oon-
figuration chosen:

Ia) For Configuration Ia, attitude will be
maintained under control of the three rate-

integrating gyros. Engine misalignments
will be the largest source of burnout error
in this case.

Ib) For Configuration Ib, attitude will again be
maintained under control of the three rate-

integrating gyros with the important modifica-
tion that signals processed from the noninte-

grating accelerometers can be used to provide
attitude correction signals to largely compen-
sate for engine misalignments.

II) For Configuration II, full 3-axis A_" control

capability is provided and engine misalign-
ments become unimportant. Further discus-
sions will be limited to this configuration.

Subsequent cruise and midcourse correction phases:
After completion of the first midcourse correction, the

spacecraft will be "unwound" to the original Sun/Canopus
reference attitude and continue in a cruise phase identical
to the first. One or more further midcourse corrections
will be made in a manner similar to the first. After the

last midcourse correction, the trajectory will have been
corrected such that terminal approach conditions meet

mission requirements. (The midcourse correction require-
ments are defined in Paragraph 2.4. B. )

Approach phase: On the premise that a mission with ter-

minal approach requirements is more stringent than those
imposed on Mariner 1969 or Voyager, it is postulated that
some form of approach navigation more accurate than avail-
able with DSN tracking will be required. To cover this

possibility, this study includes considerations of an approach
sensor. The sensor to be considered will be a planet tracker,
with two degrees of electronic scan freedom relative to the
kick stage. The sensor can provide:

1) Stadimetric ranging data

Z) Clock and cone angles relative to the Sun/

Canopus frame of reference (see Figure 9- 1 ).
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On the basis of approach measurements provided
either via DSIF alone or in combination with the
approach sensor, the approach trajectory will be
determined and the following will be computed:

1) Magnitude and inertial direction of the deboost

velocity to achieve the desired orbit about Mars.

2) Time of initiation of the deboost thrust.

DSIF orbit determination accuracy requirements
are discussed in Section 6.

f) Deboost velocity application: The sequence of events and
operations of this phase is the same as for the midcourse
correction phase.

Z.4.3 Guidance System Performance Requirements

2.4.3. 1 Terminal Accuracy Requirements

Because of 1) midcourse errors, 2) imperfect approach trajectory

estimation, and 3) execution errors at deboost burn, the final orbit will

differ from the desired orbit. The Voyager mission requirements _'shown

in Table 2-V have been translated into system accuracy requirements for

these three types of errors and are sumn]arized in the following paragraphs.

Table 2-V. Voyager Mission Terminal Accuracy Requirements

Parameter Allowable Dispersion (3_)

m

Impact Parameter B

Time of Encounter

Periapsis Altitude of Initial Oribt
(prior to orbit trim maneuver)

Orbital Inclination of Initial
Orbit

500 km

3 min

30 percent

5 deg

_The overall mission accuracy requirements have not been firmly estab-

lished for the Voyager mission. The requirements stated in Table Z-V are
based on preliminary Voyager requirements for the early missions.
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2.4.3.2 Orbit Correction Requirements

The required precision with which the interplanetary spacecraft

must execute the arrival date separation maneuver $ and interplanetary

trajectory corrections is a complicated function involving a number of

considerations such as the final mission accuracy requirements, the

orbit determination uncertainty as a function of time, the number of

maneuvers to be performed, the amount of trajectory biasing necessary

to satisfy the probability-of-impact constraint, the orbit trim philosophy,

and several other considerations, all of which are vitally interwoven in

the mission formulation. In order to achieve a rational balance among

the various mission accuracy requirements, the maximum allowable

maneuver errors during different phases of the flight were specified

(Table Z-VI from Ref 2-4). The maximum allowable maneuver errors

are defined by an error ellipsoid with an axis of symmetry parallel to

the specified velocity increment.

2.4.3.3 Orbit Determination Accuracy Requirements

To meet the overall mission accuracy requirements given above,

specification must also be placed on the orbit determination accuracy

using the earth-based DSIF. Because of the trajectory geometry, tracking

system characteristics, and the presence of trajectory disturbances, the

orbit determination uncertainties vary throughout the mission. The

allowable uncertainties (from Ref 2-4) are shown in Table 2-VII.

2.4.4 Analysis of Orbit Correction Requirements

Paragraph 2.4. 3 indicates that the final orbit will differ from the

desired orbit because of the effects of approach orbit estimation errors

and maneuver execution errors. It is assumed that final orbit trim is to

be accomplished by the interplanetary spacecraft. Limitations on space-

craft propulsion capability for orbit trim set constraints on the required

precision of the initial orbit established. The final orbital requirements

have not been established for the Voyager mission. The range of permis-

sible orbit altitudes is given in Paragraph 2.4.3.1.

_This maneuver is intended to separate the arrival time of the two space-

craft launched by the Saturn Y booster by at least 8 days. The maneuver
is made in a similar manner, but prior to, the first midcourse correction.
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Table Z-VI. Maximum Velocity Error Ellipsoids

(from Ref 2-4)

Maneuver

Inte rplaneta ry

trajectory cor-
rections

Mars orbit

insertion

Mars orbit trim

Minimum

Vel oc ity
Increments

(m/sec)

l.O (0.3)

1.0km/sec

5.0 (l.S)

Maximum

Velocity

Increments t

(m/sec)

lOO (zoo)

Z. 0 km/sec

150

3_r Error Component Par-

allel to Specified Velocity
Increment (meters/

second or % of spec-

ified velocity increment)

Larger of 0.1 m/sec or

3.0% (larger of 0.03
m/sec or Z.0%)

3.0% (l.S%)

Larger of 0.5 m/sec or

5.0% (larger of 0.2 m/sec

or 3.0%)

3o- Error Component

Normal to Specified

Velocity Increment Along

Any Two Orthogonal

Axes (meters/second or

% of specified velocity
increment)

Larger of 0. 1 m/sec or

3.0% (larger of 0.03

m/sec or 2.0%)

5.0% (3.0%)

Larger of 0.5 m/sec or

5.0% (larger of 0. g

m/sec or 3.0%)

Note: Numbers not in parentheses are maximum values.

Numbers in parentheses are design goals.

tFor purpose of error calculations only.

Table Z-VII. Maximum Allowable 3_ Orbit Determination

Uncertainties (from Ref 2-4)

Time at

Which Orbit Esti-
mate is Calculated

Injection +2 days

Injection +30 days

Encounter -30 days

Enc ounte r - 2 day s

Encounter -4 hr

Orbit insertion +4

returns to orbit

periapsis

Orbit trim +3
returns to orbit

periapsis

Magnitude and Time of
Prior Orbit Corruptions t

Planetary vehicle injection

150 m/sec arrival date

adjustment and interplane-

tary trajectory correction

at I +5 days

5 m/sec interplanetary tra-

jectory correction at I +30

days

1 m/sec interplanetary tra-

jectory correction at E -30

Same as above

2. 2 km/sec orbit insertion

maneuver

Orbit trimmaneuver of

100m/sec

tFor purposes of error analysis only.

Uncertainty in

Magnitude of

Impact Parame-

ter Vector (km)

ZOOO

(lO00)

1000

(500)

500

(300)

400

(150)

300

(1oo)

lO

(1)

10

(1)

Uncertainty in
Aiming Plane

Normal to Nomi-

nal Impact

Parameter Vector

(km)

ZOO0

(1000)

1500

(750)

750

(500)

500

(ZOO)

500

(150)

10-4

(10 -5 )

10 -4

(I0 -s )

Unc e rtainty
in Time of

Encounter (min)

15

(7)

10

(5)

4

(3)

3

(i)

Z

(0.5)

5

(o. 1)

s

(o. 1)

Numbers not in parentheses are maximum allowable uncertain-

ties.

Numbers in parentheses are design goals,
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The orbit trim profile is assumed to consist of four separate burns

as follows:

a) Perform a Hohmann transfer from the perigee of the
imperfect orbit to the desired apoares distance.

b) Perform a Hohmann transfer from this new apoares
distance to the desired periares distance.

c) Execute a burn to rotate the line of apsides.

d) Perform the desired inclination correction.

The above profile is not optimum but does provide a simple means for

establishing a conservative estimate of the precision with which the

spacecraft must be placed in orbit.

2.4.4. 1 In-Plane Errors

The in-plane errors after the orbit insertion burn are

where

r a, r P

R a, R P

Ar = r - R
a a a

Ar = r - R
P P P

_b, xlJ =

apoares and periares, respectively, of orbit
established by the orbit insertion burn.

apoares andperiares° respectively, of the
desired orbit

angles defining actual and desired lines of

apsides

Hohmann Transfer to Desired Apoares (Burn a). The velocity

existing at the periares of the orbit established by the spacecraft is

2 ra/rp ]Vp = I_ r a + rp!j

l/z

Ra/Rp [1 RP/Ra z+ Ra/a P p]l/z~ + R + R /Xra R + R Ar (Z-12.)
= _ R a + Rp a p a p
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The velocity at this periares required to reach apoares R a is

Preqtd Ra p]

{Z Ra/Rp _ Z +Ra/Rp ] I/z1 _ra R + R Ar
_= _ R a + Rp R a + Rp a p p

(Z-iS)

Differencing Equations (Z-lZ) and (Z-13), the required AV for the

Hohmann transfer is

AV = V -V
a P Preq'd

{ RdR,> (Z-14)

Hohmann Transfer to Desired Periares (Burn b).

velocity following Burn a is

V a = [Z_

rp/R a ]Ilz
R a + rp]

R a + Rp a p

The apoares

1/Z

(Z=lS)

The apoares velocity required to reach periares R
P

Z RP/Ra= _R +R
Vareq'd a p

is

(z-16)

Differencing Equations (Z-15) and (Z-16), the required AV for the Hoh-

mann transfer is

AV b : V -V
a areq, d

12_ Rp/Ra Ra/Rp Arp]Ra + Rp [Z (R a + Rp)
(z-17)
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Rotation of Line of Apsides (Burn c). After the correct apsis dis-

tances have been established, the line of apsides can be rotated by apply-

ing a radial AV increment at

f _--_-or _ +--
= Z Z

where f is the true anomaly measured from the newly established peri-

ares.

The required velocity increment at either f is

Rp/Ra) _Z Ra/Rp sin-_
AV c = (i - _ R a + Rp

(Z-18)

Inclination Error (Burn d). The corrective AV required for incli-

nation change is

AV d = V _/i - cos f_i

sion for AV d occurs at fe

where V is the velocity at the true anomaly angle fe' at the node, and _i

is the desired change in inclination. The maximum for the above expres-

= 0 ° and is

_z Ra/Rp v/1-cosni (Z-19)AVd = _ R + R
max a p

2. 4.4.2 Total Corrective Velocity Requirement

The total velocity increment required from the payload is the sum

of the absolute values from Equations (Z-14), (Z-17), (2-18) and (Z-19),

or

AVTota 1 = IAVal + IAVbl + IAVcl + IAVdl

Ra/Rp [ I rala ZR_R +Rp a
]

+ _/1 - cos zxi_
!

I
Arpl + (I - Rp/R a) sin

+ 2 (R a + Rp) 2

(2-2o)
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2.4.5 Analysis of Approach Guidance Requirements

The velocity increment AV required to place the interplanetary

spacecraft into the desired aerocentric orbit is determined on the basis of

approach trajectory parameters determined by DSN tracking, by the use

of optical sightings, or a combination of both. If on the basis of approach

trajectory estimation it is determined that the expected periapsis distance

will be in error, two alternative guidance techniques are available.

a) At some time T before encounter, apply a corrective

velocity increment AVc normal to the approach trajec-

tory to achieve the correct periares distance R_. At

periares, apply the orbit insertion retrovelocit_ AVp
to achieve the desired apoares distance, R a. The

total velocity increment required to insert the kick

stage/payload into the nominally desired aerocentric

orbit is then AV T = IAVcl + IAVpl. This technique
is illustrated in Figure Z-3.

b) On the basis of approach orbit parameter estimations,

apply a AVp at encounter (i. e., at T = 0) to achieve
the desiredapoares distance R_. At apoares, apply a

corrective velocity increment /_V a to achieve the

desired ]R_.14[ The total velocity increment is AV T= lAVa AVpl. This technique is illustrated in
Figure Z-4.

AV
p

Figure 2-3. Method of Achieving Desired Rn and R a by Combination of
Approach Orbit Correction and_Retro AVp
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Figure 2-4. Method of Achieving Desired Rp and Ra by Applying
Required Velocity Increments eit Two Apsides

The above sequences assume no requirements on the orientation of the

line of apsides and have been chosen primarily to provide an insight as to

when reliable approach trajectory parameters must be established to per-

form meaningful and efficient approach trajectory corrections. That is,

if approach trajectory estimation data are not expected to be accurate

until two days before encounter (T = Z), then it would be meaningless to

apply a corrective AV at any time before this.
c

The results of a parametric study for Technique (a) above are pre-

sented in Figure Z-5. The desiredareocentric orbit was assumed to have

periapsis and apoapsis altitudes of 1,000 and 10,000 kin, respectively. The

approach velocity was taken to be Vco = 3 km/sec, and approach periares

errors of -500 to +500 kmwere covered. For A_p = 500 kin, approximately

1.5 percent more AV is required by waiting until T = 0. Z5 days as com-

pared to T = 4 days. This is a negligible penalty to pay for the added orbit

estimation accuracy obtainable by the 3.75 days of additional tracking.
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Trajectory Correction and Orbit Insertion Versus

Time of Correction Application

The trend of the curves in Figure 2.-5 would seem to indicate that if

one were to wait until T = 0, the AV would become excessive. For-

tunately this is not so as evidenced by the plots in Figures 2.-6, 2-7, and

2--8. It is true (at least for _r > 0) that the AVToTA L for Technique (b)
P

is larger than for Technique (a); however, the increase is only on the

order of 7 percent, worst case. Technique (b) offers a reasonable com-

promise between fuel requirements and approach trajectory orbit deter-

mination accuracy and is recommended as the procedure to follow.

Tracking, either DSIF alone or in combination with optical aids, will be

continued until about I or g hr prior to encounter. By this time, the

approach trajectory position estimation errors will have been reduced to

the order of I0 to I00 km and a reasonably accurate computation of AV
P

to be applied at encounter can be computed.

2.5 LUNAR ORBITER IvIISSION

The booster/payload combination for this mission is assumed to be

the Atlas SLV3X/Centaur/HEUS/lunar orbiter. Based on past experience,

e. g, Surveyor and Lunar Orbiter, the need for a sophisticated inertial

guidance system on the spacecraft is questionable for the translunar and

lunar operations phases of this mission. However, for this study, it is

assumed that the kick stage guidance system is to be used not only for these
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Figure 2-6. Total Velocity Increment Required for Approach
Trajectory Correction and Orbit Insertion,

V00 = 2 km/sec

phases but also for primary guidance and control of the lower booster

stages. The operational sequences and functional requirements are sum-

rrmrized below.

2.5.1 Mission Characteristics

This mission is operationally very similar to the Mars Orbiter Mis-

sion discussed in Subsection 2.4. The primary difference to be noted is
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that USBS/DSIF tracking and orbit estimation accuracy will probably be

sufficient to obviate the need for an approach sensor.

A parking orbit ascent trajectory with a coast time of approximately

14 min was selected for this study. The rationale for this selection was

based on the fact that the largest figure-of-merit is obtained for parking

orbit missions having coast times in this range.
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The lunar missionreference trajectory used for error analysis pur-

poses was a closed-loop targeted trajectory for the Atlas Centaur (AC-I2

Configuration) launch vehicle. The trajectory profile is shaped by a

predetermined pitch steering program from launch to booster cutoff

(BECO). After BECO the sustainer is ignited and closed loop guidance is

initiated. The guidance system continues to steer the vehicle through

sustainer cutoff (SECO) and Centaur first-burn ignition until parking
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orbit is reached. The first-burn duration (launch to parking orbit injec-

tion) is approximately 585 sec and injects the vehicle into a 167 km

perigee, 173 km apogee orbit. The Centaur stage coasts in this orbit

for 845 sec, whereupon it reignites and burns for another 106 sec,

injecting the payload into a highly elliptical (e = 0. 97167) transfer orbit.

The transfer time is approximately 65 hr. The event times for the launch

through injection phase are shown in Table 2-VIII.

Table Z-VIII. Event Times for Lunar Mission

(Launch Through Injection}

Time (sec) Event

,

585. 04952

1426. 8700

1603. 2040

Start first powered phase (boost}

Start first coast phase (circular)

Start second powered phase (injection}

End second powered phase

Two midcourse corrections are assumed for this mission, the

first at 15 to 20 hr after injection and the second a few hours prior to

lunar intercept.

Deboost is made into an intermediate orbit with approximate apsis

distances of 3590 and 1990 kin. The deboost velocity increment required

is 745 m/sec. After accurate determination of the orbit has been made,

a final orbit adjust maneuver is made to place the vehicle into a 3589 by

1784 km orbit.

2.5.2 Guidance System Operational Sequence

The guidance system operational sequence for the various phases of

the lunar orbiter mission studied at TRW is described below:

a) Launch and boost to -_167 km parking orbit: The kick

stage strapdown inertial guidance subsystem will pro-
vide the guidance function for this phase.

b) Coast in parkin_ orbit: The kick stage and payload will
coast in the parking orbit until translunar injection,
which occurs approximately 14 min after entering the
parking orbit. The inertial guidance subsystem will be
relegated to the role of an attitude reference during
this phase.
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c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

Translunar in_ection: The kick stage will be ignited to
inject the kick stage/payload into the translunar tra-
jectory. Attitude and burn control will be provided by
the strapdown inertial guidance subsystem.

Coast until first midcourse correction: Following the
injection burn, a celestial reference acquisition sequence
is initiated and the kick stage/payload will be attitude

fixed to the sun and the star Canopus via body-fixed sun
and star sensors. The strapdown accelerometers can

be turned off (except for heaters) and the flight corn-
puter algorithm for updating the direction cosines can
be placed in a standby mode.

Deep-Space Network (DSIF) tracking will be used
during this coast phase for orbit determination and to

compute the rnidcourse velocity correction required to
reduce the effects of injection errors. The midcourse
thrust vector pointing and magnitude commands and
time of execution command will be transmitted to the

kick-stage system.

First midcourse correction: Approximately 15 to 20 hr
from translunar injection, the first midcourse correc-
tion will be executed. Ten to 30 rain prior to the time
of execution, the accelerometers will be turned on, the

direction cosine solution algorithm will be initialized,
and vehicle rotations will be commanded to orient the

thrust vector in the required inertial direction. When
the proper attitude is achieved, and at the correct
time, midcourse burn is initiated.

Second coast phase and second midcourse correction:

After completion of filefirst midcourse correction, the

kick stage/payload will be "unwound" to the original

Sun/Canopus reference attitude and continue in a cruise

phase identical to the first. The second midcourse burn

will occur a few hours prior to translunar injection

and is designed to null selected miss components at
lunar intercept.

Coast until deboost maneuver into intermediate lunar

orbit: This phase will be identical to the other coast

phases.

Deboost into intermediate lunar orbit: Based on the

tracking data obtained, the kick stage/payload will be

injected into an intermediate orbit with approximate
apsis distances of 3590 and 1990 krn. The deboost
velocity increment required is approximately

745 m/sec.
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i) Coast in intermediate orbit: The amount of coast time
in the intermediate orbit will be chosen such that the

orbit is properly phased with respect to the preselected
target. The kick stage/payload will be tracked by
DSIF stations to determine orbital parameters and the

retromaneuver required to place the kick stage/pay-
load into the final orbit.

j) Retro into final orbit: Based upon the orbital estimates
obtained from DSIF tracking data, and controlled by the

strapdown inertial guidance system, the spacecraft will
be injected into the final orbit. The desired final orbit

will nominally have an apocynthion and pericynthion of

3589 km and 1784 kin, respectively.

2.5.3 Performance Requirements

2.5.3. 1 Translunar Injection

The kick/payload must be injected into a translunar trajectory such

that the desired lunar orbit can be achieved by the kick stage propulsive

capability. A set of deviations _of the kick stage/payload position and

velocity from the nominal trajectory which will permit the meeting of the

requirements of the final orbit is listed in Table Z-IX.

Table Z-IX. Guidance Requirements for Translunar Injection
and Translunar Coast Phases (1_ Values)

Parameter

AX

Ay

AZ

Coordinate

Sy stem

T ranslunar

Injection

14.9 km

18.4 km

19.5 km

21.4 m/sec

19.5 m/sec

3Z. 4 m/sec

ECI

Coast until
First

Midcourse
Correction

685 km

996 km

680 km

18.8 m/sec

10.8 m/sec

12.0 m/sec

ECI

Coast until
Second

Midcour se
Correction

160 km

358 km

Z62 km

2. 1 m/sec

4. 6 m/sec

3. 0 m/sec

ECI

Coast until
Deboost into
Intermediate
Lunar Orbit

81 km

47 km

16.7 km

15.3 m/sec

30 m/sec

14. 1 m/sec

Selenographic

_The position and velocity errors are stated either in an earth-centered
inertial (ECI) vernal-equinox, equatorial coordinate system or in seleno-
graphic coordinates. Note that these errors are stated as deviations from
the a priori nominal trajectory.
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2.5.3.2 Translunar Coast Phases

Prior to the first (second) midocurse corrections, the deviations of

position and velocity from the nominal trajectory must be within certain

limits. These limits are determined by the correction capability of the

rnidcourse correction system. A set of injection deviations from the

nominal trajectory propagated to the point of the first midcourse correction

which satsify the midcourse correction capability are listed in Table 2-IX.

Prior to the second midcourse maneuver, the deviations must be such that

the correction of miss components at the target are within the capability

of the second midcourse maneuver. A set which satisfies these require-

ments is shown in Table 2-IX.

During each phase, the position and velocity of the kick stage/payload

will be determined by earth-based tracking stations. At the end of the final

coast phase, as a result of the midcourse corrections, the position and

velocity of the kick stage/payload must be within the limits shown in the

last column of Table 2-IX.

2.5.3.3 Midcourse Correction Maneuvers

Approximately 15 hr after translunar injection, the first midcourse

correction will be commanded. The requirements on the maneuver execu-

tion errors are shown in Table 2-X. The guidance law assumed is directed

to nulling the errors in the impact plane and error in the time of flight or

the impact plane error only. t Hence, these controlled quantities will be

reduced by the midcourse maneuver.

The second midcourse maneuver will be executed a few hours prior

to translunar injection. The requirements on the maneuver execution

errors are in Table 2-X.

t
The performance analysis results are presented in Section 8 for both

guidance laws. Detailed mission payload requirementd dictate the choice
for a given mission.
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Table 2-X. Guidance and Control Requirements for First and
Second Midcourse Corrections

Parameter

Pointing error

Error proportional
to AV

Velocity cutoff
Resolution error

Velocity increment

required (not to be
exceeded more than 1%

of the time)

First Midcours e

Correction

0.4 deg (lo)

0. 04% (1 g)

0.02 m/sec (I_)

64 m/sec

Second Midcour se

Correction

0.4 deg (lo)

O. 04% (lo)

0.02 m/sec (1_)

3 m/sec

2.5. 3.4 Deboost Into Lunar Orbit

Based upon tracking data, the following quantities will be determined

for injection into the intermediate orbit:

a) Thrust initiation time

b) Body attitude

c) Velocity increment.

These quantities will be computed to null the deviations from nominal

of the apocynthion, inclination, longitude of the ascending mode, and the

argument of pericynthion. A set of required accuracies of position and

velocity at the end of this phase which will meet the orbital requirements

is given in Table 2-XI.

2.5. 3.5 Coast in Intermediate Orbit and Final Orbit Insertion

There are no active guidance requirements during the intermediate

orbiting phase. However, the position and velocity must be within cer-

tain limits at the end of this phase. A set of position and velocity accu-

racies which (in combination with the expected execution errors) will not

violate the orbit accuracies required is indicated in Table 2-XII.
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Table 2-XI.

Parameter

AX

_y

AZ

ZX_

Pointing error

Error proportional to
ZXV

Velocity cutoff

Velocity increment
required

(not be exceeded more

than 1% of the time)

Coordinate

System

Guidance and Control Requirements for Deboost
Into Intermediate and Final Lunar Orbit

DeSoo st Into
Intermediate Orbit

(i_ value s)t

80.4 km

24.2 km

9.7 km

2.7 m/sec

47 m/sec

II. 5 m/sec

0.4 deg

O. 04%

O. 02 m/sec

758 m/sec

(2485 ft/sec)

Selenographic

Deboost Into

Final Orbit t
values)

14.2 km

18.9 km

13 km

13 m/sec

3.3 m/sec

O. 7 m/sec

O. 4 deg

0. 04%

O. 02 m/sec

33 m/sec
(110 ft/sec)

Selenographic

tExcept for required velocity increment.

Table 2-XII. Guidance Requirements for Coast
in Intermediate Orbit

Parameter

_X

,,Xy

_z

Specification
(la Values)

14.4 km

19 km

13 km

O. 6 m/see

3. 6 m/sec

1. 5 m/sec

Coordinate System Selenographic
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The required maneuver for final adjustment of the orbit will be

calculated using previous estimates of position and velocity. The maneuver

(pitch attitude, yaw attitude, velocity magnitude) will be calculated so as to

null the deviations at the pericynthion after retrothrusting at apocynthion to

give a specified pericynthion inclination and argument of pericynthion.

At the completion of the maneuver, the position and velocity must be

within prescribed limits so that the desired lunar orbit can be achieved.

The final lunar orbital requirements are given in Table 2-XIII.

Table 2-XIII. Lunar Orbital Phase Accuracy Requirements

Parameter

Error in semimajor axis

Error in pericynthion altitude

Inclination error

Error in ascending node at first
target pass

• Selenographic latitude

• Selenographic longitude

Error in argument of periapsis

at first target pass

Specification
(1_ Values)

7.24 km

0.2 km

0.01 deg

0.1 deg

O. 1 deg

0.01 deg

2.6 SOLAR PROBE WITH JUPITEK ASSIST

Prior to planetary encounter this mission is similar to the Jupiter

flyby mission studied in Ref _--6. For the solar probe mission, the

spacecraft trajectory passes in close proximity to Jupiter (a few radii is

typical). The trajectory is altered by the gravitational field of Jupiter so

that after encounter the spacecraft is in a heliocentric trajectory passing

close to the Sun (not necessarily in the ecliptic plane). The flyby mission

is similar in that the encounter is made again at a few radii with the pur-

pose of making scientific measurements during the encounter phase.

The Atlas SLV3X/Centaur/HEUS can be considered as a typical

booster for this mission. The kick stage (HEUS) guidance system is
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assumed to provide the primary guidance and control functions for all

booster stages and until completion of the final midcourse correction

maneuver. After the midcourse correction is completed, the system will

be used only to control vehicleattitude. No further trajectory corrections

are required.

2.6. l Mission Characteristics

2. 6. 1. 1 Post Encounter Trajectories

It has been indicated (Ref 2-7) that spacecraft passing close to

the planet Jupiter can make use of the gravitational energy added to or

subtracted from the orbital energy expressed in heliocentric coordinates

to achieve a number of missions subsequent to encounter. Among these

missions are those leading to the far reaches of the solar system (explora-

tion of the outer planets and interplanetary space beyond Jupiter, even to

the extent of achieving trajectories which escape from the solar system),

those in whichheliocentric energy is decreased and the spacecraft returns

to the Earth or even substantially closer to the Sun, and those employing

orbits highly inclined to the ecliptic. Not all of these options are possible

from the Earth-Jupiter trajectories associated with the relatively low

launch energies and 20- to 30-day launch periods. Some of the options

which are available include trajectories which lead to trans-Jupiter regions

of the solar system (achievable by eastward equatorial passages), trajec-

tories which return closer to the Sun (perihelion distances 4 to 0.6 AU,

achievable by westward equatorial passages), and 20- to 40-deg inclinations

of subsequent heliocentric orbits to the ecliptic (achievable by polar pas-

sages). Some of the general characteristics of these post encounter

trajectories are tabulated in Table 2-XIV.

2.6. 1.2 Preencounter Trajectory

The particular preencounter trajectory selected for this study is a

sample from the 1972 Jupiter launch opportunity. The general nature of

the trajectory is illustrated in Figure 2-9 and 2-10. Some significant

mission parameters for the particular trajectory selected are given in

Table 2-XV. The variation in spacecraft distances to the Earth, Sun, and

Jupiter during the interplanetary phase is indicated in Figure 2-11.
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Table 2-XV. Characteristics of 1972 Earth-Jupiter Trajectory

(from Ref 2-6)

Launch date March 14,

tc3, kmZ/sec 2 86. Z4

Arrival date March 26,

Flight time, days 742

Heliocentric transfer angle, deg. 156.63

tDLA, deg. -30.2

tVHp , km/sec 7.00

tZAp, deg. 122

tZAE, deg. 116

tZAL, deg. 70

Jupiter-Earth distance at

encounter, AU 5.83

Inclination of spacecraft

orbit plane to ecliptic, deg. Z. 30

1972

1974

tSee glossary of terms Paragraph 2.2.5 for definition of symbols.
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2. 6.1.3 Encounter Geometry

The geometrical characteristics of the spacecraft trajectory in the

near vicinity of Jupiter are determined by I) the large gravitational influ-

ence of the planet, Z) the choice of interplanetary trajectory, and 3) the

choice of the input parameter B. While the first influence is not subject

to control, the other two are.

For a given interplanetary trajectory, the choice of the inpact para-

meter vector B specifies in which direction from Jupiter and what distance

the approach asymptote lies. B is commonly expressed in components

B" R and B " T, where I_, S, T are a right-hand set of mutually orthogo-

nal unit vectors aligned as follows: S is parallel to the planetocentric

approach asymptote, T is parallel to the plane of the ecliptic and positive

eastward, and _ completes the set and has a positive southerly component.

The magnitude of B determines the distance of closest approach to Jupiter,

-1_ "B.@ = tan
B'T

and the angle specifies the orientation of the Jupiter-centered orbit plane as

a rotation about the S axis. These definitions are illustrated in Figure Z-1 2.

The effects of Jupiter's gravitational field are to increase the space-

craft velocity to a maximum, at the point of closest approach to the planet,

and to focus and bend the trajectory. The closer the distance from Jupiter

a periapsis, the greater these effects are. Figure 2-13 indicates how

some of these quantities vary with Rp, the distance from the planet center

at periapsis, for two different values of the asymptotic approach velocity.

All quantities in the figure are expressed in planet-centered coordinates.

Sample encounter trajectories have been generated and plotted

for eastward equatorial passages following the interplanetary trajectory

discussed above. The planet-centered trajectory is not exactlyin the

plane of the equator, but can be within about 5 deg of the equatorial
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plane. Values of Rp, the per[apsis distance from the planet's center,

of I. 5 to 3 l_j (Jupiter radii), are used. Figure Z-14 shows the path

within 100 Rj of Jupiter, with Rp equal to I. 5 Rj. Figure 2- 15 shows

the same trajectory at an enl_rged scale, within 6 Rj of the planet.

TRAJECTORY F

LAUNCH: MARCH 14 1972

ARRIVAL: MARCH 26 1974

FLIGHT T_E: 742 DAYS

7.... k'
/-/ ,_LE: ,p6MM' 1

0 I 2 TO TO

S_JN EARTH

Figure Z-14. Encounter Geometry at Jupiter, Rp = I. 5 Rj
(from Ref Z-6)
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PLANET CENTER

8 Rj

SCALE: 106 KM

i .... i , ,T • i
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Figure 2-15. Encounter Geometry at Jupiter, Rp = 1.5 Rj
(from Ref X-6)
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2. 6.2 Guidance System Operational Sequence

Independent of the specific mission trajectory chosen, the various

mission profiles do not differ significantly from one another in the mission

phases and required guidance system functions. The typical trajectory

will contain the following phases with the indicated guidance system func-

tions required:

a) Launch and boost to_ 185 km parking orbit: The kick

The kick-stage strapdown inertial guidance system will

provide the guidance function for this phase.

b) Coast in parking orbit: Following injection into the park-

ing orbit, the kick stage/payload will coast until the inter-

planetary orbit injection maneuver.

The inertial guidance will perform attitude reference and

control functions during this phase.

c) Heliocentric orbit injection: For the injection energy
assumed, a velocity increment of approximately 7.0 km/sec

is needed. This will be divided between the Centaur second

burn and the kick stage. The kick-stage inertial guidance

system will provide the attitude and burn control for both

stages.

d) Coast in heliocentric transfer ellipse and midcourse

correction: These phases are similar to the corres-

ponding phases for the Mars and Lunar orbiter missions.

The midcourse correction will occur 5 to 20 days from

injection.

e) Coast to Jupiter encounter: The strapdown system will

perform only attitude control functions during this phase,

with the primary attitude reference being obtained from

the body-fixed Sun and Canopus sensors.

2. 6.3 Guidance System Performance Requirements

2.6.3. 1 Overall Mission Accuracy Requirements

For both the solar probe mission with Jupiter swingby and Jupiter

flyby mission to observe the planet requires that the vehicle pass the planet

at a prescribed point defined by the impact vector B'. Another major mis-

sion requirement is the midcourse correction capability of the spacecraft.

The tolerances shown in Table 2-XVI are typical values and have been

used as requirements in this study.
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Table 2-XVI. Assumed Jupiter Mission Requirements

Parameter Value or Tolerance

Encounter distance

Maximum allowable AV for
midcourse corrections (not
to be exceeded more than
l percent of the time)

142,800 km ±40, 800 km (3_)
2R _. +0. 6R. (3o-)

J J

100 m/sec

÷
"R. denotes the radius of Jupiter.

J

2. 6.3.2 Interplanetary Trajectory Injection

The ascent guidance phase will include the atmospheric and exo-

atmospheric ascent, the injection into a parking orbit, and the final injec-

tion into the heliocentric elliptic transfer orbit. The accuracy of the

injection conditons can be traded off with the midcourse correction require-

ments. The requirements shown in Table 2-XVII are based on typical

midcourse correction capabilities.

Table 2-XVII. Injection Guidance Requirements for the

Jupiter Mission

Parameter

Error in velocity magnitude at

injection

Total velocity error perpendi-

cular to the velocity direction

Specification

( 1¢ value s )

9.5 m/sec

34.7m/sec

2. 6.3. 3 Midcourse Corrections

Midcourse corrections are required to remove the terminal errors

resulting from injection inaccuracies. The number and timing of these

corrections are functions of the correction philosophy, the tracking system

accuracy, and the trajectory or spacecraft constraints on the maneuver.
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For the purpose of this study, a particular correction philosophy, trajec-

tory, spacecraft configuration, and a single midcourse correction are

assumed (see Section 8). The midcourse correction removes either

terminal errors in two mutually perpendicular directions and the time-of-

flight error or terminal errors only.

The requirements for execution of the midcourse maneuver are

presented in Table 2-XVIII.

Table 2-XVIII. Guidance Requirements for Midcourse Correction

Pa ramete r

Proportional error

Pointing error

Velocity cutoff re solution
error

Specification
(1_ Values)

0. 75 percent

2/3 deg

O. O188m/sec
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3. RECOMMENDED RADIO/OPTICAL/STRAPDOWN INERTIAL

GUIDANCE SYSTEM

3. I EQUIPMENT CONFIGURATION BY MISSION

A block diagram of the total guidance system suitable for any of tile

missions is shown in Figure 3- I,together with a matrix showing the

specific equipment utilization by mission. The recommended configuration

is that of a basic "core" system used for all the missions, with auxiliary

sensors added in a modular or building block fashion to configure the

system to a particular mission. The auxiliary sensors interface with the

core system through the digital computer. If the computer input/output

design is such as to accommodate any set of auxiliary sensors without any

required redesign, thenthe missiondependent changes canbe accomplished

with a minimum of effort by suitably changing the stored computer pro-

grams (software).

While the implementation of the "core" inertial guidance system is

identical in each of the missions, its role varies significantly from mission

to mission. For example, in the synchronous earth orbit mission, the

strapdown subsystem (supplemented by appropriate electro-optical sensors)

can essentially provide complete, autonomous guidance and navigation. In

the lunar orbit mission, it provides precise guidance during midcourse and

orbit insertion maneuvers, with primary translunar navigation provided by

ground tracking during the coasting phases. The inertial subsystem pro-

vides primary attitude reference information for the earth synchronous

orbit mission, while in the other missions, primary attitude reference

information during heliocentric orbit phases is provided by the sun and star

sensors.

The inertial measurement unit shown in Figure 3-I is a strapdown

configuration. Outputs of the three orthogonal body-mounted gyros are in

the form of pulses, each quantized pulse representing an incremental

attitude change about the gyro's sensitive axis. The computer accepts this

information and can generate body angular rate information and/or total

body attitude information. The output pulses of the three body-mounted

accelerometers represent velocity increment information, which is com-

bined with the gyro data to provide total velocity change information in
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Figure 3-I. E quipm ent Configuration
and Utilization
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some chosen set of inertial reference axes. A detailed description of the

strapdown inertial subsystem is present in Section 4.

The auxiliary sensors in this study have been limited to electro-

optical sensors, used primarily for attitude referencing. These sensors

include earth horizon scanners, sun sensors, star trackers, and planetary

approach sensors. The application of these sensors by missions and by

mission phases are explained in detail in Section 3. Detailed discussions

of individual sensors are presented in Section 5.

The interface areas involving the control subsystem, the power sub-

system, and the tracking, telemetry and control subsystems are not

discussed in this report.

The recommended system configurations for each mission are

discussed in the remainder of this section.

3. Z CANDIDATE SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS FOR SPECIFIC MISSIONS

3. Z. I Earth-Synchronous Orbit Mission

A functional block diagram of the candidate system configuration

for this mission is indicated in Figure 3-2. The evolution of this con-

figuration is discussed in the following paragraphs.

The core configuration for this mission consists of the three-axis

strapdow-n inertial guidance subsystem, with three single-degree-of-

freedom pulse-torqued gyros, three accelerometers body-mounted in an

orthogonal triad, and a digital computer. This core configuration has

been analyzed $ for the minimum parking orbit case, using the two

different sets of strapdo_n inertial components (see Section 4). Applying

the criteria defined in Paragraph Z. 3.3, this configuration was found to

be marginal in performance, requiring 35 to 73 m/sec AV capability from

the payload for orbit error correction (Runs i, 3 and 5 in Table 3-I) . The

primary source of this poor performance is the approximately five and

one-half hours over which the effects of gyro bias drift will act, resulting

in misapplication in the direction of the apogee burn.

tSee Subsection 7.3 (Table 3-I was extracted from this discussion).
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The obvious solution to this problem is to provide a means for

attitude updating a short time prior to apogee burn. Several alternative

techniques for providing this function of attitude updating, or more

precisely, of attitude referencing during the long transfer coast period

are as follows:

Use an earth horizon sensor to provide kick stage attitude

reference about two vehicle axes and "gyrocompassing"
about the third axis. This scheme has the natural dis-

advantage that attitude control about the third axis is still

imprecise because of the gyro drift effects. This technique

has not been investigated in this study.

Use both an earth horizon sensor and a sun sensor for

complete three-axis attitude referencing. The sensors may

be body-fixed or gimbaled relative to the body. In the first

case, the kick stage attitude will be fixed relative to the

local vertical/sun line frame and will have to be altered

prior to the apogee burn. In the second case, the com-

plexities of mechanical gimbaling and angular readout

requirements are added and no distinct total system

advantage is expected.

In either case, it would be preferable if the launch time/

mission profile is constrained so that the sun is at a zenith

angle between 45 deg and 135 deg for a period of
five to 15 minutes before apogee burn time. The zenith

angle constraint is introduced for pointing accuracy con-
siderations (note that for a zenith angle of 0 degrees the

combination of sun and earth sightings does not give com-

plete three-axis attitude information). The time constraint
is introduced to minimize the time over which attitude must

be remembered and maintained inertially.

c) Replace the sun sensor with a star tracker to obtain 8rearer

flexibility in the launch time/mission profile constraint. A

suitable star can be selected prior to launch. One possible

problem with this equipment configuration is that associated

with the inflight identification and acquisition of the chosen

star. This problem must be investigated further.

The performance of the system using earth and sun sightings to

improve attitude information prior to apogee burn was investigated. The

results indicate a six- to eight-fold improvement in performance over the

core configuration (Runs 2, 4, and 6 in Table 3-I), at least for the

missions in which transfer ignition occurs at the first equatorial crossing.
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For missions in which the kick stage remains in several parking orbits

before transfer ignition, attitude updating would be required prior to the

transfer ignition to minimize the effects of gyro drift during the long

parking orbit coast periods. This attitude updating, or referencing, can

be provided by the same earth horizon sensor/sun sensor combination.

The launch time/mission profile constraint imposed by this technique is

that the sun should be at a zenith angle of 45 deg to 90 deg for a period

5 to 15 rain prior to the transfer, or perigee, burn for the following

reasons :

Use of the lower zenith limit is necessary for accuracy con-
siderations.

Use of the 90 deg limit is required to minimize the effects

of atmospheric refraction.

Note that the zenith angle constraint can be met for both perigee and

apogee bu.ns with proper selection of the launch time (see Figure 3-3).

The approximate kick stage positions prior to the apogee burn are:

Minute s before 0a

apogee burn (deg)

15 2

I0 1.5

5 1

The approximate kick stage positions prior to the perigee burn are:

Minute s before Oi

perigee burn (deg)

15 60

I0 40

5 20
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NOTE:

FOR SIMPLICITY, BOTH
ORBITS ARE ASSUMED TO
BE IN THE EQUATORIAL

PLANE

f

_ _015_ .....0 5

H

( H = HOUR ANGLE O_

SUN FROM DESIRED

PERIGEE BURN POINT)

HOHMANN TRANSFER TRAJECTORY

(~5.2 HOURS TRANSFER TIME)

185 KM CIRCULAR ORBIT

(~ 90 MINUTE PERIOD)

Figure 3-3. Acceptable Sun Locations for Perigee and Apogee Burns

• Zenith angle constraints:

45 u < _ <90 ° in 185 km orbit;

45 ° <_ <135 u near apogee of
Hohmann transfer

To meet above constraints at T minutes before both perigee

and apogee burns, the sun must be within the H limits

indicated on l_igure 3-3 by the fan-shaped regions:

105 °--- H- 137 ° , T = 15
85 °-< H < 130 ° , T = I0
65 °--- H- II0 °, T = 5
45 ° < H < 90 °, T = 0

For 5 minutes of continuous visibility before both perigee

and apogee burns the H limits should be:

105 ° < H-< 130 ° , I0 -< T < 15
85 °-- H-- II0 °, 5 < T < I0
65 °--- H-< 90 °, 0 -- T -< 5
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Even with attitude updating prior to both the perigee and the apogee

burns, the system performance is poor for the multi-parking orbit case

(Runs 7, 9, and ll in Table 3-I). This poor performance is attributable

to parking orbit injection errors which propagate into errors in transfer

burn ignition time. The effects of this error source can be minimized by

properly updating the ignition time. The significant improvements (five

to eight fold) in system performance obtainable with the addition of this

updating procedure can be seen in Table 3-1 (Runs 8, 10, and i2).

Several techniques for ignition time update are possible.

a) Complete parking orbit determination via ground tracking

b) Complete parking orbit determination via earth, sun and
star sensor readings

c) A combination of a) and b)

d) Simple prediction of equatorial crossing time (and hence
proper time for transfer burn ignition) via earth and sun
sensor readings.

Parking orbit determination via ground tracking is a proven

technique. However, there may be several shortcomings to this technique

for this particular application. The primary disadvantage is that,

depending on mission objectives, the kick stage may be required to

remain at the parking altitude for fewer than two complete orbits. In

this situation, the accuracy of the orbit determination may be degraded

sufficiently that no performance advantage is gained {Section 6 discusses

the problems of tracking in the low altitude earth orbit).

Parking orbit determination by a series of multiple celestial

sightings has the same limitations as that by ground tracking. Further

complications arise from the fact that the sun will be eclipsed for half

of each parking orbit. Also, to ensure sufficient sun sightings while the

sun is visible, the kick stage may have to be continually maneuvered

during the daylight portion of the orbit to achieve favorable sun line-of-

sight angles relative to the kick stage.

Technique d) is a "one-shot" open-loop prediction technique and is,

under the best conditions, the least accurate of those listed; but it may
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prove to be adequate and is attractive from several standpoints. It does

not require ground tracking and can be implemented with a body-fixed

earth horizon tracker and a body-fixed sun aspect sensor. Detailed

analyses of this technique have not been conducted as yet but are recom-

mended as an area for further study. The basic concepts for this

technique are outlined as follows:

a) The angle subtense between the earth and sun lines-of-sight

from the vehicle can be expressed as

A = _ - _ = cos -l [(cos _zcost - sin _Lsint cos ie) cos E

- ((sin f2cos t + cos _Z sin t cos ie) cos is +

sin t sin ie sin is) sin E ]

where _ = zenith angle

_, = longitude of the ascending node

t = sun angle measured in ecliptic plane from
vernal equinox

i = inclination of equatorial and ecliptic planes
e

(23. 4 deg).

i = orbital inclination
8

E = tO+V

CO = argument of perigee

v = true anomaly

b) For an error-free injection, nominal values of _Z, i and

the time of equatorial crossing (i. e. , the time whenSE = O)

are predeterminable; for the nominal time of equatorial

crossing, t is also predeterminable.

c) Transfer burn ignition occurs at equatorial crossing, or
when E = 0; then

d)

-1
A o = cos (cos il cos t - sin _ sin t cos ie)

Since the nominal values of _2 and t are known, a nominal

value of A, A o, at which transfer ignition should nominally
occur, is precomputable.

e) During the parking orbit coast, the vehicle attitude can be

controlled to that predetermined inertial attitude required

for the nominal transfer ignition burn attitude.
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f) From 5 to 15 minutes before ignition time (depending on

sun visibility conditions), begin tracking of the sun with the

body-fixed sun aspect sensor. When A = A o, ignite engine
for transfer burn.

Note that besides those errors due to attitude errors and to electro-

optical sensor errors, technique d)is subject to errors arising from

nominal injection. That is, because _2 and t would in fact be non-

standard, the value of A 0 used would not be that value which would

actually exist at the time of equatorial crossing on the non-standard

trajectory. However, it is important to note that this additional error

is effectively no worse after several orbits than it would be if the

transfer ignition were to occur at the first equatorial crossing.

Because of the relative simplicity of the concept outlined above,

further investigation is recommended. The sun visibility requirements,

sun sensor field of view and accuracy requirements, and expected

performance accuracy should be determined.

3.2.2 Mars Orbiter Mission

A matrix of possible system elements by mission phase is listed in

Table 3-11. The onboard core guidance configuration includes the three-

axis strapdown inertial guidance subsystem, a body-fixed Sun sensor

assembly, a body-fixed Canopus tracker assembly, and a digital com-

puter. Midcourse and orbit insertion AV commands will be generated on

the basis of DSIF tracking data and executed under control of the strap-

down inertial system. For improved approach guidance and Mars orbit

insertion, a planetary approach sensor can be added. The functional

block diagram for this configuration is illustrated in Figure 3-4.

In this configuration, the primary attitude reference is established

by the spacecraft-Sun line and the spacecraft-Canopus line. The Sun/

Canopus acquisition sequence will be completely automatic. The acquisi-

tion sequence is functionally the same as used on past lunar and planetary

space shots:

a) Null error signals from the coarse sun sensor, and

then the fine sun sensor, will be used to control the

appropriate reaction control jet thrusters until the sun

sensor optical axis is aligned to the sun.
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Table 3-11. Mars Orbiter Mission

ISE CORRECTION(S)

BURN REORIENT
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JHASE SUN AND
3UIDANCE CANOPUS
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%RD SYSTEM USING
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b) Programmed body rate signals are then used to rotate
the spacecraft about the just established Sun line to

locate Canopus. (The Canopus tracker, 1 x 16 deg
instantaneous field of view, is mounted such that 1) its
long view dimension and the Sun sensor optical axis
are coplanar, and Z) its null axis is chosen such that

Canopus will be in the field of view throughout the
interplanetary trajectory. ) Canopus discrimination

can be accomplished by utilizing both minimum and
maximum signal threshold detection.

c) When the Canopus image is nulled in the narrow view

dimension, complete three-axis inertial attitude ref-
erence for the spacecraft has been established. Initial
values for the direction cosines relating spacecraft
orientation to a reference inertial coordinate frame
are thus established.

The desired spacecraft attitude for all periods of thrust application

(i.e., for the midcourse corrections and for the aerocentric orbit injec-

tion) can be expressed in terms of desired direction cosine values. The

attitude change maneuvers required to achieve the proper thrusting direc-

tions can be controlled by differencing the proper three elements of the

desired and computed direction cosine matrices. The burn time will be

controlled on the basis of the desired AV magnitudes and the outputs of

the accelerometers, which can be turned on only for the thrusting peri-

ods.

The body-fixed approach sensor will be designed to have a 15 by 15

deg total field of view and will have its null axis prealigned such that the

target plane will be in its field of view from 6-1/2 days to one day before

encounter. The geometrical relationships between the three electro-

optical sensors and their fields-of-view are illustrated in Figure 3-5.

The approach sensor is sensitive in the visible light spectrum and,

as a consequence, the planet image may be gibbous or crescent depending

on approach conditions. Several algorithms suitable for determining

planet apparent diameter and centroid location within the total field-of-

view have been tested. One algorithm uses a simple three-point fix-

scheme and requires several complete scans of the image to minimize the

effects of instrument errors. Another algorithm uses all available data

points obtained in one scan.
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Figure 3-5. Electro-Optical Sensor Field of View Geometry

In the three-point solution,

offset from the center of the scan field is used:

where:

the basic equation defining the circle

Z )2 + (Yi Yc )Zr = (xi - xc

r is the radius,

xi' Yi are the coordinates of a point on the circle

Xc' Yc are the offset coordinates of the center of the circle

i = I,-g, 3

(3-1)
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The solution equations, after three fixes are obtained, are

Yc x3 x2 Y3 Y2 x3 + Y3 - Xz Yx /

(3-2}

)2 2 1/2
r = (x.1- Xc + (Yi - Yc) (3-3)

When using all available data points, a least squares error (LSE)

technique can be used. Equation (3-1) is first linearized by assuming a

priori values Xco, Yco' and r ° for Xc, Yc' and r, and

/_X -- X - X
C C CO

AYc = Yc - Yco

Ar = r - r
o

The LSE estimates of the parameters AXc, AYc and Ar are

AAxc

LSE

: (MTM)- I M T

Ax

Ay

(Xr

where:

M

Yco - Yl ro

E E
1 1

Yco - YZ ro

E Z E Z

Yco - Yn ro

E E
n n

E°

1 O
- (Yi " Yco )Z] 1/Z

(3-4)
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The assumed a priori values are then updated with the new estimates
found in (3- 4 ):

Xc I = x + AAx
co c

A

Ycl = Yco + AYc

= r +AAr
rl o

The iteration process is continued until the magnitudes of AAXc, A ^ andYc '

AAr conform to some pre-established smallness criterion. Analysis has

shown that no more than 3 iterations are required to reduce the final

error to a level well below the level of random error due to input noise.

Both schemes were analyzed by means of simulation in which uni-

formly distributed random noise with zero mean was superimposed in

each data point. Linear scanning of the i5 x i5 deg square raster was

assumed with a scan resolution of 0.015 deg (1000 lines across the

aperture). The results showed that the errors were approximately linear

with input noise level. The comparative results are therefore plotted

normalized to the input noise level and the normalized errors are plotted

against disk size. Figure 3-6 shows that the errors are comparable.

Intuitively however, the LSE may seem to be a more desirable choice

because of its comparative insensitivity to occasional peak noise inputs.

3.2.3 Lunar Orbiter Mission

Inasmuch as the guidance system for this mission will probably be

used to control the launch and ascent phases, as well as the translunar

and lunar phases, the complete three-axis strapdown inertial guidance

subsystem will be required. The system block diagram and operational

features are similar to those for the Mars orbiter mission (less the

approach sensor) and will not be repeated.

3.2. 4 .Jupiter Flyby Mission

The comments for the lunar orbiter mission apply to this mission,

and no further discussion will be made.
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4. STRAPDOWN INERTIAL GUIDANCE SUBSYSTEM

4. ! SUBSYSTEM CONFIGURATION AND INSTRUMENT SELECTION

Based upon the inertial equipment survey presented in Volume III

(Part If), two representative strapdown Inertial Reference Units (IRU)

were configured for purposes of this study. These IRU mechanizations,

denoted by TG-166 and TG-266, were based on presently available inertial

instruments and represent a range of readily achievable performance

capabilities. The selected IRU configurations are shown in Table 4-I.

The TG-166 represents an IRU subsystem with reasonable accuracy and

available at moderate cost. The TG-266 represents a higher performance

IRU subsystem available at a higher cost.

Table 4-I. Inertial Instrument Selection and Physical
Characteristics of TG-166 and TG-266

IRU Subsystems

IRU Model
Number

TG-166

TG-Z66

t

this section,
Volume IV.

Gyros

Nortronics
GIK7

Honeywell
GG334

Accelerometers

Kearfoot

Model C 702401-005

See Volume IV

for selected
ac cele r omete r

Volume
(cm 3)

8,200

11,000

Weight
(kg)

8.7

13.0

Power

(w}

72

83

In order to permit an unclassified presentation of performance data in

the identification of the TG-266 accelerorneter is made in

The strapdown configuration for both candidate IRU subsystems con-

sists of three single-degree-of-freedom gyros and three accelerometers

mounted in an orthogonal triad. A functional block diagram of both the

TG-166 and TG-266 IRU mechanizations is shown in Figure 4-1. Pulse

torqued gyro loops are assumed in both mechanizations. The accelerom-

eter rebalance loops are assumed analog with analog-to-digital conversion

at the output as shown in Figure 4-!. Appendix A discusses pulse torquing
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Figure 4-1. TG-166 and TG-Z66:System Block Diagram

techniques applicable to these mechanizations. The actual system and

configurations in the two candidate subsystems are the same except that

the TG-Z66 accelerometer loop utilizes a servo position amplifier instead

of a force-to-balance loop.

4. g SUBSYSTEM ERROR MODELS

Error models for the two IRU subsystem configurations are given in

this subsection. These error models will be used as the basis for the

mission performance analyses presented in Section 7.

The error model coefficients were derived from the hardware sen-

sitivities given in Subsection 4.3. Each of the error model coefficients

represents a number of individual error sources. When error sources

could be represented by terms of the same form and where the resulting

errors were statistically independent, these errors were combined by
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computing the root sum square of the individual error magnitudes. Those

errors which were not statistically independent were combined in an

algebraic fashion.

The hardware sensitivities are shown in Tables 4-11 and 4-1If. These

sensitivities were derived from actual test data (information obtained from

the instrument manufacturers and TRW circuit design studies). In those

cases where data were not available, the error sensitivity terms were

conservatively estimated. Although several terms of the error model had

to be estimated, the sensitivities are generally insignificant in practice.

Two error models are presented for each configuration, one in which

a calibration update i_ perfarmoa i,,_f n,-;,_,- #,_ 1_ .... _, =...4 ...... ;,_._.._ __

update. This correction or updating would be made within a few hours of

launch to the thrust axis accelerometer bias and scale factor and the roll

axis gyro fixed drift and mass unbalance along the spin axis. The cali-

bration update is derived from a measurement of the output of the thrust

accelerometer and roll gyro immediately before or after the system is

installed in the launch vehicle and a second measurement just prior to

flight. It will be shown in Subsection 4.7 that the system statistical

figure of merit can thereby be improved.

4.2. I Instrument Error Model Equations

The reference coordinate system used is shown in Figure 4-2. The

X axis corresponds to the local vertical at lift-off or the roll axis of the

launch vehicle, while the Y and Z axes coincide with the two level axes

and the pitch and yaw axes of the vehicle, respectively.

4.2. I. 1 Accelerometer

The error in sensed acceleration due to uncompensated error char-

acteristics and due to errors or changes in measured, compensated error

characteristics can be expressed by the following equation: t

tThe adequacy of a given error model (the form, choice of terms and the

effects modeled) depends on the instrument characteristics, and on the
particular application. For the purposes of this study, an error model of

this form with t( 3 = 0 adequately represents the instrument characteristics
of the accelerometers chosen provided that proper account is taken of the

calibration errors including the correlations introduced by the calibration
process (see Test and Tables 4-1V and 4-V).
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Table 4-II. TG-166 IRU 60-Day Error Model Sensitivities

Accelerometer Loops

Accelerometer Loop Bias

Sensor and electronics uncertainty 9.0 _g

Sensor stability iZ. 5 _g

Electronics stability 8.0 _g

Sensor temperature sensitivity 6.0 _g/°F

Electronics temperature sensitivity 1.0 _g/°F

Sensor voltage sensitivity 3.0 _g/%

Electronics voltage sensitivity I0.0 _g/%

Sensor vibration sensitivity 5.0 _g

Sensor frequency sensitivity 0. 1 _g/cps

Compensation error I. 0 _g

Accelerometer Loop Scale Factor

Sensor and electronics uncertainty

Uncorrected sensor stability uncertainty

Electronics stability

Sensor temperature sensitivity

Electronics temperature sensitivity

Sensor voltage sensitivity

Electronics voltage sensitivity

Sensor vibration sensitivity

Electronics nonlinearity

Sensor frequency sensitivity

Clock rate error

Compensation error

Vibropendulous Coefficient

Sensor Cross Axis Sensitivity {Pendulous Axis)

Sensor Cross Axis Sensitivity {Output Axis}

Sensor Cross Coupling Coefficient Z
(Pendulous Axis) 50 _g/g

Sensor Cross Coupling Coefficient Z
(Output Axis) 5 _g/g

1Z. 0 ppm

5 I. 3 ppm

41.0 ppm

Z0.0 ppm/°F

7.0 ppm/OF

5.0 ppm/%

I. 0 ppm/%

I0.0 ppm/g

Z5.0 ppm

O. 1 ppm/cps

5.0 ppm

I. 0 ppm

I0 _g/g2

15 _g/g

1 _g/g
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Table 4-11. TG-166 IRU 60-Day Error Model Sensitivities (Continued)

Accelerometer Input Axis Inflight Alignment

Y accelerometer to X
m m

Z accelerometer to X
m m

Compensation error

X accelerometer misalignmentm

Y accelerometer misalignmentm

Z accelerometer misalignmentm

0. Z arc sec/g

0.2 arc sec/g

0.01 arc sec

0.01 arc sec

0.01 arc sec

Gyro Loops

Gyro Non-g Sensitive Bias

Sensor and electronics uncertainty

Sensor stability

Electronics stability

Electronics voltage sensitivity

Sensor temperature sensitivity

Electronics temperature sensitivity

Sensor vibration sensitivity

Spin motor frequency error

Compensation error

Gyro Mass Unbalance Along the IA (MUIA)

Sensor uncertainty

Sensor stability

Sensor temperature sensitivity

Sensor vibration sensitivity

Compensation error

Gyro Mass Unbalance Along the SPA (MUSRA)

Sens o r uncertainty

Sensor stability

Sensor temperature sensitivity

Sensor vibration sensitivity

Compensation error

Gyro OA Acceleration Drift

Gyro Anisoelastic Coefficient

0.05 deg/hr

0. 15 deg/hr

0.02 deg/hr

0.006 deg/hr/%

0.01Z deg/hr/°F

0. 002 deg/hr/°F

0.10 deg/hr/g

0. 00007 deg/hr

5 x 10 -5 deg/hr

0.05 deg/hr/g

0.55 deg/hr/g

0.017 deg/hr/g/°F

0.30 deg/hr/g

0. 0000 deg/hr/g

0.05 deg/hr/g

0.55 deg/hr/g

0.015 deg/hr/g/°F

0.30 deg/hr/g

0. 00002 deg/hr/g

0.0g deg/hr/g

g
0.04 deg/hr/g
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Table 4-11. TG-166 IRU 60-Day Error Model Sensitivities (Continued)

Gyro Torquer Scale Factor (Low Range)

Sensor and electronics uncertainty

Uncorrected sensor stability

Electronics stability

Sensor temperature sensitivity

Electronics temperature sensitivity

Electronics voltage sensitivity

Sensor vibration sensitivity

Electronics nonlinearity

Sensor nonlinearity

Spin motor frequency error

Compensation error

3yro Torquer Scale Factor (High Range)

Sensor nonlinearity

Electronics nonlinearity

Remainder of errors

Gyro Input Axis Alignment

Stability

X gyro to Y
m

Y gyro to Z
m

Z gyro to Y
m

X gyro to Z
rn

Compensation error

X gyro misalignment
m

Y gy ro misalignmentm

Z gyro misalignm ent
trl

6 ppm

48 ppm

20 ppm

12.5 ppm/°F

12.0 ppm/°F

10.0 ppm/%

10.0 ppm/g

3.0 ppm

5.0 ppm

O. 5 ppm

4.0 ppm

I00 ppm

330 ppm

56 ppm

10 arc sec

10 arc sec

10 arc sec

10 arc sec

0.01 arc sec

0.01 arc sec

0.01 arc sec



Table 4-1II. TG-Z66 IRU 60-Day Error Model Sensitivities

Accelerometer Loop Bias

Acceleromete r Loops

Sensor and electronics uncertainty 6 _tg

Sensor stability 8 _g

Sensor temperature sensitivity 17 _g/°F

Electronics temperature sensitivity l _g/°F

Sensor voltage sensitivity 1 _tg/a/0

Electronics voltage sensitivity I p.g/_/o

Compensation error 1 _tg

Accelerometer Loop Scale Factor

Sensor and electronics uncertainty 8.0 ppm

Sensor stability 7.0 ppm

Electronics stability 1.0 ppm

Sensor temperature sensitivity 1.4 ppm/OF

Electronics temperature sensitivity 1.0 ppm/°F

Sensor voltage sensitivity 1.0 ppm/_0

Electronics voltage sensitivity 1.0 ppm/%

Sensor vibration sensitivity 2 1.0 ppm/g

Clock rate error 5.0 ppm

Compensation error 1.0 ppm

Z
Vibropendulous Coefficient 10 _g/g

Sensor Cross Axis Sensitivity (Pendulous Axis) 10 _g/g

Sensor Cross Axis Sensitivity (Output Axis) 1 _tg/g

Sensor Cross Coupling Coefficient (Pendulous Axis} 30 _g/g

Sensor Cross Coupling Coefficient (Output Axis} 15 _g/g2

Accelerometer Input Axis Inflight Alignment

Y accelerometer to X 0 2 arc sec/gm m "

Z accelerometer to X 0.2 arc sec/g
m m
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Table 4-Ill. TG-266 IRU 60-Day Error Model Sensitivities (Continued)

Compensation error

X accele ro._..eter misalignme ntm

Ym accelerometer misalignment

Z accele rometer mis alignme nt
rn

0.0! arc sec

0.01 arc sec

0.01 arc sec

Gyro Loops

Gyro Non-g Sensitive Bias

Sensor and electronics uncertainty

Sensor stability

Electronics stability

Electronics voltage sensitivity

Sensor temperature sensitivity

Electronics temperature sensitivity

Sensor vibration sensitivity

Gyro Mass Unbalance Along the IA (MUIA)

Sensor uncertainty

Sensor stability

Sensor temperature sensitivity

Sensor vibration sensitivity

Gyro Mass Unbalance Along the SRA (MUSRA_

Sensor uncertainty

Sensor stability

Sensor temperature sensitivity

Sensor vibration sensitivity

Compensation error

Gyro Anisoelastic Coefficient

Gyro Torquer Scale Factor

Sensor and electronics uncertainty

Uncorrected sensor stability

Electronics stability

Sensor temperature sensitivity

0.004 deg/hr

0.060 deg/hr

0.020 deg/hr

0. 006 deg/hr/_]0

0.01Z deg/hr/°F

0.002 deg/hr/°F

0.07 deg/hr/g

0.004 deg/hr/g

0.06 deg/hr/g

0.01 deg/hr/g/°F

0.15 deg/hr/g

0.004 deg/hr/g

0.084 deg/hr/g

0.015 deg/hr/g/°F

0.15 deg/hr/g

0.001 deg/hr/g

Z
0.0Z deg/hr/g

6 ppm

l0 ppm

2-0 ppm

13 ppm/OF
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Table 4-11I. TG-266 IRU 60-Day Error Model Sensitivities (Continued)

Electronics voltage sensitivity

Ele ctronic s nonlinearity

Sensor nonlinearity

Compensation error

Gyro Input Axis Alignment

Stability

X gyro to Y
m

Y gyro to Z
m

Z gyro to Y
m

m

Compensation

X gyro misalignmentm

Y gyro mis alignment
m

Z gyro misalignment
m

i0 ppm/%

3 ppm

5 ppm

4 ppm

I0 arc sec

10 arc sec

10 arc sec

io arc sec

0.01 arc sec

0.01 arc sec

0.01 arc sec

Y GYRO _/

S
IA

OA

X AXIS

(ROLL)

IA

UP

_R =.- OA

o OA

SA

IA [ j SA

oA PA } /P_ : Z(VAW_

y (PITCH)

Figure 4-2. Strapdown Coordinate Axis (Pad Orientation)
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Table 4-IVA. TG-166 IRU Error Model (No Update)

Accelerometer Error Source

Bias uncorrelated (FLg)

Bias correlated (_g)

Scale factor (ppm)

Alignment (mrad)

Gyro Error Source

Fixed drift uncorrelated (deg/hr)

Fixed drift correlated (deg/hr)

MUSA (deg/hr/g)

MUIA (deg/hr/g)

Scale factor (ppm)

Alignment (mr ad)

[RU Error Source

Alignment (mrad)

X

21.0

75.0

Y-X

O.O6

O. 187

0. 627

0. 627

57.0

0.05

0. I0

I_ Value

Y

Zl.O

75.0

Z-Y

O.O6

0. 187

0. 627

0.627

57.0

0.05

0. I0

'Z

Zl.O

75.0

0. 187

0. 627

0. 627

57.0

0.05

0. i0

Table 4-IVB. TG-166 IRU Error Model (Update)

1_ Value

Accelerometer Error Source

Bias uncorrelated (_zg)

Bias correlated (_g)

Scale factor (ppm)

Alignment (mrad)

Gyro Error Source

Fixed drift uncorrelated (deg/hr)

Fixed drift correlated (deg/hr)

MUSA (deg/hr/g)

MUIA (deg/hr/g)

Scale factor (ppm)

Alignment (mrad)

IRU Error Source

Alignment (mrad)

X

13.0

18.0

29.0

X-Y

O.O6

0.12

0.16

0.31

0.63

57.0

0. O5

0. I0

Y

21.0

75.0

Z-Y

O. O6

0. 187

0.63

0.63

57.0

0.05

0. I0

Z

21.0

75.0

0. 187

0.63

0.63

57.0

0.05

0. i0
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Table 4-VA. TG-Z66 IRU Error Model (No Update)

Accelerometer Error Source

Bias uncorrelated (_tg)

Bias correlated (Ftg)

Scale factor (ppm)

Alignment (mrad)

Gyro Error Source

Fixed drift uncorrelated (deg/hr)

Fixed drift correlated (deg/hr)

MUSA (deg/hr/g)

MUlA (deg/hr/g)

Scale factor (ppm)

Alignment (mrad)

IRU Error Source

Alignment (mrad)

X

14.0

24.0

Y-X

0.05

0.09

0. i6

0.16

Z6.0

0.05

0. I0

Io Value
P

Y

14.0

24.0

Y-Z

0.05

0.09

0.16

0.16

Z6.0

0.05

0.10

Z

14.0

24.0

0.09

0.16

0.16

Z6.0

0.05

0. I0

Table 4-VB.

|

Accelerometer Error Source

Bias uncorrelated (_g)

TG-Z66 IRU Error Model (Update)

I_ Value

X Y

10.0 14.0

Bias correlated (_tg)

Scale factor (ppm)

Alignment (mr ad)

Gyro Error Source

13.0

Z3.0

Y-X

0.05

Fixed drift uncorrelated (deg/hr)

Fixed drift correlated (deg/hr)

MUSA (deg/hr/g)

MUIA (deg/hr/g)

Scale factor (ppm)

Alignment (mrad)

IRU Error Source

Alignment (mrad)

0.07

0.06

0.09

0.16

Z6.0

0.05

0.10

Z4.0

Y-Z

0.05

0.09

0.16

0.16

Z6.0

0.05

0.10

Z

14.0

Z4.0

0.09

0.16

0.16

Z6.0

0.05

0. I0
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Aa. = K 0 + Kiai. + Kzai z + K3ai.a0.
J

J J J J

where subscripts i and 0 refer, respectively, to the input and output axes

of each accelerometer, and the subscript j refers to the X, Y, and Z accel-

erometer. The coefficients have the following definition:

Aa. = error in sensed acceleration along the X, Y,
J and Z axe s

K 0 = bias uncertainty

K 1 = linear scale factor uncertainty

K Z = sensitivity to the square of the acceleration
along the input axis

K 3 sensitivity to the product of the acceleration

along the input axis and acceleration along the
output axis

The error in sensed acceleration due to the uncompensated mis-

alignment of the input axis of each accelerometer, with respect to the

reference coordinate system, is expressed as follows:

where

Aa.

1

_i.
J

Aa i = _ijaj + _ikak

error in sensed acceleration along the i axis

misalignment of the i accelerometer input

axis toward the j axis

_ik = misalignment of the i accelerometer inputaxis toward the k axis

4. Z. I.Z Gyro

The gyro drift rate due to uncompensated error characteristics or

due to errors of changes in measured, compensated error characteristics

can be expressed as follows: t

)j = C O + Cla. + Cpa + C3ai.aI. S. S.

J J J J

tAdditional error sources, not strictly instrument dependent but signifi-

cant in this application, are included in Tables 4-IV and 4-V. The most

significant of these are gyro scale factor and gyro misalignment errors.
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where the subscripts i and s refer to the input and spin axes of the gyro,
r e spe ctively.

C O = fixed drift rate uncertainty

C 1 = spin axis mass unbalance uncertainty

C 2 = input axis mass unbalance uncertainty

C 3 = anisoelastic coefficient

The resulting coordinate angular misalignment due to gyro errors is

given by:

_t t
= ¢. +| _.dt

CJ JO J 0 J

JO

_o

J

initial uncompensated misalignment of the gyro

coordinate system about the j axis

drift rate about the j axis as determined from
error model

4. Z.2 Error Model Summary

The error model equations used to evaluate the system performance

are discussed above. The coefficient of each term in the equation is listed

in Tables 4-IV and 4-V. The magnitude of each coefficient has been com-

puted from the characteristics of the hardware, the manner in which it

will be calibrated or updated prior to flight, and the expected flight

environment.

4. 3 ERROR SENSITIVITIES

The performance sensitivities of the guidance hardware are shown

in Tables 4-II and 4-III. The IRU error models in Tables 4-IV and 4-V

were derived from these sensitivities and the expected flight environment.

tit should be noted that the drift rates must be transformed into inertial

coordinates before this integration is performed.
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The gyros, accelerometers, rebalance electronics, and related

equipment are acted on by disturbances during the period from calibration
to launch and during flight. The sensitivities of each component to each

significant disturbance has been based on a short-term duration of 8 hr

and long-term duration of 60 days.

The sensitivities, wherever possible, were derived from data taken

from instrument and breadboard level tests which were performed to

measure the performance characteristics.

The sensitivities are essentially the ratios of the change of a per-

formance parameter per change in a disturbance. An example would be

the change in non "g" sensitive drift rate for a change in temperature.

whe r e

OT : sensitivity to temperature

A@ = change in drift rate between

two temperatures

AT = change in temperature

Sensitivities for both the TG-166 and TG-266 IRU subsystems were

derived in Tables 4-II and 4-III, respectively. Since bothsubsystemshave

the same configuration and even the same generic type of inertial compo-

nents, the major difference will be seen in the magnitude of the error

sources, not the kinds of error sources themselves. In the case of the
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gyro, both instruments are floated, integrating rate, single-degree-of-

freedom devices and have approximately the same types of error sources.

The individual error values are quite different, however, in some cases.

The electronic sensitivities appearing in Tables 4-11 and 4_IIl were

derived by assuming that the electronics design maximum tolerances were

3_ values. Present circuit development and laboratory tests indicate that

most of the circuits will meet the design maximum tolerance under stress.

(In the case of the TG-266 !RU, the electronic errors are considerably

smaller since the susceptibility to electronic variation in the servo loops

can be minimized at increased cost.)

The TG-166 IRU subsystem error model has a great deal of test data

to substantiate the magnitude of the error terms appearing in Table 4-1V.

It appears, however, that the vendor's test data on the drift rate terms

both g and non-g sensitive could have relatively large measurement errors.

This occurred because the test data were compiled on an earlier program

which did not require the accuracy associated with a strapdown guidance

application. Therefore, the drift rate measurement tests were not designed

for accuracy beyond the requirements of the earlier program. It would be

expected that the GIK-7 gyro drift rate terms would be somewhat reduced

when more accurate data are available. This also assures that the sensi-

tivities in Table 4-II are conservative.

The error model developed for the TG-266 IRU subsystem is some-

what lacking in test data in support of the Honeywell GG-334/k gyro. Some

data were available, but not as much as for the GIK-7 gyro. A great many

more of the sensitivities were obtained directly from the vendor without

test data verification, but all of the values obtained appear to be within

reasonable ranges considering the type and design of the instrument.
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4.4 DISTURBANCES

The disturbances which affect strapdown guidance system accuracy

fall into four categories. These disturbances can also be subdivided into

prelaunch and inflight. The types of disturbances in this error model are

listed below.

a) Electrical power disturbances

b) Thermal disturbances

c) Magnetic disturbances

d) Inflight vibration disturbances.

4.4. 1 Electrical Power Disturbances

The prime power for the guidance system is +28 vdc power provided

from the missile power system. The expected power disturbances are

listed below.

+28 vdc 1_ = +3. 3 percent

constant power spectral density from

100 cps to 100 kc to = 0. 2 v rms

The 3. 3 percent tolerance refers to the voltage set point and the 0. 2 v rms

refers to the noise characteristics. In addition, it should be noted that the

error model does not account for any power transients which may occur.

The IRU power supply should be designed to eliminate or minimize these

power transients.

4.4.2 Thermal Disturbances

The thermal disturbances which will affect the guidance accuracy

are listed below.

a) Change in ambient temperature during laboratory
test and calibration

b) Change in ambient temperature from laboratory to
launch

c) Chang(: in ambient temperature during flight.

In the case of the laboratory environment, the temperature variation

was assumed to be ±5°F about a mean temperature of 72°F.
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In estimating the change in temperature from laboratory and launch,

it is assumed that the IMU is in a shaded air-conditioned compartment.

Therefore, expected temperature variation would be similar to the labora-

tory environment of 7Z°F +5°F.

The estimate of ambient temperature during flight was derived from

knowledge of Atlas-Centaur flight data and thermal analysis. The data and

analysis indicate that the temperature can be considered a ramp function

as measured at the skin of the units comprising the subsystem.

Two heating cases would exist, the maximum heating rate and the

minimum heating rate. In the case of the maximum heating rate, the

following assumptions should be made: continuous direct solar radiation,

maximum earth thermal and albedo radiation. The minimum heating rate

assumes no direct solar radiation and minimum earth thermal and albedo

radiation. Table 4-VI lists the analytical results of the thermal analysis

and flight data for the Atlas-Centaur and an estimate for the TG-i66 and

TG-266 IRU subsystems.

Table 4-VI. Temperature Rate (°F/Min)

Sys tem

Atla s/
Centaur

(powered

flight}

TG-166

TG-266

Unit

Platform

Platform

electronic s

IRU

IRU

Maximum

Heating

0.96

0.80

Minimum

He ating

Flight
Data

O. 90

0. 70

E s timat e

0. 70

0. 70

4. 4. 3 Vibration

During flight the guidance system will experience vibration inputs

both linear and rotational in nature. An estimate from data accumulated

in several missile programs has been made and is shown in Figures 4-3

through 4- 6.
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4.4.3. i Linear Vibration

A great deal of flight test data is available on several types of mis-

siles. The power spectral density shown in Figure 4-3 was derived from

the combination of the Atlas/Mercury, Atlas/Agena, Titan, Polaris,

Thor-Able, and Minuteman vibration data. The envelope of this spectrum

was developed from representative magnitudes for all significant flight

events.

4.4. 3. 2 Rotational Vibration

The ability to derive an estimate of the rotational vibration experi-

enced during the missile flight is considerably impaired by the lack of

rate information at information frequencies in excess of 2 or 3 cps. Data

for several different types of vehicles were examined but due to the low

bandwidth of both the rate information and the telemetry channels, little

could be derived. The best information available was data from Minute-

man II flights where a data bandwidth of 30 cps was available.

The plots in Figures 4-4 and 4-5 represent the rate information

plotted with 3- to 4-sec smoothing. The plots also show missile flight

events.

The Minuteman flight data have been analyzed and a power spectral

density function computed for both the pitch and yaw data. This set of

data was considered representative of the typical Minuteman rotational

vibration.

The straight line approximation of this power spectral density is

shown in Figure 4-6. The flight times analyzed were from T + 16 to

T + 26 which includes transition through Mach I and T + 27 to T + 77 which

includes maximum "q", staging of first and second stages, and one-half

second stage burn. The combination of all of these events will result in

a high estimate of the total environment over the flight. However, this

was done to obtain a conservative approach for design purposes.
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4.4. 4 Magnetic Fields

Changes in the magnetic field experienced by the system originate

from two sources:

a) Rotation of the IMU with reference to the earth's

magnetic field

b) Magnetic field variations internal and external to the system

With proper design no significant change should be caused by b).

Therefore, only the earth's magnetic effect need be considered in the IRU

calibration.

4. 5 ERRORS DUE TO RANDOM VIBRATION INPUTS

TRW has developed a series of digital computer programs to deter-

mine the equivalent drift rate errors resulting from IRU exposure to an

environment of random rotational vibration. From previous analyses two

of these rectification error sources are the largest, first, the "fictitious

coning" and second, the spin-input rectification. Although several other

sources exist, they are relatively small.

4. 5. 1 Fictitious Coning

A coning motion can be induced into the IRU subsystem by simul-

taneous out-of-phase sinusoidal or random inputs about two orthogonal

axes. The rotational rate resulting from this input will be computed by

the airborne computer and used to update the direction cosines. An error

in the coning drift rate will result if the rate sensor loops supplying the

computer with vehicle rotational rates have different phase characteristics.

The difference between the phase shifts experienced through each loop will

cause vehicle input rates to change phase relationship at the input to the

computer. The computer will then calculate the coning drift rate on the

basis of these rates. Since the rate is dependent on the phase between

the two input rates and the phase relationship of the sensor outputs is in

error with respect to the true vehicle rate, an erroneous coning rate will

be computed which results in an equivalent net drift rate.

4. 5. 2 Spin-Input Rectification

The spin-input rectification error is the result of angular vibration

excitation acting simultaneously about the input and spin axes of the gyro.
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The error is introduced when the input axis of the gyro is allowed to have

an offset angle due to the rate on the input axis. If there exists a rate of

appropriate phasing and frequency about the spin axis 90 deg from the

null position of the input axis, an error rate will be rectified by the gyro.

Appendix B presents the general solution for the mean drift rate

caused by rectification errors in a strapdown IRU subjected to random

vibrations. A computer program exists at TRW for performing the neces-

sary integrations. An approximate analytical solution is also presented

in Appendix B for the mean drift rate for the special case of a single in-

put where both the transfer functions and input power spectral density

are rational functions of frequency. A particularly simple result is

obtained when the spectrum is approximated by that of a first-order

Gauss-Markov process. The answer is obtained without the necessity

for numerical integration and thus verifies the computer solutions.

4. 5. 3 Results

The results of the calculation of fictitious coning and spin-input

rectification based upon the rotational vibration environment given in

Figure 4-6 are listed in Table 4-VII below.

These error magnitudes are negligible with respect to the other sub-

system hardware errors. Therefore, they do not appear as an error

source in the error models presented earlier.

Table 4-VII. Strapdown Inertial Component Errors Due
to Random Rotational Environment

Fictitious Coning

Spin-Input Re ctification

0.00104 deg/hr

0.00076 deg/hr

4.6 I,ABOR.ATORY CALIBRATION

I,aboratory calibration involves a sequence of measurements which

may contain errors. Set,, Table 4-VIII for the error model. The laboratory

calibration terms for the, accelerometers and gyro will be derived from

measurements taken (luring the six IRU calibration orientations shown

in Figure 4-7.
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Table 4-VIII. Error Models of Calibration
Measurement Uncertainties

]Error So.rce Measurement Uncertainties (lo)

TG-i66 TG-266

Accelerometer Bias

Sensor threshold

Sensor short term stability

Test equipment accuracy

Voltage measurement

A/D Converter short-term

stability or servo loop

Accelerometer Scale Factor

Bias uncertainty

Scale factor short term

stability

A/D converter short-term

stability or servo loop

Timing

Gyro Non-_ Sensitive Bias

Sensor random drift

Electronics random drift

Reading granularity

Gyro g Sensitive Bias

Sensor random drift

Alignment

Electronics

Readability

1 i

5 3

5 5

3

5

13 _g

1

6 _g

13

I0

5

l

17 ppm

6

5

1

t

8 ppm

0.050

0.00!

0.000!

0.05 deg/hr

0.0037

0.001

0.0001

0.004 deg/hr

0. 050

0. 005

0.00t

0. 000i

0.05 de.g/hr

O. 0037

O. 005

O. 001

O. 0001

0.. 0066 de_/hr
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Table 4-IX shows the measurement terms to be used to determine

instrument calibration. The accelerometer bias and scale terms can be

obtained from the Aup and Adown measurements taken in positions (1, 4),

(3, 6), and (Z, 4), respectively. The bias and scale factor can be computed

using the expression below.

where

Bias =

2_V U =

W :_

Bias
EAV U + r,AV D

ZlT)

accelerometer bias

summation of the AV pulses taken with the
IA up

summation of the AV pulses taken with the
IA down

duration of measurement period

SF
EAV U - _,_V D

ZT(g)
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where

SF = accelerometer scale factor

g = gravitational acceleration

The computation of gyro drift terms, while more involved, requires

merely a series of simple arithmetic operations using data taken during

the six calibration positions.

4. 7 PRELAUNCH CALIBRATION

This subsection presents the results of a prelaunch calibration

study for the inertial sensors in a strapdown configuration. A Saturn

vehicle ground environment is assumed. The study indicates that it is

feasible to perform a prelaunch calibration on the strapdown guidance

system after it has been installed in the launch vehicle (or spacecraft)

in the launch configuration.

The results show that vehicle sway is the dominant error source.

Furthermore, the measurement uncertainty of a gyro with its axis vertical

and with use of the proper filtering technique could reduce a 20-min meas-

urement period to 0.003 deg/hr{10). However, uncertainty for the gyros

with their axes horizontal was far greater. The vertical accelerometer

measurement uncertainty would remain about the same as laboratory

conditions (9_g); but greater degrees of uncertainty occur in the horizon-

tal accelerometer measurements, which render them virtually useless.

Therefore, only the roll axis gyro and accelerometer are considered for

prelaunch calibration.

4.7. i Procedure

The individual error sources are calibrated on the bench about

60 days before launch. About 8 hr before launch, the roll axis gyro

and accelerometer are recalibrated by measurements taken in the launch

configuration, i. e. , roll axis nominally vertical. The significant errors

are gyro bias drift and mass unbalance along the spin axis drift, and

accelerometer bias and scale factor.

4.7.2 Notation

Since both the gyro and accelerometer have fixed and g-sensitive

terms, a single derivation is adequate. By having B represent the sensor
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bias error and G the sensor g-sensitive error, the sensor errors can be

divided into Equations (4-1)and(4-2):

and

B = B I + B 2 + B 3 + B 4 (4-I)

G = G I + G 2 ÷ G 3 + G 4 (4-2)

whe re

B i, G I

B 2, G 2

B 3, G 3

B 4, G 4

have correlation times longer than 60 days

have correlation times between 8 hr and 60 days

have correlation times shorter than 8 hr

exist only in the presence of the launch and flight
vibration environment

The total sensor error is given by

E : B + aG (4-3)

where a is the roll axis acceleration. The B. and G. and all measurement
1 1

errors are assumed to be independent random variables with zero mean.

4. 7.3 Bench Calibration

At time t 1, bench calibration is performed and the calibrated bias,

B , and g-sensitive, G errors are obtained. If the calibration is per-
C C'

formed over about a period of a day, the error sources with correlation

times shorter than 8 hr (B 3 and G 3) will average out fairly well.

If cB and eG represent the measurement error, including any residual

error caused by the presence of B 3 andG 3, then

Bc(t I) : Bl(t 1)+ B2(t 1)+ eB(tl) (4-4)

Gc(t I) = Gl(t I) + G2(t l) + eG(tl) (4-5)

4.7.4 Prelaunch Calibration

At time t 2, 60 days later and 8 hr before launch, a measurement
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of the total sensor error is performed, using the calibration obtained at
time t

.

E(t 2) : B(t 2) - B c(t 1) + g[G(t 2) - G c(t 1)1 + e(t 2) (4-6)

where e is the measurement error and a has been replaced by g under the

assumption that the gyro is in a one-g field.

made about the correlation times,

Because of the assumptions

B i (t2) _ B l (tl) (4-7)

G I(t2)_ G i (ti) (4-8)

and from Equations (4-1), (4-2), (4-4) through (4-8)

E(t 2) = B2(t 2) - B2(t 1) + B3(t 2) - eB(ti)

+ gIG2{t2) - G2(t 1) + Gg(t 2) - cG(tl) 1
+ £(t 2 )

This measurement is now used to correct both the bias and g-sensitive

calibrations.

The gains k B

G'(t3),

Bc(t 2) = Bc(t t) + kBE(t z)

Gc(t 2) = Gc(t 1) + kGE(t2)/g

(4-9)

(4-I0)

(4-11)

and k G are chosen to minimize the variance of B'(t 3) and

the residual bias and g-sensitive errors at launch time, where

B'(t3) = B(t 3) - Bc(t 2)

G'(t3) = G(t3) - Gc(t 2)

Note that at time t 3 and throughout the flight,

present because of the vibration environment.

about correlation times,

B 1 (t 3 ) _ B 1 (t t )

-i08-

(4-12)

G 1 (t 3) _ G l (t I )

(4-13)

the B 4 and M 4 terms are

Because of the assumptions

(4-t4)

(4-t5)



Bz(t 3) _B2(t 2)

Gz(t 3)_G2(t 2)

Combining the above equations gives

BW(t3) = [B2(t 2) - B2(t 1) - _B(tl)](l - k B) + B3(t 3) + B4(t 3)

- kBIB3(t 2) ÷ g[G2(t 2) - G2(tl) + G3(t 2)

G'(t3) = [G2(t2) - G2(tl) -_G(tl)](1 - kG)+ G3(t3)+ G4(t4)

-kGIG3(t2)+ [B2(t2)-B2(tl)+ B3(t2)-eB(tl)]/g

Calculating the variance by squaring Equations (4-I8) and (4-19) and

finding the expectation gives

o-B' + o- (1 - + o_2 + 2
B 3 o-B4

2 2 + g2 °-G2 °-G3 _G+ kB o-B3

(4-16)

(4-1 7)

(4-18)

(4-19)

(4-20)

2 [Z 2 +o-2 ](i -kG)2+ 2 + 2o-G' = o-G2 cG o-G3 o-G4

+ k G °-G3 c B

2
o"

g

(4-21)
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Let

2 2o02 2 2 (4-22)O-BL : + O-cB

2 2002 2 2 (4-23)_'GL : + °-c G

2 2 2 2 2

°-E : 00B3 + g 00G3 + _e (4-24)

Then

2)2 2 )2 2 2 ,21 2 2 + _E
o-B, = O-BL(I - kB + _B3 + O-B4 + KB_g O-GL

(4-25)

2 2 )2 2 2 2(002 / 2 2 [ ) (4-26)°-G O_GL(1 _ kG + + + g + (rE g2
' : °-G3 _G4 kG BL

Let the partial derivatives of the variances with respect to the gains be

set equal to zero.

8k B
-2(I 2 (g2 2 2): 0- - kB)¢BL + 2kB 00GL + °-E (4-27)

Then

and

°4,_ 4/:)
-_-kG -2(1 - kG)O-GL +

= 0 (4-28)

2

00BL

kB : 2 2 2 2 (4-29)

00BL + g 00GL + 00E

2 2

g _GL

kG : 2 2 2 2 (4-30)

O'BL + g _rGL + o-E

are the optimal gains. Note that the optimal gains do not depend upon the

B3(t3) and B4(t 3) errors or the G3(t3) and G4(t 3) errors. Thus the optimal

('alibration procedure gives the best estimate of B (t2) and Gc(t 2) withoutC

r(;gard to thc errors that are expected to arise later. Therefore it would

I)c (,rroneous to lump the errors arising from B3(t3), B4(t3), G3(t3), and

G4(t._) in with lhc errors at time t 2 that contribute to o.2. This circum-

stance is not surprising, since the error terms under consideration at t 3

ar_' ,Lssumed to l)e uncorrelated with those at t 2.
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4. 7.5 Inputs for the Error Analysis Program

The error analysis program requires the standard deviations _B'

and _G' which may be obtained by taking the square roots of Equations

(4-25) and (4-26). In addition, the correlation between B'(t3) and B'(t3)

is required. It is defined by

g,B' (t 3 )G'(t 3 )_

PB'G' : OrB, O'G,
(4-31)

where <x) is the expected value of x. From Equations (4-18) and (4-19)

2 2 + )/gk G(I - kB)
cr 2

<S'(t 3) G'(t3)) = _ _n2 e B

2+co) k G )

2
2/g+g

+ B 3 _G 3

From Equations (4-22) through (4-24) and (4-31)

+ %z / g) kGk B

PB'G' =

2
°'BL 2

g kG(t- kB) - _GL

2
CE

kGk Bg k B(I - kG) + g

o"B ,O'G,

(4-32)

(4-33)

4. 7.6 Errors in the Absence of Calibration

To form a basis of comparison, we find the errors that would exist

if the prelaunch calibration were omitted, by setting k B and k G equal

to zero.

2 2 2 2

_B = _BL + ¢B3 + _B4 (4-34)

2 2 2 2
e-G _GL + + (4-35)= O'G3 _G 4

PBG = 0 (4-36)
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4. 7.7 Note on the Determination of 0-BL and 0-GL

Equations (4 22) and (4-Z3) show that a coefficient of two appears
2 2

before °-B2 and 0-G2 It is important to recognize that the coefficient of

two would also appear in the results of a physical measurement made to

determine . In fact, the results of such a measurement would bc
0-B2

2 2 2

= _B2 (4-37)OBM 2 + 2O-eB

2 2 2

¢G2 (4 -38)_GM = 2 + 2¢EG

since measurement errors occur both at the beginning and the end of the

60-day period. Therefore

2 2 2

O-BL = (rBM (r B (4-39)

2 2 2

CGL = _GM CeG (4-40)

2 2

although in practice ¢_B and 0-¢G should be small enough so that

Equations (4-39) and (4-40) may be approximated by

2 2

CBL _- °-BM
(4-41)

2 2

O'GL =" O-GM
(4-42)
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4.7.8 Numerical Results

Table 4-X is obtained from Tables 4-II and 4-IV.

Table 4-X. Prelaunch Calibration Errors for the TG-166 IRU Subsystem

_B L

OF_:_ A

_GL

_G3

%

Gyro Ac cele r omete r

0. 180 20.4deg/hr

0. 050 deg/hr

0 deg/hr

0. 549 deg/hr/g

0. 050 deg/hr/g

0. 300 deg/hr/g

0. 033 deg/hr

_g

5.0 _g

0 _g

74.5 _g/g

10.0 _g/g

0 _g/g

13.0 _g

With the above choice of units, g equals t. The results are presented in

Table 4-XI for the uncalibrated case, the optimal case, and the basic case

where k B = 0, k G = t, that is, where all of the correction is applied to

the g-sensitive error. The basic method is used because the improvement

obtained by using the optimal method is only 5 percent at best and because

the basic method is simpler. The modified error sources are presented

in Table 4-XII.
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Table 4-XI.

kB

kG

a B

a G

PB'G'

Comparison of Optimal and Basic Prelaunch Calibration

Errors with the Uncalibrated Case for the TG-i66 System

Uncalibrated Case

Gyro Accelerometer

0

0

O. 187

O. 627

0

deg/hr

deg/hr/g

0

0

21.0

75.0

0

Optimal Case

Gyro Accelerometer

k B

k G

aBW

a G '

PBWG '

0.0953

O.887

O. i78

O.356

-0.453

deg/hr

deg/hr/g

O. 0666

O. 886

20.3

27.0

-0. 672

Basic Case

Gyro Accelerometer

k B

k G

aB_

aG_

PB'G'

0

i

O. i87

O. 362

-0. 479

0

i

2i.0

28.5

-0. 696
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Table 4-XII. Modified Error Sources for the TG-166 System

Error Source _f Description Value Units

73 28.5

263

Accelerometer scale

factor

Gyro input axis g-
sensitive drift

0. 362

_g/g

deg/hr/g

= -0.696
P40,73

= -0.479
PZ30, Z63

tSee Table 7-I for the definition

of error source numbers.

4.7.9 Percentage of Improvement

It is of interest to determine the percentage of cases in which the

use of the optimal or basic calibration technique leads to improvement

over the uncalibrated system. The injections error can be expressed as

8V. 8V.
1 1

AVi = _-'b"_ B'(t3) + _"_"_ G' (t3) (4-43)

The partial derivatives are available from the Error Analysis Program.

A Monte-Carlo technique was used to generate random shifts in the gyro

bias, mass unbalance and measurement errors and compute the resultant

injection velocity. The random shifts and measurement errors were

generated from gaussian pseudorandom numbers.

The errors for both the updated and non-updated configuration were

computed and compared. The percentage of cases of increased injection

error for the updated system were computed and printed out.

The results of the computer runs are summarized in Table 4-XIII.
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Table 4-XIII. Statistical Improvement Due to Prelaunch Calibration

Run

t

2

3

4

Percent of
Number of

Sample s

59O

530

5OO

5OO

No

Improvement

51

43

45

47

Improvement

539

487

455

463

Systems

Improved

91.4

9t.9

91.0

92. 7

Runs t and 2 are for gyro mass unbalance calibration while Runs

3 and 4 are for accelerometer scale factor calibrations. In Runs t and 3

the basic calibration technique was used while in Runs 2 and 4 the optimal

calibration technique was used. The advantage of the optimal method

over the basic method is not marked.
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D

5. ELECTRO-OPTICAL SENSORS

5. 1 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The objective of Task II of the Radio/Optical Strapdown Inertial

Guidance Study is to recommend a preliminary design and to analyze the

performance of an optically-aided inertial guidance system to be used in

future unmanned space flights. The approach to this portion of the study

has been to:

l) Identify the functional and performance requirements

for electro-optical sensors by mission phase for each
of the four generic missions studied.

2) Survey the state-of-the-art of electro-optical devices

that potentially might be used, including body-fixed
star mappers for three-axis altitude determination,

planetary horizon sensors, and sun sensors.

31 Using the results of t) and 2), select appropriate
candidate sensor s.

4) Develop performance models for the sensors and

analyze their performance in conjunction with

other elements of the system for each of the four

missions.

The method of implementation which has been considered in this

study is that of a strapdown inertial guidance system in which the electro-

optical sensors are used to update system alignment and bound the errors

due to gyro drift. In addition, the electro-optical sensors may be used

for regaining control of spacecraft attitude after a complete power shut-

down during an interplanetary coast phase, or after recovery from a

complete power failure.

The candidate electro-optical sensors which have been selected are

based upon those defined in a state-of-the-art survey presented in

Volume III, (Part I), of this report. Information in this survey was

obtained directly from manufacturers and research laboratories, and

defines both the current state-of-the-art and projected advancements in

the near future. In addition, applicable information compiled under the
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USAF Standardized Space Guidance System Study (Ref 4-1} was included.

This survey included the following types of optical sensors:

• Sun sensors, including both nu!!ing devices
and solar aspect sensors.

• Earth sensors, including both horizon sensors
for use in earth orbit and long-range earth
sensors for use in interplanetary flight.

• Star trackers, including both gimbaled and
strapdown subsystems, using both mechanical
and electronic scanning, and photoelectric or
solid- state optical radiation detectors.

• Star field sensors, using photoelectric and
solid- state detectors, with either mechanical

or electronic scanning techniques.

• Planet sensors, for terminal approach or
planetary orbit, employing both mechanical

and electronic scanning.

It was determined that the four specified missions could be accom-

plished utilizing various combinations of sun sensors, earth sensors, a

Canopus sensor, and a planetary approach sensor. Only in the case of

the Mars orbiter mission was it determined that state-of-the-art equip-

ment was not applicable. In this case it was determined that, in order
t

to obtain a higher degree of accuracy , higher precision would be required

for both the Canopus sensor and the planetary approach sensor. Apreli-

minary design concept of instruments for both of these applications is

defined.

This section discusses the selection of the electro-optical sensors,

provides descriptive preliminary design information, and develops

performance {error) models for the selected sensors. Mission perfor-

mance results are given in Sections 7 and 8.

_fThis type of mission can be performed with reasonable accuracy without

the use of an approach guidance sensor. More specifically, the early

Voyager missions can be accomplished using a combination of on-board
optical inertial system {without the approach sensor} plus precision earth-
based tracking, if the projected improvements in the DSIF can be achieved
(see Section 6). Nevertheless, the accuracy improvement due to use of
the approach guidance sensor may be useful for advanced orbiter missions.
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5. Z MISSION PROFILE AND ELECTRO-OPTICAL SENSOR

OPERATIONAL SEQUENCES

In the following paragraphs the operational sequence of utilization

of the selected electro-optical sensors is discussed for the several

phases of the specified missions. The sensors which have been selected

for the various missions are defined in Table 5-I.

5. Z. t Earth Synchronous Orbiter

During launch, injection into the parking orbit, coast in parking

orbit, injection into the transfer orbit, and injection into synchronous

orbit, the primary attitude reference will be the inertial elements of

the guidance system.

Launch and injection into the parking orbit will be accomplished

using only the strapdown inertial guidance system. The duration of the

parking orbit will vary between 15 min and t8 hr, depending upon the

longitude desired for boost into the transfer orbit. If the duration of the

parking orbit is sufficiently long to require correction of the inertial

reference system prior to boost into the transfer orbit, optical sightings

will be utilized at this time. A low-altitude earth horizon sensor will be

used to obtain a measurement of the vertical, in conjunction with sun

sensors to obtain yaw alignment. Two choices of sun sensor configurations

are apparent. Using a combination of coarse and fine sun sensors, vehicle

maneuvers will be required in order to obtain a solar sighting, after which

the vehicle will be returned to the earth-referenced attitude. Alternately,

the use of a digital solar aspect sensor will permit a solar sighting to be

obtained simultaneously with measurement of the vertical by the earth

horizon sensor, without requiring vehicle maneuvers. The latter choice

is recommended.

After approximately five hours in the transfer orbit, correction of

the inertial reference system alignment will again be required prior to

injection into the earth-synchronous orbit. Again, the sun will be used

as a reference for correcting the vehicle attitude in yaw, and the earth

will be used as a reference for correction of the vertical.
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The same choice of sun sensors pertains, and the digital solar aspect

sensor is again recommended. Due to the reduced angular subtense of

the earth at synchronous altitude, a high-altitude earth sensor must be

used.

5.7. Z Lunar Orbiter

As in the case of the earth-synchronous orbiter, the inertial elements

of the guidance system will be utilized as the primary attitude reference

for launch, injection into parking orbit, and for coast in parking orbit.

The duration of the parking orbit may vary between 0 and Z0 rain. For

this short coast phase, no attitude update of the inertial system is required.

After injection into the lunar transfer orbit, the primary attitude

references will be the Sun and Canopus. The coarse and fine sun sensors,

in conjunction with a single-axis Canopus tracker, will be used during

this phase of the mission. The precision available from these sensors

together with the onboard inertial system and ground radio tracking aids

(see Section 6) is adequate to perform the midcourse correction maneuver

and deboost into lunar orbit without the use of additional electro-optical

sensors for approach guidance.

5. Z.3 Mars Orbiter

Injection into interplanetary transfer orbit will normally require

parking orbit coasts not exceeding 30 rain. Thus, no optical sensors are

required during this phase of the mission. After injection into the inter-

planetary transfer orbit, coarse and fine sun sensors in conjunction with

a Canopus tracker will be used. However, the Canopus tracker is also

used for approach guidance to Mars. To achieve any significant improve-

ment in approach trajectory estimation over that available with earth-based

DSIF tracking (Section 6), very high precision is required during this phase

of the mission. Therefore, a Canopus sensor with highertrackingaccuracy

than that available in state-of-the-art equipment is required for this

mission. Apreliminary design concept for such a sensor is presented in

Paragraph 5.3.4.

Precise sensing of the line-of-sight to the Sun is required during

approach guidance, which may be performed with an available fine sun
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sensor. With the reference frame established by lines-of-sight to the Sun

and Canopus, a planetary approach sensor will be used to define spacecraft

position data with respect to the planet by: a) defining the direction to the

center of Mars, and b) establishing the apparent angular subtense of the

planet to permit stadimetric ranging. A preliminary design concept of a

high-precision planet sensor, utilizing a high-resolution electronically-

scanned image tube, for this phase of the Mars mission is presented in

Paragraph 5.3.5.

5.2.4 Solar Probe With Jupiter Assist

Again, no electro-optical sensors are required prior to injection

into the interplanetary transfer orbit. For the interplanetary cruise

phase and for midcourse corrections the sensor used will be identical

to those used for the Mars mission. The use of a planetary approach

sensor in approach to Jupiter is not required for guidance purposes

since no trajectory corrections are made subsequent to the midcourse

maneuver.

5. 3 DESCRIPTION OF SELECTED ELECTRO-OPTICAL SENSORS

In the following paragraphs, the electro-optical sensors selected

for the various missions are described in detail, and justification for

their selection is provided. Wherever feasible, state-of-the-art equip-

ment was selected, based upon the survey defined in Volume III (Part I).

5. 3. 1 Coarse and Fine Sun Sensors

The coarse and fine sun sensor combination will be utilized in all

of the four missions under consideration for determination of vehicle

attitude prior to midcourse correction maneuvers and for vehicle reorien-

tation during recovery from complete power shutdown or failure. In

addition, this sensor combination will be used for determination of vehicle

attitude during approach to the planet Mars. Although a digital aspect

sensor is recommended for use as a primary reference prior to injection

into the earth-synchronous or interplanetary transfer orbits, the

coarse and fine sun sensor combination is recommended as a backup in

case of power failure.

The candidate sun sensor system consists of two coarse sun sensor

units having a 4u steradian total field-of-view and sufficient environmental
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resistance to be mounted outboard the spacecraft, and a narrow-field

fine sensor to be mounted inboard, integrated with the other fine optical

sensors. The coarse sun sensor is a design proposed by TRW for the

Voyager program, and is based on a sun sensor developed for the VASP

spacecraft. Each coarse sun sensor unit consists of two silicon solar

cells, mounted back-to-back and in optical contact with a plano-convex

lens. The cell outputs are connected in opposing polarities across a low

resistance. The voltage measured across the resistance is proportional

to the sun elevation above the common plane of the two solar cells and,

hence, provides a one-axis error signal. Figure 5-I illustrates the

coarse sun sensor concept, its measured transfer characteristic, and

system arrangement.

The fine sun sensor is the FE-5A "fine eye" developed by the Ball

Brothers Research Corporation. Two pairs of "fine eyes" are required

to track the sun, one pair for each axis. Each of the "fine-eye" sensors

consists of an objective lens, knife-edge reticle, filter, and silicon solar

cell. The output current from a single cell is linearly proportional to

the displacement of the sun angle from the optical axis. A pair of sensors

provides a total linear error-sensing range of ±5 deg from the null plane.

Two such pairs define an image null angle. The fine-eye unit is very

simple, mechanically rigid, and electrically stable. The performance

specification indicates a null shift of ±I rain or less, over a temperature

range of -20 to +85°C. This fine sun sensor system has been successfully

used on the Lunar Orbiter and OSO-I spacecraft.

Selection of the particular sun sensor design described above is

based on two cc_nsiderations:

l) Use of separate units permits coverage of a full 4-w

steradian field with good linearity and stability
about null.

2) The silicon solar cell has been thoroughly proven

in space applications and requires no power input.

The scale factors for the coarse and fine sun sensors are designed

to be nearly equal between 4 and 5 deg from null. The attitude control

system is switched from the coarse sun sensor to the fine sun sensor
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within the 4- to 5-deg band, so that the transition will not produce a

discontinuity in the signal. The electronic configuration of the sun sensor

configuration is illustrated in Figure 5-2. Detailed specifications are

defined in Table 5-II.

5. 3.2 Digital Solar Aspect Sensor

The digital solar aspect sensor is recommended as the primary

reference for correction of vehicle attitude in yaw for the following mis-

sions and phases:

a) Earth-synchronous orbiter

1) Prior to injection into the transfer orbit

from parking orbit.

2) Prior to injection into the synchronous
orbit from the transfer orbit.

COARSE
SUN

SENSOR

FINE

SUN
SE NSOR

i

COARSE
SUN

SE NSOR

PITCH

PITCH

J PREAMPLIFIER [

I I

PREAMP LIF IER

I I

I I

rAT
/IT(:H

AMPLIFIER _CH

YAW PREAMPLIFIER

SWITCHING

SENSOR

(PLUS OPTIONAL

AGC AMPLIFIER)

I

,1
YAW PREAMPLIFIER AMPLIFIER

I

Figure 5-2. Sun Sensor Electronic Configuration
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Table 5-II. Coarse and Fine Sun Sensor Specifications

Fine Sensor Assembly _

Accuracy {fine =y= pah at null}

Peak output (short-circuit current

in direct sunlight}

Angular range (fine eye pair}

Angular sensitivity {front edge}

Spectral response

Response time {rise time from

10 to 90 percent of peak value}

Resolution

Temperature operating rahge

Weight: FE-5A fine eye

Eye assembly retainer

Coarse Sensor Assembly

Field of view

Null accuracy {each axis}

Linearity {over ±Z0 deg each axis}

Physical Characteristics

{Includes Electronics}

Size

Weight

Power

1.5 ma nominal

+15 deg nominal

5 _tamp/arc rain

0.70 to I. I p;

0.81 _t peak

20 _sec or less

Virtually infinite

-ZO°C to + 85°C

6.0 gm

3.5 gm

4w ster

+1 deg

±t0 percent

3
330 cm

O. 34 kg

700 mw

%Manufacturer's specifications.

b) Lunar orbiter, Mars orbiter, and solar probe
with Jupiter assist

1) Prior to injection into interplanetary
transfer orbit from earth parking orbit.

This device, designed and developed by the Adcole Corporation of

Waltham, Massachusetts, measures two orthogonal components of the

sun' s offset from the instrument reference axis in terms of two lZ-bit

digital words. The total field-of-view is 64 x 64 deg for both acquisition

and fine measurement.

The digital solar aspect sensor consists of two single-axis units

in a single assembly. Each single-axis detector lead consists of a gray-

coded reticle, silicon photo cell array, and a housing. The gray-coded

reticle is a small oblong block of fused quartz with a slit centered along

the top surface and a gray-coded pattern on the bottom surface. Sunlight

passing through the slit is screened by the pattern to either illuminate
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or not illuminate the photo cells below. The outputs of the photo cells

comprise a digital word, representative of the solar aspect about one

axis. An additional photo cell is usually included, which is always "ON",

when the sun is within field-of-view of the detector head. The output of

this cell is used as an AGG signal to compensate for the photo cell output

variation as a function of solar angle. This permits accurate angular

determination of the transition between resolution elements. The char-

acteristics of the digital solar aspect sensor are defined in Table 5-III.

Table 5-III. Digital Solar Aspect Sensor Specificationst

Model

Field-of-view

IKe s oluti on

Accuracy

Output

Operating temperature range

Size

Weight

Power

Adcole type 1402

64 x 64 deg

1/64 deg

2 arc min

Two 12-bit words

-70 to 100°C

t.3 x t.3 xZ.t cm

0.15 kg

None required

JfManufacturer' s specification.

5.3. 3 Earth Sensors

The performance requirements for the earth sensors have been

based primarily upon the constraints determined by the synchronous

earth-orbit mission. Thepre-injection phases of the lunar and inter-

planetary missions are assumed to have the same alignment accuracy

r equir ements.

In the parking orbit of the earth-synchronous mission, the half-angle

subtended by the earth is approximately 75 deg; and at synchronous

altitude, this half-angle is 8.7 deg. The present status of earth sensor

technology precludes precise determination of the vertical over this

wide angular range with one instrument. Therefore, two earth horizon

sensors are recommended, one for use in the earth parking orbit and the

other for use at synchronous altitude.
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The low-altitude earth sensor is the advanced OGO horizon tracker

developed by the Advanced Technology Division of American Standard

for the OGO spacecraft. This instrument consists of four sensors,

arranged at 90-deg intervals in yaw, utilizing linear scanning and edge-

tracking of the horizon.

The high-altitude earth sensor is the modified OGO horizon tracker,

also developed by the Advanced Technology Division of American Standard.

The scanning mechanism is the same as that used in the OGO horizon

tracker, but only two sensors are utilized, arranged at 90-deg intervals

in yaw, with linear scanning across the earth's disc in two orthogonal

planes. From the survey presented in Volume III (Part I), the selection

of these horizon sensors was based upon the following considerations:

a) For use in a nonspinning vehicle, edge-tracking,

radiance-balance, horizon-sector, and conical

scanners may be considered. The radiance

balance technique was rejected due to low accuracy.

The latter two were rejected from the standpoint

of reliability, as rotating mechanisms are required

for scan generation.

b) The edge-tracking sensor has the advantage of

utilizing a scanning mechanism utilizing flexural

pivots of high reliability.

c)

d)

The edge-tracking technique inherently has a

higher signal-to-noise ratio than the conical

scanning method. (See Appendix A. )

The spectral bandpass utilizing the 14- to 16-_

CO Z absorption band provides improved defini-
tion of the infrared horizon of the earth, in

comparison to previous sensors utilizing

infrared wavelengths shorter than 14 _t, in
which inaccuracies have resulted due to dis-

continuities in the infrared horizon.

The selected sensors are described in the following paragraphs.

5. 3. 3. 1 Low-Altitude Earth Sensor

The advanced horizon sensor system for OGO utilizes four infrared

search-track units to track the earth t s horizon in four planes separated

io vc4_iclc azimuth by 90 deg, as illustrated in Figure 5-3. These

s_arch-lrack units, rcf_:rred to as trackers, generate analog signals

r_.prcs_,nting the aflgular t,levatio_ of the horizon in each plant; from the
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FOV Searches

/ _ /---- Apparent Horizon

Figure 5-3. A-OGOHorizon Edge Tracker

nominal vertical of the spacecraft. The four trackers (designated A, B,

C, and D) thus measure the angles CA' @B' ec, and eD' respectively

(as shown in Figure 5-3).

These elevation analog signals are fed to a switching matrix,

depicted in the system block diagram in Figure 5-4, where logic supplied

by the OGO spacecraft determines the appropriate position signals for

local-vertical (nadir) computation. The _pacecraft logic bases this

selection, in part, on sun-presence and track-check (earth-presence)

information from each tracker. Presence of the sun in the field-of-view

of a tracker or absence of a track-check signal from any tracker will

cause the logic to omit that signal from its computations. Any three

angular output signals are then fed via the matrix to two summing ampli-

fiers, which read out vehicle attitude in terms of pitch and roll. The

system is redundant in that the outputs from any three trackers are

sufficient to provide attitude information (only two orthogonal trackers

are required if altitude is known). In the event of failure of one of the
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Figure 5-4. A-OGO Horizon Sensor System Block Diagram

three active trackers, the remaining tracker signal is then utilized to

provide continuous pitch-and-roll information. Upon command, the

fourth tracker can also be switched in if four-tracker logic is desired.

Attitude information is normally obtained from the A-OGO sensor

by performing simple analog computations with any three of the four

elevation signals. If, for example, the spacecraft is moving so that

tracker A is looking forward, then @B and @D are the horizon elevation

angles in the roll plane. Assuming that the switching matrix is in a state

that ignores the elevation signal from tracker C, then the elevation signal

from tracker A represents the horizon elevation, @A' in the pitch plane

of the spacecraft. In analog notation, the symbols CA, eB, and @D repre-

sent the horizon elevation signals from each of these three trackers.

If a reference signal, i_, proportional to the radius angle of the

earth were available, the vehicle pitch would be (R - @A). The A-OGO
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system uses the mean of 0 B and 0D to represent R. Thus, for this

particular switching-matrix state, the pitch analog signal is

Pitch = 1 / 2(e B + o D) - OA"

The roll calculation requires only the horizon elevation signals

from trackers B and D. Thus, in the same switching state, the roll

analog signal is

Roll = 1/2(0 B - 0D)

Electronics. The servo circuit of each tracker includes those

elements necessary to perform the search and track functions. (Refer

to Figure 5-5.) These are the telescope, the thermistor bolometer, the

signal preamplifier, the signal amplifier, the Schrnitt trigger, the Positor

drive amplifier, and the Positor itself.

The servo tracking loop is intentionally made to oscillate at a con-

trolled dither frequency (20 cps) and with a controlled amplitude (2. 5 deg

peak-to-peak nominal) when the earth' s horizon is being tracked. This

oscillation, manifested by motion of the Positor mirror, causes the field-

of-view of the telescope to continually cross and recross the horizon.

If the horizon is centered on this oscillation of the field-of-view, the

output waveform from the signal amplifier will be symmetrical and there-

fore the zero crossings will be equally spaced in time. The Schmitt-

trigger output switches to positive or negative, according to whether the

input voltage is above or below zero; therefore, under these conditions,

the Schmitt output will be positive for the same length of time it is negative,

resulting in a zero dc component in the output. If the horizon is displaced

from the center of the oscillation, the output waveform from the signal

amplifier will be asymmetrical, resulting in unequal positive and

negative output from the Schmitt, and thus adc component. This dc

component is amplified by the drive amplifier and drives the Positor

mirror drive coils to recenter the oscillating field-of-view on the horizon.

The dc drive thus is seen to be the error signal of a closed-loop servo.
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The drive-amplifier output voltage is fed back to the Schrnitt trigger

and interlock circuits. When, during the search, the earth is located,

the tracking action discussed above takes place. If the earth is not in the

field-of-view during the search, the Positor mirror moves to its stops,

where the drive voltage reaches a level high enough to switch the Schmitt.

The Positor mirror is then returned to the space stop t, where the search

action is repeated. Search rate is 90 deg/sec, and each of the four

trackers covers a 90-deg field-of-view.

The readout circuits include the field current generator, individual

position amplifiers for each tracker, a switching matrix, and two sum-

ming amplifiers. (Refer to Figure 5-6.) The field current generator

supplies a 2461-cps current to the field coils of all the Positors inparallel;

2461-cps voltages proportional to the Positor angular position are induced

in the drive coils. These voltages are amplified by the position amplifiers

for each tracker and then combined in the switching matrix and summing

amplifiers into redundant pitch and roll outputs.

The logic circuits are one of the major improvements of the A-OGO

sensor. Salient features are as follows:

I) A tracker will acquire only on the space-to-earth

sweep of the l°ositor.

2) Should a weak gradient (ghost from sun, window,

or atmospheric gradient) appear during the space-

to-earth sweep, the Schrnitt will track it momen-

tarily if it is above the equivalent energy of a

blackbody temperature of approximately 165°K.

However, the logic will then reject it and the

tracker will continue on, seeking the true earth

horizon.

3) If, while tracking a normal gradient, the system

drifts to a weak gradient, the logic will drive the

Positor to the space stop and reacquisition will

begin.

4) If the system encounters a reverse gradient in its

search, reject circuitry will continue the Positor

through the reverse gradient in search of the true

horizon.

_'An interlock is used to prevent tracking during the earth-to-space

search. This design absolutely prevents acquisition of a gradient within

the earth.
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5) If some unusual gradient is detected and tracked,

logic has been incorporated that will prevent the
tracking point from following this false horizon

into earth. "Space bias" has been introduced as

added insurance against problems experienced by

earlier wideband sensor designs. This bias refer-

ences the system to space by making the dither

slightly asymmetrical with regard to the gradient
tracking point.

Other logic circuits are the track-check circuits, which furnish

output signals indicating whether the trackers are actually tracking the

earth' s horizon, and the sun-alarm circuits, which furnish a logical

output signal when the sun is being tracked.

Three special circuits are included: (1) the radiometric channel,

(2) field-coil circuitry, and (3) the voltage regulator.

Awideband amplifier, referred to as a linear signal amplifier, is

utilized to measure the level of the infrared radiation seen by the sensor

(and also to provide the sun-alarm logic). As indicated (Ref Figure 5-6)

this channel may be telemetered to the ground, where sensor input data

can be gathered for studying sensor performance and scientific informa-

tion can be provided regarding gradient uniformity within the CO 2 layer.

In the original OGO sensor, the field coils of all four Positors were

in series; if any one coil failed to open, the system failed. The Positor

field coils on the A-OGO sensor have been designed in parallel to provide

the redundancy not available in the earlier system. Should any one coil

open, system performance will be affected only when the sun comes into

the field-of-view of one of the three remaining trackers (three trackers

are required unless altitude is known). Through this configuration, sys-

tem reliability has been improved significantly.

In addition to the circuits discussed above, a voltage regulator is

required to further regulate the ±20-vdc vehicle power supply. This

circuit supplies ±15 vdc with an output impedance of less than 1 ohm. An

added advantage of the regulator is that, because of its low-output imped-

ance, individual decoupling of many of the circuits is unnecessary, thereby

simplifying circuit design.

Optics. The optical path and optical components of the A-OGO

sensor are depicted in Figure 5-7. The pivoted Positor mirror used to
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Figure 5-7. Optical Path and Components, A-OGO Horizon Sensor System

direct the optical beam is made of beryllium. Its surface, which is

polished to an overall flatness of less than 4 fringes of Hg green light,

has a minimum reflectance of 95 percent in the 14- to 16-Ft bandpass.

The telescope contains a filter, an objective lens, and a thermistor bolom-

eter detector.

The A-OGO filter system consists of three elements: the Irtran-4

window, the long-wavelength bandpass filter, and the narrow-bandpass

filter. The latter two are interference-filter coatings deposited on ger-

manium substrates. The long-wavelength bandpass filter rejects the short

wavelengths of the narrow-bandpass sideband. The Irtran-4 window is

also interference-coated for antireflection at 15 _, and rejects the long

wavelengths of the 21-_ narrow-bandpass sideband.

The objective lens of the telescope is a germanium meniscus lens

with an effective focal length of 19.9 ram. This lens is also antireflection-
2

coated and is stopped down to a clear aperture of 2. 3 cm .
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The telescope detector is a germanium hemispherically immersed

thermistor bolometer. The active bolometer-flake area is 0. 1 x 0. 1 mm,

but the effective area {virtual image) is 0.4 x 0.4 mm, due to the get-

manium hemisphere. The resulting fie!d-of-view, wb_en cornbined with the

objective lens, subtends a solid angle equal to 4.0 x 10 .4 ster.

Mechanical Configuration. The central electronic unit (CEU) pro-

vides the interface electronics to and from the OGO spacecraft and all test

points used in ground checkout of the sensor system. Also housed in the

CEU is the electronic circuitry required to drive both heads. The CEU

is 19 x 14 x 10 cm high, with four 3.2 cm circular connectors mounted

on the top surface.

A single dual-tracker head is illustrated in Figure 5-8. The cutaway

view depicts placement of the major components of the head. The configur-

ation is approximately triangular with a base of i6.5 cm, an altitude of

15 cm, and a thickness of 7.4 Cmo A complete system has two dual-tracker

heads.

The detailed system characteristics of the A-OGO sensor are pre-

sented on Table 5-IV.

POSITOR

TELESCOPE &
BOLOMETER OPTICAL

WINDOW

90°

SIGNAL
PREAMPLIFIER

_o6

Figure 5-8. A-OGO Dual Tracker Head

NOMINAL
PLANE OF SCAN
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Table 5-IV. A-OGO Horizon Sensor System Specifications

Physical Characteristics

(a) Size

Tracking head (each)

Central electronic unit

Total volume (per system)

(b) Weight

Tracking head (each)

Central electronic unit

Total weight (per system)

(c) Power required

Optical Characteristics

(a) IR detector

(b) IR spectral bandpass

(c) Telescope field-of-view

Sensor Outputs

(a) Pitch/roll

(b) Other

ilO0 crn 3 (2 per system)

3
2700 cm

5000 cm 3 (max)

2.5kg

2.3 kg

7.6 kg

<10 w (nominal)

<1 2 w (max)

Immersed thermistor bolometer

14.0 to 16.0

I. 2 deg at half-response contour

2461-cps signal with amplitude

proportional to roll and/or pitch

attitude error

Position, sun alarm, track check,

radiance-level monitor (TM) -- all

of these from each of the four

trackers.

tManufacturer' s specifications.
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Table 5-1V. A-OGO Horizon Sensor System Specifications t

(Continued)

Performance

Ca) Tracking range (each of 4
trackers)

(b) Tracking rate

(c) Operational range

(d) Altitude range

tt
(e) Accuracy

Null

+10 deg ]'tt

(f) Reliability (for 3 or 4 trackers

operating)

(g) Operational life

(h) Storage life

(it Pitch and roll scale factors

(j) Position-output scale factor

(k)Noise

Environmental Levels

(a) Shock

(b) Acoustic noise

-2 to +85 deg (min)

>15 deg/sec

_-30 deg (+45 deg from nominal)

220 to 150,000 km or
90 to 110,000 km

_<0.05 deg (3_)

<0. 10 deg (bias) + 0.05 deg (3_)

0.95 for 1 year (present parts)
0.98 for 1 year (highest reliability

parts available)

>1 year

3 years

0.4 v rms/deg

0. 1 v rms/deg

±0.02 deg peak-to-peak at 0.6 Hz
bandwidth

50 g for 2. 2 ms in all axes

Not tested (design goal: SPL of
145 db overall from 51. 5 to 9500 Hz)

Manufacturer s specifications.

##Excluding geometric cross-coupling errors (which can be calibrated
out) and errors due to horizon anomalies and earth oblateness.

###Simultaneous roll and pitch.
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Table 5-1V. A-OGO Horizon Sensor System Specifications t

(Continued)

Environmental Levels (Cont' d)

(c) Vibration

Random

Sinus oidal

(d) Thermal vacuum (system

operating)

Vacuum

Temperature

Electronics

B olomete r

(e} Acceleration

(f) Relative humidity

(g) Fungus

(h) RFI

to 2000 Hz, 0.1 g2/Hz with2O

roll-off at 12 db/octave above

I000 Hz for 12 min in each of three

axe s

At 1/2 octave/min in each of three

axes :

5 to 250 Hz 4.9 (peak) tt

250 to 400 Hz 9. 1 g (peak)

400 to 3000 Hz Z0.5 g (peak)

Space vacuum

-35°F ttt to +160°F

O°Ftttto +I 1 3°F

18 g in any direction for 3 min in

each of three mutually perpendicular
axes

95 percent R.H. at 100°F for 50 hr

Uses non-nutrient parts and materials

Meets MIL-I-26600 paragraphs:

Conducted audio 50 to 15 kHz

Conducted RF 0.1 to 920 mHz

RadiatedRF 0.1 to 920 mHz

Meets lower frequencies as follows:

Laboratory test 1 to 50 Hz

Conducted Threshold of sus-

ceptibility 0. 3
v rms at 3 H z

tManufacturer ' s spe cifi cations.

ttDA limited to 0.5 in.

tit
Through use of heaters, system can be subjected to -60°F.
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5. 3. 3. Z High-Altitude Earth Sensor

The function of each earth sensor assembly (ESA) is to sense one

component of the angle between the spacecraft reference yaw axis (U axis)

and the local vertical. This information is used for attitude control and

attitude deterrnination.

Two identical earth sensors oriented at 90-deg intervals in yaw

are used. They perform equivalent functions in parallel. They are both

lxlounted on the -U end of the spacecraft where they view non-Anally along

the -U axis as shown in Figure 5-9.

The ESA scans a small field-of-view (0.6 by 0.6 deg) back and forth

through an angle of ±14.5 deg from the null optical axis which is aligned

with the U axis of the spacecraft. Each ESA consists of two units, the

sensor head unit and the sensor electronics unit.

G EOCENTER_ARTH

_,,,,_J_/S PACECRAFT-EARTH LINE

_,_./N ULL.OPTICAL AXIS

0.6 X 0.6 DEG INSTANTANEOUS _, _ \

FIELDOF VIEW _\_._+ ,4.5 DEG

S V_Wp?_ +V_

u

Figure 5-9.

14.5 DEG_/

SENSORPOiNTiNG _

ERRORANGLE / _

d

ESA Scan Geometry

Operational Description. The ESA is an infrared electro-optical

device with a mechanical scanning element. Infrared radiation in the

13.5- to Z5-_ region is focused on a thermistor bolometer by a germanium

telescope. The bolometer and its associated electronics detect the
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earth's radiation when it is present in the instantaneous field-of-view.

The output of each sensor is a sequence of discrete logic pulses from

which earth pointing error can be computed.

Referring to the block diagram and waveforms of Figure 5-10, the

radiation reaches the telescope by reflection from a plane mirror, which

is caused to oscillate rotationally by an electromagnetic drive mechanism.

The mirror, its flexure spring suspension, and the drive and readout coils

comprise aunit called a Positor. The cyclic motion of the Positor causes

the field-of-view seen by the telescope to scan in the UW plane at approxi-

mately 5 cps. The scan is a sawtooth wave having constant angular rates

in both directions. It is generated by a Positor position servo loop driven

by a digital counter which counts pulses from a reference clock.

A quantized analog sawtooth wave is formed by the reversible

counter andD to A converter. This is the Positor position command. It

has an amplitude of :_14.5 optical scan deg. The 4.8-kc clock rate with a

quantization of 0.05 deg produces a constant scan velocity of 240 deg]sec.

The Positor position command is summed with the demodulated

Positor position signal in the drive amplifier to form a position error

signal. The drive amplifier applies current, to the drive coil which pro-

duces torque to accelerate the positor in response to the position error

signal. Positor position feedback is obtained by sensing the modulated

reference current in the readout coil, which is subsequently amplified

and demodulated. Servo loop compensation is obtained with l°ositor cur-

rent feedback and a lead-lag filter in the position feedback.

As the instantaneous field-of-view is caused to scan back and forth

by the Positor, the field-of-view sweeps from cold space through the

earth's warm disc to cold space on the other side and then reverses.

This infrared energy from the earth focused on the bolometer produces

a series of electrical pulses at the bolometer output, the leading and

trailing edges of which, when properly time correlated and synchronized,

define the edges and the center of the earth.

The primary output of the sensor then, is the radiance logic signal

which is produced by amplifying, filtering, and level detecting the bolom-

eter output in the preamplifier, signal amplifier, filters, space clamp,
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Figure 5-10. ESA Block Diagram
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and threshold circuits. The radiance signal is filtered to minimize errors

due to noise and clamped to space radiance twice per scan cycle to mini-

mize errors due to long-term level shifts. The radiance threshold levels

on each side of the earth are independently regulated to minimize errors

due to unequal temperatures on opposite edges of the earth.

A discrete logic signal is produced by the zero crossing detector

when the Positorcrosses through the center line of the instrument. This

signal is delayed for a time equal to the radiance signal delay, and defines

the null optical axis of the instrument. A scan direction signal is logically

derived from the reversible counter.

The radiance logic signal, zero crossing signal, and scan direction

signal together with the reference clock signal are sufficient to compute

the earth pointing error angle component being scanned. This is done by

accumulating clock pulses in a digital register during the period that the

bolometer sees the earth, and the field-of-view is to one side of the null

optical axis. Pulses are subtracted from the counter when the earth is in

view on the other side of the null optical axis. After one complete cycle,

the residual count in the digital register corresponds to four times the

pointing angle from the center of the earth's chord being scanned. This

procedure is shown in Figure 5-! i.

In addition to the basic logic signals formed by the sensor for pur-

poses of error computation, several other logical checks are generated.

These indicate:

a) When the earth's chord being scanned exceeds

I. 4 deg

b) When the sensor null optical axis is directed within

the earth's disc

c) When the sun is present in the field-of-view.

The first listed logic discrete is called track check and is generated

by comparing the duration of the earth radiance logic pulse to the duration

of a reference one-shot flip-flop. It is used during the acquisition

sequence to pr_vent an attempt to acquire the edge of the earth. The

second logic signal is called earth check. It is formed by noting that the

sensor null optical axis is crossed by tlle Positor scan while the earth
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signal is present and track check is true. The third logic output deter-

mines, by means of an intensity threshold, that the sun is being viewed by

the bolometer. It is called the sun alarm. The sun alarm is used to

prevent control action based on error signals obtained when the sun is

present.

The ESA's are powered by +4.0, +12.0, -6.0, and 4-30 v from dc

converters. In addition, bus power is applied to both of ESA's heaters.

Converter power is only supplied to one ESA at a time. Both are turned

off when the ACS power is turned off, but heater power from the bus is

always present. Thermostatically controlled 2-w heaters in each ESA

prevent the unit temperature from falling to levels which may result in

bolometer damage. They turn full on at temperatures below +20°F. A

thermistor temperature sensor for telemetry is situated at the back of the

telescope of each ESA.
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The flexure springs supporting the Positormirror of the ESA are

designed for long life and low scanning drive power and can be damaged by

harsh treatment. They are mechanically resonant with very little inherent

damping and, as such, must be protected from severe vibration levels.

The Positors are protected from the otherwise dangerous vibration environ-

ments of the boost and injection phases by electrical caging devices in

each unit. These are merely semiconductor switches which short circuit

the drive windings of the Positors, providing damping due to back emf as

in a galvanometer. The short circuit is closed when ESA power is off and

open when power is turned on.

Design. The ESA spectral passband includes the 14- to 16-_t CO 2

absorption band which is generally considered the most stable spectral

region for an earth sensor. However, because of the relatively low amount

of radiant power available to the sensor in this spectral region, the energy

from 16 _ to the cutoff wavelength determined by the lens material is also

utilized. This results in a less uniform earth radiance but considerably

more signal out of the ESA.

The telescope consists of a germanium lens and a bolometer im-

mersed in a hemispherical germanium lens. The telescope barrel is

aluminum with the lens bonded in with epoxy. The germanium lens is

coated with a multilayer interference filter designed to provide a trans-

mission cuton wavelength of i3.5 _. The transmission of the germanium

in the lens and in the bolometer immersion lens determines the long

wavelength cutoff of the telescope. Figure 5-12 is a typical transmission

versus wavelength curve for the lens. Figure 5-13 shows the relative

response in the 14- to 16-_ region. The bolometer peak responsivity is

specified to be greater than Z35 v/w incident on the bolometer. By multi-

plying the ordinate of Figure 5-13 by this responsivity, the spectral

response of the telescope and bolometer combination can be obtained. The

optical parameters of the telescope are given below:

Instantaneous fi eld- of- view

Optical speed

Ape rtur e

0.6 by 0.6 deg

flo. 3i8

5.07 cm diameter
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Focal length

Bolometer flake size

3.98 cm

O. OI by 0.01 cm

The Positor is an electromechanical device for rotation of a mirror

and readout of its angular position with no bearings or sliding surfaces.

The Positor was initially developed by the Advanced Technology Division

of American Standard (ATD) for the OGO horizon scanner. The Positor

structure is shown in Figure 5-14, and a schematic diagram is shown in

Figure 5- 15.

The mirror is connected to the rotor of a permanent magnet torquer.

Two coils which are free to rotate in a cylindrical air gap are also con-

nected to the rotor and form the drive coils which are connected in series.

A pair of flexure pivots are used to connect the rotor to the base structure.

Electrical connection to the rotor is made through the flex-springs. A

current through the drive coils causes a torque which rotates the rotor

against the constraint of the flex-springs. A high frequency (4.8 kc)

carrier is added to the drive signal which results in an ac flux field linking

the drive coils and the readout coil. A suppressed carrier, amplitude

modulated voltage output is developed in the readout coil, the amplitude of

which is linearly proportional to the rotor rotation from its null position

and the phase indicates the rotational direction.

ROTOR

AC
COIL

BASE STRUCTURE

MIRROR FLEXURE PIVOTS ROTOR

LAMINATED IRON

,_AL
AIR GAP

REFERENCE
COIL

_TRICAL
CONNECTION
TO ROTOR
COIL

" PERMANENT
MAG NET

Figure 5-14. ATD Positor
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Figure 5-15. Positor Schematic Diagram

The armature and mirror moment of inertia and flexure spring con-

stant produce a Positorresonant frequency of 16 to 18 cps. Oscillations

are damped by currents induced by armature motion. The Positor charac-

teristics are

Positor mechanical damping

Positor spring constant

Positor moment of inertia

Positor torque constant

Armature copper resistance

Armature inductance

Feedback gain constant

-7 ntms
2xlO ra----a-d--

-3 ntm
9.8x10 rad

-7 Z
7.7 x I0 kgm

-Z ntm
6xlO

amp

68 ohm s

13 mh

v
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The detailed characterisitcs of the MOGO sensor are presented in
Table 5- V.

+

Table 5-V. MOGO Horizon Sensor System Specifications'

Parameter

Altitude range

Total error

Operational range

Linear range

Alignment error

Output noise

Scale factor

Accuracy (at large pitch

and roll angles)

Type

Scan angle

System time constant

Scan frequency

Dither frequency

Optics field-of-view

(instantaneous)

IR detector

MOGO

(single axis)

Synchronous to 130,000 km

Total: 0.06 deg - (0.04 deg for 3_

noise, including

anomaiie s)

(0.02 deg for gradient, scale factor,

and alignment)

(over entire :_2.5 deg range; 93,000 km

altitude)

±4.5 deg (for 9 deg earth)

+2.5 deg

• 0.01 deg

0.013 deg rms

Digital output (0. 003125 deg per bit for

19. Z kc clock)

Not specified beyond 2.5 deg

Chord scanner

29 deg total

208 ms

4.8 cps (240 deg/sec)

Not applicable

0.5 deg (to half-power points)

Ge- immersed thermistor bolometer

(mylar-backed)

tManufacturer' s specifications
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Table 5-V. MOGO Horizon Sensor System Specifications (Continued)

Parameter

I

IR bandwidth

Earth acquisition signal

(track check}

Redundant
i

Power

Size

Weight

Operating lifetime

i

IStorage life

IReliability

Shock

Acoustic noise

Vibration

Temperature

MOGO

(single axis}

13.5 to 2Z b_ (germanium roll-off);

(half of power in 14-16 b_band}

Yes

No

2.5 w (no heater}

0 to 2 w (for heater from +20 deg to

-45 deg F)

3
3300 cm

2.9 kg

18 months in orbit

> 1 year

0. 902 (for 18 months}

0.990 (for 18 months with parallel

redundancy}

80 ±8 g for minimum duration of

6 ± 0.5 ms (sawtooth)

See random vibration

a) Random: (3 axes}

20-300 cps - 0.03 g2/cps

300-2,000 cps - 0. 12 g_/cps

Minimum duration - 17 rain/axis

b) Sinusoidal: (3 axes}

5 - 300 cps - 3.5 g rms

300 - 2,000 cps - 5.0 grms

(random and sinusoidal applied

simultaneously}

Operating: -45 deg to +120 deg F

Nonoperating: -45 deg to +140 deg F
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5.3.4 Canopus Trackers

The Canopus tracker which is recommended for the lunar orbiter

mission is the instrument developed by ITT Federal Laboratories for the

lunar orbiter program, with a specified accuracy of 50 arc sec rms.

Two other instruments were also considered, based upon the survey

conducted in Ref 5- 1. The first was the instrument developed by NASA-

JPL and the Barnes Engineering Co., for use in the Mariner programs,

with a specified accuracy of • 0. 1 deg. Although the performance of

this instrument has been proven in the Mariner program, the ITT in-

strument is preferred from the standpoint of higher accuracy.

The second instrument considered was the Canopus tracker de-

veloped by Hughes Aircraft Co. (Santa Barbara Research Corporation)

for the Surveyor program. A detailed description of this equipment is

contained in Ref 5-2. Although this instrument has been successfully em-

ployed in the Surveyor program, the ITT Federal Laboratories tracker is

preferred, primarily from the standpoint of reliability, and secondly

from the standpoint of higher accuracy. The SBRC instrument uses

several mechanisms which may be objectionable from the standpoint of

long lifetime, i.e. , a single-axis cam-driven scanning mirror, and a

rotating reticle for modulation of the incident star radiation. The speci-

fied accuracy of the SBRC instrument is 6 arc rain.

For the interplanetary missions, where computer simulation of the

mission has indicated the requirement for very high accuracy, develop-

ment of an instrument with higher accuracy than that available in currently

available equipment is recommended. Specifications for the recommended

instrument are defined in this section.

5.3.4. i Canopus Tracker for Lunar Orbit

For the lunar orbiter mission, the ITT Federal Laboratories lunar

orbiter Canopus tracker is recommended. Detailed engineering design

data is considered proprietary by the manufacturer. However, a brief

description and summary specification follows.

The tracker is contained in a single package, consisting of optics,

an ITT FW 143 multiplier phototube detector, and electronics. The

electronics comprise signal detection circuits, scanning logic, deflection
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circuits, and power supplies. The tracker provides an analog output

signal which is proportional to the angular displacement of the line of

sight to Canopus about one axis.

A simplified block diagram is illustrated in Figure 5-16. The star

image is focused by the optical system on the photocathode of the ITT

FW 143 multiplier phototube, an image dissector. The optical radiation

incident on the photocathode causes emission of photoelectrons, which

are then accelerated within the image section of the photomultiplier toward

an electrode at higher potential at the opposite end of the image section.

This electrode contains a narrow slit which permits acceptance of only a

portion of the electron image from the photocathode, thus defining the

instantaneous field-of-view. By application of scanning waveforms to a

magnetic deflection coil around the image section, the electron image

may be made to scan across the narrow slit in the electrode, thus provid-

ing spatial modulation of the electronic star image. When the electrons

pass across the slit aperture, amplification of this current is accom-

plished by a series of multiplier dynodes. The amplified signal pulse,

collected by the anode of the photomultiplier tube, comprises the star

signal.

DEFLECTION

__ OPTIC
ROLL

' MULTIPLIER SIGNAL ROLL AXIS AXIS

PHOTOTUBE AMPLIFIER DEMODULATOR ERROR
SIGNAL

HIGH
VOLTAGE ROLL AXI S SIGNAL STAR

POWER SWEEP AMPLITUDE ._E
SUPPLY GENERATOR DETECTOR SIGNAL

Figure 5-16. ITT Federal Laboratories' Canopus Sensor

Simplified Functional Diagram

Scanning is performed on one axis only, orthogonal to the direction

of the slit in the accelerating electrode of the image section, which cor-

responds to the roll axis of the spacecraft. The field-of-view in the yaw
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axis (along the slit of the accelerating electrode) is sufficiently large to

accommodate the apparent change in the position of Canopus during the

mission. In addition, provision is made for prelaunch mechanical adjust-

ment of the instrument along the yaw axis to accommodate the position of

Canopus for a specific launch date. Specifications and physical character-

istics of the ITT instrument are given in Table 5-VI.

Table 5-VI. ITT Canopus Tracker Specifications

Stellar sensitivity (as set by
threshold gates)

Total FOV

Instantaneous FOV

Null stability

Equivalent angular noise

Error bandwidth

Error gradient (over 2 deg)

Optic s

Signal - to-noi s e

TM outputs

Power input

W eight

Size

Envi r onment

-1.92 to 0.08 m

8.2 x 1 6 deg

1 x 16 deg

50 arc sec rms

15 arc sec rms

10 cps

1 v/deg

20 mm f/1. 0

24 at 0.1 deg

(1) Canopus recognition

(2) Star magnitude

3. 1 w at 21 vdc

4.95 w at 31 vdc

3. Z kg

10 x 14 x 30.5 cm

Space qualified

tManufacturer' s specifications.

ttAxis of control
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5. 3.4.2 Canopus Tracker for Mars Mission

Results of computer simulation for advanced Mars orbiter missions

have determined that the precise approach guidance may be obtained

through utilization of an approach guidance sensor in conjunction with a

fine sun sensor and Canopus tracker. A high degree of accuracy is

required in all three sensors. The accuracy of the Canopus tracker is

beyond that of state-of-the-art equipment. The composite error due to

bias calibration, bias stability, and alignment must be in the order of

0.5 arc min.

For purposes of comparison, the physical and performance specifica-

tions of the Mariner IV and Lunar Orbiter Canopus sensors are compared

to the specifications for the proposed Voyager Canopus sensor in Table

5 -VII.

The primary reason for not considering either the Mariner or Lunar

Orbiter Canopus sensors for use in the approach guidance phase of the

advanced Mars mission is that of inadequate accuracy (6 arc rain and

50 arc sec, respectively).

In considering improvements which can be made to obtain increased

accuracy, as well as increasing performance and producibility, the follow-

ing are apparent (although other instrumentation approaches may even

prove superior):

a) The use of a refractive optical system (in comparison

to the wide-angle Cassegrain used in the Mariner
instrument) will give improved optical image resolution.

b) The use of the recently developed high-resolution ITT
F4012 vidissector will have the following advantages over

the CBS CLt147 and ITT FW143 image dissectors:

1) The use of a flat photocathode simplifies the
design of the optical system eliminating the
use of corrector elements, improving optical
re solution.

2) No fiber-optic faceplate is required (as in the
CBS CLl147 Reconnatron), resulting in in-

creased producibility and reduced cost of the
detector.

3) The ITT FW 143 has extreme off-axis pin-
cushion distortion, defocusing of the electron
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image, and shading due to reduced collection
efficiency. The ITT F4012 is extremely
linear and resolution is maintained over the

entire photocathode area.

4) Photocathode sensitivity, more uniform than
either the CBS CL1147 and the ITT FW143,

will permit more precise photometric calibra-
tion of the sensor.

One disadvantage, however, is that the ITT 4012 vidissector utilizes

magnetic focus and deflection, requiring an addition 1. 7 w of power above

that required by the CL1147 Reconnatron.

A complete preliminary design is not defined, as the electronic cir-

cuit design approach is not unique, and would be similar to that of the

Mariner and Lunar orbiter instruments. However, particular features

which are recommended in the design are:

a) Utilization of a low-frequency search scan over a field
of +4 deg in roll, upon which a high frequency scan of

+1.5 deg is superimposed for star acquisition.

b) After star acquisition tracking may be maintained over
a field of ±4 deg.

c) Programmed increments of cone angle adjustment
during the course of the mission, accomplished by

application of a dc bias to the imaging section of the
vidissector.

A proposed specification for the Voyager Canopus sensor is defined

in Table 5-VII, with a number of the specified parameters resulting from

previous studies of the Voyager spacecraft configuration by TRW Systems

for the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The accuracy requirements,

however, have been developed in this study as a result of computer simula-

tion of advanced Mars orbiter missions. The accuracy requirements are

particularly stringent, and as defined in Paragraph 3.2.4 for the proposed

planetary approach sensor, will require particular attention to the follow-

ing:

a) Measurement and calibration of nonlinearities in the

image tube angular deflection versus deflection current
transfer function.

b) Consideration of the effects of component aging and

the resultant changes in bias level throughout the
course; of the; mission.
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c) Consideration of the effects of spacecraft thermal

stress, which may result in changes in bias level

throughout the course of the r_ission.

d) Precision in initial alignment of the sensor reference

axis with respect to the spacecraft coordinate system,

requiring very small angular tolerances in both

mechanical alignment and optical simulation equipment.

5. 3.5 Planet Approach Sensor

Results of computer simulation of the Mars mission have determined

that the accuracy of approach guidance may be improved over that obtain-

...... planetary approach

sensor, providing that the approach sensor has the capability of determin-

ing the relative angular position of the geometrical centroid of the planet

to an accuracy of one arc rain. This accuracy will be determined pri-

marily by bias errors and long-term stability of the sensor.

In this section, the preliminary design concept of a planetary ap-

proach sensor is defined, which in addition to having the capability of

determining the clock and cone angle to the geometrical centroid of the

planet, also has the capability of measuring the apparent angular subtense

of the planet, permitting stadimetric ranging.

A high-resolution, electronically scanned image tube is chosen as

the radiation sensor, primarily from the standpoint of reliability, per-

mitting electronic gimbaling in clock and cone angle during planetary

approach. This type of design has been selected in preference to the

more conventional alternative approach, that of using a single-element

point detector with mechanical scanning and gimbaling.

The configuration selected utilizes both deflection voltages and

error signals in digital form, from which clock angle, cone angle, and

apparent planetary angular subtense may be computed with high precision.

(See Paragraph 3. 3.2. ) This computation can either be computed on

board the spacecraft by the guidance system computer, or may be telem-

etered to earth for use in ground-data processing.
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5. 3. 5. 1 Optical Field-of-View Requirements

Utilizing the trajectory selected for the Mars mission in this study,

the variations in clock and cone angle to the planet centroid during

planetary approach have been determined, as well as the variation in

apparent angular subtense of the planet. The planet approach sensor

would be used during the approach phase from approximately ten days to

one-half day before encounter. The variations in clock angle, cone angle,

and apparent angular subtense of the planet over this time interval are

indicated in Figure 5-17. Using these values as nominal, the optical

total field-of-view required for the approach sensor will be 13 x 13 deg,

centered at a clock angle of 263 deg and a cone angle of 127 deg. In

order to permit reasonable variations in vehicle attitude, a slightly large

field-of-view has been selected, 15 x 15 deg.

5. 3. 5. Z Planetary Radiance, Luminance, and Detector Selection

The selection of a suitable detector for utilization in the planet

approach sensor is based upon two considerations: (I) the radiance and

luminance characteristics of the planet Mars, and (Z) the corresponding

types of detectors which are available for sensing this radiation.

Studies previously performed by TRW Systems (Ref 5-3) have determined
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that two ranges in the infrared range of the spectrum may be considered

for use in determining the local vertical to the planet Mars. Due to the

extremely high concentration of CO 2 in the Martian atmosphere, one

range which may be considered is the CO 2 absorption band centered at

15 _. However, the precise range of the temperature variations in the

atmospheric structure and the corresponding variations in atmospheric

radiance are not well defined at this time, preventing estimation of the

variations in the effective apparent height of the atmosphere in the infrared

range. For this reason, it is not recommended that this spectral range

be considered for use at this time. The more suitable spectral range in

the infrared spectrum is that at wavelengths longer than 20 _, where

radiance from the planetary disc may be observed.

Considering the available detectors, thermistor bolometers would

be the most suitable for use in this spectral range, basedupon extensive

experience which has been gained by utilization in earth-horizon sensors.

However, inasmuch as these devices are single-element or "point"

detectors, scanning and pointing must be accomplished by using mechani-

cal devices with either flexure pivots or rotating bearings. Unfortunately,

no suitable infrared image tubes are suitable for use in this spectral

range, based upon considerations of both detectivity and reliability.

With the recommended configuration of the approach sensor being

based upon the use of an electronically scanned and electronically gimbaled

image tube, the near-visual range of the spectrum must be utilized, as

numerous imaging sensors of adequate sensitivity and reliability are

available for use in this spectral range.

Two types of image tubes have been considered --photoelectric

image dissectors and vidicons, both of which are currently in use in

various satellite and spacecraft programs. Several tradeoffs in perform-

ance are immediately apparent. The vidicon sensors have the distinct

advantage of high sensitivity, due to the integrating characteristics of the

photoconductive target, permitting storage of the radiation-induced elec-

tronic pattern of photoelectrons. This permits extremely short exposure

times of the target in the order of a few milliseconds, followed by slow-

scan readout of the raster to determine the apparent position of the planet.
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This feature would be of considerable value in preventing distortion of

the image of the planet during the exposure interval in the presence of

random spacecraft motion within the range of the limit cycle of the control

system. A second advantage is that of the very high signal-to-noise ratio

resulting from the integrating characteristics of the photoconductive

target. A disadvantage, however, is the lower level of reliability of a

vidicon sensor, compared to that of an image dissector. The primary

failure mode of vidicons is wear-out of the therrnionic filament. This

problem is not present in image dissectors which do not utilize an

electron gun. Although data from the Tiros program has indicated that

an MTBF of approximately 1 year may be anticipated from vidicons in

continuous operation in a space environment (Ref 5-4), data obtained

from a manufacturer of image dissector tubes has indicated a considerably

higher MTBF for this type of detector. Data obtained from the ITT

Industrial Laboratories, based upon information utilization of approxi-

mately 400 image dissectors with a total accumulated operating time of

400,000 hr, have determined that only one failure has been reported.

These data were accumulated under conditions of aging, burn-in, shock,

vibration, high and low temperatures, and exposure to controlled levels

of light. Based upon this data, the estimate of the failure rate is one

failure per 400,000 hr. Shelf life is in excess of 5 years.

Primarily from the standpoint of reliability, the image dissector

has been selected for utilization in the approach sensor. A second advan-

tage is that of simplicity in subsystem design; since continuous scanning

may be utilized, in contrast to the expose-readout-neutralize cycle which

would be employed with a vidicon. Although the image dissector requires

utilization of a longer exposure interval (frame time) in order to obtain

an adequate signal-to-noise ratio, the amount of spacecraft motion during

a frame time has been found to be extremely small, resulting in negligible

distortion of the observed optical image. An analysis of signal-to-noise

ratio, based upon the mean value of luminance of Mars and the anticipated

sensor resolution, scanning rates, and detection bandwidth, has deter-

mined that performance will be adequate for this application.
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A detailed calculation of the signal-to-noise ratio of the recommended

planetary approach subsystem is contained in Subsection 5.4, and antici-

pated performance is summarized in Paragraph 5.3.5.4.

The type of image dissector which has been selected for use in this

subsystem is the type 4011 vidissector, a high resolution image dissector

recently developed by the ITT Federal Laboratories. Figure 5-18 illus-

trates the resolution which has been obtained with this sensor, utilizing

dynamic focusing. Although both electromagnetic focusing and deflection

are utilized, the power consumption of the tube is only I. 5 w. This dis-

sector is available with several types ofphotocathodes: S-20, S-l l, and
S-l. Although the S-20 is the most sensitive, this surface has a limitation

in allowable photocathode current density of 1 _amp/cm 2, based upon

fatigue considerations. The S-If photosurface has been selected, having
2

a higher photocathode current density limitation of I0 _amp/cm , permit-

ting the use of an optical system of lower f-number, and resulting in a

higher signal-to-noise ratio. The S-I photosurface was not considered

due to its inherently low absolute sensitivity.

5. 3. 5. 3 Subsystem Mechanization

During the approach phase, the planet Mars will normally appear as

an illuminated crescent in the visible range of the spectrum. Within the

optical field-of-view of 15 x 15 deg, the image of the planet, varying in

apparent diameter from 0. 1 to 2.5 deg, will be focused on the image

dissector photocathode. Rectilinear sweep voltages will be generated in

digital form, using a 1000-1ine raster. Referring to Figure 5-19, both

the apparent angular offset (Xc, yc) of the geometrical center and the

apparent angular radius (r) of the planet image may be determined by

solution of the following equation, defining the location of the points on

the periphery of a circle offset from the origin of the coordinate system:

_x)Z Z(xi c - (Yi- Yc )2 = r

As the image of the planet is scanned, the signal waveform is differ-

entiated (Figure 5-19). The resultant signal is then processed by an
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Figure 5-19. Planet Scanning Technique
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amplitude detector, the output of which enables gates, and thus permits

measurement of the outputs of counters defining the values of the sweep

voltages at the instant that the edge of the planet image is scanned.

Two measurements of x. and Yi will enable solution of the above1

equation to determine the coordinates of the geometric center of the

planet image, if the value of apparent angular radius, r, is known. If

the value of the radius is not known, three sets of data points will enable

solution of the equation for the coordinates of the geometric center, x.1

and Yi' as well as the apparent angular radius, r. The accuracy of the

computation can be improved by sequential processing of a number of

data points from successive scans. The accuracy and noise levels which

may be anticipated are defined in Subsection 5.4.

Optical System. A suitable optical system for the planetary ap-

proach sensor would be the Farrand Super Farron refracting optic, with

a speed of f-0. 87 and t-1.0, a focal length of 76 mm, and with resolution

of 100 lpm_on-axis and 50 ipm off-axis. Using a 15 x 15 deg field-of-

view, the size of the field on the photocathode of the ITT 4011 vidissector
3

would be 13 cm .

Electronic Configuration. The function diagram of the proposed

planet approach sensor is illustrated in Figure 5-20, and the scanning

waveforms are defined in Figure 5-21.

Signal Amplification and Detection Circuits. The signal amplifica-

tion and detection circuits consist of a preamplifier, high-frequency

compensation network, signal amplification and passband filters, auto-

matic threshold control, and amplitude detector.

The signal from the vidissector is amplified by a preamplifier,

followed by a high-frequency compensation network. With a vidissector

load resistor of approximately one megohm, the frequency response at

the output of the vidissector would normally be in the order of 5 kHz.

The high-frequency compensation network accentuates the higher frequen-

cies, providing an overall signal bandwidth of 62. 5 kHz. The automatic

threshold control network provides a bias to the amplitude detector pro-

portional to the luminance of the planet image, enabling detection of the

tLines per millimeter.
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CLOCK
FREQUENCY _ 66.526 kHz

HORIZONAL
SWEEP

VOLTAGE
128 Hz

VERTICAL
SWEEP

VOLTAGE

0. 125 Hz

RASTER
1024 LINES,
8 SECONDS
FRAME PERIOD

Figure 5-21. Planet Approach Sensor Scanning Waveforms

differentiated signal at approximately 1/3 of the peak signal amplitude,

thus minimizing the error of detection of the location of planetary edge

with variations in planet luminance. Both positive and negative amplitude

detection would be provided, depending upon the direction of x-axis scan-

ning voltage, as determined by the horizontal control circuit.

Deflection and Auxiliary Circuits. A high-voltage supply circuit

would be utilized to supply -2400 v to the vidissector, and the intermediate

voltages for the drift tube element and dynodes. A focus regulator would

provide constant current, compensating for variations in temperature of

the focus coil.

Assuming a scanning period of 8 sec, the reference for generation

of sweep voltages would be high-frequency clock operating at a frequency

of 66. 526 kHz. The 10-stage horizontal counter, in conjunction with an

integrator, would provide a triangular horizontal sweep voltage at a fre-

quency of 128 Hz. The output of the 10-stage vertical counter, driven by

the horizontal counter, would be accumulated in a register and then con-

verted to a staircase waveform by a digital-to-analog converter, providing
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a vertical sweep voltage at the frequency of 0. 125 Hz. The combination

of horizontal and vertical sweep voltages would then provide a raster of

I024 lines per frame. The horizontal counter would be reset at the end of

each line by the horizontal control circuit, and the vertical counter would

be reset at the end of each frame by the vertical control circuit.

Determination of the horizontal and vertical location of the planetary

edge would be determined by gating the output of the horizontal and ver-

tical register with the gating pulse from the amplitude detector at the

instant of scanning the planetary edge. These binary numbers would be

compared in the digital comparator circuits to a reference binary num-

ber corresponding to the center of the raster (optical axis) in x and y

coordinates. The outputs of the two comparator circuits would comprise

the error signals in binary form. One additional signal, indicating the

sign of the horizontal error signal, would be provided by the horizontal

control circuit, accommodating the bidirectional scanning of the horizontal

waveform.

5.3. 5.4 Proposed Specification

A proposed specification for the planet approach sensors is defined

in Table 5-VIII. This specification should be considered as a design

objective. Discussion of the specified values of noise, bias, and align-

menLerrors is contained in Section 4.

5.4 SENSOR ERROR MODELS

The purpose of this section is to specify the error contributions

expected from the electro-optical sensors chosen for use in the Radio/

Optical/Inertial Guidance Study. This information was generated for use

in the digital computer guidance simulations perfomed during the study.

The section contains sensor performance data, a discussion of the inter-

pretation of the data, justification for the figures quoted, and a discussion

of means for achieving performance improvments needed as indicated by

the results of the guidance simulations. The performance data relate

only to instrument errors and do not include attitude computation errors,

spacecraft flexure stress relative to the sensor, etc.
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Table 5-VIII. Proposed Specification--Mars Approach Sensor

Function: The planetary approach sensor will be used for approach

guidance of an unmanned spacecraft to the planet Mars.
The sensor will scan the optical image of the planet and

will provide information defining the relative angular

displacement of multiple points on the planetary limb

with respect to the spacecraft coordinate system. From

these data, the relative angular displacement of the geo-

metric center and apparent angular subtense of the planet

will be determined by the spacecraft guidance computer.

Specifications:

Acquisition field of view

Variation in apparent

angular subtense of planet

Variation in clock angle

Variation in cone angle

Gimbaling of clock and

cone angles

Mode of scanning

Optical system

Detector

Scan pattern

Scanning rate

Form of output signals

Equivalent angular noise
At null

Off axis

Fixed bias error

Long-term bias error
(long-term stability)

15 x 15 deg

From 0. i to 2.5 deg

11 deg

8 deg

Electronic

C ontinuous

Farrand Super Farron

76 ram/f-0. 87/t-I. 0

ITT type 4011 I-I/2 in. Vidissector

Rectilinear raster, 1024 lines per

frame, noninterlaced

8 sec per field

Digital, binary; one 10-bit word on

each of two axes defining points on

the planet limb

10 arc sec rms (lo)

10 arc sec rms (la)

10 arc sec (la) (assumes calibration

of repeatable nonlinearity)

10 arc sec (la)
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Table 5-VIII. Proposed Specification--Mars Approach Sensor

(Continued)

Specifications (Continued):

Alignment

Weight

Volume

Power

Environment

Provision for alignment of optical

axis with respect to mounting sur-

faces to an accuracy of 10 arc sec.

3.2 kg

J2 x i2 x 30 cm

8 w

Qualified for operation inspace

environment. Specific environmental
levels to be determined.

5.4.1 Sensor Performance Summary

Table 5-IX is a list of all optical sensors chosen for the various

strapdown guidance system configurations and a specification of the errors

which they may be expected to contribute. The instruments listed have

previously been described in detail and rationale has been provided for their

selection.

The figures quoted in the accuracy column of Table 5-IX represent the

uncertainty in a given optical measurement made by the particular sensors.

As stated previously, this uncertainty does not include the effect of com-

putational approximations except for the earth sensors; nor, does it include

uncertainties in apparent target location, i.e., due to velocity aberration,

parallax, etc. The quoted figure includes errors in alignment of the sen-

sor to a stable, plane mounting surface.

The interpretation of the error magnitude tabulated may be best

described by an idealized experiment. Assume that an ideal mounting

surface is placed on a dividing table and precisely aligned and leveled

relative to an exactly realistic target simulator. Further assume that the

sensor is mounted, aligned as it would be in the operational case and a

large number of target position readings taken at a known target angle O
O"

The judgement of what comprises a large number of readings is part of the
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test planning, and the number will be assumed to be sufficient to produce

an accurate sample mean measured angle 0 . The quantity termed bias
m

is then AS, where:

AO=O -0
m o

The quantity labeled noise is defined in terms of the standard deviation of

the set of measured angles from the sample mean. The computation of

this parameter is done by means of the following equation, i.e. , sample

variance.

N

vZ= _/_l r_-_ n2 _T_ 2 7
N-I L/__a vi - "'Vm "

i=l

where

O. = a single target angle measurement
I

N = total number of measurements

In the ideal experiment, and throughout this document, the power spectrum

of the noise is assumed to be uniform prior to the bandwidth limiting

filter.

The noise and bias are obviously functions of the sensor environment,

notably of temperature; and the figures quoted in the tables correspond to

realistic extremes for orbtial environments. It is assumed that the com-

ponent of bias which is stationary over the mission period and measurable

by means similar to those described above prior to launch, will be com-

pensated for in data processing.

5.4.2 Derivation of Sensor Accuracy

5.4.2. 1 Sun Sensors

Coarse Sun Sensor. The candidate coarse sun sensor is that which

has been proposed by TRW for the Voyager spacecraft. This sensor con-

sists of two units, one for each sensitive axis. The sensor unit is composed

of two solar cells, mounted back-to-back, each immersed in a plano-

convex lens. The two solar cells are connected across a low resistance

with opposing polarity. The sensor provides a sun present signal over the

entire 4-_ ster field. The signal polarity indicates in which hemisphere
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the sun is located; and near the null plane the signal amplitude is

linearly proportional to the sun' s angular displacement. Laboratory

experience with this device indicates that a null stability of between one-

half and one deg may be attained, depending upon the thermal and geo-

metric characteristics of the mounting structure. The linearity of the

signal output is within l0 percent in the region ±20 deg from the null plane.

Due to the high level of the sun signal relative to solar cell and amplifier

noise, the angular effect of noise may generally be taken as negligible.

The coarse sun sensor is not a critical item since measurements are not

made with the device for use in fine guidance.

Fine Sun Sensor. On-Axis Analog Sun Sensor. The Ball Brothers

FE-SA " Fine Eye" sun sensors have a specified accuracy of ±l rain of arc

per measurement axis over a linear range of ±5 deg and a temperature

range of -20 to +85°C. These sensors were tested by Boeing to this speci-

fication during the Lunar Orbiter Program and this specification was found

to be valid. As with the coarse sun sensor, very little random noise com-

ponent is expected in the total error figure. The major expected error

contributors are uncompensated sensitivity drifts in the silicon cell, parti-

cularly due to temperature variations, and mechanical variations in the

structure and knife edge reticle, again predominantly due to thermal

fluctuations. The +1 rain is thus in the form of a bias slowly varying bias

correlated manner with sensor temperature variations. A partial com-

pensation of this effect might be accomplished by measuring the bias error

as a function of temperature prior to launch and making onboard correc-

tions in the digital computer from cell and structure temperature inputs.

It is estimated that an initial alignment accuracy of ±15 arc sec can be

achieved.

Off-Axis Digital Sensor. In order to make a precise measurement

of spacecraft attitude using a single fine sensor system as described above,

it is necessary to maneuver the spacecraft attitude until the sun falls

within the sensors 20-deg field. If it is desirable to avoid the maneuvering

requirement, the hulling sun sensors described above might be replaced

by one or more digital solar aspect sensors of the type manufactured by

the Adcole Corporation. These devices consist of a gray-coded reticle,

silicon photo cells and a housing. The gray-coded reticle is a small

oblong block of fused quartz with a slit centered along the top surface and
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I

I
a gray-coded pattern on the bottom surface. A single-axis device encoder

solar aspect into a 1Z-bit word and has a 64-deg field. The resulting

angular resolution is 1/64 deg which is equivalent to an rms quantization

error and is equivalent to an rms noise level of approximately 0. 004 deg

per axis.

The manufacturer specifies that the accuracy of the measured solar

aspect is 0.03 deg per axis defined at the transition between encoder

quanta where there is no resolution error. Two such devices are supplied

in a single package to provide two axis sensitivity. As with the analog fine

sun sensor, a 15-arc sec initial alignment accuracy is estimated.

5.4. Z.Z Earth Sensor

The earth sensor system described below is composed of two separate

sensor assemblies, one for low altitude another for high. Since the scan-

ning mechanism is identical for the two assemblies, it is feasible to con-

sider an operational system composed of a single assembly of operation

in two modes.

Low-Altitude Earth Sensor Errors. The candidate low-altitude

sensor is the advanced OGO earth sensor system developed for NASA/

Goddard by Advanced Technology Laboratories. The system consists of

four edge-tracking infrared telescopes oriented by pairs in and perpendi-

cular to the orbital plane. For purposes of error analysis the earth is

assumed to be a perfect sphere with a fixed horizon at constant radiance.

Deviations of the real earth from the ideal model are then treated as

sources of error in measurement of the ideal horizon angle.

The following error sources are significant for the low-altitude earth

sensors:

a) Earth oblateness

b) Horizon altitude and radiance variations

c) Detector and preamplifier noise

d) Angle transducer nonlinearities

e) Misalignment.

These factors will be treated separately below.
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Earth Oblateness Error. At low altitudes the deviation of the earth

from a sphere contributes a significant error in determination of attitude

relative to the geocentric line. This error is completely determinate, of

course, and can be eliminated by computed corrections using navigation

and attitude data is available. This effect is discussed in detail in Ref 5

and 6 where the true shape is assumed to be an eUipsoid of revolution. The

ellipsoid and relevant angles are illustrated in Figure 5-ZZ. In Ref 6 the

following equation is derived for the deviation, /xe , of the true horizon

angle from an average circle centered about the geocentric line.

AXIS

;EN SOR
MINOR
AXIS

\ SCAN PLANE

= eccentricity of the earth ellipsoid

a = earth equatorial radius

P = satellite - geocenter distance

k = subpoint latitude

= azimuth angle of scan plane relative to plane defined by

geocentric line and major axis of ellipsoid

Figure 5-22. Geometry for Oblateness Error

The quantity 1/2 [Ae (9) - Ae (9 + 1800)] is the oblateness error in

the single-axis attitude measurement by a scanner pair of the sensor sys-

tem. For a spacecraft altitude of 185 kin, subpoint latitude of 45 deg and

sensor azimuth angle of 90 deg, the attitude measurement error is 0. 18 deg.

The error in the other axis is zero since the horizon angle measurement
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errors are symmetrical. If the sensor system is oriented such that the

scan planes are at azimuth angles of 45, i35, ZZ5 and 3i5 deg from the

equator the single-axis error is reduced by 1/_Z. If the orbit is such that

all subpoint latitudes from 0 to 45 deg are experienced for equal times,

the rms value of A6 is 1/_f2 times the peak and:

A0 = 0. i8 deg _/Z • _/2

Ae = 0.09 deg rms, per axis

The error in each axis is equal, and the magnitude of the vector

pointing error is 0. i3 deg.

Horizon Altitude and l_adiance Variations. To the extent that the

altitude and radiance of the earth's horizon are a known function of posi-

tion and season, this error source is also determinate. A practical sys-

tem, however, will tolerate rather than attempt to analytically compensate

for horizon errors. McArthur (Kef 5) has used meteorological data to

compute the variance of the earth horizon altitude in the 14- to 16-& C02

absorption band. His results indicate a standard deviation of 0.88 krn in

the horizon location at the 80 percent point in the horizon radiance profile.

From Figure 5-23 it can be seen that a horizon tracking telescope will

experience a horizon angle measurement error A0, where:

0.88 km
Ae= =

[RZ_ (R+ h)7] 1]2

0.88 km

(2Rh+ h2) i/2

A0 = 0.0063 rad = 0.035 deg, rms

If the horizon altitude errors at the four track points are assumed to be

uncorrelated, the net two axis error is A0 = 0.05 deg, rms.

SENSOR

.88'0

Figure 5-23. Horizon Altitude Error
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The earth sensor system for low altitude use consists of horizon

tracking telescopes. Variation of the horizon radiance does not affect such

a device as severely since it will tend to track at a point corresponding to

a fixed fraction of the limb radiance, regardless of its absolute value.

Detector and Preamplifier Noise. Using the definition of detectivity

(D $) as the reciprocal of noise equivalent power normalized to unity band-

width and one square centimeter detector area, the sensor signal-to-noise

ratio is given by:

S/N NAk At fit _ D$ I/2 -I= (A a B_)- k

Where the symbols and numerical values are the following:

Z
Telescope clear aperture area, -At = 2.3 cm

Telescope field-of-view, fit = 4 x 10 -4 ster

Telescope transmission, q] = 0.25 (assumed)

Detector area, = 10 -4 cm 2

Detector detectivity, D _ = 3 x 108 cm-cps
w

Noise bandwidth, B = 50 cps
n

Spectral bandpass, Ak = Z_ (14_-16_)

Minimum earth radiance, NAk = 365
cm

*Iz

p.w

2
ster

(assumed)

Preamplifier noise figure, k = Z (6 db assumed)

The resulting signal-to-noise value, using these values is:

S/N = 177

This ratio is of peak earth signal-to-rms-noise in the sensor band. Except

where noted the numerical values used are from manufacturer' s specifica-

tions. The two assumed values are reasonable sensor parameters and the

minimum earth radiance is from the model atmospheres of Wark (Ref 5-8).

In order to relate this figure to angular tracking error, it is neces-

sary to consider briefly the operating principle of the horizon tracker. The

telescope mirror scans the horizon in a small amplitude linear "dither."

Reference to Figure 5-24 shows that a small displacement of the center of
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Figure 5-24. Sensor Scan and Detector Output Waveform

with Attitude Offset

the scan creates an asymmetry in the signal. Tracking is accomplished

by detecting the second harmonic content of the signal. For a small dis-

placement _@, the amplitude of the second harmonic of the signal shown in

Figure 5-23 is:

C2 _ 4S_
T

If the second harmonic is filtered and full-wave rectified, the dc error

signal is:

2 ,4ST
E_e = _ t-T-)

From the figure it can be seen that:

so

2S _8
E_8 _ N
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Therefore, when EAO equals the noise N, the noise induced error near

null is:

A0 n = -_-- ( )

For a scan amplitude 3( = 2 deg the error in earth horizon measurement is:

A0 = 0. 018 deg
n

The net sensor noise contribution, assuming that all four horizon angle

measurements are combined is 0. 036 deg. This brief analysis neglects

the finite size of the sensor field-of-view and the finite width of the horizon.

Angle Transducer Nonlinearity. The tracking telescopes of the

candidate earth sensor system are equipped with induction coil angle trans-

ducers. At or near the nominal spacecraft attitude (null), the linearity and

scale factor characteristics of the four transducers can be balanced to

eliminate transducer bias errors. When attitude offsets or orbital altitude

variations cause significant angular displacement of the tracking point

from null, an angle measurement error is experienced. The manufacturer

specifies that the effect is equivalent to a total attitude measurement error

of 0.10 deg or less at 10 deg displacement from null.

Misali_nment. The two tracking telescopes required for measure-

ment of a given attitude displacement component would be packaged in a

single assembly. The relative alignment between the two may, therefore,

be kept to a precise tolerance. It is difficult to assess the accuracy of

alignment expected between the unit and the spacecraft reference surface

over long periods in orbital environment. From experience reported in

the instrument description section of Ref 5-6, however, it is reasonable

to quote a figure of 1 arc rain for initial alignment error and 1 arc rain for

null drift during the mission.

The measurement errors computed above are surnrnarized in

Table 5-X. Sensor noise, bias instability, and initial alignment errors are

listed separately. The general source of bias instability are combined in

an rss manner, even though there is some correlation among them, parti-

cularly the dependence of both horizon altitude error and oblateness error

upon spacecraft altitude.
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Table 5-X. Summary of Errors, Low-Altitude Earth Sensor

Measurement Errors, la(deg)

Sensor Noise

Horizon altitude variation

Earth oblatene s s

Transducer

Alignment drift

Total Bias Instability (RSS Above)

Initial Ali_nment Error

Null

0. 036

0.05

0.13

0

0.016

0.14

0.16

±I 0 deg

O. 036

O. 05

0.13

O. lO

0.016

0.17

0.16

High-Altitude Earth Sensor. There are two significant differences

between the earth sensor systems proposed for high- and low-altitude

applications:

1) The effects of the earth' s oblateness and of horizon

altitude variations is greatly reduced at synchronous
altitude.

2) The high-altitude sensor scans a small optical field

through the earth' s disc and computes single-axis

attitude by measuring the time separation between

signal threshold crossings and a reference pulse.

Since the errors experienced by the high=altitude sensor are

primarily due to the instrument rather than the earth, and since TRW is

currently acceptance testing the device, it is convenient to simply use the

test specification figures for an error model. This specification limits

the single-axis sensor error to 0.03-deg rms in noise or uncorrelated

error an 0.09 deg in bias of which 1 arc min is assumed to be misalignment.

The magnitude of the vector attitude measurement is 0.42 deg due to sen-

sor noise and 0. 10 deg due to bias instability.

5.4.2.3 Canopus Sensors for Lunar and Mars Missions

The Canopus sensor recommended for use in the optical sensor

package is the device built by ITT for the Lunar Orbiter spacecraft. This

device is specified to have a bias stability of ±0. 014 deg at null and an rms

angular noise of ±0. 005 deg. The field-of-view of this Canopus sensor is
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• 4 deg in the sensitive axis and 16 deg in the non-sensitive axis. This

field-of-view is adequate for lunar missions but must be modified to 30 deg

in the nonsensitive axis for the Mars mission. The bias stability away

from null is degraded to ±0.05 deg maximum error over the entire field.

Guidance simulation indicated that the bias stability and noise of the

Canopus sensor must be reduced from the Lunar Orbiter performance level

for the Mars mission. The net error contribution due to bias instability

and alignment error must be in the order of+I/Z arc min. The design

steps required to improve stability are similar to those required for the

approach guidance sensor and are discussed in the next section. The

design changes required to reduce the angular noise contribution are

described below.

Computation of Canopus Sensor Error Due to Noise. In order to

derive the design changes necessary to reduce the angular noise jitter

from the level expected inthe Lunar Orbiter Canopus sensor, it is neces-

sary to briefly consider its principle of operation. Figure 5-25 illustrates

the scanning pattern generated on the image dissector photocathode and

the resulting waveform.

The null noise error in a device of this type will be computed; and the

parameter changes required to reduce this noise to the desired level will

be derived.

It can be seen that an angular displacment of angle

a dc error signal given by:

and since

the n

ie =_ Is

¢ will result in

where I s is the peak star signal current and the angular error at a signal-

to-noise (S/N) is:

Cn = 2_b/(S/N) Cn = 3(S/N)-I deg
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For the image dissector, the noise level is determined by shot noise in

the average current due to the presence of Canopus, therefore:

S/N : 3 E s AoTok_l

/2

where:

E
S

A = area of Lunar Orbiter sensor aperture,
O

= illumination due to Canopus, lumens/cm 2-

2
3.14 cm

T = transmission of optics, 0.75
O

k = photocathode responsivity, amps/lumen

e = charge on the electron 1.6 x 10-19 coulombs

e= WIDTH OF SCANNING

APERTURE = I*

t = SCAN AMPLITUDE
= _+I .5 °

I

I
I

-I-"
I
I
r:

I
4-o
I
I

I
I

J.-,

VIDISSECTOR

PHOTOCATHODE

(A) IMAGE DISSECTOR SCANNING GEOMETRY

I= T

,_T NULL -- l i

STAR SIGNALOFF AXIS

I

I
DEMODULATOR I

SIGNAL I

I---T3---1
UNFILTERED ih n

DEMODU LA TOR
OUTPUT I

(BI SIGNAL WAVEFORMS

=' _L

DISPLACEMENT

Figure 5-25. Canopus Tracker Scanning Geometry and Waveforms
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&f = noise bandwidth, 15.7 Hz

g = dynode gain per stage, 2.5

a = star signal duty cycle = 1/3

The visual magnitude of Canopus is -0.72; and the illumination out-

side the earth' s atmosphere due to a zero magnitude star is 2.65 x 10 -10

lumens/cm 2 (Ref 7). Therefore:

E = 2. 65 x 10 -10 (2.51) 0"72
s

E = 5.2 x 10 -10 lumens/cm 2
S

The minimum cathode luminous sensitivity specified by ITT for their

S-20 cathode to a calibrated 2879°K source is 80 txamps/lumen. Spectral

convolution indicates that an S-20 surface has a response 1.35 times

greater to Canopus than to an equally luminous 2870°K source, therefore:

-5
k= 8x 10 x 1.35

k = 1. 1 x 10 -4 amp/lumen

Inserting the above values into the signal-to-noise equation yields:

S/N =
(3) (5.2 x 10 -10) (3. 14)(0.75) (1.1 x 10 -4)

(2) (1.6 x 10 -19 ) (15. 7) (2.511.5) (I13) I12
= 224

The resulting angular null error is:

Cn = 3(224)-1 = 0. 0135 deg, rms or 48 arc sec

Modifications Required to Reduce Noise Error. This noise error is

excessive for use during the terminal guidance mode of the Mars mission.

The figure can be reduced by increasing the size of the entrance aperture

and narrowing the electrical bandwidth. If a one-inch diameter ITT vi-

dissector image tube is considered, the modulating slit may have a length

of 0.28 in., and hence a 16-deg field-of-view in the nonsensitive axis will

correspond to a focal length of 9.0 in. The full 30-deg coverage required

during the mission will be provided by electronically gimbaling the aperture

in the nonsensitive direction as the mission progresses. With f]l.0 lens

speed:

A = Tr(0.5 x 2.54) 2
0
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2
A =5.1 cm

o

To reduce the noise error to 10-arc sec rms, a value consistent

with the accuracy requirements for the Mars mission, the electrical

bandpass may then be reduced to:

I0 2 5. I0

Af = 1 5.7 (T_-) (-_-i-_)

Af = 1. 1 Hz

which is sufficiently wide in view of the 10-arc sec/sec maximum drift

rate discussed below.

Canopus sensor to make it suitable for use in the Mars mission are the

following:

I)

2)

Use of a vidissector image tube with a large modulating
slit so that a larger optical entrance aperture and field-
of-view may be used

2
Increase of the entrance aperture area from 0.5 cm
to 7.3 cm 2 at f/1.0

3) Decrease of the electrical noise bandwidth from

15.7 cps to 2.3 cps

4) Implementation of those design guides discussed in
Paragraph 3.2.4 for the reduction of null drift and

misalignment in a scanned image tube.

5.4.2.4 Planetary Approach Sensor

The configuration of the planetary approach guidance sensor has been

defined in Paragraph 5.3, 5. The alternatives considered were closed-loop

analog tracking devices versus digital scanners with computer processing,

and mechanically solar versus electronically gimbaled scanners. As a

result of comparing these options it was decided to recommend an elec-

tronically scanned digital image tube. The cone and clock angle to the

center of the planet and the apparent angular radius of the planet will be

computed in the spacecraft digital computer from the sensor digital output

signals. The accuracy of the data obtained in this approach is limited

by several factors:

1) Random noise in the planet edge position indications due
to noise in the analog signal prior to threshold detection
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2) Distortion in the deflection system

3) Photosurface and planet brightness nonuniformity

and nonuniformity in planet brightness

4) Uncertainty in the initial alignment of the reference

axis to the spacecraft reference coordinate system

5) Drift of the reference axis relative to its initial

aligned position due to thermal stress and com-

ponent aging during the mission period preceeding

operation

6) Spacecraft limit cycle motion.

Error Due to Random Noise. Errors of the first type are readily

subject to analysis assuming a valid model for the noise source. An

analysis has.been performed based upon the assumption of band-limited

white, gaussian noise with zero mean (see Paragraph 3.3.2).

In order to convert the data in Paragraph 3. 3.2 to meaningful angular

noise values, it is necessary to know the actual noise level in the digital

edge indications.

The limiting noise ratio in the output of the image dissector is shot

noise in the signal, hence:

S ( BAak_ 1/2

/N =_8T2 eAfg__l)

where

B = average planet brightness, lamberts

2
A = area of the image dissector scan aperture, cm

a

k = responsitivity of photocathode, amps/lumen

T -- " T" number of optical system (effective f-number)

e : the charge on the electron, 1.6 x 10-19 coulombs

Af _- sensor output noise bandwidth, Hz

g = image dissector multiplier gain per stage, 2.5
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In order to evaluate the given expression it is necessary to assign values

to the various parameters. The average brightness of the planetary sur-

face is given by:

B w

E (z. 51)-v
0

2
co

where

E
o

= illumination outside the earth' s atmosphere due to a
zero magnitude star, 2. 65 x 10-10 lumen

2
cm

V = apparent visual magnitude of Mars

oJ = angular semidiameter of Mars, rad

Ref (5-10) gives the visual magnitude of Mars in terms of its range to the

sun (r) and to the earth (A):

V =-1.41 + 5 log rA

The mean sun planet distance is r = 1.524

at opposition is Z_ = 0.523 Au. Therefore:

Au t and the planet earth distance

V = -1.41 + 5 log (0.798)

or

V = -1.90

The equatorial semidiameter of Mars at 1 Au is given in Ref (5-11)

as 8.80 sec, so at A + 0.523 Au:

1
to : 8.80 x O.-7-g-_

-5
co = 16.8 arc sec = 8.15 x 10 rad

and

2. 65 x 10 -10 (2. 51) + 1.90

(8. 15 x 10-5) 2

= O. 229 lamberts or 213 ft lamberts

tThe variation is solar illumination at Mars over the Martian year is

approximately +15 percent.
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The aperture chosen for the ITT 4011 vidissector has a diameter of

0.0008 in. and hence an area:

= (0. 0008 x 2.54) 2A a -_-

A 3 24 x 10 -6 2
-- . ClTI

a

The responsitivity of the S-11 photocathode to the planet image may

be computed from the calibrated responsitivity stated by ITT of 50 _a/lumen

of radiation from a 2-870°K source, the color index of the planet from

Ref (5-10), B-V + +1.41 and spectral convolutions which indicate

a correction of 1.25 times between 2870°K and an equally luminous source

of color index +1.41. Therefore:

k = 5 x 10 -4 x 1.25

k = 6. 3 x 10 -4 amps/lumen

The planetary approach sensor has been conceptually configured to

use the Super Farron optical system which has a 3-in. focal length and

an effective speed of T/1.0. The scan period is 8 sec so for a raster of

106 resolution elements

1
Af =m

S 2t

where _ is the dwell time of the scanning aperture on the resolution

element:

8 -6
_- -8x10

lO g.

SO

Af
s

1
-6

Zx8xl0

= 6. Z5 x 104 Hz

and for an RC noise roll-off at the image dissection output,

bandwidth is:

_f = Ir/Z _f
n s

hf --9. 80 x 104 Hz
n

the noise
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Finally, evaluating the signal-to-noise expression:

S/N= I (0: 229)(3" 24----_xI0_6)(6" 3xI0-4, I I/2

S/N = 18.5

To compute angular noise on the edge crossing indications, it is

necessary to find the slope on the planet edge signal. This slope is deter-

mined primarily by the frequency response of the image dissector scan

mechanism and its output circuit. Measurements made by the manufacturer

indicate that the spatial frequency response of the tube is 0. 71 at 850 TV

lines per horizontal scan line and that the device may be approximated by

an RC circuit with:

8 2 10-5= 1,85 x secTd = i000 850

The output time constant T , was previously specified as:
O

T
O

8 x 10 -6= sec

For purposes of this discussion T O will be neglected and the planet

signal input will be represented by a step function, so that the planet cross-

ing output signal is given by:

i (t) = S(1-e-t/*d)
O

and

Ai
O S -t/T d- e

_t T d

As shown in Figure 5-26 the time jitter on the threshold crossing

is computed by dividing the noise current by the slope:

At
Atn= N_'- 1

0
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And this jitter may be converted to angular noise by multiplying by the

angular horizontal scan rate, 8:

s o that

15 de_e=
8/1000 = 1880 deg/sec

Td et/Td_0 n = @NT

Z_On = e(S/N)-l _d et/_d

0

N

r

l I THRESHOLD

LEVEL

I

f

Figure 5-26. Planet Edge Signal Slope and Noise Level

Considering t as the time of threshold, it can be seen that the noise

error can be minimized by setting the threshold level at the minimum value

tolerable from a false alarm standpoint. Assuming a gaussian distribution

of noise amplitude in the ratio of 5. Z5 to 1 between threshold level and rms

noise will reduce false crossings to a mean rate of one per 10 data frames.

From the computed peak signal-to-noise ratio of 18.5 and the above

expression for the filtered signal, it is found that:

tthreshol d = 0. 386 _d

tthreshold = 7.7 x 10 -6 sec
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f

and

_0n = 0(S/N)-I _d et/_d

= (1880)(18.5)-i(1. 85 x 10

Ae = 2. 75 x 10 -3 deg
n

-5) (I. 47)

or

&O
n

= I0.0 arc sec

The figure is only approximate in that a detailed sensor design was

not carried out and all frequency response factors were not considered in

conversion to noise equivalent angle. Table 5-XI summarizes the effect

of the computed angular noise of the planet centroid and radius deter-

mination (refer to Figure 5-Z6).

Table 5-XI. Summary of Planet Approach Sensor Noise Error in
Determination of Centroid and Radius by " 3 Point"

and Least Squares Estimates (LSE) Methods

Planet Disk

Size

(deg)

0.15

0. 375

0.75

1.5

3-Point Method

Error, 3_

X
C

arc-sec

120

87

75

67

Yc

arc-sec

28

31

32

27

radius

percent

32

8

5

Z.5

LSE Error, 3_

' x

I carc-sec

102

74

46

24

Yc

arc-sec

35

22

13

9

radius

percent

32

8

3

1.5

Error Due to Image Tube Distortion. The second type of error

source mentioned at the beginning of the section is image tube distortion.

The assumption of an ideal rectangular raster scan of the field-of-view

depends upon a linear relationship between deflection voltage and displace-

ment of the scanning beam on the tube face. In practice the curve express-

ing this relationship tends to have a slight " S" shape with the maximum
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deviation from linearity being in the order of 1 percent for current devices,

projected to O. 1 percent for deflection systems under development. The

effect of this factor may be eliminated by measuring the distortion error as

a function of raster coordinates and making corrections in the computer

prior to computation of planet centroid and radius. This procedure will

eliminate distortion error to the extent that distortion is independent of

thermal aging effects and measurable.

Error Due to Nonuniformities in Photo surface Kesponse and Planet

Brightness. The third source of error for the approach guidance sensor

is the nonuniformity of the photosensitive surface and planet brightness.

If the planet edge is sensed by a fixed threshold on the video output signal

as previously postulated, angular error will be introduced by deviation of

the photocurrent above or below the expected level due to variations in the

surface sensitivity and illumination. This error source may be greatly

reduced by incorporating a proportional threshold with the threshold level

for a given scan line controlled by a sample of the planet signal from the

previous line.

Error Due to Spacecraft Limit Cycle Motion. The motion of the

spacecraft attitude during the approach phase will cause motion of the

planet image on the photocathode during the scan. The computed centroid

of the planet will tend to reflect the average planet position during the

scan which is the desired information. The planet radius measurement,

however, will be in error due to this motion. The magnitude of this atti-

tude drift rate is assumed to be 10-arc sec/sec which is the peak value

predicted in the TKW Voyager spacecraft study. The time required to

scan the planet disc is maximum when the planet subtends 2.5 deg. Under

these conditions an image motion of 13 arc sec will occur during the scan.

Under the postulated data processing conditions a good average measure

of the radius error is one-half this value, or 6.5 arc sec.

Error Due to Alignment. The initial alignment of the sensor refer-

ence axis to the spacecraft is limited to a finite accuracy, constrained in

principle only by the degree of patience taken to average noise errors and

compensate for all known sources of bias. In practice this accuracy is

also limited by the quality and sophistication of the optical planet simulator

and angle measurement equipment used. It is reasonable to expect that
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this source of error can be limited to slightly in excess of the noise

angular error in the centroid location at the maximum planet disk size or

approximately 15 arc sec.

Error Due to Thermal Stress and Component Aging. The effect of

thermal stress and component aging upon the stability of the sensor axis

alignment over the mission period is quite significant when an overall

accuracy in the order of one arc rain is desired. The following design

steps must be taken if the bias drift is to be kept below one arc rain.

1} Careful design of the power supply to eliminate

output voltage drift;

2) Selection of components for all critical circuits

which are resistant to value drift with tempera-

ture and age;

3) Design of a mounting structure which is mechanically

very stable with time and serves as an integral mount-

ing structure housing for the entire optical sensor

system package.
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6. RADIO GUIDANCE

6. 1 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

One objective of the Radio/Optical/Strapdown Inertial Guidance Study

is to study the role of radio command in the guidance of unmanned launch

vehicles employing the advanced kick stage design. The approach to this

portion of the study has been to:

1) Identify (by mission phase) where radio guidance can be

most usefully employed for the four mission categories
discussed in Section Z

z) Identify limitations and constraints on the vehicle and

mission profile (trajectory and sequence of operations)

3) Identify candidate radio guidance systems

4) Develop error models for the candidate systems and
analyze their performance capabilities for selected
mission phases.

On the basis of these results, use of the radio tracking instrument and

its interface with the onboard guidance system is recommended.

6. 1. 1 Assumptions and Ground Rules

The following assumptions have been made and ground rules estab-

lished for conducting this study:

1) Only existing NASA and DOD radio tracking systems are
considered; i.e., no new systems are postulated nor has
relocation of existing equipment been considered. The
tracking systems considered are those shown in Table 6-I.
These systems are described in Subsection 6.2.

2) Those tracking systems that cannot be used for near real-

time trajectory or orbit determination without major addi-
tions of equipment such as ground links, ground computa-
tional facilities, ground]vehicle data links, etc., are not

considered. Generally, this eliminates the range instru-
mentation systems such as MISTR_M, t AZUSA, UDOP,
GLOTRAC, etc.

t
MISTRAM has limited real time capability. (It is used for range safety. )

It' s uncertain future makes it questionable for this application.
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Table 6-I. Radio Tracking Systems Considered in Study

6.1.2

Sy stem Location

DOD Systems

• GE Mod III

• BTL

Eastern and Western Test

Ranges (Cape Kennedy and

Vandenbe rg AFB)

NASA Systems

• STADAN

• C-band Radars t

• Unified S-band

System (USBS)

• DSIF !

t DOD C-Band trackers are also considered

World-wide deployment.
See Tables 6-1V and 6-V

for station locations.

Conclusions

The following general conclusions result from this study:

1) Use of the C-band radars is limited to low earth-orbit

tracking only. Station locations, coverage, data commu-

nication constraints, and system accuracy limitations are

such as to eliminate these systems from consideration as

useful radio guidance systems for the missions con-

sidered. However, tracking and orbit determination of

spacecraft in low-altitude earth-parking orbits are pos-

sible to reasonable accuracies (as were done on the

Gemini program).

z) The GE Mod HI and BTL radio/inertial systems may be

used for accurate guidance during the launch-phase from

both ETR and WTR. These systems are currently in use

for Atlas/Agena and Thor/Delta launches. A limitation

is reached when the elevation angle of the vehicle as seen

from the radar site drops below 5 deg. This condition is

reached prior to orbit insertion for most vehicles employ-

ing upper stages such as Centaur, Agena, and Delta (final

stage). Nevertheless, it is possible to use these systems

to guide the lower stages of certain multistage vehicles

and "turn over" the guidance to the onboard systems at

the appropriate time during the mission.
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3) The use of the NASA STADAN net is useful for long-term

tracking of spacecraft in earth orbit. Its use is suggested
for the synchronous earth orbit mission (after final orbit

insertion) for long-term orbit determination and station-
keeping. The vehicle equipment required is normally
associated with the mission payload and not considered to

be part of the launch vehicle guidance.

4) The NASA Unified S-band and DSIF nets provide excellent
coverage and orbit determination capabilities for the lunar
and interplanetary missions. These systems require

extensive ground communications and computational facil-
ities. The USBS is generally limited to near-earth and

lunar missions. The DSIF net extends this capability to

5) The use of the DSIF for tracking and orbit determination

is virtually a necessity for the interplanetary missions.
Although completely autonomous onboard optical/inertial
systems may be conceived for these missions the re-
quired performance is considerably beyond the present
state-of-the-art for most missions. An accurate onboard

system is required, in any case, for controlling accu-
rately powered maneuvers such as midcourse corrections
and orbit insertion maneuvers.

6. Z RADIO GUIDANCE SYSTEM CONCEPTS AND TRADEOFFS

The methods of implementing radio command guidance which were

considered in this study are:

1) A ground-based computer, receiving information from a
radar or radar net during powered flight, computes engine

on-off commands and transmits turning rate commands to
an onboard attitude control system.

An example of this type of system is the radio-guided
Atlas (GE Mod III System). It requires a minimum of on-
board inertial equipment but is satisfactory only for near-

earth operations because of transit time delays. It also
has the disadvantage of constraining the maneuver times

because of incomplete coverage. A second example of
such a system is the BTL radio/inertial system used for
Thor/Delta and other vehicles. In both systems a radar
is used to track during powered flight, and a filter is used

to estimate the position, velocity, and acceleration com-

ponents. Because the acceleration components are esti-
mated by the filter, only a minimum of inertial equipment
(an autopilot) is required. The system errors are the
result of an optimum weighting between the radar noise
and the vehicle uncertainties (thrust, I mass) and
autopilot gyro drifts, sp'
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A ground-based computer, receiving information from a

radar net during free flight, computes the time of initiation,

direction, and magnitude of a desired velocity increment.

The required onboard equipment includes a sequencer to

start and control the burn, an attitude reference system

including optical alignment devices, and an integrating

accelerometer. This type of system was used for the

Ranger/Mariner midcourse corrections. It is satisfac-

tory mainly for small burns.

The errors in this type of system occur in determining

the desired velocity increment and in the execution of the

burn. The errors in determining the desired velocity

increment occur as the result of errors introduced during

free flight tracking by radar noise and biases. Execution

errors are the result of inertial and optical instrument

errors and vehicle dispersions. The vehicle dispersions

cause errors in three ways:

a) Engine misalignments and center of gravity offsets

introduce directional errors. It is possible to use
three accelerometers to sense and correct these

errors.

b) Thrust, weight, and Isp dispersions cause the burn-

out position to deviate from nominal. Without on-

board computing capability, the velocity increment

cannot be modified to compensate for these errors.

c) Thrust tailoff impulse dispersions cannot be corrected

for by guidance unless vernier engines are provided.

Ground tracking during free flight provides a position and

velocity estimate which is used to update a complete iner-

tial guidance system on board the spacecraft. The Apollo

mission will utilize guidance of this type.

The errors in this system are caused by radar noise and

biases during free flight tracking and inertial and optical
instrument errors as well as thrust tailoff impulse.

Inertial guidance without radio aid. Although this type of

guidance is conceivable for a synchronous satellite mis-

sion, it is totally unfeasible for a lunar or interplanetary

mission unless some sort of terminal navigation sensor

is used. Depending on the mission requirements, this

may be beyond the current state-of-the-art.
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The candidate radio/inertial systems considered in this study are

shown in Table 6-II and include systems of all four types. The radio

tracking portions of these candidate systems are described in Subsec-

tion 6.3, and performance models are given in Subsection 6.4. Limita-

tions, constraints, and performance capabilities are discussed in

Subsection 6.5.

6.3 DESCRIPTIONS OF CANDIDATE TRACKING SYSTEMS

6.3. 1 BTL Radio/Inertial Guidance System

This is the Radio/Inertial Guidance System developed by the Bell

Telephone Laboratories for Titan I. Vehicle position (range, elevation,

and azimuth) is continuously determined by a precise, ground-based,

single-antenna, automatic tracking radar. A high-level radar trans-

pondedpulse is returned by a vehicle-borne transmitter in response to

each ground radar pulse group. A ground-based digital data processing

unit accepts the position data in suitable form and derives vehicle velocity

(in both range and crosswise directions) by noting the change in position

as a function of time. The vehicle position and velocity data so obtained

are compared automatically with calculated values representing the

desired trajectory, and steering orders are derived. Coded steering com-

mands are communicated to the vehicle over the radar beam. Thrust cut-

off commands are sent to the vehicle when the ground-based computer

determines that necessary conditions for the desired free-flight trajectory

have been met.

The performance of the system depends critically upon accurate

determination of velocity in order to permit thrust cutoff at the appropriate

velocity. The techniques used in this system include "smoothing" of radar

data and inertial "updating." The smoothing techniques, in effect, filter

out the high-frequency pulse-to-pulse radar jitter while retaining the more

slowly changing characteristics of the desired data. This smoothing opera-

tion results in some delay in the computed velocity. That is to say, the

value of smoothed velocity at any instant is that which the missile experi-

enced several seconds earlier in its flight.
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This delayed velocity information is updated by the addition of a

velocity increment based upon the inertial properties of the vehicle and

the propulsion and control subsystems. The velocity increment is derived

from the computer's estimate of vehicle acceleration acting over the known

period of time delay occasioned by the smoothing operation. The accuracy

of velocity determination is enhanced by the choice of an optimum smooth-

ing time. This choice is determined by two factors, radar jitter and the

inertial characteristics of the vehicle. The effect of radar jitter dimin-

ishes with increased smoothing time as a result of averaging the position

measurements over a longer time interval. In contrast, uncertainties in

the inertial characteristics of the missile, such as autopi!ot gyro drift and

thrust variations, increase the velocity updating error as smoothing time

is increased. There is, then, a smoothing interval for which the two

sources of error contribute equally, and intervals shorter or longer than

this "optimum" correspond to greater error.

The combined use of smoothed radar position data and inertial up-

dating of velocity is an essential element in the guidance accuracy that has

been achieved. The method has led to the term "radio-inertial" guidance.

The functions of vehicle position measurement and command signal-

ing are accomplished by the system radar. The antenna consists of a

4-ft parabolic dish with a Cassegrain subreflector and multimode feed

in a two-axis (elevation and azimuth) mount. Digital code wheels are fixed

directly on the two-axis mount for elevation and azimuth angle readouts.

The radar is based on generally conventional monopulse principles.

Operation is at X-band.

6.3.2 GE Mod III Radio/Inertial Guidance System

The GE Mod Ill radio/inertial guidance system is used to guide the

Atlas missile on both weapon system and space missions. It is composed

of position pulse tracking and CW interferometer rate subsystems plus a

fairly large digital computer (manufactured by the Burroughs Corpora-

tion). The major difference between this system and the BTL system is

in the addition of the interferometer rate measuring system. The rate

data is used to determine vehicle velocity to a high degree of accuracy

without the elaborate smoothing and updating techniques required by th__
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BTL system. For most missions, the GE system is inherently more

accurate and less susceptible to atmospheric disturbances and vehicle

perturbations (propulsion, weight, etc.) than is the BTL system.

The system operates at X-band. The airborne units consist of pulse

and rate subsystem beacons, a decoder, and antennas. The decoder can

provide pitch and yaw attitude rate commands to the vehicle control sys-

tem as well as number of discrete signals.

Table 6-III gives the weight and power characteristics of the airborne

portions of the two guidance systems previously described. These data,

especially the weights data, should be taken with a good deal of caution

before attempting to draw any system conclusions. The weights shown are

only for the airborne guidance equipment and do not take into account any

structural weight necessary to mount the units or vehicle modifications

required for interface compatibility. There are other less obvious items,

such as weight penalties due to trajectory shaping constraints, injection

altitude increase required for maintaining adequate elevation angles

(greater than 5 deg} and acceptable vehicle antenna look angles.

Table 6-III. Vehicle Borne Equipment Data

Model

Weight (kg)

Power (w)

GE B TL

III-G

25

180

Se rie s 600

20.5

25

6. 3.3 The NASA STADAN System

Spa(:(, Tracking and Data Acquisition Network (STADAN) is a complete

sl)ac_.( raft tracking syst(,m designed to handle long term tracking and data

acquisili()n simultan(,ously for a number of unmanned spacecraft in earth

_)rbit, and for probes extending as far out as the moon. The system con-

sists _.sscnlially of the Minitrack n_,lwork, first us¢'d on the Vanguard

progran_, suppl¢,n_ented by range and range-rate measurement equipment

at s_,l(.cted stations, a ground t:onm_unications system, and computational
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facilities. The network is under operational control of Goddard Space

Flight Center. A detailed description of the STADAN system is given in

Ref 6-I.

The following description of the tracking systems is quoted from

Ref 6-2:

"Minitrack uses radio interferometers which measure two of

the three direction cosines of a line from the system center

to a transmitting satellite, as a function of time, while the

satellite passes through the beam pattern of the receiving
antennas. The reference lines for these measurements are

orthogonal in the plane of the ground antennas. The third

_.._._ _.,L_..,AI _..-',._'_.II. AL',., .L,.._ ,...ILV,.LU' _ILL_I.J.J...A'.....AL.I.)/ q,._r*.._.l..I._,__.'_, Cl,_.tq...I.I..J.LI_ <_.IL_U. JLCZI.J.

position of the satellite is determined. From a series of

independent angle measurements made at various ground sta-

tions, satellite orbits can be determined to a great accuracy

by computer methods.

"Minitrack performs its angular position measurements by

phase comparison techniques to measure the difference in

arrival time of the wavefront from a satellite source at each

antenna of a pair of antennas separated by known distances in

wavelengths. Measurement of this radio path difference is

accomplished by a comparison of the phase angle of the signal
received at one antenna to that received at another. Antenna

pairs are aligned along east-west and north-south baselines to

form a convenient coordinate system.

"Since the accuracy of the measurement of the angles in-

crt. ses, two pairs of antennas are aligned along orthogonal

baselines many wavelengths long to obtain good angular reso-

lution. As a radio source travels through the antenna pattern,

the relative phase will cycle from zero to 360 electrical de-

grees for each wavelength added to the radio path difference.

Because the phase meters repeat their readings every wave-

length, a number of different space angles produce identical

phase readings during a satellite transit. This ambiguity is

resolved by employing several progressively shorter base-

lines which produce fewer integral numbers of wavelength

changes while the satellite moves through the antenna beam.

"While the Minitrack system functions extremely well with

conventional earth satellite orbits, spacecraft with highly

eccentric orbits do not lend themselves well to tracking by an

angle-measuring system. An eccentric orbit can mean an

orbital period of many hours. Such relatively slow angular

motion at or near apogee, effectively degrades the precision

of the basic angular measurements by radio interferometers.

Satellite orbital parameters must be determined as rapidly as
possible in order to extract maximun_ usable data from the
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spacecraft. Range and range-rate systems can provide more

direct and meaningful measurements than space angle meas-

urements when working with highly elliptical orbits. Accord-

ingly, a range and range-rate measurement system has been

developed and is operational. The range and range-rate sys-

tem functions as a high precision spacecraft tracking system

capable of accurately determining the range and radial velocity

of a spacecraft from near earth orbits out to cislunar distances.

"Each range and range-rate station employs two distinct sys-

tems: an S-band system and aVHF system. For use with the

S-band system, a three-channel ranging transponder is in-

stalled in the spacecraft. This permits tracking computations

from data supplied by a single ranging station, or computa-

tions from data supplied simultaneously by a complex of two

or three stations. The VHF system is used primarily for

acquisition, but is also us ed for ranging when the spacecraft
cannot carry the S-band, three-channel transponder. In this

case, a VHF transponder is used which functions as a com-

mand receiver, telemetry transmitter, and a single-channel

ranging transponder. Thus the tracking configuration may be

either that of a single range and range-rate station operating

s imultane ous ly.

"Each ranging station can measure spacecraft range with a

resolution of +15 meters, and range rate with a resolution

of 0. 1 meter per sec."

6.3.4 C-Band and S-Band (USBS) Tracking Systems

The C-band and S-band (USBS) tracking stations are intended for

tracking manned and unmanned spacecraft in earth orbit. The S-band sys-

tems may be used out to cislunar distances and beyond. The descriptions

of these systems given below are extracted from Ref 6-2.

6.3.4. 1 Station Locations

The station locations and the site status are given in Table 6-IV.

6.3.4.2 C-Band Radars

The C-band radars measure range, azimuth, and elevation. All

radars use azimuth-elevation antenna mounts.
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Table 6-1V presents the range performance when the radars are

operating in conjunction with the 0.5-kw and Z. 5-kw beacons. Three

range limits are given:

a) The maximum range for the tracking accuracy listed in
the table

b) The maximum range for acquisition and tracking with

degraded accuracy

The maximum unambiguous range, tc)

6.3.4.3 Unified S-Band System (USBS) Radars

The USBS tracking radars measure range, range rate, and two

angles. The stations are equipped with either 85-ft or 30-ft antennas.

There are always two 85-ft stations located close together; one is a MSFN,

and the other is a DSIF station. The 85-ft antennas have dual capability.

Two receivers and transmitters are connected to each antenna. The trans-

mitters operate on different frequencies so that one 85-ft antenna can track

(and communicate with) two spacecraft simultaneously, provided both craft

are within the antenna beam. Accurate angle data are obtained only for the

spacecraft onto which the antenna is locked. Some of the 30-ft antennas

also have dual capability.

6.3.4.4 Range-Rate Measurements

The S-band tracking systems are capable of precision range-rate (r)

measurements by measuring a change in range _r during finite time

interval T.

The change in range Ar during the time interval T is measured by counting

doppler cycles plus the cycles of a superimposed bias frequency. Two

counting methods are available.

t
This range is not a fundamental limitation. It may be changed by adjust-

ing the radar pulse rate. Range ambiguities may also be easily detected

and resolved in data processing.
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Destructive N Count: The time is measured for a pre-

determined and constant number of doppler plus bias

cycles. ]Due to the superimposed bias frequency, the

measured time (integration time) is approximately

0.8 sec and varies only slightly with the doppler fre-

quency. For this method no continuous doppler count is

obtained over a longer time period than 0.8 sec, and the

quantization errors are negligible. The highest sampling

rate with 0.8-sec integration time is 1 measurement per

sec. The destructive N-count can also be used with

0.8 sec integration time, yielding a highest sampling rate

of I0 measurements per sec.

Nondestructive T Count: Doppler plus bias cycles are

counted continuously, and the counter is read out at con-
-_- _ _,-- - • _ ..... 1_ WJ.t.IIUU.L_L_LIIL LIIII_ IIILUEV-41_ T ___-'_1 .... 4- _1--_A. ..... ;____ 4.1___ :__J_ ....... 4.2--__

U_ _ L. Jr.-uy J.II_ _li_ llilUl iil(:LLiUil

in the counter. The doppler counter may be read out one

or ten times per sec. As the readout is nondestructive,

lower sampling rates are obtained by discarding inter-

mediate readouts. The counter can count 35 binary digits

before overflowing. This gives a total count time of 9

to 10 hrs before overflow. The exact value depends on the

range rate. The 35 binary digits remain correct during
overflow so that the only effect of overflow is an ambi-

guity. Both the low- and the high-speed data formats have

the capability to transmit the 35 binary range rate digits.

For this method, a continuous doppler count over longer

time periods is obtained, and the quantization errors are

not negligible and are negatively correlated.

6.3.4.5 Two- and Three -Way Doppler

Two basic modes of operation are available, the two-way and the

three-way mode (Figure 6-I). In the two-way mode, one station both

transmits and receives the signal. The received signal is compared with

the same oscillator that generated the transmitted signal.

In the three-way mode, only the primary station transmits the sig-

nal, and the secondary station receives the signal. The received signal is

compared to a different oscillator than the one which was used for genera-

tion of the signal. A frequency difference between the two oscillators

shows up a bias in the three-way doppler.

The two-way doppler count is proportional to Z_'lS and the three-way

doppler is proportional to (rl ÷ _Z )" Three-way doppler may be obtained

from more than one secondary station simultaneously. A primary station

can simultaneously obtain two-way doppler.
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//__ TWO-WAY DOPPLER

Figure 6-I.

TMREEWAYOOPR
NO. I NO. 2

PRIMARY STATION SECONDARY STATION

Two-Way and Three-Way Doppler

6.3.5 Description of the DSIF Networks

l_ef 6-5 and 6-6 contain a detailed description of the DSIF tracking

system and the associated ground communication network and other

facilities. The following summary description is extracted from Ref 6-6.

The DSIF is a precision tracking and communications system capable of

communicating with a spacecraft via command and telemetry for control

and data acquisition purposes, respectively, and of tracking a spacecraft

in angle, doppler, and range for orbit determination purposes.

The DSIF, at present, comprises two complete tracking networks of

three 85-ft-diameter antenna aperture configurations each. These stations

are located at approximately IZ0 deg intervals in longitude and between

40°N and 40°S latitude. There are two tracking stations for each latitude.

There are several other single DSIF stations for special support purposes

which include the Spacecraft Monitoring Station at Cape Kennedy, the

Spacecraft Command Station on Ascension Island, and the R and D stations

at Goldstone. Two basic networks provide continuous surveillance for

spacecraft above nominally i8,000 km altitude. Tracking periods per

station are from 8 to 12 hrs depending on overlap coverage.

A third tracking network comprised of three Zl0-ft diameter alt-

azimuth supported antenna reflectors is planned for in 1971. The present

plan is to situate two antennas overseas at the Madrid and Canberra
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(TidbinbiUa) locations. The third 210-ft antenna located at Goldstone

recently became operational. The location of all prime tracking stations

and of support stations are shown in Table 6-V.

6.4 TRACKING SYSTEM ERROR MODELS

This subsection is concerned with the measurement accuracy of

ground-based tracking systems used for determining the vehicle position

and velocity. Ref 6-2 and 6-7 have been used as the major source

of information. The errors quoted are considered conservative and are

not to be construed as specifications.

In both the USBS and DSIF systems, the primary measurement of

interest is a precision measurement of range rate between the space-

craft and the station. For near-earth and lunar missions ranging data are

also available and in general will be used to improve the overall trajec-

tory estimation.

6.4. I Error Models for the GE-Mod llI and

BTL Radio/Inertial Systems

Error models for these systems are classified secret and are not

given here. Detailed information may be found in Ref 6-8.

6. 4. 2 Error Models for the C- and S-Band (USBS) Tracking Systems

The significant error sources associated with ground-based track-

ing systems may be described by a statistical error model in which the

errors are classified as bias or noise.

Bias Errors are errors which are essentially time invariant during

the time of observation. Typical biases are station location, time

tagging errors, and measurement biases.

Noise Errors are errors which vary appreciably during the time of

observation and have an average value of zero. Atypical source for

gaussian distribution noise is the thermal noise in electronic systems

The quantization error t in the doppler cycle counter is nongaussian dis-

tributed noise In some cases the correlation between measurements is

not negligible.

t
Only whole cycles are counted which comprises the quantization error.
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The error models for the C- and S-band (USBS) tracking systems

are given in Tables 6-VI thru 6-XI, with the exception of station location,

uncertainties in the velocity of light, and time tagging errors. Station

location errors are given in Table 6-IV. Timing uncertainties in syn-

chronization at a station to Universal Time Corrected (UTC) t are

quoted (Ref 6-2) to be 5.4 msec. The uncertainty of synchroniza-

tion between stations is 4. 2 msec.

Since the range-rate data is of primary interest, the errors associated

with measurement are discussed in detail below (taken from Ref 6-2).

l_an_e Rate Uncertainties: _'_ Three classes of noise contributing to

range rate uncertainties are recognized: quantization noise, white phase

noise, and random walk noise.

For the two-way doppler operating in the nondestructive T-count

mode, the total one-sigma noise 0-(_i) for 21 is

[_i]_ _0091_ (00_ _= \ T ' + \T! (ft/sec)

for land-based USBS trackers, where

W ___

the term due to the quantization error. The correla-
tion coefficient _ = -0.5 for adjacent measurements

and p = 0 for nonadjacent measurements.

the term due to random phase walk and white noise.

The correlation coefficient p = -0.5 for adjacent

measurements and p = 0 for nonadjacent measurements.

the count or integration time in seconds.

tStation clocks are synchronized by timing signals received from radio

station WWV which broadcasts time signals derived from the United States

Frequency Standard,

_IAtmospheric refraction effects, although significant, are neglected

in the following analysis.
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Table 6-VII. USBS Angle Tracking Accuracy
(from Ref 6-2)

Land -based

X- Y mount

Noise, t_

(mrad)

0.8

Bias, I_

(mrad)

i

t.6

Table 6-VIII. USBS Range-Rate Measurement Accuracy (Two-

Way Doppler, Nondestructive T Count)(from Ref 6-2)

Sampling
Rate

I per sec

I per 6 sec

i per 60 sec

Noise, t¢

Quantization

_q(9t)

(ft/sec)

0.09

0.0t5

0.00t5

Corre -

lation

-0.5

-0.5

-0.5

White Noise

and Random

Phase Walk

Ow(/" I )
Corre-

(ft/sec I lation

O. 08 -0.5

0. 013 -0.5

0.00t3 -0.5

Total

Noise

_(_i)
2 2

O" =0"
q

(ft/s ec )

0.12

0.02

0.002

+ o-2
w

I

Bias, t_

(ft/sec)

0.03

This bias

accounts for

various model

errors and

must not be

solved for.

Table 6-IX. USBS Range-Rate Measurement Accuracies (Two-

Way Doppler, Destructive N Count)(from Ref 6-2)

Sampling

Rate

t0 per sec
and lower

t per sec
and lower

C ount
Time

(sec)

0.08

Noise, t¢

_(_i) Corre-

(ft/sec) lation

t.0 0

0.8 0. t 0

Bias, t_

(ft/-sec)

O. 03

This bias accounts

for various model

errors and must not

be solved for.
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•for r i

For the three-way doppler mode the one-sigma noise _(rl + r2 )

+ 92) is given by:

[_(rl + rz")]2 = (_)2 + (0--_) 2 + (0" 017)ZT (ft/sec)2

(0.017)z
T

the term due to quantization. The correlation coefficient

is p = -0.5 for adjacent measurements and p = 0 for

nonadjacent measurements.

is due to white noise. The correlation coefficient is

P = -0.5 for adjacent measurements and P = 0 for

nonadjacent m eas urements.

the term due to random phase walk. The correlation

coefficient for all measurements is p = 0.

T = is the count or integration time.

Destructive N Count: Quantization errors are negligible in this

mode. "White" noise and random walk errors are the same as for non-

destructive read out. Independent of sampling rate, the count time is

approximately 0.08 or 0.8 sec. From the previous equations for the two-

way doppler mode, we obtain:

_(_1 ) = 0.10 ft/sec for T = 0.8 sec

_(_1 ) = i. 0 ft/sec for T = 0.08 sec

and for the three-way mode

_(÷1 + _2 ) = 0. i6 ft/sec for T = 0.8 sec

_(_1 + _Z ) = i.6 ft/sec for T = 0.08 sec
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Because of the gap (approximately 0.2 sec for a sampling rate of

I per sec) between measurements, the correlation coefficient for adjacent

measurements is practically zero.

Bias Errors: A conservative upper bound for the bias in the two-way

doppler mode is 0.03 ft/sec (i cm/sec).

In the three-way doppler mode the dominating bias source is the fre-

quency difference between the oscillators in the primary and secondary

station. A conservative estimate of the relative difference in oscillator

frequency is 2x I0 -10 and the bias in (rl + 92 ) is then 0.2 ft/sec

(6 cm/sec).

6.4.3 Error Model for DSIF

Ref 6-7 gives the present and projected future (1970's) error

models for DSIF. These errors are range-rate measurement errors

shown in Table 6-XII for 2-way doppler tracking (nondestructive T-count).

Table 6-XII. DSIF Error Model

(from mef 6-7)

Guaranteed Accuracy
at 1 AU

Probably accuracy
under same

conditions

Range-Rate Measurement Errors

Present

Mariner Mars

0.5 Hz

(0. 030 m/sec)

0. 010 Hz

0. 0006 m/sec

1970's

0.015 Hz

0. 00t m/sec

0. 003 Hz

0.0002 m/sec

For purposes of the analyses discussed in Section 9, a conserva-

tive value intermediate between the guaranteed and probable accuracies

for the 1970 time period has been selected (essentially equivalent to the

present probable accuracy). In addition, a range-rate bias error is

assumed, uncorrelated from station to station. These errors are shown

in Tabl_ 6-XllI.
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Table 6-XIII. DSIF Range-Rate Errors Assumed

for Analysis Purposes

Error Source RMS Error

Uncorrelated noise on

doppler rate

-2
0. 732 x I0 m/sec (equivalent

to 0. 12 fps per I sec sample, 25

measurements averaged) (also

equivalent to 0. 0006 m/sec

uncorrelated RMS error a

I sample/rain)

Range-rate bias t0 -_ m/sec (0. 0328 ft/sec)

For purposes of the Mars mission analysis, a simple, single-

station approximation to the three-station DSIF net tracking the vehicle

was made by assuming the range-rate bias to be exponentially correlated

noise with a time constant of I/3 day (see Section 9 for additional details).

6. 5 LIMITATIONS, CONSTRAINTS, AND PERFORMANCE
CAPABILITIES

Radio guidance performance capabilities, limitations, and con-

straints for the earth orbit, lunar, and interplanetary missions are

discussed in this subsection. Rather than analyze each mission inde-

pendently, it is more convenient and meaningful to analyze the require-

ments, tracking system performance capabilities, and constraints by

major mission phase (see Table 6-XIV).

Table 6-XIV. Mission Phases for Lunar and Interplanetary Missions

Mission

Lunar

Mars

Jupiter

Launch

Through

Parking
Orbit

Trajectory

Parking
Orbit

Coast

X X

X X

X X

Translunar Or

Inte rplane tary
Orbit

Insertion

Burn

Mid c our s e

Correction

Te r minal

13urn for

Orbit

Insertion

X X X

X X X

X X
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Mission phases for a synchronous earth orbit mission are:

• Launch through parking orbit injection

• Coast in low-altitudc parking orbit

• Transfer burn

• Transfer orbit coast

• Final injection burn at synchronous altitude.

Paragraph 6. 5. i discusses the use of radio guidance during launch

through orbit insertion (parking orbit, translunar, or interplanetary).

Tracking and orbit determination capabilities are discussed in Paragraph

6. 5. Z for earth parking orbits and synchronous orbits and in Paragraph

6. 5. 3 for the translunar and interplanetary phases. Section 9 presents

detailed results for DSIF tracking, with and without an approach guidance

sensor for the Mars mission.

6. 5. I Use of Radio Guidance--Launch Through Orbit Insertion

Radio guidance is currently in use for several NASA launch vehicles

(Atlas/Agena, Thor/Delta, Titan II/Gemini) and AF launch vehicles

(Titan III, Atlas/Agena, Thor/Delta). Launch phase radio guidance is

provided for these vehicles using either the GE Mod III or BTL radio/

inertial guidance systems. In all cases the tracking radar is located in

the vicinity of the launch site and tracks the vehicle to the lower elevation

angle limit (5 to i0 deg depending on the mission accuracy requirements).

By suitably shaping the launch trajectory to maintain acceptable elevation

and vehicle antenna look-angles, accurate guidance can be prov.ided through

the first two, and portions of the third, stages of powered flight. For

Atlas/Agena, guidance is assumed by a simple onboard inertial system

(attitude reference, programmer, and a single, axially mounted accelero-

meter for thrust cutoff) during the Agena burn. The radio guidance serves

to initialize the inertial system.

A number of difficulties are encountered in extending the use of radio

guidance to vehicles employing high performance upper stages (Atlas/

Centaur) or requiring additional stages to meet the requirements of higher

energy missions. As indicated in the following paragraphs, the best avail-

able tracking radars suitably located at downrange sites will meet the

launch phase guidance requirements for many lunar and interplanetary

-7.18-
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missions. However, there are severe siting and related problems such as

acquisition and vehicle antenna coverage. Some payload (weight) penalties

and launch azimuth (and consequently launch window) constraints are

incurred due to tracking system geometrical constraints. Trajectories

are, in general, limited to direct ascent types. The approach of using

radio guidance with parking orbit trajectories appears impractical.

The analysis of radio guidance feasibility and performance during

the launch through injection phases has been based on a lunar mission, and

an Atlas/Centaur trajectory has been assumed. Performance results are

presented in terms of the midcourse _V correction required to correct the

miss and time of flight errors at the moon due to the launch guidance errors.

Typical Figure of Merit (FOM) values for this mission are t0 m/sec (t_).

6.5. t. t Siting Considerations

For complete radio guidance, one consideration is conditions near

the final vehicle burnout point. Figure 6-2 shows the locus of these points

for direct ascent trajectories and Figure 6-3 shows the region of possible

burnout points for parking orbit missions. Also shown on these figures

are the geometrical viewing limits from appropriate ground locations for

both a 5 and t0 deg minimum elevation angle above the local horizontal.

It has been assumed that burnout always occurs at a tt0 nmi altitude t for

direct ascent cases and 90 nmi for parking orbits.

Direct Ascent. As can be seen from Figure 6-2, direct ascent

trajectories launched at azimuths greater than 90 deg (97 deg) burn out

in view from Antigua if the minimum acceptable elevation angle is 5 deg

(t0 deg). However, a particular trajectory which is just visible at burnout

will not be visible at the time it passes through its minimum altitude of

90 nrni. This might occur quite early in flight and thus be of no interest

for radio guidance of the terminal phase. The detailed altitude versus

time history of the limiting trajectories will determine exactly when

acquisition can occur and, therefore, determine the time available for

guidance. This aspect of the problem has not been explored.

The accuracy analysis of Subsection 6.5. 1. Z assumes sufficient time is

available to implement optimum filtering and thus realize the full accuracy

potential of the system. If such is not the case, the trajectories would

-Z19/220-
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have to be reshaped at some expense in payload performance. Note that

the radio guidance airborne equipment may be lighter than the inertial

guidance equipment so it is possible that no net payload loss would be

involved.

In conchsion, from purely a burnout geometry point of view, one

radio guidance station at Antigua can handle direct ascent trajectories suit-

ably shaped (90 to tt4 deg) over the launch azimuth region. There is no

payload penalty over an inertial guidance approach if a 5-deg elevation

angle results in acceptable accuracy. The question of acquisition proba-

bility has not been evaluated.

Parking Orbit. As seen in Figure 6-3, the possible parking orbit

burnout points cover an appreciable expanse, mostly ocean. A single

ground station cannot view a very large section of this region regardless

of where it is located. For an equatorial station the launch window cover-

age on the proper day is either 20 min at t0-deg elevation angle limits or

44 min at 5 deg. Depending on the time of the year, there is considerable

movement of the burnout point locus from day to day so that if a ship were

used, it would have to rapidly change positions. There are techniques for

enlarging the launch window by varying the injection true anomaly at the

expense of payload loss; however, the whole approach of using radio guid-

ance with parking orbit trajectories appears impractical.

Airborne Antenna Coverage. Another primarily geometrical area

not explored relates to airborne antenna coverage. The use of radio guid-

ance assumes that adequate signal strength exists at the various receiver

inputs. Since transmitter power and ground antenna gain are essentially

fixed for any existing radar system (to change these characteristics involves

long lead time development}, the airborne antenna design is the only vari-

able. A detailed study of the problem of obtaining an antenna with the pro-

per combination of gain and angular coverage (they are related as their

product must equal one} has not been performed, but an initial examination

indicates that there probably will be no severe problem for direct ascent

trajectories. In these cases, the antenna is at least only looking south.

t
The direct ascent trajectories are shaped to have a minimum altitude of

90 nmi but this occurs before burnout. For the three cases studied,

burnout actually occurred between tt2 and tt4 nmi.
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The parking orbit missions are more critical since a hemispherical air-

borne antenna is needed.

6. 5. t. 2 Accuracy Analysis

An analysis of the accuracy attainable at Centaur final burnout using

a tracking radar has been performed using, as a typical trajectory, a lofted

(+8. 56 deg true anomaly) direct ascent case. While this was the only tra-

jectory studied and injection error to midcourse correction transformations

are trajectory dependent, it is felt that the results obtained are indicative

of the accuracy obtainable with radio guidance.

Four geometrical conditions were investigated involving elevation

angles at burnout of 5 and t0 deg and yaw angles measured from the tra-

jectory plane of 0 and 60 deg. Also, two tracking radars, the FPS-16 and

the BTL, are included. The results are shown in Table 6-XV. Ass,l_G,_< a

typical FOM requirement of t0 m/sec (t¢), the BTL radar t is accept-

able for low yaw angles (i.e., the radar located close to the trajectory

plane) but becomes marginal at high yaw angles. The FPS-t6 goes from

marginal to unacceptable as the yaw angle increases. Elevation angle

variations from t0 to 5 deg cause only a small change in the final result.

Table 6-XV. Radio Guidance FOM, m/sec (1¢) for Lunar Mission
(Lofted Direct Ascent Trajectory) Miss and Time

of Flight Corrected at Midcourse

Guidance

System

FPS-16

BTL

5 Deg Elevation Angle

0 Deg

Yaw Angle

11

7

±60 Deg

Yaw Angle

29

t3.5

t0-Deg Elevation Angle

0 Deg

Yaw Angle

±60 Deg

Yaw Angle

27

13

Errors arise from three general sources: site location uncertainties,

radar biases, and radar noise in combination with missile acceleration

uncertainties. For the case investigated, the midcourse correction

required for a tO00-ft site (position) uncertainty in each of two orthog_}nal
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directions on the earth's surface is 0. t66 m/sec, thus this source is negli-

gible even if a ship were involved and its location was uncertain to t nmi.

Radar angular bias errors (azimuth and elevation) are normally in the

vicinity of 0. t m (i_) and these require a midcourse correction of 0.81

m/sec. They are also negligible. If a ship were utilized, a 1.0 mrad

error in pitch, yaw, and roll would require i3 m/sec midcourse correction.

This term may or may not be negligible depending on how accurately the

ship's orientation is known.

The remaining source of error which contributes to almost all of the

midcourse correction shown in Table 6-XV is due to radar noise. Here

the problem of determining a signal, the vehicle position and velocity com-

ponents in the presence of noise is involved. While the detailed analysis

leading to the results of Table 6-XV is too lengthy to give here, consider

the problem of determining a vehicle's speed when it is directed along the

radar line of sight using position data corrupted by white noise. Note that

the determination must be made before burnout while the velocity is chang-

ing. H a filter were designed which minimizes the effect of white position

noise and which at the same time gives zero error in the absence of noise

if the velocity is changing linearly with time (constant acceleration) the

noise error is given by

where

_noise =_o

S = the position noise's one-sided spectral density in ft2/cps
o

T = the smoothing time

However, if constant thrust is assumed, the velocity is not changing

linearly with time. It has a nonzero second derivative, called jerk,

equal to

jerk at burnout = J
mass rate x thrust

2
(mass)

$The GE Mod III system has approximately the same FOM for the higher

(i60 deg) yaw angles although it is somewhat better at low yaw angles.
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The filter error (sometimes termed lag error} is

2
_. = 0. I JT
J

Some of the jerk error at burnout can be eliminated because its

nominal value is known. The remaining uncertainty due to mass rate,

I and final mass variations represents only a fraction, say its t¢ value
sp'

is k, of the nominal amount. Thus the uncorrectable error is

The total velocity error is

3
0. I kJT 2

i

-_ 2 2/o- + o-.
_T = n j

and for the optimum value of smoothing time is

_T
opt

= 2. 72 S 2/7 (kj)3/7 ft/sec
O

Therefore, in this example, the form of the filter must be selected,

the spectral density of the position noise at zero frequency, and the jerk

uncertainty must be known in order to determine the optimum filtering

time and resulting error. A similar situation arises when determing

errors normal to the radar line of sight. Here other missile unknowns,

such as autopilot gyro drift and programmer/torquer scale factor errors,

enter into the analysis. The analysis results indicated below consider all

of those factors, and the actual geometry other than white noise models.

The results of the FPS-t6 accuracy analysis are based on the use of

an optimum filter with the assumed error model as follows:

Radar Noise tar Value

Range t0 ft

Azimuth 0. i mrad

Elevation 0. i mrad

tAssumed to have an exponential correlation function.

Time Constant t

t.7 sec

t.7 sec

t.7 sec
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Vehicle Paranaeter s i 0- Value Time Constant t

Equivalent gyro drift i0 deg/hr 50 sec

AIsp I/3 percent co

A Propellant flow rate 2]3 percent co

The coordinate system chosen is a right handed Cartesian system

at the vehicle where

a) The X axis is locally horizontal in the desired pitch plane

b) The Y axis is locally horizontal normal to the pitch plane

c) The Z axis is locally vertical.

The 1¢ position and velocity uncertainties at injection resulting from

optimum filtering are given in Table 6-XVI together with the required

midcourse correction assuming the loft,ed direct ascent trajectory.

Table 6-XVI. FPS-16 Filtering Errors and Midcourse FOM

for Lunar Mission

Coordinate

)((m/see)

? (m/sec)

Z (m/se,:

X (m)

Y (m)

Z (m)

I"OM (hi/._ec)

(t,,)

5-Deg Elevation Angle

0 Deg

Yaw Angle

t.3

3.4

3.4

±60 Deg

Yaw Angle

3.7

2.2

3.4

10-Deg Elevation Angle

0 Deg

Yaw Angle

t.3

3.3

3.3

±60 Deg

Yaw Angle

3.5

2. t

3.3

t8. 0

65. 0

65. 0

10. q

64. 0

37. 0

65. 0

28. 2

16.0

5t.0

5t.0

t0.2

52.0

30. 0

51.0

26. 7

As previously shown in Table 6-XV, the B'FL radar is significantly

,n,Jrc accurate than FPS-t6; however, to avoid security classification

iJ,.,,l_l(,_v_._s, its detail_.d characteristics are not given here. An initial analy-

:si:: ,,1 lh(_ (_[: Mod IIl system indicates that it is not appreciably better than

SA_s_ln_¢,(I lo haw, ;tn ,'xponenti,_l ¢.orrc,ction f_lnclion.
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the BTL system especially at the limits of yaw angle studied. Accuracy

data on both of these systems are contained in Ref 6-8.

6.5. 2 Orbit Determination Accuracy During Earth Orbit Coast

Numerous studies have been made of orbit determination accuracies

for spacecraft in low and high altitude earth orbits in support of Mercury,

Gemini, Apollo, and other NASA and DOD space programs. Some results

from these studies that are particularly pertinent to the present study are

summarized here. Use of all available NASA C-band and USBS tracking

stations is assumed, as is the availability of appropriate computing facili-

ties for near-real-time orbit computation.

Figures 6-4 and 6-5 present some typical results from Ref 6-3,

showing the orbit determination accuracies for a vehicle in a low

altitude (185 kin) earth orbit. The C- and S-band stations and their track-

ing periods are shown along the bottom of the figures. The dashed lines

show the degradation in the vehicle position and velocity uncertainties if

tracking is terminated at the points indicated. The need for multiple stations

is evident.

For lunar and planetary missions utilizing relatively short parking

orbit ascent trajectories and for extended duration low-altitude earth

orbits, the conclusion is drawn that the use of radio guidance is not practi-

cal for the missions and vehicles covered in this study. This is due to a

combination tracking system coverage limitation, tracking system perform-

ance limitation, and time delays inherent in gathering the data, transmitting

it to a central computing facility, reducing the data, computing vehicle com-

mands, and transmitting these commands via data link to the orbiting

vehicle.

For the synchronous orbit mission, it is shown in Section 7 that a

navigation update t is required prior to synchronous orbit injection for

missions that involve long parking orbit coast times. This correction can

be made by either of two methods:

tThis is in addition to the required attitude updates required prior to
the transfer burn and final orbit insertion. The errors to be corrected

are primarily the accumulated position errors.
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i) Radio tracking during the transfer orbit coast to deter-

mine the position error. The major part of the error can

be removed by proper adjustment of the time of initia-

tion of the final orbit insertion burn.

Z) Use of an onboard electro-optical sensor (e. g., a sun

sensor) to establish a "line-of-position" fix at some point

during the transfer orbit coast. The position error is

removed as in i) above.

The feasibility of method i) depends on the availability of suit-

ably located tracking stations. A desirable location depends on the choice

of longitude of the satellite after injection into the final synchronous

orbit. Although it may be possible to select suitable tracking stations for

most final longitudes of interest, some operational and trajectory con-

straints are evident, t The use of the second method, which can be imple-

mented entirely within the onboard system, appears very attractive.

Further study of this technique is recommended.

For tracking a spacecraft after injection into the final synchronous

orbit, the use of ground--based tracking is somewhat more useful. Such

a capability is useful for long-time stationkeeping which requires periodic

orbit prediction and adjustment. Such a capability can be easily imple-

mented with either the S-band systems or the NASA STADAN net. The

latter system is recommended for this purpose.

6. 5. 3 Orbit Determination Accuracy During Translunar and

Interplanetary Trajectory Phases

Extensive studies have been made of orbit determination accuracies

for lunar missions in support of the Apollo, (Ref 6-i0), Lunar

Orbiter, and other programs. Similar, but less comprehensive studies

have been made for various interplanetary missions. Some results from

these studies particularly pertinent to the present study are summarized

here. Additional study conclusions for the Jupiter Mars missions are

presented in Sections 8 and 9.

?It is also possible to use different modes of ascent from the one studied

here. One commonly used technique is to inject the satellite into an

equatorial orbit whose period is substantially different from 24 hr and

let the satellite "drift" to the required longitude, at which point the orbital

period is corrected.
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The results of tracking accuracy studies are normally computed in

the form of state-vector uncertainties as a function of time from injection.

The quantities used here to represent the uncertainties are the square root

of the sum of the variances of the three position components and the velo-

city components.

6. 5. 3. t Translunar Orbit Determination Using the
S-Band Trackin_ Systems

The results presented in Ref 6-i0 and summarized below indi-

cate that launch azimuth, earth orbital coast type, flight time, and date of

launch have effects on DSIF tracking during the early portion of the flight,

largely due to their effects on coverage. In the latter portion of the tra-

jectory the accumulated accuracy of DSIF tracking is to a large extent

independent of the trajectory. Flight time is the only trajectory parameter

having an appreciable effect on the latter portion of the trajectory. C-band

radar is found to be useful in reducing uncertainties in the early part of

the flight, but it is limited to tracking the first t. 5 hr of the trajectory.

The addition of range information to this network gives a marked improve-

ment in tracking accuracy.

The USBS/DSIF network assumed to be tracking the spacecraft dur-

ing the translunar trajectory consists of Goldstone, Canberra, and Madrid.

The locations of these stations are listed in Table 6-IV. Each station is

assumed to be capable of simultaneous measurements of range, range rate,

azimuth, and elevation; but the case where range information is absent is

also considered.

All errors are assumed to be random with zero mean and zero corre-

lation between stations and between data types. All systematic errors,

such as tracking station location uncertainty, uncertainty due to atmospheric

refraction, and uncertainties in physical constants, such as the speed of

light and gravitational parameters of the earth and the moon are not

included.

This study assumed that when the vehicle is visible to two DSIF sta-

tions simultaneous sightings are taken. Since range and range-rate meas-

urements involve transmission from the spacecraft, it is implied that there

are two transponders on the spacecraft or that the two tracking stations are

synchronized.
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In order to have a basis of comparison as data are acquired along

the trajectory, all matrices are propagated to closest approach to the

moon. For convenience, the matrix is summarized by the quantity

"root-semitrace. " This is defined to be the square root of the sum of half

of the elements on the diagonal of an even order square matrix and is des-

ignated symbolically as "RST. " The RST's of the matrix at the moon are

PositionRST = RST(R)

Velocity RST = RST(V)

.th
2 respresents the variance of the 1 coordinate. These quantitieswhere _ i

serve to indicate the bounds of the i. three-dimensional uncertainty ellip-

soids of position and velocity respectively.

The a priori information assumed at orbit insertion consisted of

uncorrelated i-. uncertainties of i0 km in position and i0 m/sec in velo-

city, in each inertial direction. The nominal trajectory to be used has a

launch azimuth of 90 deg, a 70-hr flight time, a launch date of

January 22, 1968, and a selenographic inclination of the approach hyper-

bola of i30 deg. Plots of RST(R) and RST(V) as a function of time from

injection are presented in Figures 6-6 and 6-7. It is of interest to note

that both of these quantities behave similarly. At the bottom of the

figure are plotted the periods when two DSIF stations are able to track

the spacecraft. Associated with these periods of overlapping coverage

are dramatic drops in RST(R) and RST(V) over the period of one hour.

The results of this study indicate the tracking capability during the

translunar trajectory with earth based radar. Certain generalizations are

now made, keeping in mind the assumptions of this study.

The position and velocity uncertainties associated with radar track-

ing only may be characterized by the following properties:

••
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a) Sensitivity over the early portion of the trajectory to launch
azimuth, type of coast, flight time, and date of launch due
to changes in tracking coverage

b) Insensitivity over the latter portion of the trajectory to the
trajectory parameters

c) Largest uncertainties are in the downrange direction
(measured in orbit plane coordinates)

d) Sudden drops occur in the overall uncertainties at the
start of periods of simultaneous or near simultaneous
tracking by two stations when range data are used.

In general, it can be said that DSIF tracking is greatly improved by

the addition of range information, particularly if simultaneous or near
simultaneous tracking by two stations is possible. There are periods dur-

ing the flight when there is relatively little improvement in the tracking

uncertainties. During these periods, which in some cases may last for

ten hours or more, it would be possible to reduce the sampling frequency

considerably without seriously affecting the tracking accuracy. Table

6-XVII presents RST(R) and RST(V) measured at pericynthion without and
with the simulation of midcourse correction effects, for the various types

of tracking systems.

el

I

I

I

I

I

Table 6-XVII. Translunar Tracking Accuracy

Data Type

DSIF (range,
range rate,
angle data}

DSIF (no
range)

C-band radar

Midcourse Correction
Effects Not Included

1 _ Position

Uncertainty
(kin)

0.1

1 ¢ Velocity
Uncertainty
(km/sec)

O. 06

Midcourse Correction

Effects Included

lo- Position

Uncertainty
(kin}

0.8

1 _ Velocity
Uncertainty
(km/sec)

0.46
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6. 5. 3. Z Interplanetary Orbit Determination Accuracy Using DSIF

The use of DSIF for tracking and orbit determination is virtually

a necessity for the interplanetary missions considered in this study. As

is shown in Section 9, for the Mars orbiter mission, a completely autono-

mous onboard optical inertial system cannot meet the desired mission

accuracy requirements within the present (or near future) state-of-the-art.

However_ use of the onboard optical/inertial system in conjunction with

DSIF is extremely attractive both in terms of accuracy and operational

utility. In this mode of operation, DSIF is used as the primary source of

accurate position and velocity data (with respect to the earth) and the on-

board system is used to accurately control the midcourse, orbit insertion

and orbit trim maneuvers. Use of onboard sensors is also useful in deter-

mining the spacecraft orbit relative to a planet whose position with respect

to the earth is uncertain to a significant degree. See Section 9, for a more

detailed discussion.

The orbit determination accuracies attainable with DSIF depend on

the mission trajectory and will also change significantly throughout the

mission. Detailed results are presented in Section 9 for the Mars-orbiter

mission using the trajectory described in Section 2. Table 6-XVIII pre-

sents some approximate results for Mars mission for present and future

tracking system capabilities. A comparison is also made with the expected

errors at encounter in the absence of tracking data for a typical launch

injection guidance error of 10 m/sec.
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Table 6-XVIII. Approximate Trajectory Determination Accuracies
for a Mars Mission

ol

I

I

Launch Injection Guidance Only

10 m/sec

Earth Based Tracking Usin_ DSIF

Present (Mariner 4 Results)

@ 5 days after injection

• All data including post

encounter tracking

Future (1971)

• Injection - 5 days

• 5 - i Z0 days

• After 120 days

Error At Encounter

90, 000 - Z00,000 km

Z400 km

500 km

t000 km

t50 km

t00 km
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. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF CANDIDATE OPTICAL/INERTIAL

SYSTEMS FOR BOOST FLIGHT, SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT

INJECTION, AND MAJOR POWERED MANEUVERS

oi

I

7. I INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The navigational errors of the inertial guidance subsystem, as

augmented by the optical sensor subsystem, were determined in this

study by means of an inertial guidance error analysis program which

calculates the effect of each error source on the position, velocity, and

orientation errors by integrating the first order perturbation equations

along a nominal trajectory.

Three missions were analyzed. The results for the synchronous

orbit mission are described in Subsection 7.3. For this mission the

errors at injection into synchronous orbit were first calculated and the

results used to compute (by a Monte Carlo technique) the delta-velocity

required to achieve the desired orbit. Twelve different runs were made

with different candidate systems.

The results for translunar orbit injection are described in Sub-

section 7.4. In this analysis the errors at injection into translunar orbit

were first calculated and the results used to determine the delta-velocity

required to perform the midcourse correction maneuver. Four different

error analysis runs are made, three with different candidate strapdown

systems and for comparison one with the Centaur gimbaled platform.

The analysis of the midcourse correction and planetary orbit

insertion maneuvers is described in Subsection 7.5. The navigational

errors produced by these maneuvers were determined for application to

the studies ofmidcourse guidance. (See Section 8.)

7.2 TRAJECTORIES USED FOR PERFORMANCE ANALYSES

Powered flight performance analyses of the TG-166 and TG-266

strapdown guidance systems (augmented by electro-optical sensors as

discussed below) were performed for three missions: the Lunar (parking

orbit ascent) mission, the earth synchronous mission, and the Mars orbiter

mission. In each case a nominal trajectory (launch through injection) was

generated which was representative of the mission desired, and subse-

quently an error analysis tape containing a position, acceleration, and
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attitude history for powered flight was produced for use in analyzing the

guidance system performance requirements.

The general characteristics of these powered flight trajectories, as

well as the characteristics of the trajectories during the translunar, inter-

planetary approach, and orbiting phases, are given in Subsections 2.3,

Z. 4, Z. 5, and Z. 6.

7.3 ERROR ANALYSIS FOR SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITE MISSION

The synchronous orbit mission involves extended flight times so

that a pure inertial system can cause unacceptable injection errors. Both

optical attitude updates using onboard sensors, and a time of perigee burn

update using ground tracking or an autonomous navigator are considered

as solutions to the problem.

7.3. i Error Models

The error models for the two strapdown systems, TG-166 and

TG-Z66 (see Section 4), are presented in Table 7-I. The different types

of error sources are discussed below.

7.3. i. I Initial Conditions

The initial velocity errors were taken as zero relative to the earth.

The initial orientation errors include, in addition to the 20 arc sec shown

in Table 7-1, the effects of accelerometer errors. These effects are

introduced because it is assumed that the accelerometers are used in a

leveling mode to initialize the direction cosine matrix. The initialization

of the direction cosine matrix in azimuth is assumed to be accomplished

optically.

7.3. I. Z Optical Attitude Update Measurement Errors

In the synchronous orbit mission, optical attitude updates are required.

It is assumed that a measurement may be made in the 185 km coasting

orbit i0 rain before perigee burn and in the Hohmann transfer orbit 10 rain

before apogee burn. The earth sensor errors are assumed to be 1080 arc

sec per axis in 185 km orbit and 540 arc sec per axis in synchronous orbit.

The sun sensor errors are assumed to be IZ0 arc sec per axis. It is

assumed that the sun lies approximately in the direction of the vehicle roll

axis during the apogee measurement, and fairly near the horizontal plane

in the perigee measurement. The sun sensor is used for pitch and yaw
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Table 7-I. Error Models Used for Strapdown Inertial Guidance
Performance Analysis

Number TG-166 TG-266

I 3 3 m

2, 3 15 I5 m

7, 8,9 20 20 arc sec

10 540 540 arc sec

20, 30 i20 iZ0 arc sec

11,31 1080 1080 arc sec

21 120 120 arc sec

39 0.238 0.238 arc eec

40, 51, 62 21 14 IJ.g

73, 77, 81 75 24 btg/g

74 12 i0 arc sec

75 12 10 arc sec

78 12 10 arc sec

82,83, 84 15 10 _g/g

85, 86, 87 l 1 _g/g

91,97, 103 50 30 ttg/g 2

92, 98, 104 0.5 0.5 btg/g 2

230,241, 25Z 0. 187 0.09 deg/hr

263,266,269 0.627 0. 16 deg/hr/g

264,267,270 0. 627 0. 16 deg/hr/g

265,268,271 0.02 0 deg/hr/g

275,28t,287 0.04 0.04 deg/hr/g 2

290,294,298 57 26 ppm

291,292,293 I0 I0 arc sec

295,296,297 i0 10 arc sec

Units Type Des cription

Initial

Initial

Initial

Opt! cal

Optical

Optical

Optical

Tracker

Accelerometer

Accelerometer

Accelerometer

Accelerometer

Accelerometer

Accelerometer

Accelerometer

Accelerometer

Accelerometer

Gyro

Gyro

Gyro

Gyro

Gyro

Gyro

Gyro

Gyro

Vertical position

East, north position

Orientation

Roll axis at apogee (earth)

Yaw. pitch axes at apogee (sun)

Ro11, pitch axes at perigee (earth)

Yaw axis at perigee (sun)

Update time

Bias

Scale factor

X accelerometer input axis

rotation toward y axis

X accelerometer input axis

rotation toward z axis

Y accelerometer input axis

rotation toward z axis

Pendulous axis g sensitivity

Output axis g sensitivity

Input-pendulous g product
sensitivity

Input-output g product sensitivity

Bias drift

Input axis g sensitive drift

Spin axis g sensitive drift

Output axis g sensitive drift

Anisoelastic drift

Scale factor

Gyro input axis rotations toward
each of other two axes

Gyro input axis rotations toward
each of other two axes
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angles in the apogee measurement and for the yaw angle in the perigee

measurement, with the earth sensor being used for the remaining angles.

See Subsection 5. 3 for details.

7.3. Z Method of Analysis

7.3.2. 1 Error Analysis Program

The error analysis program (Ref 7-1) used for these analyses

is capable of analyzing either strapdown or gimbaled inertial guidance sys-

tems in space or missile applications. The primary function of the pro-

gram is to integrate the error differential equation for each error source,

eh,l_ ,_,r_nc_ _'_p tn n q _¢ 1 error sensitivity vector for each error source.

The first three components of the sensitivity vector represent the partial

derivatives of position error with respect to the error source. The next

three components represent the partial derivatives of velocity error with

respect to the error source. The last three components represent the

partial derivatives of orientation error with respect tothe error source.

The sensitivity vectors can be considered collectively to constitute the

columns of a 9 x n sensitivity matrix.

Statistical data concerning system operation can be derived from the

sensitivity matrix by various operations. System errors in various co-

ordinate systems can also be computed by transforming the individual

columns of the sensitivity matrix to the desired coordinate system. The

initial value of the sensitivity matrix corresponds to various initial align-

ment schemes or to previous runs made with the error analysis program.

Thus, the computation and manipulation of the sensitivity matrix is the

central problem in the error analysis of an inertial guidance system. The

program accounts for error source correlation for several initial alignment

modes such as self-leveling using inertial system accelerometers, gyro-

compassing, or external optical alignment. Also, nonorthogonal instrument

input axis orientations are optional; and single-axis platform or pendulous

integrating gyro accelerometer strapdown modes are available.

In all types of inertial guidance systems the gyros provide an angular

reference for measurements made by the accelerometers. The angular

reference may be physical (in the case of a gimbaled platform system) or

analytic (in the case of a strapdown system). For a strapdown inertial
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system, the accelerometer outputs are transformed to the computational

coordinates by multiplication by the direction cosine matrix. It is assumed

in the error analysis program that the navigation system computer makes

no computational errors (roundoff or truncation) and that there are no

gravity modeling errors.

7.3.2.2 Sensitivity Matrix Generation

The general procedure for the calculation of an error sensitivity

matrix is described in Section 7. 3.2. 1. This section describes the special

techniques used to accomplish the 185 km coast period, the optical attitude

updates, and the time update.

First Crossing Burn--No Updates. The mission in which the perigee

burn occurs at the first equatorial crossing and in which no attitude updates

are made is run first. The sensitivity matrix is calculated 10 min before the

perigee burn and i0 rain before the apogee burn for use in the later missions.

Introducing Coast Orbits. The sensitivity matrix calculated t0 rain

before the perigee burn is taken as the starting point. The sensitivities

are then propagated analytically through an integral number of coast orbits

and used as initial values for the rest of the mission.

Introducing Attitude Updates. The perigee and apogee optical attitude

updates are introduced by zeroing all of the attitude errors in the appro-

priate sensitivity matrix followed by the insertion of three attitude error

sources in body coordinates to represent the optical sensor errors. The

sensitivities are then propagated in the normal manner to thenext update

time or to the end of the mission.

Introducing Time Updates. The synchronous orbit mission may

remain in a 185 km orbit up to eight revolutions to facilitate longitude

synchronization. During this time, the position and velocity errors build

up excessively, requiring some kind of update. A full position and velocity

update would reduce the final errors in synchronous orbit caused by posi-

tion and velocity errors at the end of coast to very small levels, where

they will be dominated by the effects of attitude errors.

Under these circumstances, it seems more interesting to investigate

a modified update which has the advantage of onboard computational sim-

plicity. The rationale for the modified update lies in the fact that, to first
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order, the deviation of the actual coast orbit from the nominal coast orbit

remains constant during the eight-orbit period. The growth of position

and velocity errors during this period arises only from displacement of

the actual vehicle from its nominal location along the orbit because of the

error in the period of the actual orbit. Therefore, if the perigee burn

initiation time is modified in such a manner that the along track position

error between the actual vehicle at the actual burn time and its nominal

location at the nominal burn time is zero, the final error in synchronous

orbit caused by position and velocity errors in the coast phase should be

no worse than in the case where perigee burn occurs at the first equatorial

crossing.

If such a time-only reset were to be implemented, it only would be

necessary to initiate position and velocity to their nominal values at the

start of perigee burn. The nominal optical sensor angles might require

modification to account for the time shift.

Derivation of Time Updates. Letx represent the state vector of the

vehicle comprising position and velocity with components in an earth-

centered inertial coordinate system.

_(__) (7,,

If x is the nominal state vector and _x is the perturbation state vector,
o

then at nominal perigee burn time, t P
o

x(t o) : X o(to) + Ax(to)

If _t is the time correction,

and

(7 -2)

then the actual perigee burn time, t, is

t =t + z_t (7-3)
0

_'(t) = To(t) + A_'(t) (7-4)

The perturbation state vector after the time update is the actual state vector

at the actual burn time minus the nominal state vector at the nominal burn

tim e.

,,_*(t) _-(t) - x--o(to) 17 -5)
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Introducing (7-4) into (7-5) gives

z.x_*(t) =-Xo(t) - Xo(to) + _(t) (7-6)

S._nce _t and_ are first order quantities, the difference between

x_k_(t ° + At) and _(to) is second order. Therefore, to first order, (7-6)

becomes

_* = _(t) --_(to) + zX_ (7-7)

where the zero subscripts are dropped from the nominal state vector and

the time arguments are dropped from the perturbation vectors and are

assumed to be t .
o

For a circular orbit, the desired change in the firing time is given

by the negative of the downrange component of position error divided by

the vehicle velocity.

_ (v)r

Atd - v (7 -8)

The actual change in the firing time is given by the desired change

plus any error introduced by the updating procedure.

ol

I

I

I
I

I

t

I

I

1

_t = At d+ At e (7-9)

Expressed in matrix form,

Ar z

+ At (7-i0)
e

The nominal position and velocity at the actual burn time are

• "(t) = ]*(to) + V(to)XXt

_[t) = _(to) - _(to)¢_ 2 _t

where ¢_ is the orbital angular velocity

¢0-- v/r

(7-it)

(7-12)

(7 -13)
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(7 -++4)

(7-i5)

(7 -16)

(7-17)

(7-i8)
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In the error analysis program, the perturbation state vector is

given by

n

A-_' = i_i= _-''I Ei (7-19)

where the-_.' are sensitivity vectors and the E. are the individual error
1 1

sources. The vectors are shown primed because in the error analysis

program they are 9-vectors, the last three states comprising the three

orientation perturbations. Since attitude will be updated at the same time

as time, these states can be ignored. Let z_ represent the first six states

of _-x' and-_, the first six components of _-.'. Then
1 l

n

_K = c i

Rewrite (7-18) as

(7-zo)

where:

_* : [M] ,_ + s-_++.+n++. <?-Z,>

[M] is the matrix

-s* is the column vector and
n+ i

Cn+ i equals At e .

Substitution of (7-20) in (7-2i) gives

n

_. s--i c i + "_*n+ i _n+ i
i=t

which becomes

_* = [M]

n

[M] _ici + -s*n+l Cn+i

If we let

i=i

i= i, Z-.- n_.* = [M]_.
]- 1

(7 -zz)

(7 -23)

(7 -24)
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then

n+ i

_* = _" -_.*" _. (7-as)
1_'--I 1 1

which is in the form of (7-20). Thus to accomplish the time update, each

sensitivity vector must be multiplied by the matrix [M] and a single addi-

tional sensitivity vector must be added.

Circularization of Orbit. The position and velocity at injection do

not correspond precisely to those required for a circular orbit because of

the oblateness effects in the trajectory program. Since the above calcula-

tions assume a circular orbit, it is necessary to calculate an equivalent

circular orbit before commencing them.

The semimajor axis of the actual orbit is given by

2
i 2 v

a r
(7 -26)

The new orbit is to have the same period as the old orbit. Therefore

r' = a (7-27)

The initial position vector of the two orbits must have the same direction

aT

r'= m (7 -28)
r

The velocity in a circular orbit is given by

v' = x//-_/a (7-29)

And its direction must lie in the orbital plane, perpendicular to r.

v' = v' (r xv) x r (7-30)
xvl x 71

The r' and v' thus obtained are used in the time reset calculations.

Coast--Time Reset Theorem. The time reset calculations require

the subtraction of nearly equal quantities. This situation can cause diffi-

culties because of roundoff and because the subtraction process enhances

the errors in the state transition matrix used for the propagation of errors

through the coast phase. These errors exist because of the secant method
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used to obtain the state transition matrix, and because the position and

velocity in the error analysis program do not exactly correspond to a

circular orbit.

This cause of computational error is reduced by proving that the

errors following a time reset at the end of an n-orbit circular coast are

the same as the errors following a time reset at the beginning of the coast.

Thus the necessity for the propagation of errors through the eight-orbit

coast period is eliminated for the cases where a time reset is made.

The derivation is simplest if an RTN inertial coordinate system is

used. For this case [M] of Equation (7-21) becomes

[M] =

! 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0

i _ 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 ! 0

0 0 0 0 i

<7-3t)

The state transition matrix for a circular orbit for n periods, in RTN

inertial coordinates is

[¢] =

t 0 0 0 0 0

-6wn 1 0 0 -6"trn/oa 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

6wnoa 0 0 1 6wn 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 i

(7 -32)

ol

I

I

I

1
t

l

l

Direct calculation shows that

[M][_] = [M] (7 -33)
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Thus if a time reset is performed, the state transition matrix for n orbits

can simply be ignored with a resultant saving in computational accuracy.

Fortunately an orientation reset is accomplished at the same time, so that

all of the orientation errors are set equal to zero. Therefore, they need

not be propagated through the n orbits either.

Time Reset Errors. It is assumed that the vehicle position along

its orbit at the update time can be established to one nautical mile. The

corresponding time error is then 0.238 sec. This assumption is conser-

vative, but may not be as conservative as it first appears because it allows

for the following factors:

• Relatively poor tracking coverage at 185 km altitude

• Air density variations

• Uncertainty in ballistic coefficient

• Possibility of no coverage during one or

more orbits preceding burn

• Possibility burn may occur i80 deg from part

of orbit where most recent tracking data has
been obtained.

If _n n_ bo_w_ n_v_at_nn system were used the coverage oroblems would

be eliminated and replaced by problems such as the inherent accuracy of

onboard techniques. For this case one nautical mile is not so conservative.

7.3.2. 3 Synchronization Velocity Recluirement

The delta-velocity required to synchronize the orbit is calculated by

a Monte Carlo technique for a 95 percent probability of successful

synchronization.

Generation of Normalized Error Quantities. The three components

in RTN coordinates of position error and the three components of velocity

error (in the order: altitude, downrange, crossrange) are normalized by

s. Letdividing them by their nominal value

Ar
X

Z.%r I

z.%r I

/xv I

zxv
Y

Av
z

(7 -34)
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and

[A] =

-i o o o o o-
r

I
0 - 0 0 0 0

r

1
0 0 - 0 0 0

r

i
0 0 0 - 0 0

v

i
0 0 0 0 - 0

V

0 0 0 0 0
V

where r and v are the nominal values of position and velocity magnitude.

Then the normalized errors are

I

I

(7-35) !

I

1

I

{,}= (7-361

If [C] is the covariance matrix of {Ax} as obtained from the error analysis

program and [D] is the covariance matrix of the normalized errors, then

[D] = [A][C][AT] (7-37)

The vector {c t must be generated by pseudo random numbers with the

covariance matrix [D] . First find the orthogonal matrix [E] such that

[D] : [E][F][E T] (7-38)

where [F] is diagonal.

We then have

[D]= [B][I][B T]

(7 -39)

(7-40)

If {y} is a vector of independent Gaussian random numbers of zero mean

and unit standard deviation, then the covariance matrix of { y } is the

identity matrix. If we let

{E} = [BI{y}" (7-41)

then the covariance matrix of {c } is given by Equation (7-40) as required.
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Calculation of Delta-Velocity Requirement. In order to calculate

a figure of merit for each different system configuration, it is assumed

that the payload thruster is used to correct the orbit so that it is circular,

synchronous, and has zero inclination, and so that the vehicle is at the

proper longitude. The correction profile is assumed to be as suggested

in Section 2.3. Z:

I) Perform a Hohmann transfer from the perigee of the

imperfect orbit to synchronous altitude

2) Circularize when synchronous altitude is reached

3) Change the inclination to zero where the orbit
intersects "......._,:e uquaLorla, plane

4) Synchronize to the correct longitude.

The above profile is not necessarily optimum, but permits the use of the

following simple calculations.

The individual velocity increments for each of these burns were

derived in Section 2.3. Z. Using the notation of this section, the v. are
1

rewritten as

f 2z_vz _ -v 0.5ci + 0.5_5 - 0.25 [(ci+ 2c 5 + E

Av3_ v(c32 + e62) 1/2

(7 -47.)

(7 -43)

(7 -44)

(7 -45)

where n is the number of orbits allowed for resynchronization.

_v is given by

4

i-1

The total

(7 -46)

Monte Carlo Technique. One thousand sets of 6 random numbers are

generated for each case. For each set (7-4t) through (7-46) are performed.
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The number of times AV falls within each I. 5 m/sec band from 0 to

150 m/sec is counted. The cumulative distribution is then calculated

and interpolated to obtain the 95 percent AV. The number of synchroni-

zation periods, n, is taken as one.

7.3.3 Results and Conclusions

Table 7-II presents the twelve runs made. It gives the run number,

the number of extra complete 185 km coasting orbits inserted before the

perigee update, the strapdow-n system used, and whether or not prelaunch

calibration, perigee attitude update, apogee attitude update and time up-

date were performed.

Table 7-ILIA presents the results of these runs. One sigma position,

velocity, and orientation errors at injection into synchronous orbit are

presented in TRIN (radial, tangential, normal) coordinates along with the

AV required for 95 percent probability of successful synchronization. The

same results are presented in ECI (earth centered inertial)( coordinates)

in Table 7-111B.

For each component of position, velocity, and orientation the error

sources are scanned to determine which one makes the largest contri-

bution. The number of this error source is entered in Table 7-IV. The

amount of the contribution is then normalized and substituted into an

Equation (7-46) with the other ¢i taken as zero. The results for all six

components of position and velocity are compared, and the number of the

error source in the column corresponding to the component giving the

largest ZiV is underlined. Thus, the error sources given in Table 7-1V,

especially the underlined ones, are those most in need of improvement,

if the performance of a particular run is considered inadequate. See

Table 7-I for an identification of the error sources by number. The con-

tributions of the individual error sources to position, velocity, and

orientation errors are shown in Tables 7-V through 7-VIII for the most

interesting cases; that is for the even numbered cases which exhibit

significantly smaller AV requirements. Error sources contributing

less than 0.15 m/sec to the velocity errors were dropped out of the table.

ol

1
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Table 7-II. Synchronous Mission Runs

Run

Numb er

i

Z

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Coast
Orbits

0

0

0

0

0

0

8

8

8

8

8

8

System
Numb e r

Prelaunch Time Attitude Update

166

166

166

/ /

loo

Calib ration

No

No

Yes

Yes

Update
Perigee

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

%Ti_O

No

No

266

266

166

166

166

166

266

266

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

INo

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Apogee

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Table 7-ILIA. Error Analysis Results for the Synchronous Mission

Position (km) Velocity (m/sec)

Orientation

(arc sec)

Run

No. R T N R T N Yaw Roll P_tch

I 56.5 41.8 35.7 Z6.7 ll.Z Z3.4 2900 3110 3670

2 56.7 41.8 35.7 7.4 1.9 1.9 176 505 308

3 49.7 Z0.8 19.8 Z6.4 11.0 Z3.6 2930 3090 3670

4 50.0 Z0.8 19.9 6. Z 1.8 1.6 176 490 307

5 30. Z Z0.3 14.0 13.0 5.Z 11.1 1380 1500 1760

6 30.3 Z0.3 14.1 5. Z 1.1 1.Z 136 48Z 285

7 513 793 430 83.5 14.5 8.1 176 505 308

8 59.1 128 73.8 9.9 Z.0 Z.I 176 505 308

9 354 534 zg0 56.7 10. Z 5.8 176 490 307

I0 5Z.8 IZZ 68 9.1 1.9 Z. 1 176 490 307

II Z59 408 ZZ2 4Z.7 7.4 4.4 136 48Z 285

12 33.Z 121 66 8.0 1.3 1.8 136 48Z 285

95% Av
(m/sec)

73

13

75

9

35

8

163

ZZ

109

19

83

19
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Table 7-111B. Error Analysis Results for the Synchronous Mission
(ECI Coordinates)

Run

No.

I 60. i 36.0 35.4

Z 60.4 36.0 35.7

3 51.2 18.4 19.8

4 51.5 18.4 19.9

5 3Z.3 16.8 14. I

6 3Z. 3 16.8 14.1

7 634 701 430

8 71.3 121 73.8

9 436 472 289

10 64.0 117 68.0

II 314 357 218

IZ 46.3 116 65.9

Orientation

(arc see)Position (kin) Velocity (m/sec)
95% AV

X Y Z X Y Z X Y Z (m/sec)

Z6.3 Ii.6 Z3.3

7.5 1.3 1.9

Z6.1 11.6 27.5

6.3 1.3 1.6

12.7 5.5 11.0

5.Z 0.9 1.2

84.8 1.6 8.1

10.0 1.5 2. 1

57.6 1.6 5.8

9.1 1.5 Z. 1

42.4 1.3 4.3

8.0 1.3 1.8

2900 3100 3670

187 501 308

Z920 3090 3670

186 487 307

1380 1490 1760

148 479 Z85

187 501 308

187 501 308

186 487 307

186 487 307

148 479 285

148 479 Z85

73

13

75

9

35

8

163

ZZ

109

19

83

19

ol

I

I

1

i

I

TableT-IV. Identification of Largest Error Contributors
For Each Run

Run Po s ition

Numb e r R T N R

I 241 73 263 230

2 241 73 263 73

3 241 9 263 230

4 241 9 263 10

5 241 9 9 230

6 24i 9 9 I0

7 73 73 73 73
1

8 241 31 31 31

9 241 241 241 241

I0 241 3t 31 31

|| 241 9 9 9

12 241 31 31 31

Velocity
T N

252 252 252

241 20 252

252 252 252

241 20 252

252 252 252

241 20 20

73 73 252

241 20 252

241 241 252

241 20 25Z

9 9 20

241 20 Z0

0 rientation

Yaw Roll
i,

Pitch I
241230

10

230

10

230

10

10

t0

10

10

10

10

10

241

10

24t

10

10

10

10

t0

10

10
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Table 7-V. Summary of Position, Velocity, and Orientation Errors--

Synchronous Orbit Injection Runs Z and 4

Error

Source

9

10

20

30

40

62

73 t
+÷

73EI

230

241

252

z63t

z63tt

268

294

Position (kin)
R T

-19. I 15. Z

0. I 0

0 0

0 0

5.4 -7.0

-i.I 1.0

27. I -34.8

10.3 -13.2

-1. 1 -1.5

42.8 -2. i

O.4 3.9

-2.7 -11.6

-1.6 -6.7

8.3 -4.1

-13.3 8.3

Run 2 _ Run 4

N

8.2

0

0

0

,-3.8

0.5

-18.8

-7.2

4.6

-I.I

-8.3

26.3

15.2

-Z. 3

4.5

Velocity
R

-Z.4 0.6

3.8 -0. i

0 -0.5

-O.6 0

0.8 -0. I

-0. Z 0

4.2 -0.6

1.6 i-0.Z

0.7 -0.2

3.4 -1.4

0.1 0.5

-0.3 -0.4

-0. Z -0. Z

1.0 -0.3

-1.6 0.4

,(_m! sec)
lq

0.3

0

-I.0

0

-0. I

0

-0.4

-0.2

0.4

-0.8

0.9

0.9

0.5

-0.2

0.2

Orientation

_/aw

0

14

120

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

-128

2

[

_)

0

arc sec)
Roll Pitch

0 0

475 257

-3 -2

57 -106

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

113 47

47 -tt3

2 i

107 -48

62 -28

-2 -3

0 0

Table 7-VI. Summary of Error Analysis Results

Synchronous Orbit Injection Run 6

Error

Source

9

10

20

30

40

73

230

241

25Z

263

294

R

-19

0

T
Position (kin) Velocity (m/sec) Orientation

R T N

.1 15.2

.1 0

0 0

0 0

.6 -4.6

.7 -ii.i

-0.7

-I.0

1.9

-3.0

3.8

-0.5

Z0.6

0.2

-0.7

-6.1

N Yaw

8.2 -2.4 0.6 0.3 0

0 3.8 -0. 1 0 14

0 0 -0.5 -1.0 120

0 -O. 6 0 0 0

-2.5 0.6 -0. 1 -0.1 0

-6.0 1.3 -0. Z -0.2 0

2.2 0.3 -0. I -0. Z I

-0.5 1.6 -0.7 -0.4 0

-4.0 0 0.2 0.4 -62

6.7 -0. I -0.2 -0.2 I

2.0 -0.7 0. Z 0. I 0

arc sec)
Roll Pitch

0 0

475 257

-3 -2

57 -106

0 0

0 0

54 23

23 -54

1 0

27 -12

0 0
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Table 7-VII. Summary of Error Analysis Results--
Synchronous Orbit Injection Runs 8 and i0

Error Position (km) Velocity (m/sec)
Source R T N R T N

9 -19.2 18.3 9.9 -2.6 0.6 0.3
10 O. I 0 0 3.8 -O.1 0

II -3.7 2. 1 1.9 -0.5 -0.6 1.4

20 0 0 0 0 -0.5 -I. 0

30 0 0 0 -0.6 0 0

3t -12. 1 117.6 63.7 -5.9 0.3 0.2

39 O. 3 4.4 2.4 -0.2 0 0

40 5.4 -7.0 -3.8 0.8 -O.i -0. 1

62 -i. i 1.5 0.8 -0.2 0 0

73_[ 27. I -35. I -19.0 4. 2 -0. 6 -0.4

73]_ 10.3 -13.3 -7.2 1.6 -0.2 -0.2

230 -0.3 -2.0 4. Z 0. 8 -0. i -0. i

241 44.2 -22.0 -11.9 4.3 -[.4 -0.8

252 0. 5 3.9 -8.3 0. I _).5 0.8

268 8.4 -6.5 -3.5 1.0 -0.3 -0. 2

294 -13.3 i0.2 5.5 -1.7 0.4 0. 2

Run 8 _tRuni0

Orientation

Yaw Rcll

0 0

14 475

0 0

120 -3

0 57

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

2 t13

0 47

-128 2

0 -2

0 0

(arc sec
Pitch

0

257

0

-2

-106

i o
t

I 0
1
i o

0

0

0

47

-ll3

-3

0

'rhe following conclusions were reached for the synchronous orbit mission:

• Prelaunch calibration is desirable

• Apogee attitude update is necessary for all missions

• Perigee attitude update and time update are necessary

for missions with a long 185 km coast period

The performance of the TG-166 system for long coasts
and of the more accurate TG-266 system for both short

and long coasts is limited by the horizon tracker errors

• Time update errors of the magnitude used are not
significant compared to other error sources

A full position and velocity update would not provide

significant improvement unless the attitude update
errors were reduced.
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Table 7-VIII.

Error

Source

9

l0

li

20

R T

-19. Z 18.

0.1

-3.7 Z.

0

0

-lZ. I 117.

0.3 4.

3.6 -4.

8.7 -ll.

-0.2 -1.

Zi.3 -i0.

O.Z i.

-6.1 4.

30

3i

39

4O

73

230

24i

Z5Z

294

Position (kin) Velocity.
N

Summary of Error Analysis Results
Synchronous Orbit Injection Run lZ

Orientation (

9.9

0

1.9

0

0

63.7

Z.4

-7..5

-6. i

2.0

-5.7

-4.0

2.5

R T

-Z. 6 0.

3.8 -0.

-0.5 -0.

0 -0.

-0.6

-5.9 0.

-0. Z

0.5 -0.

1.3 -0.

0.4

z.i -0.

0 o.

-0.8 o.

(m/see)

6 0.3

I 0

6 1.4

5 -1.0

0 0

3 0.2

0 0

i -0. I

2 -0.2

0 0.1

7 -0.4

3 0.4

2 0.1

3

0

I

0

0

6

4

7

2

0

6

9

7

Yaw

0

14

0

iZO

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

-62

0

arc sec)
Roll Pitch

0 0

475 257

0 0

-3 -2

57 -i06

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

54 23

23 -54

i 0

0 0

7.4 ERROR ANALYSIS FOR TRANSLUNAR ORBIT INJECTION

The lunar mission is analyzed from liftoffto injection into the earth-

moon transfer orbit. The performance of the TG-166 and TG-Z66 system

is compared with that of a Centaur gimbaled inertial guidance system.

The AV required for a 95 percent probability of successfully performing

the midcourse correction is taken as a figure of merit.

7.4.1 Error Models

The error models for the TG-166 and TG-Z66 systems are presented

in Table 7-I. Table 7-1X presents the error model for the Centaur

AC-10 gimbaled IMU as obtained from Ref 7-Z. Figure 7-I shows the

Centaur gyro and accelerometer orientation at launch.

7.4. Z Method of Analysis

The error analysis program was used to calculate both the errors

at injection into translunar orbit and the delta velocity required for the

rnidcour se correction.
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Table 7-IX. Error Model for the Centaur IMU

Error

Source Value

1 3

2, 3 15.3

7 18.6

8, 9 Ii.I

40, 5 I, 6Z 42

41 24

52 Z6

63 29

73, 77, 81 51

76 I0.3

79 lO. 3

80 II.3

88, 94, lO0 9.4

L

90, 96, 102 I 9

91, 97, 103 13

92, 98, 1041 12

i
]

93, 99, 105 8

'230

241

25Z

263

266

269

264

267

270

275,281,287

0. 084

O. 094

0.093

O. 106

i
i 0.114

i O. 101

i 0.173

0. 177

0. 1900.009

Units

m

m

sec

8ec

Type

Initial

Initial

Initial

Initial

_g

_g

_g

_g

_g/g

sec

sec

sec

_g/g2

_g/gZ

_g/g2

_g/g2

_g/g2

deg/hr

deg/hr

deg/hr

deg/hr/g

deg/hr/g

deg/hr/g

deg/hr/g

deg/hr/g

deg/hr/g

deg/hr/g 2

Accelerometer

Accelerometer

Accelerometer

Accelerometer

Accelerometer

Accelerometer

Accelerometer

Accelerometer

Accelerometer

Accelerometer

Accelerometer

Accelerometer

Accelerometer

Gyro

Gyro

Gyro

Gyro

Gyro

Gyro

Gyro

Gyro

Gyro

Gyro

For Centaur IMU {from Ref

D e s c ription

7-Z)

Vertical position

East, north position

Azimuth error

Level errors

Bias

u accelerometer in-flight bias

v accelerometer in-flight bias

w accelerometer in-flight bias

Scale factor

v accelerometer input axis rota-

tion toward u axis

w accelerometer input axis rota-

tion toward u axis

w accelerometer input axis rota-
tion toward v axis

Scale factor g proportional

nonlinearity

2
Output axis g sensitivity

Input-pendulous g product

sensitivity

Input-output g product

sensivitity

Pendulous-output g product

sensitivity

u gyro bias drift

w gyro bias drift

v gyro bias drift

u gyro input g sensitive drift

w gyro input g sensitive drift

v gyro input g sensitive drift

u gyro spin g sensitive drift

w gyro spin g sensitive drift

v gyro spin g sensitive drift

Input-spin g product drift
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Figure 7-I. Centaur Sensor Orientation

7.4.3 Results and Conclusions

Table 7-X identifies the four runs made. It gives the inertial sub-

system error model used and whether or not prelaunch calibration is

performed. Table 7-Xl summarizes the one-sigma position, velocity and

the orientation errors at injection into earth-moon transfer orbit, and the

_V required for 95 percent probability of successfully performing the

midcourse correction. The errors are presented in RTN (radial, tangential,

normal) coordinates. The AV requirement is given for the two cases of

variable time of arrival guidance and fixed time of arrival guidance.

i Table 7-X. Lunar Orbit Injection Error

Analysis Runs

[Run [ Guidance I Prelaunch [

JNumber [ S)rstem [Calibration[

For each component of position, veIocity, and orientation, and for

the two cases of _V, the error sources are scanned to determine which

one makes the largest contribution. The number of this error source is

entered in Table 7-XII. See Tables 7-I and 7-IX for an identification of
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Table 7-XIA. Error Analysis Results for the Lunar Mission

(RTN Coordinate s)

Position (kin)Pre -

Run System launch
No. No. Cal. R T N

I TG-166 No 1.8 3.5 5.6

2 TG-166 Yes 1.4 3.4 3.3

3 TG-266 No 0.8 I. 9 I. 8

4 A/C-10 No 1.5 3.4 1.5

Table 7-XIB.

Run l

No. J

i

I

Z

3

4

Velocity (m/sec)

R T N

7.52.9 9.0

7.22.8 4.8

3.6 1.4 2.8

5.0 Z.4 2.4

Orientation

(arc sec)

Yaw Roll Pitch

568 233 304

291 233 304

175 I14 147

161 152 150

95% AV (m/sec)

Variable Fixed

Time Time

50 62

49 60

25 31

37 48

Error Analysis Results for the Lunar Mission

(ECI Coordinates)

Pre-

System launch
No. Cal.

TG- 166 No

TG- 166 Yes

TG-266 No

A/C-10 No

i

Position(km)

XI Y Z

i .......

2.713.9 5.0

Z.113. Z 3.0

1.21.8 1.7

2.0 2.9 1.8

l Orientation
Velocity (m/sec (arc sec)

TX Y Z X Y1 Z

8.1 4.8 7.7 5501 Z531 319

r

7.5 3.0 4.1 i 299 2491 283

3.8 1.7 2.3 I 172 123 I 143

5.2 2. 1 2.1 [ 160 152 I 152 !

1

ol

I

I

I

I

I

1

the error sources by number. The error contribution of the individual

error sources to position, velocity and delta velocity errors for the runs

are shown in Tables 7-XLII through 7-XV. Error sources contributing less

than 0.3 m/sec to the velocity errors were dropped out of the tables.

The following conclusions were reached for the translunar orbit

injection mission:

• Prelaunch calibration is desirable

• The most significant error sources are pitch gyro bias

and roll gyro mass unbalance for the strapdown sys-

tems and v-gyro mass unbalance for the gimbaled

system

• All resulting errors are well within the requirements

summarized in Paragraph 2.5.2.
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Table 7-XII. Most Significant Error Sources t

Position

Run System Prelaunch (km)

Number Number Calibration [ [

R T I N

1 166 No 241 241 263

Z 166 Yes Z41 241 263

3 266 No 24] 241 263

4 ACI0 No 62 270 241

%See Table 7-I for Identification of Error Sources

Velocity

(m/sec)

i i t

RITIN
2411 241 263

2411 241 263

241 241 263

252 270 230

Orientation

(arcsec)

I I
Yaw

263

263

263

230

95 Percent AV

(m/sec)

Roll

252

252

252

241

Pitch

241

241

241

252

......b'cI ......
Time Time

241 241

241 241

241 241

270 270

Table 7-XIII. Error Analysis Results- Lunar Injection
Runs i and Z

Position (kin) Velocity (m/sec)
Error

_ource R T N R T N

7 0 0 -0.6 0 0 -0. 1

8 0 -0.3 0.2 0.3 -0.2 -0.3

9 0.1 -1.0 -0.1 0.9 -0.5 0.1

40 O. 3 -0. i 0 O. 5 -0. 1 0

51 0 0 -0.2 0 0 -0.2

62 -0. 1 0 0 -0. 1 0. 1 0

73 t -1.2 -0.9 0 2.1 -0.7 0

73 tt 0.5 -0.3 0 0.8 -0.3 0

230 0 0 -1.0 -0.1 0 -2.8

241 -1.3 3.0 0 -6.9 2.7 0

252 0 0. 1 1.7 -0. t 0 2. t

263 t -0.2 0.3 -5.2 -0.5 0.2 -8.4

263 tt -0. I 0. Z -3.0 -0.3 0.2 -4.8

267 0 -0. i 0 0. 1 0 0

268 -0.2 0.5 0 -0.8 0.4 0

271 0 0 O. 3 0 0 0

291 0 0 0.3 0 0 0.3

294 0.2 -0.9 0 1.3 -0.6 0

295 0 0 0 0 0 0

297 0 0 -0. 3 0 0 0

t Run 1

tTRun 2

Delta Velocity (m/sec)

Variable Time Fixed T_e

0.8 0.2 0.8 1.3 -0.2 0.5

0.7 0.2 0.7 1.3 -0.3 0.3

3.6 1.0 3.5 6.1 -I.2 1.5

-0.3 0 -0.4 -0.6 0.3 -0.2

0.1 0 0.Z 0.2 0 0.1

-0.2 -0. I -0.2 -0.3 0 -0. I

1.3 0.7 1.0 0.2 0 0.5

0.5 0.2 0.4 0.8 0 0.2

0.4 0. Z 0.7 0.6 -0.3 0.5

-15.3 -5.3 -13.8 -25.6 3.7 -5.8

-2.0 -0.4 -2.1 -3.0 0.6 -1.3

3.5 0.2 4.4 5.3 -1.4 3.1

2.0 0.1 2.6 3.0 -0.8 i.8

0.2 0.1 0.2 0.3 -0.1 0.1

-2.2 -0.7 -2.1 -3.7 0.6 -0.9

-0.4 -0.1 -0.4 -0.6 0.1 -0.2

-0.2 0 -0.3 -0.4 0.1 -0.2

3.4 1.1 3.2 5.7 -I.0 1.4

0.1 0 0 0.1 0 0

0.5 0.1 0.5 0.8 0.1 0.3
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Error

Source

7

8

9

40

51

62

73

23O

241

Z52

263

267

g91

294

295

Z97

Table 7-XIV. Error Analysis Results- Lunar Injection
Run 3

Position (kin)

R T N

<

0 0 -0.6

0 -0.3 0.Z

O. 1 -1.0 -0.1

0.2 -0.1 0

0 0 -0.1

-0.1 0 0

0.4 -0.3 0

0 0 -0.5

-0.6 1.5 0

0 0 0.8

0 0. i 1.3

0 0 0

0 0 0.3

0.1 -0.4 0

0 0 0

0 0 -0.3

Velocity (m/sec)

R T N

0 0 -0.1

-0.3 -0.2 -0.3

0.9 -0.5 0.1

0.4 0 0

0 0 -0.2

-0.1 0.1 0

0.7 -0.2 0

0 0 -1.3

-3.3 1.3 0

-0. I 0 1.0

-0.1 0.1 -2.1

0 0 0

0 0 0

0.6 -0.3 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

Delta Velocity (m/sec)

Variable Time

0.8 0.2 0.8

0.7 0.2 0.7

3.6 1.0 3.5 1

-0.2 0 -0.3

0.1 0 0.1

-0.1 -0.1 -0.1

0.4 0.2 0.3

0.2 -0.1 0.3

-7.01-2.6 -6.6

-0.9 -0.2 -1.0

0.9 0 1.1

0.1 0 0.1

-0.Z 0 -0.3

1.6 0.5 1.5

0.1 0 0

0.5 0.1 0.5

Fixed Time

-----r---

6.1

-0.4

0.1

-0.2

0.7

0.3

-iZ. 3

-1.5

1.3

0. I

-0.4

Z.I

0. I

0.8

-0.2

-0.3

-1.2

0.2

0

0

0

-0.2

1.8

0.3

-0.4

0

0.1

-0.5

0

-0. 1

0.5

0.3

1.5

-0. i

0. I

0

0.2

0.2

-Z.8

-0.6

0.8

0

-0.2

-0.6

0

0.3

el

I

I

I

I

I
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Table 7-XV. Error Analysis Results -- Lunar Injection
Run 4

Source

7

8

9

4

51

52

62

63

77

80

81

94

96

98

i00

lOZ

104

230

g41

Z5Z

263

264

266

Z69

Z70

Position (krn)

t T i_

0 0 -0.6

0 -0.2 0.1

0.1 -0.5 0

0 0 0.3

0 0 0.2

O.Z -0.6 0

0.1 -0.4 0

0.7 -0.7 0

0.4 -0.2 0

0.2 -0.3 0

0.3 -0.7 0

0.6 -0.2 0

0.1 -0.1 0

0.1 -0.2 0

0.1 -O.i 0

0.2 -0.1 0

0.1 -0.1 0

0.1 -0. I 0

0 0.1 -0.2

0 0 -0.9

-0.7 1.5 0

0 0. i -0.1

0 0 0

0 0 -0.9

0 0 0

-0.7 2.6 0

Velocity (m/sec)

R

0

O.Z

0.5

0.[

)

0.5

0.3

1.6

0.9

0.4

0.8

1.0

0.1

0.3

0.2

0.3

0.3

0.2

0.1

0

1-34.0

-0.1

0

0

0.1

2.6

F

3

-0.1

-0.3

)

)

-0.6

-0.4

-0.6

-0.2

0.1

-0.5

-0.4

-0.Z

-0.2

-0. i

-0.2

-0. i

-0.1

0.1

0

i.3

0.1

0

0

0

i.5

N

-0.1

I
-0.2 '_

0.1

0._

0._

i o

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-1.9

-0.5

O.i

-1.3

0.1

-O.i

0

0

Delta Velocity (m/sec)

Variable Time

0.8 0.Z 0.8

0.4 0. 1 0.4

2.0 0.6 1.9

-0. '. 0 -0. -_

-0.'. 0 -0. -_

3.1 0.9 3.1

2.0 0.5 1.9

2. i 0.8 I.B

0.4 ( .2 0.2

0.2 0.1 0.2

2.3 0.7 2.3

0.7 0.4 0.5

0.7 0.2 0.7

0.7 0.2 0.7

0.3 0.1 0.3

0.3 0.1 0.2

0.5 0.2 0.4

0.1 0.1
0.2

-0.8 -0.4 -0.5

i.i 0.3 1.2

-7.6 -2.6 _ -6.8

-0.7 -0.3 -0.6

0 0 0

1.2 0.3 1.2

O.Z O. 0.2

-8.8 -2. - -8.6

Fixed Time

1.2 -0.2

0.7 -0.2

3.4 -0.6

-0.2 ).1

-0.4 (.1

5.4 -i.I

3.2 -0.7

3._ -0.3

0.5 0.1

0.3 0

4.0 -0.8

I.I 0

1.2 -0.2

1.2 -0.2

0.5 -0.1

0.4 0

0.8 -0.1

0.2 0

-1.Z 0

1.7 -0.2

--1Z.7 i.9

-1.2 0

0 0

1.9 -0.2

0.3 -0. i

--15.0 2.9

0.5

0.2

0.9

-0.2

-0.2

1.4

0.9

0.8

0. i

0. i

1.0

0.2

1.0

0.3

0. i

0. i

0.2

0. i

-0.2

0.7

-2.9

-0.2

0

0.7

O.l

-3.8
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8. PERFORMANCE ANALYSES FOR THE MIDCOURSE PHASE

8. 1 INTRODUCTION

Midcourse trajectory corrections generally are required to meet

the terminal accuracy requirements of lunar and interplanetary missions.

This is due to the fact that for many missions the injection errors, pro-

pagated to the target planet or to the moon, exceed the desired errors at

encounter. The injection errors depend somewhat on the launch vehicle

characteristics, but primarily on the accuracy of the booster guidance

system. The state-of-the-art of boost phase guidance is quite advanced;

1.. .............. t^-- 4-1..^ 1-.^^4- _,,_._1,'I_.1^ _,,._,-I,_^ _,_4-^_ +'I.,,-_ _^_,_ -_,I-
I£1JWI_VI_.I. , l_Wl_.l..l.J.%2.1, l.JL.l.q_ IJ_l_ GI*Vc_..I.._C_I_JI.I_ i_I.._.I.%._.I_I.J._.%..%_ _,_ _I*%._*_..I._9 _.I.L%.. %...I.a. %.n.l.b._ _I*

injection are considerably in excess of those desired for most targeted

interplanetary or lunar missions.

The capabililities of ground-based radio tracking and orbit determina-

tion techniques (see Section 6) have advanced to the point where midcourse

trajectory corrections can be made with sufficient accuracy to meet the

mission terminal objectives with a reasonably small expenditure of space-

c raft propellants.

The midcourse correction problem is analyzed in this section pri-

t
marily for the Jupiter mission. The analysis applies either to a flyby

mission or to a solar probe with a Jupiter swingby. A fully attitude-

stabilized spacecraft with suitable propulsion for making the necessary

maneuvers is assumed. The analysis calls heavily on the results contained

in Ref 8-I, 8-2, and 8-3.

The guidance concept (see also Subsections Z. 4, 2. 5 and 2..6) is

similar to that employed in Ranger, Mariner, Surveyor, Lunar Orbiter,

and other missions:

I) Use of the DSIF (S-band) tracking systems and ground

computational facilities is assumed for orbit determina-

tion from injection through encounter with the target

planet (see Section 6).

TAnalysis of the Lunar mission or Mars mission is similar and will

not be presented here.
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z) Based on this determination of the spacecraft position

and velocity, corrective maneuvers are computed and

transmitted to the spacecraft onboard guidance equipment
for execution.

The midcourse maneuver is defined by the impulsive velocity correction,

_V, necessary to correct the target errors and (optionally) the time of

flight.

There are many tradeoffs associated with:

Single versus multiple midcourse maneuvers and the

points at which the corrections are applied

2) Allowable spacecraft AV capability (this ultimately becomes

a tradeoff with payload weight)

3) Ranges of possible injection guidance errors (these

depend on the booster guidance system and on the launch

through injection trajectory)

4) Tracking system accuracies attainable (these are a func-

tion of the trajectory geometry, tracking radar capabilities

and utilization, and ground data reduction capabilities)

5) Midcourse maneuver execution errors (these depend on the

sophistication of the onboard optical/inertial system (see

Paragraph 8.4.4).

Analysis of these tradeoffs is beyond the scope of this study.

8. 2 MIDCOURSE GUIDANCE TECHNIQUES

Midcourse guidance is performed by pointing the spacecraft

thrust in a direction so that a single velocity increment removes the target

errors. This technique, "arbitrary pointing," was used with Ranger,

Mariner, and Surveyor, and allows a single correction to remove all

target errors or to remove two components of miss at the target (critical

plane correction) and not correct time-of-flight errors.

Target errors are conveniently specified in terms of the components

of the impact parameter vector _ in the R-T plane and the time of flight

tf. See Figure 8-I.
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I I _ PERIAPSIS

g=T PLANE

Figure 8-i. Encounter Geometry

For a given interplanetary trajectory, the choice of the impact

parameter vector "B specifies in which direction from the planet and at what

distance the approach asymtote lies. "]3 is commonly expressed in compo-

nents _]_ • R and ]_ • "I _, where _, _, and'_ are a right-hand set of mutually

orthogonal unit vectors aligned as follows: _ is parallel to the planeto=

centric approach asymptote, T is parallel to the plane of the ecliptic and

positive eastward, and R completes the set and has a positive southerly

component. The magnitude of B determines the distance of closest

approach to the planet and the angle

m

-1 B. R
0 = tan

B. T

specifies the orientation of the planet centered orbit plane as a rotation

about the "S axis. These definitions are illustrated in Figure 8= i. The

velocity injection errors aV I

matrix _I

are statistically represented by a covariance

ZI=E

where E indicates expected value.

[ vi
It is assumed for this study that each

component of AV I is normally distributed and that errors in position at

injection have negligible effec.t on the miss at the target,
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Because the injection errors are linearly related to the components

of miss at the target"J_ • "T and _ • R', the uncorrected target miss is

statistically represented as

23T = CI2_ICT

where C is the matrix of partial derivatives of the target coordinates with

respect to the components of velocity:

C ._

a(_. T) a(]_. T) a(_. T)
ax a_ a_

8e a? a_

and the subscript I refers to the time of injection. Thus, 2] T is the

covariance matrix of the two dimensional normal distribution for the two

components of miss at the target. 2] T is a symmetrical matrix of the form

ol

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Then

[: :]2_.Tl _ 1
ab - x 2

and the two dimensional probability density function is

p[C_.'r_,It. _)]- 1

2_(ab - x2) 1/2

1exp - 2(ab-x 2)
[bO_"T)Z _ Zx(_. Y)(_. _)+ a(_. _)z]}
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Contours of constant probability p are ellipses in the B • T, B • _ plane

and are described by

b(_ T) 2 2x(]_ T)(_- I_)+ a(]_ i_)2.... = constant

The square roots of the eigenvalues of the matrix S T are the size of the

semimajor and semiminor axes of the ellipse which contains a certain

probability. The numerical value of the probability is dependent upon

the relative sizes of the eigenvaiues. Standard tables (Ref 8-4) have

been prepared indicating the factor by which the square roots of the eigen-

values must be multiplied so that the resulting ellipse contains a certain

percentage of possible situations.

8.3 MIDCOURSE CORRECTION AV REQUIREMENTS FOR THE

JUPITER MISSION

8.3. i Injection Errors

The launch vehicle configuration assumed for study of the Jupiter

mission is the Atlas/Centaur/HEUS configuration (see Paragraph 2.2.6).

The permissible injection errors are based on the performance require-

ments established in Subsection 2.6 for this mission, and represent a

reasonable upper bound of the errors attainable with the present Centaur

guidance system. _ See Table 8-I.

The trajectory used represents a sample from the Jupiter 1972 launch

opportunity, and is representative of midcourse guidance analysis. Detailed

trajectory characteristics are as follows:

Launch date

Flight time

Trajectory type

Injection energy

Heliocentric transfer angle

Additional trajectory

March 14, 1972

742 days

I

86. 244389 (km/sec) 2

156. 62839 deg

data are j_iven in Paragraph 2.6. I.

TSection 7 of this report presents the injection errors for the TG-166 and

TG-266 strapdown inertial guidance systems for two of the four missions

studied. Although not computed specifically for the Jupiter mission, the
injection errors for the TG-266 system are expected to meet the require-
ments established in Table 8-I.
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Table 8-I. Allowable Injection Guidance Errors for Jupiter Mission

Parameter Specification (Io')

Uncertainty in injection

velocity magnitude

Uncertainty in velocity

perpendicular to the

velocity vector

9.5 m/sec

34.7m/sec

For the trajectory described above,

errors specified in Table 8-I,

541.87

NI = / -446.00

L-315. 18

-446.00

902.13

-212.90

and consistent with the injection

-315. 18]-212. 920
1052.

(m/sec) z

el

I

I

I

I

I

in the geocentric equatorial coordinate system.

The numerical value of 2_T is

ZT [90.811076 i0.241762] x 1010km 2
I0.241762 15.16|822J

The square roots of the eigenvalues of this matrix multiplied by an

appropriate factor (Ref 8-4) indicate the size of the 99 percent probability

miss ellipse at the target. The 99 percent semimajor and minor axes are

2,208, 138 and 854,404 kin, respectively. This miss ellipse is illustrated

in Figure 8-2.

Note that these uncorrected injection errors propagated to the planet

are extremely large. For comparison, the diameter of Jupiter is approxi-

mately 1.4 x 105 km.
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NOTE:

2,208,138 KM = SEMI-MAJOR AXIS
99% PROBABILITY ELLIPSE

854,404 KM = SEMI-MINOR AX S 99%
PROBABILITY ELLIPSE

I

-4

!

x 105 (KM)

Figure 8-2. 9 P Percent Probabi:

8.3.2 city Re _uire:_c nts to Remove Ta:

elocity require _ents to remove t

ot fl._ dations and the requirements to 1

presented in Figure 8-3. the numbers repr

I ing, i.e., lh e velocity reqt ired to remove 99

errors, he least velocit '_ requirement for

85 m/sec and occurs 20 days after injection.

for control of miss only is 43 m/sec and occ

i In order to perform a correction early, for i

tion, between 82 and 87 m/sec are required.

The numbers were computed from

' _ = C_ r C T

I where C is evaluated at the time of the midcourse correction,

J plane correction t0 days past injection.

1
!

99 Percent Probability Miss Ellipse

Velocity Requirements to Remove Target Errors

The velocity requirements to remove target errors, including time

of flight deviations and the requirements to remove miss-only errors, are

The numbers represent 99 percent velocity load-

i.e., the velocity required to remove 99 percent of all possible injection

The least velocity requirement for control of all target errors is

The least velocity requirement

for control of miss only is 43 m/sec and occurs 300 days after injection.

In order to perform a correction early, for example at 10 days after injec-

for a critical
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8.4

Figure 8-3. Midcourse Correction Requirement,
99 Percent Velocity Loading

POST MIDCOUKSE TP_AJECTORY ACCURACY ANALYSIS

Estimates for the uncertainty of control of the interplanetary

trajectory subsequent to the midcourse correction maneuver are pre-

sented in the following paragraphs. The contributions to this uncertainty

are the error in execution of the midcourse trajectory correction, the

uncertainty in tracking the spacecraft from injection to midcourse correc-

tion, ephemeris and astronomical unit errors, and certain identifiable but

unpredictable trajectory perturbations acting after the midcourse correc-

tion. The midcourse guidance technique, described in Subsection 8.7,

is assumed for this analysis. It consists of a single midcourse correction

about I0 days after launch, with the thrust vector directed essentially

parallel to the critical plane so as to reduce B • T and B. i_ errors.

The rms and percentage contributions to the target coordinates B.T

and B- R are listed in Table 8-I/. The development of each error source

is presented in the following sections. The percentage contribution of the

total deviation in B • T and B • i_ is computed by assuming that the mean

square error contributions are additive.

el

I

i

i

i

I
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The midcourse execution errors are calculated for a Mariner-type

midcourse guidance system (Configuration la described in Paragraph

2.4.1.3) and represent the largest error contribution, as might be

expected.

More accurate control of the trajectory, if required, could be

obtained by improving the precision of the midcourse maneuver either by

using a full strapdown guidance system or by increasing the number of

maneuvers. Of the remaining errors, the greatest is the pre-midcourse

tracking uncertainty which causes the estimated position of the spacecraft

to be in error. This error is based on present state-of-the-art tracking

accuracies attainable by the DSIF (see Section 6). Presumably by 1972,

greater accuracy can be attained. Likewise ephemeris errors and uncer-

tainty in the AU are based on present state-of-the-art and by 1972 will be

appreciably reduced.

8.4. 1 Tracking Errors

This paragraph describes the results of an analysis of pre-midcourse

tracking performed to calculate the state vector uncertainties due to radar

tracking. The dispersion ellipse at Jupiter was computed from these

state vector uncertainties.

Range-rate observations at the rate of one every I0 rain for a

period of I0 days from a single ground radar constituted the tracking con-

figuration assumed. The radar was located on the equator at the

Greenwich meridian and was assumed capable of observing the spacecraft

continuously. The a priori standard deviation assigned to the range-rate

observations was 10 -2 m/sec. Although this may depart from the design

values of the mission, linear scaling applies to the resultant uncertainties.

For example, if the a priori standard deviation is halved, the state vector

uncertainties are halved at any given time.

The covariance matrix given in Subsection 8.3 was propagated from

injection to the B. T, B. R target coordinate system. This matrix is

4.228 -0"45211 x 106(km)
-0. 4521 O. 3905
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I

I

I

I

I

The square roots of the eigenvalues of this matrix multiplied by an appro-

priate factor (see Subsection 8. Z) give the semimajor and serniminor axes

of the 99 percent probability dispersion ellipse. The 99 percent semi-

major and minor axes are 5110 and 1450 kin, respectively. The disper-

sion ellipse is plotted in Figure 8-4. For comparison purposes, it is

noted that the radius of ffupiter is approximately 71,400 kin.

-30 I _ SEMI-MINOR .'l_lS 1450 K_

-2O

-10

0 _
v

4O

Figure 8-4.

5O
-50 -40 -30 -20 -I0 0 I0 20 30 40 50

BR (KM)xIO 3

Tracking Uncertainty Ellipse Tracking from Injection

to l0 Days --One Point Every 10 Min

8.4. 2 Midcourse Correction Execution Errors for a Mariner-Type

Simplified Strapdown Inertial Guidance System

Orientation and execution errors introduced by the midcourse cor-

rection subsystem are evaluated in this section for a Mariner-type strap-

down guidance system. This is a simplified inertial configuration with a

3-axis gyro package and one longitudinal axis accelerometer. Cruise

attitude reference is provided in a Sun sensor/Canopus sensor combination.

Reorientation maneuvers are made by open-loop gyro torquing. The cor-

responding errors for a full strapdown configuration are presented in the

following section.

8.4. Z. 1 Thrust Magnitude Errors

The thrust magnitude errors characteristic of a timed motor burn

are analyzed in Appendix H of Ref 8-I. The proportional errors are

a function of burn time and vary between 0.66 and 0.95 percent (i_).
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A value equal to 0.75 percent is selected for this analysis. The resolu-

tion errors, primarily due to the motor ignition and shutdown transients,

are equal to 0.0188 m/sec (I_), if both transient errors are root-sum

squared.

8.4.2.2 Pointing Errors

Pointing errors include contributions from the following sources:

Canopus and Sun sensor resolution, stability and mounting tolerances of

these sensors with respect to the vehicle centerline, attitude errors due

to open-loop gyro torquing through the required reorientation angles,

thrust misalignment errors, and vehicle attitude control errors during the

thrusting period. It is beyond the scope of this report to analyze these

error sources in detail for the Mariner-type system. However, a reason-

able value for the composite pointing error for this type of system is

2/3 deg (I_). This value is used in the subsequent analysis.

8.4.2.3 Midcourse Correction Covariance Matrix

To accurately compute the effects of the pointing and velocity execu-

tion errors, a Monte Carlo simulation should be employed.

An alternate second moment error analysis can be employed enabling

an estimate of the execution errors to be simply computed. Thus, the

covariance matrix of execution errors _ is (Ref 8-4)
e

Ze = Zs - _ Xv + 2r - 2a Zlv I + P2 IVI2 + _a

where

2
0"

s

2
(r

P

2
0"
r

2
0"
a

v

variance of the proportional velocity error

variance of the pointing error (includes thrust misalign-

ment error)

= variance of the resolution error (nonproportional com-

ponent of velocity magnitude error)

= variance of the vehicle attitude error due to imperfect

vehicle control system performance

= midcourse correction velocity increment
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i
i

I

I

I

]qP

I
I
i

lvl
2:

V

Zlvl
I

= expected value of v squared

= midcourse correction velocity covariance matrix

normalized midcourse correction velocity
covariance matrix

= unit matrix

Because the distribution of the error sources will not generally be

normal, Z e will not represent the covariance of a multidimensional nor-

mal distribution. However, it will be assumed that all error sources are

zero mean normal so that _Ee may be propagated to the target and com-

pared with other error effects which are normal.

The previous paragraphs indicate that reasonable 1-_ error esti-

mates are

0" -----

S

O" ---_

P

0. 0075 (0.75 percent)

0. 0116 tad {2/3 deg)

= 0.0188m/sec
r

For a critical plane midcourse correction at I0 days

I001. 6947 -52. 702607 -98. 524102]

Z = 73. 535761 102. 51410
v

symmetric 143. 56311

Ivlz = T _ = 1218.79357 (m/sec) 2
r v

(mlsec) z

in the geocentric equatorial coordinate system. Therefore for these

value s,

0.085 0.0042

Z = 0.158
e

symmetric

0.0078 ]

-0.008 (m/sec) 2

0.165
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in this same coordinate system. Propagating this to the target coordinate

plane using the matrix C (defined in Subsection 8. Z) gives the post-mid-

course correction target covariance matrix

XTM = CZ e
T

C

II

i

I

!
which is numerically equal to

ZTM
0.7845 0. Z681]

= x 108 km Z

o. z681 1. lZ8

The square roots of the eigenvalues of this matrix multiplied by an appro-

priate factor which is a function of the Patio of the eigenvalues gives the

99 percent semimajor and minor axes of the post-correction miss ellipse.

Selection of the appropriate factor is made assuming that the errors are

multidimensional normal. For nonnormal distributions, the determina-

tion of such a factor is complicated. It is anticipated that this factor does

not differ significantly (more than 10 to 70 percent for other continuous

distributions). The semimajor axis is 24,480 kin, and the semiminor axis

is 17,300 km. The miss ellipse is plotted in Figure 8-5. Although it is

not intended here to control the day of arrival, the time of day of arrival

can be controlled to 3. 6309 hr, 1=, by the single-correction program.

99% SEMI-MAJOR AXIS 17,295 KM
99% SEMI-MINOR AXIS 24,478 KM

-30

°2O

o -I0
x

0

I"
i,k 10

2O

3O
-40 -30 -20

/\ \,

"
-lo o lo 20 30 40

"B:T"(KM) x 103

Critical Plane Correction at 10 Days,
99 Percent Post-Correction Miss Ellipse

Figure 8-5.
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8.4.3 Midcourse Covariance Matrix for a Full 8trapdown Inertial

Guidance System

Midcourse maneuver and execution errors were investigated using

the GEAP II error analysis program (see Section 7) for the TG-166 strap-

down inertial guidance subsystem. A simple relationship was found to

hold between errors and delta velocity. Covariance matrices were calcu-

lated to represent the errors of a range of possible midcourse corrections

with a large and small value of delta velocity and reorientation angle. Six

runs were made using the TG-166 error model and the parameters shown

in Table 8-111.

Table 8-III. Midcourse Correction Delta Velocity

and Reorientation Angles

Run Number _V (m/sec) AO(deg)

1

Z

3

4

5

6

6

6O

6

60

6

60

0

0

90

90

180

180

For all runs, the parameters given in Table 8-IV were used.

Table 8-IV. Parameters Used for Midcourse

Maneuver Error Analysis

Acceleration

Rotation rate

Optical initialization

2
0.5 m/sec

0.5 deg/sec

3 arc rain

Along X axis

About axis midway
between Y and X

axe s

Per axis

The optical initialization was accomplished first, followed by the

rotation and then the burn. The covariance matrices obtained are shown

in Table 8-V. The elements below the diagonal of the covariance matrices
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Table 8-V. Error Covariance Matrices for Midcourse Corrections

Run I

2.87 E-3 0 0 4.60 E-4 0 0

0 1.47 E-2 0 0 2.35 E-3 0

0 0 i. 47 E-2 0 0 2.35 E-3

1 0 0 7.36 E-5 0 0

0 1 0 0 3.76 E-4 0

0 0 1 0 0 3.76 E-4

Run 2

2.87 E-I 0 0 4.60 E-I 0 0

0 i. 47 E-Z 0 0 2.36 E-0 0

0 0 I. 47 E-2 0 0 Z. 36 E-0

1 0 0 7.36 E-3 0 0

0 1 0 0 3.77 E-2 0

0 0 I 0 0 3.77 E-2

2.87 E-3

0

0

1

0

0

2.87 E-I

0

0

1

0

0

2.87 E-3

0

0

1

0

0

2.87 E-I

0

0

1

0

0

Run 3

0 0 4.60 E-4 0 0

1.52 E-2 -5.67 E-5 0 2.43 E-3 -9.21E-3

-0.004 1.52 E-2 0 -9. ZI E-3 2.43 E-3

0 0 7.36 E-5 0 0

1 -0.003 0 3.89 E-4 -1.49 E-6

-0. 003 1 0 -0. 004 3.89 E-4

Run 4

0 0 4.50 E-I 0 0

1.53 E-2 -8.81 E-I 0 2.46 E-0 -1.55 E-2

-0.006 1.53 E-Z 0 -1.55 E-Z 2.46 E-0

0 0 7.36 E-3 0 0

1 -0. 006 0 3.95 E-Z -2.70 E-4

-0. 006 1 0 -0. 007 3.95 E-Z

Run 5

0 0 4.60 E-4 0 0

1.62 E-Z -0.657 E-4 0 2.59 E-3 -1.06 E-4

-0.004 1.62 E-Z 0 -I.06 E-4 2.59 E-3

0 0 7.36 E-5 0 0

1 -0.041 0 4. 14 E-4 -1.71 E-3

-0.041 1 0 -0.041 4. 14 E-4

Run 6

0 0 4.60 E-I 0 0

1.64 E-2 -8.30 E-0 0 2.63 E-0 -1.41 E-I

-0.051 1.64 E-Z 0 -1.41E-I 2.63 E-0

0 0 7.36 E-3 0 0

1 -0.053 0 4.22 E-2 -2.37 E-3

-0.053 I 0 -0.056 4.22 E-2

el

1

I

l

I

1
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have been replaced by the correlations. The first three states are posi-

tion and the last three are velocity.

Tt is apparent from the results _'-" position errors are very nearly

proportional to the square of the delta velocity and that velocity errors

are very nearly directly proportional to the delta velocity, It is also

apparent that the magnitudes of the position errors are insignificant and

only velocity errors need be considered. From Table 8-V, the velocity

error along the thrust direction can be computed to be

-3
_(Av) _ 0.43 x 10 Av

or

(Av) 0. 043 percent
AV =

Also, from Table 8-V, the cross axis velocity errors are

-3
(Av . Av.axis ) _ I0cross

The pointing errors are thus 10 -3 rad, or 0.06 deg.

8.4.4 Comparison of Mariner-Type System with a Full Strapdown System

The results obtained in the last two sections for the equivalent pro-

portionai velocity errors and pointing errors for midcourse maneuver

execution are compared in Table 8-VI. It is evident that at least an order

of magnitude improvement is available by using the more sophisticated

strapdow-n inertial system. Optical sensor accuracies are comparable in

the two systems (3 arc rain inertial accuracy in each axis is assumed for

the latter system).

The significant improvement noted for the full strapdown system

is due primarily to two effects:

reduction in the attitude errors incurred during the

reorientation maneuver by measuring the attitude change

using the strapdown gyros

reduction in the vehicle attitude control errors during

the thrusting period {the strapdown mechanization permits

closed loop steering control based on sensed velocities

during the burn).
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Table 8- VI. Comparison of Midcourse Execution Errors for Two

Types of Inertial Guidance Subsystem Mechanizations

Proportional velocity
error

Pointing error

Resolution error

_V error in perform-

ing a maximum 100
m/sec maneuver

Marine r- Type

Simplified

Strapdown

Guidance System

O. 75 percent (1_)

O. 67 deg (1¢)

(11. 6x 10 -3 rad)

O. 0188 m/sec

0.75 m/sec (1_)

(parallel component)

1.Z m/sec (ltr)

(lateral component)

TG- 166 Full

Strapdown
Guidance System t

O. 043 percent (1_)

O, 06 deg (lo-)

(10 -3 rad)

(Negligible)

0.04 m/sec (I_)

0. 1 m/sec (I_)

FSee Paragraph 3.3. 1.2 for error model.

8.4.5 Extrapolation of Results to Other Mission and
to Orbit Insertion Maneuvers

The errors presented in Table 8-VI for the two types of optical/

inertial systems may be applied directly to the analysis of the midcourse

correction requirements for other missions and to other maneuvers such

as orbit insertion. The resultant mission errors will, of course, be

different than those given above for the Jupiter mission.

The TG-166 performance satisfies all of the midcourse correction

and orbit insertion AV requirements summarized in Paragraph 2.4. Z.2

Table 2-VI. The TG-Z66 system, which has better accelerometer perfor-

mance, also satisfies these requirements.
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9. NAVIGATION PERFORlVLANCE ANALYSES FOR INTERPLANETARY

AND PLANET APPROACH PHASES

9.1 INTRODUCTION

The radio/optical/inertial tracking and navigation error analyses

were conducted using the SVEAD _ computer program. The results of the

study are discussed in this section. Briefly, this error analysis was

concerned with the comparative performance of DSIF tracking (earth-

based doppler) and onboard optical navigation. Optical instruments con-

sidered were: star sensor, planet (Mars) sensor, Sun sensor. The

planet sensor is used inconjunction with the other sensors to make

measurements of the cone and clock angles (defined below) and to make an

angular subtense (range measurement) of Mars. Major error sources

considered were: slowly drifting biases in the optical equipment, uncer-

tainty in the diameter of Mars, Mars ephemeris errors, doppler bias

error (slowly drifting), and uncertainty in the dynamic model of the solar

system (that is, errors in solar radiation forces on the spacecraft,

gravitational constants, planet oblateness, etc.}.

The principal purpose of the optical measurements is to locate the

position of the planet (Mars) relative to the spacecraft. The lines of sight

to two known stars may be used to provide a known coordinate system, in

which Mars may be located. For this study, one star was taken to be

Canopus, and the other was taken to be the Sun. Mars is then located by

a cone angle _ and a clock angle 0, as shown in Figure 9-1. The angle 9,

shown in Figure 9-1, is the Sun-Canopus angle. The subtense angle _,

not shown, is an angular diameter measurement which can be used to

determine the distance to Mars. A time history of these angles is shown

in Figure 9-2. Useful optical measurements for the trajectory considered

in this study could actually be made only over the period from ten days to

0.5 day prior to Mars encounter (Mars perifocus). Some of the limitations

are due to fixed axis trackers (no gimbals), limited field of view (about

15 deg), and finite image size of Mars. However, for the error analysis

_SVEAD is a state variable estimation and accuracy determination pro-

gram. See Ref 9-i. The equations for the error analysis program are

discussed in detail in Appendix D.
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runs, the optical sensors were assumed to work all the way from the earth

to Mars perifocus.

Rather than arbitrarily specify the time interval between meas-

urements, AT was automatically controlled by the program. This

was done by inputing a position accuracy requirement to the trajectory

integrator equations. The integrator then chose a small AT during times

of rapid trajectory changes, and a large AT when the character of the

trajectory was slowly changing. Thus, in the vicinity of the earth AT = 6

sec; in deep space AT = lZ hr; and AT = 111 sec at Mars perifocus. A

time history of AT is shown in Figure 9-3.

-r

_ I I I I
0 20 40 60 80 I00

Figure %3.

RE

TIME FROM INJECTION _ DAYS

Integration Step Size and l_elative Distances of Vehicle

From Earth and Mars Versus Flight Time

el

I
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I

1

1

1

9. Z TRAJECTORY USED FOR NAVIGATION ERROR ANALYSIS

The interplanetary trajectory used in this study is described in

Paragraph Z.4. I.
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The total time of flight from earth to Mars, for this study, was

15. Z28 x 106 sec or 176.25 days. The tracking and navigation error anal-

ysis started at 3 hr out from earth. The X, Y, Z coordinates mentioned

below, are of no special significance. They are nonrotating, cartesian co-

ordinates with the Z axis parallel to the earthWs axis of rotation, and the X

axis parallel to the earthWs orbit plane of the ecliptic).

9.3 ERROR MODEL SUMMARY

All "biases" in the error n-_odels were assumed to be slowly drifting

random variables, exponentially correlated in time. Thus, each bias

error has a standard deviation and a time constant associated with it; the

larger the time constant the more nearly constant is the bias.

A list of pertinent inputs is given in Tables 9-I, 9-1I, and 9-11I.

Two different error models for the electro-optical sensors were used in

order to investigate the possible improvements in orbit determination

accuracies practicable by using the Mars approach sensor.

9.4 SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Five different doppler tracking and optical navigation cases were

considered:

i) Doppler only

2) Doppler plus optical

3) Doppler plus improved optics

4) Optical only

5) Improved optics only.

As mentioned previously, the optical equipment can actually work only in

the range of l0 days from Mars perifocus to 1/2 day from perifocus.

However, for the error analysis study, all equipment was assumed to be

operating 3 hr out from earth to Mars encounter.

A summary of the results of the error analysis study is shown in

Table 9-IV. It appears from this table that the value of optical measure-

ments is marginal, if Doppler information is available up to perifocus. T

tNo consideration was given to the problem of Mars eclipsing the vehicle.

This problem would be very mission dependent.
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Had the optical measurements been cutoff at i/2 day to encounter, then

the optical performance would have been worse than shown.

The results given in Table 9-IV are shown graphically, and in more

detail, in Figures 9-4 through 9-8. It is interesting to note the very sharp

shoulders, at 0. i days to encounter, on the Doppler only curves (Figure

9-4.). These sharp shoulders may be caused by too slow a sampling rate

(see Figure 9-9) for the doppler information around this time. It is

suspected that had the sample rate been increased by, say, a factor of 10,

starting at about 2 days to encounter, then the doppler-only tracking might

have shown a significant improvement between i day and 0.05 days to

encounter. It is also suspected that an increased sample rate would not

much improve the performance of the optical equipment. Thus, based on

the data available, it appears that optical tracking may offer a significant

improvement in tracking accuracy only during the brief time range of 1.5

days to 0.05 days from encounter, the maximum improvement occurring

at 0. i days. Bear in mind, though, that the optical instruments under

consideration in this study can be usea to closer than 0.5 days to encounter.

Position and velocity error curves for the entire earth to Mars mis-

sion are shown in Figure 9-i0 through 9-i5. Care must be exercised

in drawing conclusions from these curves. Since they are plotted on a log-

log scale, their shapes are distorted and they tend to overemphasize that

part of the mission where the optical measurements give improved per-

formance. One may deduce, with the aid of these curves, that the principal

Table 9-IV. Standard Deviations of Position Errors

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 5

2.5 Days

o km
X

570

570

500

32,000

4200

to Encounter

_ykm

450

440

375

15, 500

2150

At Mars Perifocus

5OO

5OO

450

28,000

3750

o- km o km
x y

4.3 7.5

4.0 7.0

2.4 4.1

24 21

5.4 5.4

km
z

1.4

1.35

0.9

15.5

4.0
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error source, prior to 6 days from encounter, is due to the Mars

ephemeris error when doppler or doppler plus optical tracking is em-

ployed. The principal error source in optical tracking alone, prior to 6

days from encounter, is the initial position and velocityerror of the space-

craft with respect to the earth. It is also seen from these curves that a

good position fix with respect to Mars occurs sometime after one day to

encounter, irrespective of the measurements employed. In fact, doppler-

only tracking does not obtain a good position and velocity fix until some-

time after 2000 sec (0.02 days) to encounter. However, as mentioned

earlier, this might be improved by increasing the doppler sampling rate.

It is of interest to note here that it takes about 370 sec for light to

travel between earth and Mars at the time of encounter. Thus, position

and velocity updates, radioed from the earth to the vehicle, would be based

on data that was 740 sec old. This problem could be eliminated if the

vehicle carried its own ultrastable oscillator and processed the doppler

data onboard. However, in this case the range-rate bias errors would

probably be larger than those considered here.

_z_ _
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ENCO[NT,, ,iAY ,
I
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APPENDIX A

PULSE- TORQUING TECHNIQUES

1. INTRODUCTION

Precision pulse torquing of inertial instruments has certain attactive

features which have led to'a rather wide application of the technique to

current guidance system design. While the design details of the various

systems are widely different, there is much that all of these systems have

in common. This presentation will develop a general description of the

pulse-torquing concept and will then discuss some of the electrical error

sources for two generic categories.

In order to avoid needless abstraction while maintaining a general

analysis, the development has been related to a specific piece of hardware,

the SDF, rate integrating gyro. From the electrical design point of view,

the analysis carries over to other instruments which lend themselves to

precision pulse torquing.

Z. TORQUING TECHNIQUES

A number of pulse-torqued mechanizations have been proposed and

used. While the specific details and refinements vary widely, most tech-

niques may be categorized as:

a) Constant power, or

b) Variable power, (includes pulse on demand).

This breakdown will be used in the discussion to follow.

Z. 1 Constant Power

Constant power systems are characterized by constant amplitude,

constant duty cycle electrical torquing with a quantized approximation to

continuous proportional control being accomplished by modulating the

ratio of positive to negative pulses. This system is commonly mechanized

with a lO0-percent duty cycle, i.e., current flows into the torquer con-

tinuously and is allowed to reverse sign only at precisely spaced clock-

pulse times. Pulsing is thus quantized to the fixed pulse amplitude -- clock

period product. A symbolic representation of the essentials is presented

in Figure A-1. While other techniques have been used for current reversal,

the bridge switch is typical and is usually constructed around switching

I

I

!

I

I

1

1
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Constant Power-Pulse-Torque Representation

transistors. Center-tapped torque generator windings and reverse-polarity

current sources have also been used in this application. In any event,

I the problem is the same: the inherent difficulty in maintaining the current

pulses constant and balanced plus to minus. The effects of these imper-

I fections will result in both errors in bias and scale factor.

Indicated

I[I AI + AZ']H _0TER = - 2-A "l_ codt - CT (A-I)

Z_I - AZ H T
2A - codt

where

= accumulated angle error

= difference between ideal pulse weight and actual pulse
weight for positive pulse

Zk2 = difference between ideal pulse weight and actual pulse
weight for negative pulse
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A = area of the ideal torquer pulse

H = angular momentum of gyro

co = input rate

CT = fixed drift

Review of the error equation above shows that for a constant power

mechanization a change in pulse area, (the amplitude, time integral),

results in clearly separable scale factor and bias errors. This derived

relationship agrees with intuition. If the positive and negative pulse areas

increase the same amount, (Z_1 = A2), a scale-factor change will result,

but the bias term will be zero. On the other hand, if the positive and

negative pulse change so that A 1 =-_2 the error will appear as a pure bias

term.

2.2 Variable Power

The variable power mechanization, (most commonly referred to as

pulse-on-demand), is distinguished by a three-state torquing system as

opposed to the binary (positive or negative) levels of the constant power

approach. A nominal zero rebalande torque level is added so that the

system can call up a positive, a negative, or no rebalance pulse depending

upon the state of the gyro output axis. A small dead band is established

around the gyro output axis null so that no pulse is called for when the

output state is within this dead band. The continuous limit cycling of the

binary system is eliminated. A very-much-simplified symbolic representa-

tion of the variable power (pulse-on-demand) mechanization is shown in

Figure A-2. Again, techniques other than the bridge switch and the

precision current source have been used to generate the reversible polarity

pulses. Magnetic core and capacitor storage discharge have been used,

but the problem remains in maintaining the constant and balanced current

pulses. An additional problem occurs in maintaining the nominal zero

rebalance torquing level sufficiently close to zero. Systems with transistor

switches in the configuration shown are most typical. Unbalanced transis-

tor leakage current in the three-way switch mechanization is the primary

source of unwanted gyro torques during the nominally zero torquing level

periods. A generalized equation describing the pulse-on-demand mecha-

nization will be derived.
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Figure A-2. Variable Power (Pulse on Demand) Pulse-Torque

I Representation
Note that in this mechanization, once the gyro gimbal is within its

null dead band, and there are no input rates to the gyro, no pulses will be

J called up or applied to the gyro except as required to rebalance extraneous

gimbal torques. The expression shown in Equation (A-2) describes the

I error resulting from both the pulse-weight variation the leakage current

during the no-pulse time.

I
( Indicated ] ( Actual 1_[ Ai -A3] H .T + [AZ+A3] H .T CTA31 |H _T

)
g (A Z)

I
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wher e

Z_ 3 - error introduced by the leakage current
through the torquer

+
m - input rate in positive direction

w" - input rate in negative direction

The output count, N, will be equal to the algebraic sum of the

integral of positive input rate times its scale factor, the integral of

negative input rate times its scale factor and a bias term. The scale-

factor nonlinearity (discontinuity at zero) is caused by positive and

negative pulse unbalance, the bias term is caused by unbalanced leakage

currents occurring during the nominal zero pulse state and deviations of

the scale-factor slope from its nominal value, H/A, are influenced both

by pulse-amplitude variations and the off-state leakage currents.

It is instructive to write Equation (A-2) in another form.

where N isthe summation of pulses.

el
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The first term is the ideal relationship. The other two terms represent

errors which are dependent upon circuitry parameters and mission profile.

It is significant to note that both error terms kinematically rectify alter-

nating input angular rates, so that drift rate will be critically a function

of vehicle limit cycling. The second term, which results from pulse

unbalance, will grow as the limit cycle _'s increase, while the third term,

which comes about due to the pulse off-state leakage, will decrease as

increases.

Once the distinction has been made between the constant and variable

power system categories of pulse-torquing logic may be discussed.

Figure A-3 presents some rather broad types of loops that are discussed

here.
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Figure A-3. Types of Pulse Torquing

3. CATEGORIES OF PULSE-TORQUING LOGIC

3.1 SYNCHRONIZED PULSE RATE (PERIOD Ts): FIXED PULSE

3.1. 1 Two-Charge State

The two-charge state system is defined by the following equations:

Pulse off time/ T = C
S

Pulse on time/ T = 1 - C
S

where C is a constant, 0< C < i. When C = zero the system has two

current levels with the pulse time equal to T • When zero < C < l, thes

system has three current levels. However, the charge or torque impulse

produced during each clock period is one of two states. These states are

positive maximum or negative maximum.

This system dissipates a constant energy per pulse in the sensor

torquer by applying torquing pulses to the torquer at a fixed rate, regard-

less of the sensor pickoff position. Three types of two-charge state

systems are discussed below. Their characteristics vary depending on
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the relative frequency of the clock, f , and the dynamics of the sensor.
C

The dynamics of the sensor can be discussed in terms of fro' the maximum

limit cycle frequency, which is defined as follows: given a fixed energy

torquing pulse, f is the maximum clock frequency for which a I to I
m

moding of the system is possible, if closed-loop operation for zero input

consists of alternating positive and negative pulses.

If fc is substantially less than fro' the polarity of the amplified pick-

off signal from the inertial sensor controls the torque polarity of the next

pulse; however, the switching time is constrained to occur only at the

time of a clock pulse. Typically, in this case, the clock period and torque

pulse width are identical. Since fc is much less than frn' it is possible

with no input to force the gyro gimbal to move synchronously with i/2 f.

Under these conditions, the sensor would be operating in a I to i mode.

Typical operating curves at zero input are shown in Figure A-4. If the

sensor experienced an input, the mode would change accordingly. For

example, the mode may be I to i for a while then change to I to z, and so

on. In other words, the mode will vary as a function of inputs. In this

system, instantaneous inputs are not obtainable, and only integrated

results are of any value. This is the case for practically all pulse torqu-

ing systems due to their fundamental characteristic of storing information

in the float angle.

Now if f is much greater than fro' a torque pulse (the width of one-C

torque pulse is usually adjusted to be equal to the period of fc) is not

sufficient to produce a phase reversal of the sensor pickoff signal prior

to the arrival of the next clock pulse. The result is that the float motion

no longer moves at the same f but at some other frequency dictated by
C

f and the inertial sensor's input. In this case, stable limit cycles other
m

than I to I can be achieved and, in fact, will be. For example, the limit

cycle may be I0 to I0 in which I0 clock pulses occur each one-half cycle

of the float oscillating period, provided zero input is applied. (For

f > f , see Figure A-5.)
C m

When the value of fc is close to that of fro' the limit cycle cannot be

predicted unless some form of compensation is applied to stabilize the

limit cycle (e.g., to a I to ! system).
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3.1.2 Three-Charge State or Pulse-on-Demand

The three-charge state or pulse-on-demand system uses three

torquer current states and has a deadband associated with the sensor

pickoff signal. The three-charge states are:

l) Full scale positive

2) Z er o

3) Full scale negative

When the pickoff signal is outside the deadband, a pulse of the appropriate

polarity is applied to the torquer coil.

Typically, the pulse energy is selected in design to be equivalent to

the information stored in the sensor (a A velocity or a A angle) when the

sensor pickoff is at the edge of the deadband. When the pickoff is within

the deadband, no current is applied to the torquer. _" The algebraic sum

of the pulses through the torquer as a function of time corresponds to the

change in angle rotation or velocity experienced by the inertial sensor

during that time period.

3.1.3 Four-Charge State

The charge as a function of gimbal angle is illustrated by Figure A-6.

The values of the torquing rates

-_- and
S

depend on the system requirements.

This system's advantage is that throughout the major portion of the

mission the torquing requirement will be less than the level corresponding

to Ql; therefore, the torquer will be receiving a continuous power input.

However, a large level pulse is available for the maximum vehicle rate

to be considered during the mission.

_If it is desired to have constant power dissipated in the sensor torquer,

the torquing pulses might be switched through a noninductively wound

resistor in the torquer when the sensor pickoff is within the deadband.
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3. i. 4 Pulse-Frequency ModulationI
I
I

I

I

I

I

L
r

SENSOR PICKOFF
ANGLE

In pulse-frequency modulation systems, the pulse width is fixed

and the pulse frequency is made proportional to some function of the

sensor pickoff angle.

3. Z SYNCHRONIZED PULSE RATE (PERIOD Ts): VARIABLE PULSE

3.2.1 Pulse-Width Modulated STstems, Two lot More Current Levels

Pulse width is modulated to within Ts/N , where N is an integer.

Many techniques are available, only one of which will be discussed

here. This system employs two clock signals, fcl' and fcZ' which are

derived from the same source. A low-frequency clock, fcZ' is used to

switch the logic circuits so that a particular polarity of torque is applied

regardless of the sensor float position. A signal derived from the float

position in conjunction with a high frequency clock signal, fcl' is used to

determine the precise time of the torque reversal, which always occurs

in synchronism with the fcl pulse train. By this means a pulse modulation

system is achieved (see Figure A-7.) The relative widths of the torquing

pulses may be measured by using the logic circuits to gate the high-

frequency clock pulse, Fcl, to a counter.
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Figure A-7. Pulse Width Modulated, Two-Current Level System

3.2.2 Nonsynchronous Pulses

There appears to be little advantage to fixed pulse width, nonsyn-

chronous systems. The most desirable of the nonsynchronous approaches

appears to be a nonfixed pulse width system wherein the total energy of

each pulse is accurately measured. (Of course, the concept of measuring

the pulse energy to improve accuracy is applicable to all the systems

discussed so far and, in fact, is often implicitly used.) Nonsynchronous

systems, if desired, could be subdivided into systems similar to syn-

chronous systems. As an example, consider a two-charge state, bang-

bang, nonsynchronous system. The torquing signal would have two states,

full positive or full negative. A negative signal from the sensor pickoff

would turn on the full positive torquing current (this current would continue

until the sensor pickoff was generating a positive signal. Then the torqu-

ing current would be switched to negative until the sensor pickoff signal

changed state. Finally, a measurement of the applied pulse width and

pulse area would have to be made.
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APPENDIX B

STRAPDOWN GUIDANCE SYSTEM DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE

Strapdown and gimbaled inertial guidance systems, because of their

physical differences, perform differently in the operational environment.

The strapdown guidance system performance is more susceptible to

vibration environment and computational _u, _ than the gimbaled system,

but is less sensitive to some of the error sources that affect gimbaled

systems. This appendix has been included to identify the error effects

which are important to the functioning of the strapdown guidance system

in the operational environment, so that strapdown system performance

can be compared with the more familiar and widely analyzed gimbaled

system performance.

1. STRAPDOWN GUIDANCE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE FORMULATION

Strapdown system synthesis and system performance evaluation

involves the properties of the inertial instrumen.ts, the associated

instrument control electronics, the digital computer, and the software

programmed into the computer. Rebalance instrument loop designs must

be achieved which meet performance criteria under vibrational environ-

ments and large vehicle motions. The properties of the digital computer

such as the errors associated with computer algorithms, the computer

sampling errors, and round-off errors must be considered jointly with

the properties of the instrument loops.

The system synthesis process logically starts with the establishment

of the environment in which the system must operate. The most signifi-

cant environmental inputs which must be defined are linear vibrations,

angular vibrations, vehicle control motions such as limit cycles and

body-bending mode rotations, the maximum input levels of acceleration

and angular rate, and gross vehicle reorientation requirements associated

with the particular trajectory. In establishing the input environment under

which the strapdown system must operate, any local mechanical reso-

nances associated with the system supporting structure or any internal

resonance must be considered.
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Based on the environment specification under which the system must

operate, a preliminary design for the instrument and rebalance loops is

accomplished. Of course, fundamental to any system design is the choice

of appropriate inertial sensors and specification of required performance

and functional properties. The synthesis of instrument rebalance loops

requires that the loop designs must first meet relatively conventional

criteria such as dynamic stability, dc bias stability, and ability to

operate without saturation under the maximum specified input environ-

ments. Also of fundamental importance to rebalance loop design are the

phenomena such as vibration rectification errors, gyro float excursion

under large angular rates, and accelerometer pendulous mass excursion

under input accelerations, all effects to which strapdown systems are

particularly sensitive.

The dynamic errors which result from vibrational inputs as well as

vehicle limit cycle motions are discussed in greater detail below, and

expressions for these error sources are given. The next logical step in

the design process is to accomplish a worst-case analysis of each of

these error sources individually. In order to perform such a worst-case

analysis, each error source is assumed to be excited by an environment
in a manner such as to maximize each error source individually. Also,

tolerances on loop parameters that affect these error sources are assumed

to be in worst-case conditions. The objective of such a worst-case

analysis is to ensure that no single error source can exceed some

reasonable performance criteria based on the assumed environment and

on the overall mission requirements. Based on the above worst-case

analysis, design iterations are accomplished as required.

The above type of worst-case analysis, although highly useful in

ensuring that the error sources are bounded, is nevertheless a highly

conservative method of estimating system errors. In order to be useful

as inputs to an overall system error model, realistic input environments

must be assumed. In worst-case error analysis, the environment is

assumed to always act in a direction such as to maximize a particular

error source. In a real vehicle environment, this is generally not the

case. The direction of a particular form of environment can be expected
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generally to vary with time. Also, over the mission duration, the magni-

tude of a particular environment will vary with time and discrete events;

for instance, the staging or maximum mach number regions will generally

result in significantly higher environment than in the intervening periods

of time. Hence, these factors must be included in the development of an

overall system error analysis by appropriate judgment as well as utili-

zation of existing and previously acquired data from other vehicles.

The errors which are identified in the next sections and which 1_ust

be evaluated for inclusion in the overall system error model can generally

be grouped into two categories. The first category of error sources is

................... e .... o ......._.._o_ _.c,,,_c-vcs a_ u_Luruance torques in

the instruments. Such errors include spin input rectification, vibro-

pendulous error, anisoinertia, etc. These errors either arise internally

within the instruments or are due to the combined performance of the

instrument and its individual rebalance loop and are essentially independent

of the digital computer. The second category of error sources, which

includes coning, fictitious coning, and sculling errors, must be evaluated

by considering the instrument loop and the digital computer properties

jointly. The first category of errors are generally analyzed by techniques

The second category of errors, which include such effects as computer-

sampling errors as well as algorithm errors, can be estimated by these

simulation programs and by linear analytical techniques, but generally

require the use of different, more specialized, digital computer simu-

lation programs to accurately evaluate their magnitudes.

These two categories of errors will be separated into sensor-

induced rectification and computer-induced errors for the ensuing

discussion in this appendix.

2. RECTIFICATION AND DIRECTION COSINE ERROR

The inertial components (gyros and accelerometers) of a strapdown

guidance system are usually mounted directly to the spacecraft without

benefit of vibration-absorbing material. Therefore, these gyros and

accelerometers are subjected to the same vibration environment as that

of the mounting surface. For reliable prediction of system performance,
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an accurate estimation of inertial component errors due to vibration must

be made. In addition, the accuracy of solution of the strapdown system

equations is critical to the proper performance of the system. If the

computer errors for the attitude reference, velocity integration, and

alignment equations are made sufficiently small by the selection of the

proper equations, word size, and iteration rate, it will follow that the

errors made by the same computer on the other computations can be made

negligible. Only the most important of these, the direction cosine errors,

will be discussed here.

The types of errors to be discussed herein are usually divided into

two groups that are commonly referred to as

1} Rectification errors (includes the following}:

Spin- input rectification

Spin-output rectification

Accelerometer vibropendulo sity

Fictitious coning

2) Direction cosine errors (classified by the following effects}:

Drift errors

Orthogonality errors.

The rectification errors are related to the inertial reference unit

(IRU) as opposed to the direction cosine errors which are associated

primarily with the digital computer and software.

Fictitious coning is given special consideration in the ensuing

rectification error discussion since it is also affected by lack of perfect

computer computations. Each of the effects listed under direction cosine

errors is discussed with regard to their causes to define clearly their

cause-effect relationships.

The effects of vibrations on the attitude reference are quite complex

and usually not negligible. A closed-form equation for the errors of the

gyroscope/computer system when subjected to arbitrary inputs is neither

available now, nor is it likely to be. Digital simulation does provide a

convenient and meaningful analysis of the system errors.
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I
7 Certain results are available which, although they fall short of the

complete analysis required, are nonetheless instructive in that they give

an insight into the problem and, in addition, furnish approximate and

convenient estimates of the system errors. These techniques are dis-

cussed in detail in the references of this report and some of the results

obtained are abstracted herein.

3. RECTIFICATION ERRORS

The process by which each of the above rectification errors occurs

is explainable by similar phenomena, i.e. , in each case, two separate

and combine in time domain multiplication (TDM). The average value of

this TDM constitutes the rectification error. A mathematical model of

the rectification phenomenon is shown in Figure B-1.

f(t) _ k(t)

: _i ""' I r_. _ x(t)

Figure B-I. Rectification Model _

that h(t) and p(t) are merely time domain counter-tNote

parts of sensor loop transfer functions.

The vibrational inputs, f(t) and g(t), in Figure B-l, are considered

to be excitations acting along (translation) or about (rotation) spacecraft
fixed axes. The impulse responses, h(t) and p(t), are the responses of

linearized sensor servo loop paths associated with these axes. The

prediction of rectification errors, as presented here, is contingent upon

two factors. First, the sensor loops must be representable by a linear

model. Second, and most important, an accurate description of the

excitations, either deterministic or statistical, must be known.
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If these inputs can be described deterministically (sinusoidal, con-

stant, etc. ) then the output, x(t), can be predicted exactly as a function of

time. However, when the inputs are nondeterministic or random in

nature, then no exact solution can be found. Instead, only statistical

means can be employed to demonstrate a most probable value for x(t).

This most probable value, or mean, will be denoted by x--_.

Several forms of a general solution for this average error have

been derived. One form is a time domain solution to random excitations,

is- ]x(t) = [3) h(_+'f) p(_/)d _t d_
00 0O

(B-l)

and the alternate frequency domain solution is

_._fo °°- Ip(j,.,.,)I IH(j I I ItaLy,fg(O0)]
I

I

sin (0 p-0H)de

(B-Z)

The symbols Rfg and_fg indicate correlation and power spectral

density representations of the general environments, f(t) and g(t).

Equivalent forms of these equations can be derived pertaining to a

s inusoidal environment.

3. 1 Gyro-Accelerometer Model

To demonstrate how each of the rectification errors is related to the

mathematical model above, a basic IRU configuration is assumed. This

IRU contains three single-degree-of-freedom, rate-integrating gyros and

three damped pendulum accelerometers. Each of the six instruments

operates in conjunction with an electrical rebalance loop. As can be

shown, certain of the error sources considered are functionally related

to the dynamic response characteristics of the closed instrument loops.
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Hence, certain closed-loop relationships can be developed from which the

dynamic errors can be derived. In the ensuing analysis because of the

similarity between the gyro and accelerometer closed loops, a single

derivation was accomplished in sufficiently general form to allow its use

in the analysis of either instrument. That is, a basic gyro instrument

model was used for the derivation, but the equations that were developed

also assumed the existence of a pendulous mass attached to the gyro float.

Hence, the resulting expressions apply to a gyro loop if the pendulosity is

taken to be zero and apply to an accelerometer loop if the wheel momentum

is taken as zero. The instrument model is represented by Figure B-2.

The general equation resulting from the derivation is

where

°.

Iye + ce = L +H _X - mf a X + L - I _ (B-3)a r e y Y

Le = L ' -_ _ (I - I ) - H 8_Z+mfSaze X Z x z r {B-4)

L ! _-

L --
a

I =
Y

C =

H =
r

a N , a z =

error torques {biases, scale factor errors.

unintentional mass unbalance s )

electrically applied torque by means of the

instrument torquer

float moment of inertia about output axis

viscous daA-lping coefficient

angular momentum of gyro

components of case acceleration relative to

inertial space along the case X and Z axes,

respectively.
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ORA, y

Yw y

where

X, Y, Z

X, y, Z

e

_w

m

I

1

instrument case fixed axes

axes fixed to inner member

rotation of float relative to case

angular velocity vector of gyro wheel

pendulous mass

effective moment arm of pendulous mass

angular velocities

Figure B-2. Combined Sensor Model

These equations apply to either type of instrument (gyro or

accelerometer) considered in this report. By letting H r be zero, the

equation of a damped pendulum results; and by letting m! be zero, a

single-axis gyro is represented. It can be shown that the equation may

be used to describe the basic instrument rectification errors: spin-input,

spin-output, anisoinertia, vibropendulous, anisoelastic, and cylindrical

torque rectifications.
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Since L is defined as a linear function of e during closed-loopa

operations, Equations (B-Z) and (B-3) are linear but the last three terms

in Equation (B-4) are not. The term involving the product of _X and _Z

would not, by itself, preclude the use of linear analysis techniques to

obtain the solution of these equations, since it involves only external

forcing functions and is not a function of e , the float angle. Hence, it

is only the terms Hr@_ Z and m_ea Z which preclude general linear

solutions of Equations (B-3) and (B-4). However, in deriving the

expression for dynamic rectification errors, general solutions are not

required. Instead, these rectification errors can be defined in terms

of the steady-state rectification errors for either sinusoidal or stationary

gaussian random inputs.

3. Z Spin-Input Rectification (SIR)

The general equations that were presented above will now be applied

to an error phenomena commonly known as Spin-Input Rectification (SIR).

This error is caused by vibratory angular excitations acting on a space-

craft simultaneously about the spin and input axes of a gyro. The following

discussion demonstrates the mechanism by which SIR occurs in a gyro

loop. The parameters used in this demonstration are then related to the

appropriate parameters of the general form for x(t).

3.2. 1 Gyro Model and SIR

A linearized block diagram that is representative of a typical SDGS

gyro loop is shown in Figure B-3. In essence, the operation of the loop

is based on nulling the angular float motion by means of a feedback

torque. To accomplish this nulling, the gyro pickoff signal is amplified

and converted to a current which drives an output axis torquer in a direc-

tion opposite to that of the float motion.

The symbol, _I is), represents the angular rate acting on the

spacecraft along the gyro input reference axis. The symbol, _01M is),

indicates the input rate as measured by the gyro loop. Symbol, 8 is), is

the gyro float offset angle from null (caused predominantly by ellS ) and

the gyr o dynamic s).
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I
ANGULAR AMPLIFIER AND

MOMENTUM GYRO ,, COMPENSATION I

TORQUER

D
Figure B-3. Linearized Gyro Loop Block Diagram

By reduction of the block diagram to conventional transfer function

form, a closed loop expression for @ (s) is obtained:

H r

e(s) =
S(Iy s + C) + F(s)K T I (s)" (B-5)

If the vehicle also happens to have a component of its angular rate acting

about the spin reference axis of the gyro then some of this rate com-

ponent will couple into the loop when 8 is non-zero. This coupling is

illustrated in Figure B-4.

Inspection of Figure B-4 shows that for @ non-zero, a component

of u s, the spin reference axis rate, will fall along the instantaneous input

axis. Moreover, for a well-designed gyro loop ]_, the magnitude of this

component will be _0s{9 . It is this unwanted input that causes SIR. In

particular, SIR is defined by

SIR A= _ (t). O(t), (B-6)
S

_[This reliance on good loop design is based on an assurance that 8 is

always being nulled so as to be a small angle. Therefore, it is justifiable
to approximate sin @ by 8.
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INSTANTANEOUS
INPUT AXIS

1NPUT REFERENCE

AXIS

t INPUT AXIS RATE, wI

Figure B-4. Pictorial Representation of Gyro Float Motion

where the bar again denotes time averaging. For purposes of identifica-

tion, SIR will be denoted by "_(t).

It is appropriate to point out that the introduction of an extraneous

input, namely cos {9, into the gyro input would have some effect on e.

Although this is true, since {9 is a small angle, it also follows that

coI>> cose (B-7)

Therefore, it is concluded that the additional input furnished by co e
s

has a negligible effect on e . By this token, the validity of the previously

presented expression for {9 (Equation B-5) is maintained.

To evaluate SIR as given by Equation (B-6), the following facts are

reiterated:

1) By Equation (B-6) SIR, A (t),

of co (t) • e(t).
S

is the time average
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2) 0 (t) is excited only by _i(t). In frequency domain form,
this condition is given by Equation (B-5).

3) Both ¢oi(t ) and _s(t ) are assumed to be given random

processes that are both stationary and ergodic.

It is convenient to present a block diagram representation of SIR

phenomena. This diagram, Figure B-5, assists in relating the above

facts to the general conditions of Figure B-1.

A direct comparison, element-by-element, of Figures B-1 and

B- 5 clearly establishes the following relationships:

Figure B-1 Elements Figure B-5 Elements

f(t) _ i(t}

g(t) _ (t)
S

h(t) L- 1

p (t) L- 1

k(t) 8 (t)

r(t) _ (t)
s

x(t) O (t)._ (t)
S

ol

I
|
!

t

I

I

J

!

q

e(t) . %(t)

O(t) • Ws(t) = TIME AVERAGE
(OR SIR)

Figure B-5. Spin-Input Rectification Error Model
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Therefore, it can be concluded that SIR phenomena do belong in the

category of errors described by Equations (B-l) and (B-Z).

If the SIR error is expressed in the general frequency domain form

indicated by Equation (B-Z), it appears as

cO

1 0

0

COS

-'-lofl°'1 sin_ii (j¢o (joa) de
(B-8)

where ¢ IS(_) is the cross power spectral density function of the assumed

random time variables ¢0i(t) and C0s(t ).

3.3 Rectification Error Characteristics

It follows by similar processes that the other rectification errors

can be evaluated under random inputs. The derivations are not presented

here, but the results are summarized in Table B-I which shows the

relationships between the variables of Figure B-1 and the rectification

error variables.

Of particular note in Table B-I are the latter two gyro rectification

errors being considered in this discussion. These are due to anisoelastic

and cylindrical torque errors. Both of these error sources generate

torques about the float because of components of linear acceleration along

the spin and input axes and may be represented (refer to Equation (B-4))

by torques comprising the term L A detailed description of the basic
e

mechanism giving rise to these torques will not be given here because

they are well documented in available unclassified literature, and

because such errors are not peculiar to strapdown systems. Instead,

the final drift rate expressions associated with each and a brief descrip-

tion of the terms involved are presented. These error torques are

generated within the instrument, are essentially independent.of the param-

ete_ s of the gyro rebalance loop for a strapdown configuration, and are

dependent only on the accelerations to which the gyro is subjected.
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Table B-I. Identification of Rectification Symbols

(Frequency Domain Solution)

Error T erm

Spin-lnput
Rectification

Spin- Output
Rectification

Ani soine rtia

f(t)

_Ji(t)

_jt)

g(t)

_s(t)

,_s(t)

IH(j_0)l

(j_)
0

z

Anisoelastic

Rectific ation

Cylindrical

Torque
Rectification

Accelerometer
Anisoinertia

Accelerometer

Vibropendulosity

Untitled in
Literature

us(t)

as(t)

ai(t)

'-qi(t)

as(t)

us(t)

as(t)

as(t)

P (t)

ap(t)

S - S
x

G 4 (J_)

,G5 (J_)l

I - I
X z

8(j_)
aI

I

__e(j_)_o(t) ap(t)
O

1
H

r

1

H
r

1
H

r

ml

8H Bp

0 0

/G4(J u_) 0

_5 (j_)+z o

0 0

1 L-_-_-o(j_ ) 0

NOTE: Subscripts o and p refer to output and pendulous axes, respec-

tively, Symbols G 4 and G 5 are frequency-sensitive coefficients

pertaining to the particular drift effect.
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3.4 Coning Errors

The evaluation of coning motions under random environments has

not been included in Table B-I since this error source requires special

treatment. That is, the basic equations describing coning errors are not

directly analogous to the equations for the other error sources. Some

preliminary steps are required to express the coning error terms in a

form to which Figure B-1 can be applied.

Coning errors presented here are basically IRU related but are

affected by the computational errors experienced under coning motion.

To this end, it will be useful to represent pictorially (Figure B-6) the

angular information flow from the IRU to the digital computer. The sig-

nal flow elements left of the dotted line represent the approximate form of

small angular motions assumed to be acting.

Yx

Cx _ cox

¢_Y'_l_ _y = COy

Cz } :coz

DIGITAL
COMPUTER

UNIT

! Cxc
I

_zc

CO. = ANGULAR RATES MEASURED BY THE GYROS
I

g| = GYRO DYNAMIC TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS

I_| -- INDICATED GYRO OUTPUTS; IDEALLY THE GYRO
OUTPUTS ARE PROPORTIONAL TO THE INTEGRALS
OF THE RESPECTIVE INPUT ANGULAR RATES

¢_|c= COMPUTED VALUES OF THE INPUT ANGLES

)'x = COMPONENT OF CONING INDUCED AREAL VELOCITY

Figure B-6. Information from IRU to Computer
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Referring to Figure B-6, consider the motion of the rigid body to be

such that the angles 91 {assumed to be small) can be characterized by

random time functions. Furthermore, assume 0_x = 0, 9x << _by, and @x

<< #z" In a real environment, these assumptions would not generally be

true. However, the use of such assumptions essentially reduces the

problem to one of analyzing coning drift rate about a single axis and

results in significant simplification of the algebra. In the general case

where the restriction on the relative amplitudes of the three components

of rotation is not applied, it can be shown that coning drift rates are pre-

dicted about each axis. The magnitude of each drift rate is then given by

the results for the single axis case.

For the single axis case, the true vehicle coning about z axis may

be expressed as

_x(t) = 1/Z (_y_z - _z_y ) (B-9)

For the case of an idealized digital computer, the computed values

of the single-axis coning drift rate are given by

_x (t) = I/g (_y_z- _z_y ) (B-10)
c

It should be noted that the above equation for the assumed case of an

ideal computer includes no functiunal parameter that is associated with

computer sampling effects. Due to such sampling, random input noise

components above the sampling frequency are "folded down" and contribute

to the output noise content below the sampling frequency. A rigorous

treatment of the case of sampling has been accomplished for specific

inputs only. However, evaluation of the error for the specific random

input is rather laborious and the form of the resulting expression is such

that it gives no insight into the mechanism of error propagation nor into

the sensitivity of the result to changes in assumed parameters. Use of

the concept of an ideal computer allows a relatively simple analytical

treatment and in fact can result in a reasonably good approximation. The

effects of a non-ideal computer are treated in the following discussion.

Hence, the error in computed coning drift is defined as the difference
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between the actual and computed values. Mathematically, the difference

appears as

: (B-11)

or, after expanding in frequency domain parameters,

= _Z f _i {¢ }[1 . IG I • IG I cos {ZG - ZGz} l do_
x rr j m yz y z y

0

cO

- I # ¢o I G I " IG ] R {_ } sin {ZG - ZGz}d_o (B-1Z)
_r Jo Y z e yz y

where the gyro transfer functions, G: are defined by the Laplace trans-

forms as

¢i
-_i (s) - Gi(s) (B-13)

3.4. 1 Environment Characteristics

A highly significant fact which may be observed by inspection of

Equations (B-Z) and (B-1Z) is that, in order to completely evaluate these

rectification errors, as well as others applicable to a strapdown system,

it is necessary to completely define the power spectrum of the input en-

vironments in terms of both the real and imaginary parts. An equivalent

statement may be made after referring to Equation (B-I). That equation

demonstrates a fundamental relationship from which time domain expres-

sions for rectification errors may be derived. That relationship implies

that the environment should ideally be defined in a manner so as to show

the true correlation between orthogonal components, such as by cross-

correlation functions.

However, this ideal is at present not generally realizable, primar-

ily because of the lack of adequate test data from existing or previously

developed vehicles. In order to allow such definition, the test data should

be instrumented over sufficiently wide bandwidths along three orthogonal

axes, and cross-spectral analyses performed. The realization of such a

goal could be accomplished in a relatively straightforward manner once

the requirements were established.
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The presently used alternative is to base system accuracy predic-

tions on only the estimated magnitude of the environment. Additional

conservatism is also applied by evaluating worst-case errors obtained

through application of the environment in a direction relative to the IRU

reference axis so as to maximize each individual error source. Figure

B-7 illustrates this as a visual interpretation of this concept.

In Figure B-7 the axes of q(t) and _ (t) represent the axes along

which data is taken to evaluate the environment. The axes along which

the system inputs are measured correspond to those of f(t) and g(t). The

angle between these two sets of axes is denoted as 9.

Only the simple two-dimensional case will be considered here. It

is assumed that the axes of _(t) and _(t) are normal to each other and that

the axes of f(t) and g(t) are also perpendicular.

It can be shown that the average error associated with this condition

is

C - D + (A - B) sin Z_ + (C + D) cos Z_b (B-14)
m

k(t) • r(t) - Z Z Z

where

¢0

ifA - Z= P(j_o)H(-j_) ¢_(_) dco (B-15a)

_¢O

CO

, fB - Z_ P(j_) H(-j_) ¢ ](o_)do_ (B-15b)

_CO

el
1

1
]

and

cO

1/C = 2---_ P(jco)H(-jco) ¢_](_) dco (B-15c)

_GO

o0

,fD = Z---_ P(jo_)H(-jo_) %[ (_) do_ (B-15d)

_CO
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,I _ (t)

f(_ f g(t)

Figure B-7. Nonparallel Instrument/Data Axes

Equation (B-14) was derived in order to illustrate the dependence of

rectification errors on IRU orientation. The terms involving the integrals

, C and D contain the cross-correlation information between orthogonal

i axes. Without knowledge of the specific functional form of the environ-mental cross-spectral density functions, which are implicit in these two

integrals, it is not possible to make any general statements regarding

their relative importance. Obviously, it is also not possible to evaluate
these terms. With regard to the term containing the integrals A and B, it

may be observed that its maximum absolute magnitude occurs when • is

I deg and when the assumed difference between the two integrals is45

maximized.

From the definition of these integrals, Equations (B- 15a) and

(B-15b), it may be observed that they are of the same sign since power

spectral density functions are real and positive. Hence, this term is

largest when either integral is assumed zero, resulting in a worst-case

c ondition.

3.5 Analytical Computation of Rectification Errors

Subsections 3. i through 3.4 present the general solution for the drift

rate caused by rectification errors in a strapdown IMU subjected to random

vibrations. A computer program exists for performing the necessary inte-

grations. This section presents a solution for the special case of a single

input where both the transfer functions and input power spectral density are

rational functions of frequency. A particularly simple result is obtained

when the spectrum is that of a first order Gauss-Markov process. The

answer is obtained without the necessity for numerical integration.
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3.5.1

We are required to find the mean value of z given the power spectral den-

sity of x.

=x-_

where the bar represents a time average. By definition,

relation function of x and y is

_xy (V) = x(t)y(t+T)

!
!

De rivation

Consider the situation shown in the following block diagram:

x _ z

1
Figure B-8. Mathematical Block Diagram

1

(B- 16)

the cross cor-

(B-17)

provided x is stationary and ergodic. Therefore

I

z = _(o)
{B-18)

The cross correlation function of x and y is the inverse transform of the

cross power spectral density.

j00

1 /9xy (V) = 2Tr---_ _xy (s) e sT ds

-j_

(B-19)

therefore

P

- z_--71fz = Cxy (s) ds

-j_

(B-20)
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By the residue theorem,

m

z = -_Res (ak) (B-21)

Where a k are the Doles of • (s) iv_ the right half plane
My -- •

power spectral density of x then

If @ (s) is _he
XX

• (s) = G(s) _x_(S) (B-22)

For a stable transfer function, G(s) will have no poles- in the right half

plane•

3.5.2 Simplified Case

v .................. _ power spectral u=_,-L_y of x is a

first order Gauss-Markov process

2
2_o0o-

• (s) = (B-Z3)
xx (s + _oO) (-s + _o0)

and

2
2_0_

xy (s) = G(s) (s + _00)(-s + _0 ) (B-24)

For this case there is only one pole in the right half plane, at s = _0"
Therefore

-- 2
z = • G(_0) (B-25)

3.5.3 Example - Spectrum Approximation

An angular rate spectrum is given in a straight line plot in Figure B-9

Where this spectrum approximates that of Paragraph 4.4.4, Figure 4-6_

It may be approximated as follows:

.025
x (f) - z (B-Z6)
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Figure B-9. Power Spectral Density (Log Scales)

The standard deviation is given by

Z

2 = / .025 2 df = .0785 (cl"eg/\sec/

o +6)
(B-Z7)

Conversion from degrees to radians lets us express the spectrum as in

Equation (B- Z3 ).

2

2_oCr
= (B-28)

coco (s + _0 ) (-s + co0)

wher e

z 5 )z= 2.4x I0- (rad/sec (B-Zg)

_0 = Z_r-2 = 12.56 rad/sec

3.5.4 Example - Spin - Input Rectification

The rate described by the above spectrum is applied about an axis

in the plane of the gyro input and spin axes at an angle _b from the input

axis. As is well known, the spin-input rectification drift computation for

this situation may be approximated by the block diagram on the following

page.
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Where

Figure B-i0. Spin-Input Rectification Block Diagram

_0i, _0 are the input and spin axis ratess

@ is the float angle

From the derivation

G (s) is the transfer function from input axis rate to float angle

above we have the mean drift rate

-- 2

coR = ¢ sin _ cos _ G (_o0)

Suppose _b = 45 deg

s10-5 +1)
G (s) = (B-30)t

s S s

(404_j417 +1)('404-j417 +1)(2-"_'4 +i) (i0,256 +1)

Then _-'R = 6.10 x 10 "10 rad/sec = 0.00012-7 deg/hr.

3.5.5 Example - Fictitious Coning

The case of fictitious coning is more complex than spin-input recti-

fication. However, it is shown in Subsection 3.6 that fictitious coning

may be put in the form of Figure B-10 if

1

G (s) = s [Gl(S) - G2- (s)] (B-31)

1"Eq (B-30) gives the transfer function for a pulse rebalance loop developed

at TI_W Systems (Ref B-I). It is considered to be reasonably typical.
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Where G1 (s) and O 2 (s) are the transfer functions from input rate to out-

put rate of gyros 1 and Z and the rate is applied about an axis in the plane

of their input axes at an angle _ from the gyro Z input axis. Therefore,

we have

-- g 1

_F = o" sin _ cos _00 [Gl(_°0) " G2(_°0)] (B-32)

It should be noted that Equation (B-31) may not be infinite at s = 0.

Therefore

GI(0) - GZ(0) = 0

must hold. This is the normal case for properly designed systems.

let _ = 45 deg as before and

o I (s) -

(B-33)

Now

O z (s) =

(547+sj458 +I)(547_sj458 +I) (i-_06+I)(2--_59 +i)('10212 +I)

(B-34)

S S S S s

(311+j362 +1)(311-j36Z +1) ([]--1 +1)(Z_ +1)(10,297 +1)

(B-35)

Then_F = 1.658 x 10 -9 rad/sec = 0.00034Z deg/hr.

3.6 Fictitious Conin_

A coordinate system can be changed from any orientation to any

other by a single rut_tion about an axis fixed in space. Let A 0 h_ the

amount of the rotation. Construct a line segment of length e0 along the

positive direction of the axis of rotation. Let the projection of e0 on the

i th axis of the coordinate system be Oi. Then the Oi define the final ori-

entation of the coordinate system with respect to the initial orientation.

The O. satisfy the relationship
1

z z )l/Ze 0 = (e z + e z + 03 (B-36)

Let the quaternion that defines the final orientation with respect to

the initial orientation be p. Then
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1 eo 80

P = (eI i + ez j + e3k)% sin-_- + cos-_-- (B-37)

The differential equation defining P in terms of the quaternion of the angu-

lar velocity of the coordinate system, to, is

to

b = P _ (B-38)

If all terms of higher than first order in the e. in Equation (B-37) are dis-
1

carded and the result is substituted in Equation (B-38), differential equa-

tions for the 8 i are obtained which are valid for small changes in

orientation.

1
01 = tol+ _ (Ozto3 - e3to2)

1
62 = _Z + Y (e3tol - el_3) (B-39)

= 1 to2e3 _3 +_(el - °ztol)

For small Oi, the major contribution to e. comes from the lefthand termsi

on the right hand sides of Equation (B-39). Let

¢i : to'_ i = 1, z, 3 (B-40)

Then Equation (B-39) may be approximated by

1
O1 = t°l +7 (¢Zto3 - ¢3t°Z )

1
62 = _2 +_ (93°_I - ¢i°_3) (B-41)

1
e3 = _°3 + z-(¢lto2 - 9Ztol)

Now let to_ be the outputs of the gyros
1

to' = G.(s) to. i = I, 2, 3 (B-42)
1 1 1

and let

91 : to.'1 i = 1, Z, 3 (B-43)
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The computer, attempting to perform Equation (B-41), will actually

perform

"' ' z ' ' '01 = _o1 +_- _o3 -93 t°z )

I

• , 1 (9_ _°1 ' _o3 ) (B-44)02 : ¢o_ +_ ' - 91

"! 1 1 ! ! I

e3 = _3 +_(¢i _2 "¢z _1 )

Now let the error rate be

and let

A6. = 6: - 6. (B-45)
I I I

_! = _. + Ato.
1 1 1

¢_ : ¢i + A¢i

Now by substituting Equations (B-46) in (B-44) and the result and (B-41)

in (B-45), discarding second order terms in A_ and A¢, we obtain

1
A_ I = A¢o 1 +'_ (¢2A_o 3 + A92_o 3 - 93A_ z - A93_ 2)

1
Ad Z = A¢o Z +'_ (93A¢Ol + A93¢o 1 - 91A¢o3 - Agl_ 3)

1
A03 = A¢o3 + _ (¢IA_°Z + A¢l_O 2 + 9ZAW I - A92_Ol)

The mean drift rates are

_01

(B-46)

1
-- _ (¢gAw 3 + ACZw 3 - ¢3AwZ - A¢3_OZ)

1
= _ (93A_1 + A93_ 1 - 91A_ 3 - A¢I_ 3)

(B-47)

---v-

AO Z (B-48)

I
A03 = _ (¢IA_°Z + A¢l_O Z - CZA_Ol - A¢Z_Ol)

since the A_o are assumed to have zero mean. Now 's_zppose that the input

rate _0 is applied about an axis in the plane of the input axes of gyros 1 and

Z at an angle 4b from the gyro Z input axis. Then
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I

_I = 0_sin

_2 = _c°s @ (B-49)

_3 = 0

From Equations (B-4Z) and (B-46) we have

A_ i = [Gi(s ) - I] _i i = I, 2, 3 (B-50)

and from (B-40) and (B-50)

_i = l_i i = I, 2, 3 (B-51)

_i = _ [Gilsl- I]_i

From (B-48)

Ae3 = Z(_l A_°Z + A_I wZ- _Z /X_I - A_Z _1 )

Each term of (B-52) may be evaluated separately. The block diagram of

I the first term is

I J .... I"1 .I -- 1 ',

'I _ ¢IA_2

F-'----'I_. r- ------- _ _

mmm i_i'

Therefore
|

I "_i A°_2(s)= (_S)[Gz(s)- i] sin _ cos _ "_0_ (S' (B-53)

1

I
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The block diagram for the second term is

0)
V

_l COS _ I _2

el

1
1

I

Therefore

(s) = ±[Gl(S) - 1]sin
_ZZ_I s

The block diagram for the third term is

cos _ • 0_(s) (B-54)

SIN _ Gl(S) - 1

*Icos l°2 1
¢ 2A_ 1

Therefore

¢_,ZA_l(S) = (.-_)[G l(S) - 1] sin _ cos %5cZ, (s) (B-55)
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I

The block diagram for the fourth term is

P

SIN _ __

.._ (_ A ¢2w1

J _ cos, ,/_[% (_)-,

Therefore

^_ (s) = ---I[G_(s) - i] sin , cos , ¢ (s) (B-56)
_i_'_2 s _ _o_o

From Equation (B-Z0)

j_

= i. /j_ 1 _ +_ __ __ ds

From Equations (B-53) - (B-57) we obtain

j_
_ = 1. / ±[G.(s) - G.(s)l sin, cos , • (s) ds (B-58)

-jm

If _0x0(s) is given by Equation (B-28) then, by the residue theorem

1 _--_3 = o'Z_ [Gl(O_0)- GZ(_o0)] sin, cos , (B-59)

If we define

G(s) = l[Gl(S) _ Gz(S)] (B-60)

then fictitious coning may be put in the form of Figure B-3.

t
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4. DIRECTION COSINE ERRORS

The strapdown system components are subjected to an angular rate

environment considerably more severe than that which occurs on a stable

platform. These angular rates have several effects, including the fact

that the linear acceleration is measured in a rotating coordinate system.

This effect can be made negligible. Another effect on the linear acceler-

ation measurements is the error which occurs if all three accelerometers

are not located at exactly the same point. This error is generally negli-

gible, and if not, it can be readily compensated for by the flight com-

puter. In this Section the effects of the angular rates on the direction

cosine matrix will be considered. The errors of the direction cosine

matrix may be classified as follows:

Drift errors

Orthogonality errors

Scale errors

Skew errors

They also may be classified by source as follows:

C ommutativity e r ro r s

Ouantization error s

Truncation errors

Roundoff errors

The cause-effect relationship is symbolized in the following Table

where the presence of an "X" means that the indicated cause can result in

the indicated effect:

@I

I

l

I

I

I

Table B-II. Cause/Effect Relationships of Direction Cosine Errors

Caus e Effect

Drift Error

C ommutativity X

Quantization X

Truncation X

Roundoff X

Orthogonality Error

X

X
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These relationships may be described in the following manner.

Consider an orthogonal triad of unit vectors. Let them each be

transformed by the direction cosine matrix and examine the resulting

errors

4. 1 Drift Errors

The transformed vectors may be rotated as a group from a set of

vectors transformed by an ideal direction cosine matrix. The rotation

may be described by three small angles, the drift errors.

4.2 Scale Errors

The lengths of the transformed vectors may differ _rom unity, l_he

three differences are the scale errors.

4.3 Skew Errors

The angles between each of the three pairs of vectors may differ

from right angles. The differences are the skew errors. Scale and skew

errors cannot exist if the direction cosine matrix is orthogonal, and are

therefore referred to as orthogonality errors.

4.4 Commutativity Errors

The existence of commutativity errors in a strapdown attitude ref-

erence comes about not from any fundamental principle, but from the way

in which most strapdown gyroscopic sensors are implemented. That is,

the components of angular velocity are individually integrated, sampled,

and quantized, and the resulting increments of angle are all that is avail-

able to the algorithm that determines attitude. The information as to the

variations of the direction of the angular velocity vector during the sam-

pling period, contained in the unmodified components of angular velocity,

has been lost. The typical algorithm assumes that the direction of the

angular velocity vector is unchanging during the sampling period. When-

ever the assumption differs from the actuality, commutativity errors

OC cur.

An appropriate test case for commutativity errors is a circular

coning motion. For such a motion the vehicle angular velocity is
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where

/° :}= _ tan a cos (B-61)

tan a sin

a = the coning half-angle (rad)

= angular frequency (rad/sec)

co = angular velocity (rad/sec)

t = time (sec)

It has been shown that (Ref B-Z) for a < iO deg and for sampling rates

greater than about Z samples per coning cycle, the drift rate due to com-

mutativity error is approximately

_3 TZa 2
coD _ 12 (B-6Z)

where

T = the sampling period (sec)

coD = the drift rate (rad/sec)

For sampling rates which are slow compared to the coning rate, the

drift rate is approximately the geometric coning error

coD _ _(i - cos a) (B-63)

Algorithms exist for reducing commutativity errors by attempting

to recover some of the lost information by suitable derivative filters.

The degree to which this procedure can be made successful is limited by

the presence of quantization errors.

4.5 Quantization Errors

Quantization errors arise when the analog gyro information is con-

verted to digital information for input to the computer. This process may

occur in an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter following an analog-torqued

rate gyro, in the torquing loop of a pulse-torqued rate gyro, or in a code

wheel on the output shaft of a single axis platform. The resulting quanti-

zation errors have the property that they are "remembered" from one

-34Z-
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sampling instant to the next; in the integrator of the A/D converter, in

the float of the pulse-torqued gyro, or in the code wheel of the single axis

platform. Thus, the first order direction cosine drift errors resulting do

not grow with time, but have a constant standard deviation equal to Q/_rl2

where Q is the quantum size. Second order errors due to quantization

induced commutativity errors do grow with time, but are quite small in

most applications.

4.6 Truncation Errors

If it is assumed that the direction of the angular velocity vector is

constant during a sampling period, then the exact solution for the new

LLI..I;t::L,.;t.IUJJ. t..t._l.£,l.l_ LLL_.L._._.,,,_. _

[A n ] = e [e] [An_ 1] (B-63a)

where

O O3 -02]

[O] = 03 0 O1 (B-64)

e2 -e I o

and the ei are the integral of the angular velocity components over the

sampling period. This transcendental result must be approximated for

use in a digital computer.

One set of approximations consists of truncating the Taylor series

for e [0] after a chosen number of terms. The errors for one

sampling period of the first four such approximations are given in the

Table on the following page.

Here

I/g8o = (el Z + e22 + 83 2 (B-65)

and,

wheni = i, j = 2, and k = 3

2 3 1

3 1 2.
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Table B-HI. Taylor Series Approximations

Order Drift Skew Scale

1 .e i eoZ/3 -ej ok (ojz + ekz)/z

z oi %z/6 -oj % eoZ/4 (ejZ+%2) %2/8

3 0i %4/30 oj % eoZ/12 -(ojz + Okz ) %Z/24

4 -ei eo4/120 ej ek eo4/72 -(ej z +ek2 )eo4/144

el
I

I

I
I
1

1
These algorithms may be modified further by the use of orthogonality

corrections. Other algorithms have been formulated such as Backwards

Differencing and Algorithm A (a Runge-Kutta technique modified to

improve accuracy). The latter two algorithms and the first and second

order Taylor series algorithms have been compared for accuracy when

subjected to coning motion of the vehicle. The results are summarized in

the graph of Figure B-If, which is an empirically obtained normalized

curve from which the drift error resulting from an input of two orthogonal

sinusoidal rates of equal amplitude and 90-deg phase shift can be calcu-

lated. The error of any of the four algorithms for any limit cycle ampli-

tude, frequency, and computer sampling interval may be found as follows:

i) Normalize the computer sampling interval with respect to

the limit cycle period. For example, the normalized sam-

pling interval for a 0.5-cps signal and a Z0-msec sampling
interval is 0.0ZT/Z.0 = 0.01T.

z) Obtain the percent error from the normalized graph. For
instance, the percent error for the Taylor's series is 0.1

percent for the 0.5-cps signal and a 20-msec sampling
interval.

3) Calculate the correct vehicle coning rate in the desired

units. For a 0.5-cps signal with an amplitude of 0.1 rad,

the vehicle coning rate is

4)

0_' = (0.01) 2 (=) (0.5) = 1.5708 x 10 -4 rad/sec

_o' = 0.5655 rad/hr = 32.403 deg/hr

The coning error is 0.1 percent of 32.4 deg/hr or an equiv-

alent drift of 0.034 deg/hr.
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Figure B-II. Coning Study Results

The results of Figure B-11 and the relative complexity of the com-

puter equations generally leads to a clear choice of the Taylor's series

expansion for maintenance of the attitude reference.

An analysis of the errors made when the vehicle turns at a constant

rate about one axis (termed slewing) has also been made (Ref B-3)

and B-7) and analytical error terms derived. The results of that analysis

are summarized in Table B-IV. The incremental angle is designated A.

The second-order Taylor's series' primary advantage is the reduction of

the scale factor error. The choice of first or second order is a tradeoff

between the available computer space, maximum available computation

rate, and the required accuracy.

In Table B-V, the errors for both algorithms are tabulated for four

different sampling rates subject to angular environments which can be

considered severe steady-state conditions for a boost vehicle. From the

Table, it appears that the first-order Taylor's series meets a drift crite-

rion of 0.01 deg/hr if sampled faster than every 8.5 msec.
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Table B-IV. Direction Cosine Slewing Errors

First-order

Taylor's series

Second-order

Taylor's series

Single Axis Slew Three Axis Slew

Scale Factor Per Cycle Scale Factor Per Cycle
Error Angle Error Error Angle Error

_I +A Z

_/1 +A4/4

A 3

3

_ A3/6

_i + 3A Z

ql + 9A4/4

_ A 3

A 3

" Z

Roundoff Errors. During a 1000-sec booster powered flight, the

second-order Taylor's series would update the direction cosines i00,000

times. Suppose it is desired to keep the roundoff error less than (arbi-

trarily) 13 arc sec. An unjustifiably conservative approach would assume

additive roundoff and yield a requirement of

-6
13 arc sec x 4.85 x 10

xl0 5
rad/arc sec _ 6.31 x 10 -10 rad

which would require 31 bits.

A much more realistic approach is to assume that the roundoff

error is uncorrelated from one computation to the next. Assuming a uni-

form probability distribution, and assuming that the central limit theorem

holds would result in an error of c x _n/12 where _ is the minimum bit

size and n is the number of computations. Thus for the 100,000 computa-

tions,

AS = q/_ x 13 x 4.85 x 10 -6 7 x I0 -7

which is equivalent to a word length of Z1 bits.
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APPENDIX C

EARTH HORIZON SENSOR PERFORMANCE

i. INTRODUCTION

The most obvious optical reference for anearth-orbiting spacecraft

is the earth itself. The angular position of the center of the earth is a

readily measured parameter for use in control or monitoring of spacecraft

attitude as well as in orbital navigation. The measurement of the angular

position can be done either actively or passively and in any one of several

bands of the electromagnetic spectrum. Since past experience, both

analytically and operationally, has led to nearly exclusive use of passive

infrared methods, only instruments of this type are considered herein.

In this appendix, the nature of the earth' s infrared radiation is

first considered. The elements of a horizon sensor and various possible

mechanizations are described, briefly analyzed with respect to perform-

ance, and compared. A bibliography is given containing those references

which directly relate to the problem of horizon sensor design.

2. EARTH RADIANCE MODEL

The radiation from the earth when viewed from outside the earth's

atmosphere consists primarily of two parts: reflected solar radiation,

and radiation emitted by the earth and its atmosphere due to their tem-

peratures. Because the reflected solar radiation can be used to sense

the horizon only during the day, horizon sensors are normally designed

to utilize the earth's self-emitted radiation.

The earth is at a temperature of approximately Z80°K and can be

called a graybody, i.e., the radiation can be described by Planck's

law for blackbody radiation modified by the earth's emissivity.

However, when viewed from outside the atmosphere, this graybody

radiation is modified by the atmosphere. Water vapor, carbon dioxide,

and ozone absorb radiation in specific wavelength bands. The absorptance

depends upon the wavelength of the radiation and the temperature and

pressure of the absorbing gas. These gases in turn radiate energy in

wavelength bands dependent to a large extent on atmospheric conditions.
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In addition, radiation is scattered by dust particles, aerosols, and to

some extent by molecules in the infrared. Another effect due to viewing

the earth' s horizon from near the earth is refraction caused by the path

length of the radiation through an atmosphere with varying indexes of

pressure and temperature.

In order to determine the appearance of the earth from outside

the atmosphere so that design criteria for horizon sensors can be gener-

ated, mathematical models describing the radiation have been formulated.

The earliest models considered the earth to be a sphere at a temperature

of approximately 280°K with an emissivity of one. This results in black-

body radiation with peak output at a wavelength of about 10 V. The

atmosphere was assumed to be perfectly transparent in the wavelength

interval of 8 to 13 _ and opaque elsewhere. On the basis of this

model, theearliesthorizon sensors were designed. With the advent of

the Tiros satellite more attention was paid to the earth's radiation, and

more complex models were constructed. The early efforts described

the earth as a sphere with concentric spheres representing the atmos-

phere. Temperatures, based on balloon and rocket soundings, were

assigned to the spherical atmospheric shells for radiation calculations.

As the demand for more detail grew, the number of concentric spheres

describing the atmosphere was increased and the effects of latitude and

season were added. The most recent models of the earth' s radiation

are based on a spherical earth with continuous atmospheric pressure,

temperatures, and gas concentrations for several model atmospheres

which are based on latitude and season. These models also include some

cloud variations. Wark (Ref i) has evaluated the effects of refraction

when viewing the horizon. The results of these analytical models show

clearly that in order to minimize gradients of radiance across the earth

and to define the sharpest apparent horizon, the 15-_ CO 2 band and the

water vapor rotational bands beyond 21 _ are superior to the other wave-

length intervals considered. In these regions local atmospheric anomalies

such as storm fronts apparently cause little disturbance in the radiance.

The atmospheric radiance computations of Wark and his associates

are the most accurate currently available in that they are predicated

upon a true spherical atmospheric shell, they are carried through at
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narrow spectral intervals, and they are based upon meteorological pro-

files representing undercast as well as the usual clear weather conditions.

Figure C-1 shows the r esults obtained by Wark in terms of relative earth

radiance versus the tangent ray height for several significant atmos-

pheric absorption bands using the ARDC standard atmosphere. The

tangent ray height (Z ') is defined as the distance from the surface of
O

the earth to the orthogonal intersection of a satellite ray and an earth

radial line. In this figure, the several radiance curves have been nor-

malized to their value at Z ' = -6371 kin, corresponding to the satellite
O

subpoint. The curves illustrate some general properties of the absorp-

tion bands such as the fact that uniform mixing of CO 2 in the atmosphere

leads to a relatively high and abrupt apparent edge, the severe discon-

tinuity in the 0 3 curve at the maximum ozone concentration region

(stratopause) and the transparency of the atmosphere in the I0.5-to

II-_ region resulting in an apparent horizon at the tropopause.

I0

ZENITH ANGLE
81" 82" 83" 04" 85 °

I I I I I
I

/:
I

/
I

ROTATIONAL H20

30.8_. - 33.3_.

% I
%%
%1

10,5_ 11.0p

•3_H 2°

Figure C-1.

-6371 -20 0 20 40 60

TANGENT RAY HEIGHT, Z' (KM)
o

Variation of the Radiance, Normalized to the Value at

Z' = 6371 kin, for Five Spectral Intervals (The ARDCO

Model is Used. )
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Figures C-2, C-3, and C-4 show atmospheric radiance profiles

for three of these bands, the 15-_ CO2 absorption band and the H20
rotation band, which are both appropriate for horizon sensing and the

absorption-free "window" region between i0. 6 and II _. Figure C-5
shows the filters used to generate the absorption band curves. The

window region curves are for an ideal "rectangular" band. The lettered

labeling of the curves indicates the meterological profile used for com-

putation, i.e. ,

A ARDC Standard Clear Atmosphere, 1959

B Albuquerque, Clear, July

C Ponape, Caroline Islands, Undercast, May

D Resolute, North West Territory, Undercast, December

The radiance curves computed from these four meteorological profiles

are indicative of the range of inputs a satellite-borne horizon sensor

might experience during a given mission.

Inspection of Figures C-2 through C-4 reveals the desirability of

viewing the earth's atmosphere in a strong absorption band rather than

a window. In the window region a strong contribution of radiance at the

sensor is received from the region near the earth which is subject to

extreme meteorological change. From Figure C-4, it is noted that there

is a ratio of 13:i between the extreme horizon radiance curves. In the

strong absorption regions, only radiance from the upper portion of the

atmosphere is transmitted to the sensor. Meteorological conditions are

more stable in these regions, which is demonstrated by the equivalent

ratios in the CO 2 and H20 bands which are 1.55 and 1. 35, respectively.

The desirability of using the latter spectral ranges for accurate horizon

sensing is apparent.

Several significant computational programs other than that of

Wark have been dedicated to the horizon-sensing problem. McArthur

(Ref 2) has prepared a statistical model of the horizon radiance in the

14- through 16-_ band with both time and distance as parameters.

Hanel, Conrath, and Bandeen (Ref 3, 4) preceded Wark with a com-

putation of radiance from a curved earth and atmosphere. Burn (Ref 5)
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Figure C-2.
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Variation of the Radiance with Z I Atmospheric Models inO

the Carbon Dioxide Band (Filter response is shown in Figure C-5)
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Figure C-3.
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Variation of the Radiance with Z' for Four Atmospheric Modelso
in the Water Vapor Rotation Band, (Filter response is shown in

Figure C-5. )
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has demonstrated theoretically that the 15-_ band is optimal for rejection

of "cold clouds" in the atmosphere. Other programs of this general

type are referenced in the bibliography of this section.

In addition to "fallout" data from such scientific programs as

Tiros, horizon data have been obtained on programs carried out specifi-

cally for that purpose. In particular, orbital test programs were per-

formed by Lockheed arld by Kodak in 1962 (Ref 6, 7). In these programs,

operational and experimental horizon scanners operating in several

spectral bands were flown, and the outputs of their preamplifiers moni-

tored. The data collected in all cases verify theoretical expectations

^* -_ .... 1 .... 1_ _ ._ .r_,_,,_ h_ _ permit ._nm_ statistical

analysis of the likelihood of a given reading. The significant limitation

to this data is a lack of precision attitude reference. No data are avail-

able to make a precise correspondence between the orientation of the

line of sight in geocentric coordinates and a given radiance reading.

Therefore, exact determination of the radiance profile of the horizon

is not possible from this data.

NASA has undertaken a program under the title project Scanner,

which will overcome these objections by means of a precision celestial

reference (Ref 8). The first phase of this program, involving a 12-rain

ballistic flight of the celestial reference along with horizon radiometers

has been carried out. The resulting data are being reduced and published

at the time of writing and the second phase of the program, an orbital

flight, has not yet been carried out. The scanner radiometers are

sensitive in the CO 2 and H20 rotational absorption bands of the atmos-

phere.

3. MECHANIZATION

The elements of a horizon sensor system; the modulation technique,

the detector, the electronic processing, and optics are treated individually

in this section. The discussion is as general as is practical with the

previously stated restriction to passive infrared devices.
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3. i Modulation Techniques

The sensing of the discontinuity between the apparent earth horizon

and space by sensing the earth and earth atmosphere radiation can be

done in many ways. The general techniques can be broken into three

categories: a) nonscanning methods, b) conical scan, and c) edge scan.

3. I. I Nonscanning Methods

The radiation from the earth is projected onto several detection

elements, and the difference in radiation on the different detectors is

sensed and an error signal is developed. In the simplest form this

type of system would consist of four detectors with the earth image

focused on the detectors as shown in Figure C-6.

/EARTH IMAGE

4

oI

I

I

Figure C-6. Radiation ]_alance Detector

Against a perfect spherical target this system would have the

planetary disc divided equally onto the four detectors when the optical

axis of the system is pointed at the center of the disc. Through simple

differencing of opposite detector outputs this system develops an error

signal in two axes.

3. 1.2 Conical Scan

In this method a small instantaneous field of view is made to scan

in a cone with an apex angle dependent upon the distance to the earth

and the geometry involved. FigureC-7 shows this scanning motion across

the earth. Note that two scanning motions are necessary to determine

the direction to the earth's center in two axes. The information from

a scan is derived by using the change in irradiance at the scanner when

the instantaneous field of view sweeps across the horizon. The angle

half way between the two irradiance discontinuities represents the

coordinates of the earth's center in one axis of the scanner coordinates.

The scan cone may be degenerated to a plane when the apparent planet

angle is small.
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I Figure C-7. Conical Scanning of Earth Horizon

| 3. i. 3 -.d_e_" ocan

This method of scanning moves the instantaneous field of view in

a relatively small angle back and forth across the earth's horizon. A

scan of this type is shown in Figure C-8. Note that three separate paths

scannedmust be to determine the center of the earth's disc. The edge

must goscanner through a wider scan search mode to find the horizon

initially.

EARTH
I SCAN

MOTION _ INSTANTANEOUSI FI ELD OF VI EW

Figure C-8. Edge Scanning of Earth Horizon

Combinations of conical and edge scan techniques can be used.

See Figure C-9. Two scanning motions are imparted simultaneously;

one is a conical scan with an apex angle equal to the earth' s subtense

at the scanner, and the other is a motion perpendicular to this scan

motion and at a different rate. This method can be modified so that the

scan motion is a rosette, etc. This type of scan must go through an

initial search mode just as with the edge scanner. The apex angle of

the conical part of the scan can be adjusted from the error information

to compensate for varying altitude.
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Figure C-9. Combination of Edge and Conical Scan

3.2 Detectors

Detectors suitable for use in the detection of infrared radiation

can be divided into two main categories depending upon the nature of

detection. The two categories are (1) quantum detectors and (2) thermal

detectors. The first class depends upon photon-electron interaction

to change the electrical properties of the detector whereas the second

class absorbs radiation and transforms it into heat which in turn affects

the detector electrical properties.

This section will be devoted almost exclusively to the discussion

of thermal detectors since all operational (or proposed) earth horizon

sensors utilize this type. Figure C-10illustrates why this is the case.
_u

The spectral detectivity T of representative quantum detectors and a

thermistor bolorneter detector are shown along with the spectral region

of typical absorption band horizon scanning devices. The quantum

t Detectivity is a convenient, if approximate, figure-of-merit for

electro-optical detectors. It is defined as:

D*=v -- IP
n

where 2
A = effective detector receiving area, cm

Af-= measurement noise bandwidth, cps

P = incident power required to produce an rms signal equal to
n detector rms noise, watts
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Figure C-IO. Spectral Detectivity of Quantum and Thermistor

Bolometer Detectors

detectors shown represent the extreme state-of-the-art for long wave-

length detection. Note that the zinc-doped germanium and mercury-

doped photoconductors , operated at 4.2°K and 28°K, respectively, are

superior in detectivity to the tiaermistor bolometer operated at 295°K.

It is the unfortunate characteristic of photoconductive detectors, how-

ever, that they must be cooled to extremely low temperatures to extend

their spectral response to the desired horizon-sensing bands. Since
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cryogenic support equipment of the sophistication required to operate at

these levels for extended periods is not available for orbital use, the

quantum detector is not covered further in this report.

3. Z. I Thermocouples

These detectors consist of two dissimilar materials of different

thermoelectric power which are in electrical contact. Because of the

different thermoelectric powers there is a contact potential difference

whose amplitude is dependent upon the temperature of the junction of the

two materials.

The materials with the greatest difference in thermoelectric power

have been found to be various semiconductors, and most applications of

radiation thermocouples now utilize semiconductor materials. Metal

radiation thermocouples are only used where the better long-term stability

is important.

The resistance of thermocouples is quite low ( _ i0 ohms) so that

a transformer coupling is usually employed. This results in a sensiti-

vity limited by the Johnson noise of the thermocouple. Because the

output of a thermocouple is quite low, several are often connected in

series to form a thermopile. The time constant for a thermopile is,

however, quite long and for this reason it is seldom used as an ac

device.

Because thermocouples do not depend upon the quantum nature of

radiation, there is no cutoff wavelength. The wavelength response is

determined by windows in front of the thermocouple and by the wave-

length dependence of the absorptivity of the heat absorbing element.

In general, thermocouples are good detectors for infrared radiation

in applications where anuncooled detector is desired; however, they

are usually quite delicate and are very difficult to ruggedize for shock

and vibration environments.

3.2.2 Thermistor Bolometer

Thermistors are semiconductor elements of very small mass which

have large negative temperature coefficients of resistance. The absorption
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of radiation raises the temperature of the thermistor flake and the result-

ing resistance change is sensed. Because of the temperature dependence,

these detectors change resistance with ambient temperature as well as

with radiation• Because of this, they are generally used in pairs connected

in a bridge circuit with radiation incident on only one element. Ambient

temperature effects are balanced out over reasonable temperature ranges

by this technique. Detectors used in this manner are called bolometers.

Thermistors and thermistor bolometers do not require cooling, and

respond to wavelength regions determined in the same way as thermo-

couples. These detectors can be quite rugged and can be immersed or

I _'__ _I-" .... _ ___^_4-...'_I_ _ 1^_ rPl_ 4_r_1_,_-c4r_ _P_-_ f1_

radiation density that is incident on the detector by an amount equal

to the index of refraction of the lens material for a hemispherical

immersion lens.

Other thermal detectors such as metal film bolometers have been

used to sense infrared radiation under conditions where long-term

stability is of major importance. Thermistor bolometers have much

higher responsivities than metal bolometers but do show hysteresis

effects which are not present in metal boiometers.

The type of detector which appears to be the best for precision

horizon scanner application by virtue of the high responsivity is the

immersed thermistor bolometer. This detector can be immersed in

germanium, increasing the output by approximately four times, is quite

rugged and requires no cooling to low temperatures•

3.2. 3 Specification of Detector Parameters

The impact of detector parameters upon sensor system performance

is described in some detail elsewhere. It is useful, however, to

describe the parameters at this point and indicate those which must be

carefully specified when considering the design of a new sensor. Param-

eters of primary significance are detailed in the following list.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Responsivity. The voltage measured across the detector

flake when it is exposed to a calibrated radiation source

must be specified. Responsivity should be specified

as a function of bias voltage, wavelength of incident

monochromatic radiation, detector temperature (over

the expected range of ambient operating temperatures)

and of source intensity (i.e., linearity).

Time Constant. The time constant is best represented by
a specification of responsivity versus source modulation
frequency. Such a curve permits a calculation of time
constant and also the specification of multiple time con-
stant effects when they occur. The time constant measure-

ment should be made as a function of detector operating
tempe rature.

Detector noise. The power spectral density of the noise

voltage appearing across the detector must be known.
This power spectrum should be known as a function of

temperature and of bias voltage. The low frequency
limit of the noise power spectral density measurement
must be such that the contribution passed by the sensor
electronics at this low frequency limit is negligible.

Miscellaneous. Other parameters which have a secondary
impact upon sensor performance are impedance and its
functional dependence upon temperature and environmental
resistance such as the immunity of contacts to vibration.
Detector performance degradation with shelf and operating
lifetime is an important and little known parameter. Cur-
rently the design of earth sensors for long life missions is
based upon very limited experimental data of questionable
statistical validity.

3.Z.4 Electronic Circuitry

The electronic circuitry associated with a horizon sensor must

serve the following functions:

a) Detector bias supply

b) Detector signal preamplification

c) Noise filtering

d) Radiance variation compensation

e) Signal amplification

f) Signal demodulation

g) Generate modulator drive signal.
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Most of these functions are common to many electronic applications

and the frequency response, stability requirements, etc. , are well with-

in the state-of-the-art. The areas of electronic design which require

particular attention in the horizon sensing application are compensation

for component value drifts with life and temperature, careful optimization

of the frequency response in terms of the signal and noise spectrum, and

the incorporation of some form of compensation for earth radiance

variations in the case of thresholding devices.

3.2.5

The detection of radiation from the earth requires the collection

of a sufficient or "detectable" amount of radiation and delivery of

that energy to a detector. In an infrared system this function is often

performed by a telescope, similar to those used in visible systems.

In general, optical systems can be broken into three categories:

reflective, refractive, and catadioptric. Reflective systems utilize

reflective elements (mirrors), refractive systems utilize refractive

elements (lenses), and catadioptric systems utilize both types of ele-

ments. Many infrared systems have been designed to cover large wave-

length intervals, say 2 through 14 _, which is 30 times the entire visible

wavelength region. These systems are commonly reflective because

mirrors do not have color aberration, although they do possess all the

other simple aberrations found in lenses. For relatively narrow wave-

length regions and wider wavelength intervals where high resolution is not

important, refractive or catadioptric systems may be used. Horizon

sensors normally fall into this last category. The detector size usually

decides the maximum resolution obtainable in a system, and since it is

large with respect to the blur from almost any optical system, the types

of elements are usually determined by weight and size considerations,

and by the availability of materials for lenses. This last item imposes

a much more severe restriction in the infrared region than it does in

the visible region where many types of glass with various indexes of

refraction exist. Some materials which transmit infrared radiation

are unsuitable for optical elements in most applications because of

undesirable characteristics such as extreme softness, hygroscopic

behavior, tendency to cold flow, etc.
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In addition to the optical elements considered above, it is necessary

to incorporate into the design a spectral filter to define the wavelength band

of sensitivity. These filters are, in general, either absorptive, re-

flective, or operate by selective scattering. Filters operating by

selective scattering, called Christiansen filters, pass energy in narrow

spectral bands. These filters are prepared by mixing a dielectric

powder in a fluid and placing the mixture between plane, parallel plates.

There is a small spectral band in which the fluid and the dielectric

have the same index of refraction, and in this band energy will be trans-

mitted. At all other wavelength the indexes differ and the energy is

scattered.

Absorption filters can be either of the gelatin type which are

primarily restricted to use in the visible region, or semiconductors

which show sharp absorption edges. The semiconductor type is useful

when a material with an absorptive edge at the proper wavelength is

available. Absorptive filters re-emit radiation in the absorbed wave-

lengths as graybodies at the filter temperature. Because of this,

in some systems, they must be cooled or otherwise temperature con-

trolled.

Reflective filters can be of several types but the most important

from the standpoint of applicability to horizon sensors are interference

filters. Interference filters are prepared by depositing thin films

of dielectric material on a semiconductor substrate. By proper selection

of the thickness and index of refraction of the dielectric films and

the number of films° these filters can be designed to transmit energy

over any nominal spectral region where a transmitting substrate can

be found. The major limitation is in finding dielectric materials with

the desired index of refraction.

In general, even though they are relatively expensive, interference

filters are most useful in infrared systems because of the variety

of transmission properties available.

Another type of reflective filter, the reststrahlen filter, may

be useful for systems operating in the water vapor rotational bands.

These filters are constructed of materials with ionic bonding which

show very sharp cut-on wavelength edges for reflection in the infrared.
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Many materials with reststrahlen wavelength peaks greater than 20

are available.

The +_4_A horizon scanner _v_a_ e_=_L is L,c scanning _,_,=n,_ir_.

In most horizon scanners a small field of view is scanned in space.

This may be done mechanically or electronically. In mechanical scanning

techniques some part of the optical-detector system is moved. This

might be done by rotating a plane mirror about some axis as in Figure C- 1 I.

Another method of generating a scanning motion similar to the rotating

plane mirror is a rotating prism. In similar ways other scan motions

///

LENS /_/_LAN

. _../__'-- E MIRROR

FI ELD STOP

I ROTATION AXIS

I
Figure C- 11. Rotary Scan of Optical Field of View

could be generated, e. g. , rotation through part of an arc and back by

a plane mirror as in Figure C-12. Many other scanning Inotions are

possible by movement of elements in the optical system. Many techniques

can be developed to move the optical elements utilizing almost any

method of generating a force.

LENS

FI ELD STOP

/_"_SCANNI NG MOTION

! _ AXIS OF ROTATION,
/"/PERPENDICULAR TO PAPER

Figure C-12. Oscillating Scan of Optical Field of View
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A small instantaneous field of view may also be scanned by electronic

techniques. This may take the form of switching the input to the pre-
amplifier between several detectors each of which "sees" a different

space volume. This method requires many detectors if a small instantane-

ous field of view and a large total field of view are desired. Another type

of electronic scan is that used in TV pickup tubes such as the vidicon or

orthicon. In these devices the total fieldofviewisprojectedonanextended
detector area and an electron beam scanning this area "reads out" the
information in one small element of the detector at a time. In the current

state of development, infrared vidicon image tubes are not appropriate
for earth sensing.

4. HORIZON SENSOR PERFORMANCE

This section describes the performance of a horizon sensor under

operational circumstances in relation to accuracy and reliability. The

predicted performance is discussed in some detail and then a summary

is given of data pertaining to the actual performance of operational

device s.

4. 1 Accuracy

There are two general types of error involved in measuring space-

craft attitude with a horizon sensor system. These are:

a) Errors instrinsic to the horizon sensor such as uncertainties

in angular information due to noise, bias errors due to

time lags in the signal processing and angle transducer
readout errors.

b) Errors connected with the earth as a target, such as a

non-abrupt horizon in a given spectral region, a non-uniform
horizon, oblateness of the earth, etc.

4. 1. I Errors Intrinsic to the Horizon Sensor

These errors can be broken down into noise effects, and offset or

bias error induced by detector-preamplifier time lags and by the difference

in radiance from the various sections of the earth' s disc.

ol
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Noise Effects. A certain signal-to-noise level is necessary to

maintain lock-on to the horizon gradient. The minimum signal-to-noise

level necessary for a reasonably small rms angle error depends upon

the particular mechanization of the scanner and is usually experimentally

determined. In order to roughly evaluate the effects of signal-to-noise

ratio, a simplified horizon scanner will be analyzed qualitatively.

Example Problem

Assume a conical scan with apex angle Co, a detector of angular

width which determines the field of view, and a perfect spherical earth

with uniform radiance. In the object plane of the scanning telescope the

projection oi the detector forms a square which intersects the earth as

in Figure C- i3.

INSTANTANEOUS FIELD
OF VIEW (AXIS I)

SCAN PATH

EARTH

INSTANTANEOUSFIELD
OFWEW(AXLS2)

SCAN PATH

Figure C-13. Intercept of Conical Scan with Earth

If the detector and preamplifier have an optimized time constant,

the output signal appears as shown in Figure C-i4b, when the detector

projection is swept across the horizon (the image of the horizon is swept

across the detector in image space). The detector signals returns to

zero by capacitive coupling. The actual signal in the presence of noise

will look more like Figure C-i4c.
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Figure C-14a. Irradiance on the Detector
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Figure C-I4b. Detector Response

V S - ; /

Detector o .

Signal and Noise 1 o t
O

Figure C- 14c. Detector Response with Noise

Vp

Signal Detector

Figure C- 14d.

V
P

Detector Signal

and Noi se

0

0 (I C
0

Detector Response as a Function of Scan Angle

o t t
0 0

Figure C-14e. Expanded Time Scale

Figure C-14. Signal Amplitude Versus Angle of Scan
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Let

Vp peak signal output

V = threshold level
S

V = rrns noise
n

x = Vp/Vn and y = Vs/V .n

In this simple system it is assumed that the signal position is

determined by the signal exceeding a predetermined threshold level

V s. The signal is then demodulated in a demodulator with a period of

1/f where f is the frequency of the conical scan.

The position of the horizon in terms of the scan angle is determined

by sensing the time of maximum signal t o with reference to some

arbitrary time. The rest of the determination of the coordinate of the

earth's center is done by similiarly acting on the pulse when the detector

projection sweeps off the earth and into space.

The analysis of the angle noise has now to be broken into two parts:

high signal-to-noise where V s >> V n so that the only noise pulses which

cause error are on the leading edge of the signal pulse, andthe low signal-

to-noise case where interpulse noise adds to the error. A perfect target

is assumed so that effects due to variation in signal strength will be

ignored here.

(1) V >> Vs n

The error is caused when a noise pulse causes

the signal plus noise to exceed the threshold too

early.

t'= t o - t' o is the time error; the equivalent
angular error is e. The signal is plotted in terms

of the angle in Figure C-14d to indicate the equiva-

lence of time and angular position.

From similar triangles (see expanded scale

Figure C-14e).
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Assuming narrowband gaussian noise, the variance
of the time is:

2 '2
_t = t

and the variance of angle is

then,

t Z Z- = =
O_ x

0

After demodulation, the angle noise density at zero

frequency is given by

2
2 2 2_

Wn(OJ" " = y ¢ :e F--Z
X

and the rms angle noise by

(z) The analysis of the interpulse noise case is

more complex than the first case and no

general analysis exists. An approximate

solution can be found by considering the zero
crossings of the noise; but since the analysis

is quite involved, only the result will be stated
here.

c3/ _f e

z _ -(Ylz)z

o lfoo 21
-U 2,

"_ -(x-y) e
du
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Figur_ C-15 is a plot of the angle noise density for a particular

set of typical parameters. The parameters chosen for this plot were:

= 0. 035 tad

= 0.96 rad
O

f = 30 scans/sec

Y = 5.4

10-I

10-2

10-3

2 10 100
Vp

v-N

Figure C-15. Angular Noise Density
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Since the total anglenoise depends upon sensing two pulses, the

pulse formed when the image of the earth sweeps onto the detector and

the pulse formed when the image sweeps off the detector, the noise con-

tribution of the second pulse must also be considered. Assuming that

the noise is random (noncorrelated), the noise contributions will add

rms - wise and the rms angle noise will be V/Z times the values found

from the above equations. From this plot it can be seen that with the

simplified scanner and the parameters given here, a signal-to-noise

ratio of approximately 5 is necessary to maintain the rms angle noise at

about l/J0 the instantaneous field of view. The angle noise can be larger

than calculated above if care is not taken to insure that other sources of

noise do not occur in the signal processing after the preamplifier.

Offset Error. For a horizon scanner utilizing a threshold level

such as the example considered above, there is an offset or bias error

induced by a difference in temperature of the two limbs of the earth.

Figure C-16 indicates this type of error. From the figure it can be seen

that the time difference is t 2 - t 1, indicating that the earth' s radiance

width is not the same as t' - t' which is the sensed parameter by an
Z 1

amount At which depends upon the radiance difference of the two limbs,

the threshold chosen, and the system parameters. This error can be

ol

l
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1

I

DETECTOR
PREAMP
OUTPUT

IRRADIANCE Vs

ON DETECTOR

-V s

i _ t
I
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W \ c , ,,

tl,'' tl $ } "_
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Figure C-16. Bias Error Due to Earth Limb Temperature Differential
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minimized by raising the threshold, but at the expense of more suscepti-

bility to gradients within the earth' s radiant disc which could be very

large errors.

Another offset error occurs in the example because of the time

constant of the detector preamplifier combination. This time constant

causes a lag in the signal and a consequent lag in the apparent angles to

the horizon. If the radiances of the two limbs are equal, the phase lag

due to the +;_._ constant _ou!d_ be _._r._.._+,_ ._.¢_,__,_...the signal processing

circuitry. However, if the radiance is different at the two limbs, the

lag will be different at the two limbs, and a fixed compensation will not

eliminate _nis error con_pletely.

Errors in Alignment and Transducer Readout. Alignment errors

consist of initial alignment errors between the horizon scanner and the

spacecraft reference, nonlinearities and drifts in the transducer readouts

of the horizon scanner. Initial alignment accuracy is determined by

alignment methods, and with sufficient finesse can be made negligibly

small in comparison with angle readout errors. Readout errors can

usually be held to quite small values over small angular ranges where

linearities are good. Often the equipment can be designed so that opera-

Random

they

tion is restricted to these linear, relatively high accuracy areas.

errors in the readout devices are also a cause of error; however,

are usually small in comparison to other sources.

4. 1.2 Earth Effect Errors

The error sources due to the earth can be divided into:

• Gradients within the earth' s radiant disc

• Differences in radiance and altitude of the apparent

horizon due to latitude and season

• Oblateness of the earth

• Atmospheric anomalies such as storm fronts.

Radiance Differences. Froi-nthe discussion of the earth's radiance,

it can be seen that the errors due to gradients in radiation and altitude

variations in the apparent horizon can be minimized by proper selection

of the operating spectral region. These errors can also be minimized by
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optimizing the signal processing methods. If approximate orientation

and sub-satellite latitude information were available, errors due to latitude

effects in the radiance of the horizon could be calculated and partially

eliminated. In a like way, the season effect could be calculated and

eliminated.

Oblateness. The errors due to the earth's oblateness could also

be computed and compensated for. An estimate of the effects of oblate-

ness can be made by assuming that the true earth shape is an ellipsoid

and calculating the error in determination of local vertical from this

effect, t The deviation of the measured center of the earth's disc from

the geocenter for a spacecraft with no roll or pitch error is given approx-

imately by {see iZef 9):

where

Ae = c
2

Z
_-_ sin k cos k sin

P

= eccentricity of ellipsoid, 0. 08Z

= equatorial earth radius

el

I

I

l

i

I

1

l

p = radial distance, geocenter to satellite

k = latitude of satellite subpoint

= azimuth of sensor measurement plane
about vertical measured from line

parallel to the earth I s major axis

This error is quite small at synchronous altitudes, being less than

0.01 deg when there is no pitch-or-roll offset. The error becomes more

significant at low-altitude orbits.

Atmospheric Anomalies. The effects of atmospheric anomalies

can be reduced by sensing many points around the horizon and averaging

the results. If the effects of storm fronts, etc., are localized, this

method of averaging will greatly reduce the error.

tVariations in the earth' s atmosphere dependent on latitude (as measured

on the oblate earth}.
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Conversations with John Duncan at the Institute of Science and

Technology, the University of Michigan, indicate that his studies of the

effect of weather conditions on the 14-through 16-_ CO 2 radiance band

show only small effects which are highly correlated over large viewing

areas. This result indicates that, if the 14- through 16-_ region is used,

there is no advantage in averaging over many points on the horizon and

a simpler scanner may offer the same accuracy.

4. Z Accuracy Comparison, Conical Scan Versus EdGe Tracker

Although both conical scan and edge scan systems have the same

angle noise for equivalent siRnal-to-noise ratios from the preamplifier

and equivalent signal processing, the smaller scan angle of the edge

scanner results in much higher signal-to-noise ratios and subsequently

less angle noise than the conical scanner. This difference can be

expressed in terms of the size of the collecting optics required for the

two types for equivalent signal-to-noise ratio. As an example of this

difference, consider a conical scanner with

scan angle = 110 ° = 20
o

1° 1°detector size: x , fl =

optical collection area =

scan frequency: f =

6.91 x 10 "4 rad = instantaneous

field-of-view

A
o

30 scans/sec

detector responsivity: R = 300 v/w

noise due to amplifier (limiting noise): v = 0.5 _v/(cps)
,lz

and an edge tracker with scan angle

same as the conical scanner.

4.2.1

by

Conical Scanner

The horizon cross over time T C

= 5 deg and all other parameters the

for the conical scanner is given

T

C 2wOof
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where _ = detector width. T C for the conical scan is T = 9.63 x 10 -5
C

sec. In order to pass the information contained in this pulse, we assign

a bandwidth

I 0 3-- = 5.19x i cps.Af = 27
C

If the radiance from the earth is taken to be N = 3.5 w/m 2 - ster,

and the optical transmission is taken to be 0.65 we can calculate the

required A ° for any signal=to-noise {S/N) ratio. For S/N = 10, the

noise is assumed to be entirely from the preamp and is

V N V (Af)I/2 3.6 x I0 -5_ V

10V 3.6 x l0 -4= = v. The totalThe signal must then be V s n

power on the detector, W, necessary to produce this signal is given by

Vs -6
W = -- = 1.2x 10 w

R

The necessary optical collection area can then be derived from

W = NA fiT
O

or

_ 2A W - 7.62 cm
o Ng2T

4. 2. 2 Edge Scanner

For the edge scanner the horizon crossover time is

a nd,

T
C

-3
= 3.33 x 10 sec

1
Af = -- = 150 cps

2T
C
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The noise is

V N = V(Af) I/2 = 6. 13 x 10 -6

V = 10 V = 61.3 x 10 -6 v
S n

v

for a signal-to-noise ratio of 10. The total power is then

Vs
W =

R
- 0.204x 10 -6 W

and the optical collection area is

W 2
_A = = 1.3 cm

o N_T

With presently available thermal detectors, the difference in the

required collecting area is even greater because the detector time con-

stant causes a decrease in the high frequency response, but the preampli-

fier noise remains essentially constant with frequency. From this respect,

the edge scanner appears to offer more accurate information for a given

size of optics. From a weight tradeoff standpoint, the smaller collection

area of the edge scanner is partly offset by the requirements of three

edge trackers and only two conical scanners, although the requirements

for rotating parts in the conical scan tend to increase the weight of the

conical scanner.

4.3 Reliability

It is difficult to obtain horizon sensor information in a form that

allows easy comparison between different systems. This is partly

because of the difference in the missions for which these sensors were

designed. It is often difficult to determine whether a reliability number

represents a design goal or an experimentally derived result. Extensive

experience with the OGO horizon sensor has indicated that with four

sensors which provide a degree of redundancy, and with projected parts

failure rate data, the reliability is 0. 992 for one year. Because of

complex independence of reliability on specific design, it is not possible
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to use the OGO sensor reliability to easily predict reliability of other

sensors. It is probable, however, that the Gemini and Agena horizon

sensors will have roughly the same reliability as the OGO sensor because

of similarities, although different numbers of parts are involved in

each sensor. However, the Gemini and Agena sensors have a rotating

part with lubricated bearings which affects reliability.

5. OPERATIONAL SENSORS

A survey has been performed as part of the present study in order

to gather data concerning current earth sensing systems. The findings

of this survey are presented in Volume ILl (Part I). It is the purpose of

this section to indicate those sensors which have actually been operated

in the orbital environment and to supply comments regarding their per-

formance as available. It is important that the slight operational accuracy

data which have been obtained are classified and, therefore, not

presented here. The information is summarized in Table C-I.

Table C-I. Summary of Flight Proven Scanning Horizon Sensors

Vehicle Horizon Sensor Type Comment

Mercury

Gemini

Conical scan

Peripheral edge tracker

Agena Conical scan

Saturn Edge track

OGO Edge track

Wide spectral band resulting

in much earth effect error.

Short duration mission

Considerable earth effect

errors, short term missions

Original version did not func-

tion to specification, experi-

mental flights led to changed

spectral band.

Used during ballistic portion

of flight

Original version suffered from

cold cloud problems spectral

band change required and

implemented in "AOGO"

horizon scanner system.
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This table does not include the "pipper" type of horizon sensor which has

been used on spinning spacecraft such as Tiros. These devices are

essentially narrow-field infrared radiometers and are not applicable for

missions requiring full stabilization. Two major conclusions may be

drawn from flight experience with scanning horizon sensors.

(1) Earth radiance in the 1.8-_ to 12-_ band is

highly variable and unsuitable for generation
of attitude data.

Z) Little or no experience has been gained with infrared

horizon scanners operating over long mission periods.

Of the devices listed in Table C-I, only the OGO sensor

system was designed for long life. To date, the earth

stabilized mode of OGO flights has not lasted significantly

longer than Agena or manned missions.

Several devices have been designed and tested which operate in the

"optimal" 14-_ through 16-_ band and/or designed for extremely long

orbital life. These sensors have not yet been proven, however, in the

control system of a fully stabilized earth-orbiting spacecraft.
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APPENDIX D

ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES USED FOR

TRACKING AND NAVIGATION ERROR ANALYSIS STUDIES

I. INTRODUCTION

The tracking and navigation error analysis studies carried out as

part of the Radio/Optical/Strapdown Inertial Guidance Study were con-

ducted using TRW's SVEAD _ computer program. This appendix contains

a brief description of the SVEAD program and a detailed description of

the subroutines developed and supplied to SVEAD for performing this

study.

Briefly, this study was concerned with the comparative performance

of DSIF tracking (earth based Doppler) and onboard optical navigation.

Optical instruments considered were: star tracker, planet tracker, sun

sensor, and planet subtense angle tracker (range measurement). Major

error sources considered were: slowly drifting biases in the optical

equipment, uncertainty in the planet diameter, Doppler bias error (slowly

drifting), planet ephemeris errors, and uncertainty in the dynamic model

of the solar system {that is, errors in solar wind, gravitational con-

stants, planet oblateness, etc.).

2. STATE VARIABLE ESTIMATION AND ACCURACY DETERMINATION

(SVEAD) PROGRAM

This Section describes the State Variable Estimation And Accuracy

Determination (SVEAD) program. SVEAD is a general purpose Kalman

filtering program, developed in the System Analysis and Software Depart-

ment of the Guidance and Navigation Laboratory at TRW Systems. It is

used to analyze problems in which parameters (the state vector) must be

estimated from noisy measurements. SVEAD has been successfully used

for many types of applications, including the following: orbit determina-

tion {both near earth and deep space); powered flight tracking (in the

earth-moon gravity field); on-board satellite navigation (earth, moon, and

_State Variable Estimation and Accuracy Determination Program. For

detailed information on the basic SVEAD program, the reader is referred

to the SVEAD Users Manual, TRW Document No. 7221. I-I0,

W.M. Lear, 28 April 1967.
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deep space); ground station location; navigation of ships and planes; radar

altimeter map matcher; estimation of the earth's gravitational potential;

satellite attitude determination; inertial platform alignment and calibra-

tion; fire control problems; and estimation of rocket motor parameters.

In general, SVEAD is useful in analyzing any problem in which

a) A state vector (list of unknowns) can be defined.

b) A system of differential equations, governing the action of

the state vector, can be written. Note that coefficients in

the differential equations may themselves be part of the

state vector. Also the differential equations need not be

linear.

c) A series of inaccurate (noisy) measurements, which are

functions of the state variables, are made.

d) An estimate of the noise statistics is available.

Then the SVEAD program can be used to

a) Determine how accurately the state vector could be esti-

mated if measurements were available (but not actually

available). This is the error analysis mode.

b) Determine how accurately the state vector could be estima-

ted by simplified, nonoptimum filters, or determine how

accurately estimation could be performed if the statistical

knowledge necessary to construct an optimum filter was not

known. This is the suboptimal error analysis mode.

c) Process actual measurements to form an actual estimate

of the state vector.

d) Simulate the processing of measurements to form a simula-
tion estimate of the state vector.

The program also has several other minor options. Some of these are:

"trajectory" generator, transition matrix generator, and error covariance

matrix propagator (in the absence of measurements).

SVEAD utilizes a Kalman filter. The Kalman filter is a minimum

variance type of filter, if the quantity x is a state variable, and the quan-
n

tity x n is an estimate of x n, then a minimum variance filter is one that,

among other things, minimizes E x n - Xn) for all n (all the state vari-

ables). In addition, it can be shown that a minimum variance filter aIso

minimizes E Ym - Ym ) , where the Ym are elements of the measure-

ment vector. A conventional least squares estimator will minimize

• !

I

1

I

I

f
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I t A 2 t(y - ym ) , where the Ym are the actual noise corrupted measure-

m

ments. Thus it can be said that a minimum variance estimator attempts

to make a fit to exact values, while a least squares estimator makes a

fit to noise corrupted measurements.

The Kalman filter has several advantages over the conventional

least squares program, including the following:

a) No difficult inversion of an ill-conditioned N x N matrix,

where N is the number of state variables, is required when

using a Kalman filter.

b) The Kalman filter can easily handle time correlated meas-

urement noise, thus allowing more realistic modeling of
measurement error statistics.

c) Perhaps the most important advantage of the Kalman filter

is its ability to handle "state noise". Examples of sources

of state noise are random gyro drift, accelerometer noise,

random solar winds, drifting instrument biases, and unmod-

eled forces such as higher order harmonics in the earth's

gravity field. Also the filter, in some instances, may be

"told" that there is state noise acting on the system as an

engineering "trick". This can be done when a simple

mathematical model of the system is used in place of the

more complex (and often unknown) model of the system.

This addition of state noise prevents the filter from becom-

ing overconfident of its estimate of the state variables, and

in effect represents the unmodeled part of the real world.

Also the concept of state noise is generally necessary if

tracker or navigator dynamics are modeled.

d) The Kalman filter generally estimates the current state of

the system, as opposed to estimating the state at some fixed

epoch time. However, it can be set up to directly estimate

the state at some epoch time, but when this is done, state

noise can not be handled.

e) The Kalman filter readily lends itself to on-line or real

time filtering problems. Thus SVEAD is useful for studies

which may lead to such applications.

f) The Kalman filter gives an estimate of the state variables

after each measurement is processed, thus giving a time

history of the estimated state and its accuracy. If such a

time history is desired using a least squares program, it

must be rerun for each point on the curve.
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g) Both the Kalman filter and the conventional least squares

program contain linearity assumptions. The Kalman filter,

however, improves its linearity assumption (that is, it

relinearizes itself) after each measurement is processed.

The conventional least squares program must wait until all

the measurements are processed before it can improve its

linearity assumption. At this time it relinearizes itself

about the new estimate and repeats the processing of all the

measurements to obtain another improved estimate of the

state, about which it again relinearizes. Generally, the

least squares program requires about four or more such

iterations to process satellite tracking data.

h) The standard deviations of the state estimation errors, using

a minimum variance estimator, are always less than or

equal to the standard deviations of the state estimation errors

using a least squares estimator.

In summary, SVEAD provides a modern method of studying state

variable estimation problems. An implicit feature of this program is the

built-in experience gained from a large number of previous studies. _ For

example, built-in diagnostic dumps and the printout of correlation coef-

ficient matrices (in arbitrary coordinates) are conveniences which are

the products of experience. Various devices have been employed to obtain

rapid cycle times and control machine roundoff errors. Also the program

is designed to easily facilitate changes in a specific problem being studied.

Due to the completely variable in size matrices and vectors, state vari-

ables may be added or deleted with no modification of the main program.

Due to variable size matrices and vectors, SVEAD will handle large or

small problems as though the program had been specifically written for

that problem. Through its ability to handle state noise and time corre-

lated measurement noise, the Kalman filter used by SVEAD can implement

a more realistic model of the real world than can conventional least

squares programs.

3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS

The principal purpose of the optical measurements is to locate the

position of the planet (Mars) relative to the spacecraft. The lines of

et
!

I

1
I

I

I

l

_At the time of writing, about 50 previous studies have been done.

Included in these is the first space application of the Kalman filter, used

in the Ranger and Mariner guidance equations in 1963.
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sight to two known stars may be used to provide a known coordinate sys-

tem, in which the planet may be located. For this study, one star is

taken to be Canopus, and the other is taken to be the Sun. Mars is then

located by a cone angle @ and a clock angle 0 , as shown in Figure D-1.

The angle _ , shown in Figure D-l, is the Sun-Canopus angle. For this

study, the directions to the Sun and Canopus are assumed to be known

quantities. Strictly speaking, this assumption is only true if the Sun and

Canopus were infinitely far away. Near Mars encounter, the Sun is

about 0.2"109 km away. A 500-kmposition error causes a 0.5-arc sec

angular error in the position of the sun. This error is negligible com-

pared to the other optical errors.

The optical system which measures the cone and clock angles

includes a Canopus tracker, a Sun tracker, and a Mars tracker. Associ-

ated with each of these devices are angular errors which cause the meas-

ured lines of sight to deviate from their true directions. It is assumed

MARS

Figure D-1.

SUN

0

SPACECRAFT

Measurement Geometry

CANOPUS
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in this study that each tracker has two sensitive axes which are at right

angles to each other as shown in Figure D-2. It is further assumed that

the errors along the various axes are all independent of each other.

Let_si, i m, and_ci be unit vectors along the line of sight from the

vehicle to the Sun, Mars, and Canopus respectively. The orientations

of the displacement error vectors, i, are defined by

£sl is in the Sun-Mars plane, normal to i .-S

£s2 completes the right-hand set, (£ , csl - sZ' is)"

_eml is in the Sun-Mars plane, normal to im.

_emZ completes the right-hand set, (!ml, _em2, !m)"

ic I is in the Sun-Canopus plane, normal to i .--C

e c2 completes the right-hand set, (e_cl, e_c2' I-c)"

Assuming small values of i, the cone angle measurement is seen to

be

MEASURED
SUN LINE

MEASURED _ I I \

/l:s \

_ _._- C2 MEASUREDI_C ,d_ CANOPUS

SUN_MARS _ _
PLANE e "_ SUN-CANOPUS

PLANE

Figure D-2. Tracker Errors
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Yl =_a +Cml

and the clock angle measurement is

Y2 --O - _ m2/Sin %5

Let _%5 and (O be defined by

- £
sl

+ c c2/Sin

(D-i)

(D 2)

E , -- E - E
5u ml sl

O = - _ m2/sin %5 + Cc2/Sin 4_

Cw -3)

(D -4)

Then the cone and clock angle measurements are

Yl = %5+_

Y2=6+_0

(D 5)

(D -6)

Note that, from Equations (D-3) and (D-4), the angular errors, e %5

ee, are uncorrelated. Their variances are given by

0-
2

_O
22 1eml esl

2 sin2 %5 2 /sin 2= _cm2 / +_cc2

The cone and clock angles, %5 and O , are given by

and

(D -7)

(D -8)

cos %b = i • i
-S -m

i xi i xi
-s -c -s -m

cose = lisx icl I:sXiml

(D -9)

(D-J0)

It is remembered that i and i are assumed to be known and the
-S -C

equation relating _im to the state vector is

i = R /R (D- 1 1)
-m --m m
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where _Rm is the position of Mars with respect to the spacecraft.

Let i be a unit vector in the Sun-Mars plane, normal to i-ms -m

in the direction of increasing 4" Thus it easily checked that

and

i : 1 is
-ms sin _ -m sin

(D-i2)

Let u be a unit vector normal to the Sun-Mars plane,
--ms

of increasing 8. Thus

in the direction

i xi

U (D-i3)

It is now easily seen, from geometric considerations, that

1
- i • 6R54 R -ms --m

m

1
58= u • 6R

R m sin %b --ms --m

(D - i 4)

(D-i5)

ol

I
I

I

I

I

1

These two equations give the partial derivatives of the cone and clock

angles with respect to x m, Fro' Zm" These partial derivatives are

needed by SVEAD to form the elements of the first two rows of the

measurement matrix.

The third optical measurement to be considered is the apparent

angular diameter of Mars.

the angle to be measured,

If the radius of Mars is denoted by r, then

also known as the subtense angle, is given by

a = 2 sin-I (r/Rm)

The third optical measurement is then taken as

-I rN + Er
Y3 = 2 sin R + _o_

m

(D -i6)

where r N is a nominal radius of Mars, Cr

Mars, and E is the measurement error.

is the error in the radius of
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The partial derivatives of Y3 with respect to elements of the state

vector are conveniently expressed by

6_y_ = _-g_r i • 6R + _ 2. ,_, 6, +6¢ [ (D-17)

_ _mC°S_

4. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE DOPPLER MEASUREMENTS

As the spacecraft moves away from the Earth, toward Mars, the

measurement geometry is little affected by ground tracking station loca-

tion. The m_jor genrnetric effect is that the earth is chan_in_ its location

I along its orbit, not that the tracking station is located on the surface of a
rotating body. Therefore, as a matter of convenience for error analysis

purposes, a single ground station will be assumed to be located at the

center of the earth. Further, for error analysis purposes, it will be

sufficient to assume that the Doppler measurements are line-of-sight

rate (range-rate) measurements. Thus the fourth measurement to be

considered for this study is

I I
where R E is the position vector of the earth's center with respect to the
vehicle, _R is the error in the measurement, and iE = RE/R E . The

partial derivatives of Y4 with respect to elements of the state vector are
conveniently expr es s ed by

, I I6Y4 = _E [.-RE - (iE " _E) iE] " 6R-E + iE " 6_E + 6ER (D t9)

5. SECOND PARTITION DYNAMICS

The state vector is partitioned into two parts. The elements of the

second partition are:

¢ = xx2(1), random acceleration in x direction, acting

ax on vehicle.

= xx2(2), random acceleration in y direction, acting

ay on vehicle. _
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E = xxz(3),
az

random acceleration in z direction, acting
on vehicle.'

= xx2(4), "bias" adding to first measurement (cone angle).
_yl

ey 2 = xxZ(5), "bias" adding to second measurement (clock
angle).

¢ = xxZ(6), "bias" adding to third measurement (subtense
y3 angle).

= xx2(7), "bias" adding to fourth measurement (range-rate).
Ey4

E = xx2(8), error adding to the radius of Mars.
r

All state variables in the second partition are assumed to be exponentially

correlated (in time) random variables. Thus, by adjusting their time

constants, they may range all the way from uncorrelated noise to constant

biases.

The updating of exponentially correlated random variables, from

time t ito ti+ 1, is given by

ol

I

I

I

I

xx2(I)i+ 1 aI xxZ(I)i ÷ _ I _/1 alZ- - wI, i (D-Z0)

is unit variance, zero mean, uncorrelated in time, noise;
where wi, i

2
I is the variance of xx2(I); and a I is given by

ai = e-IAT/TII (D-2i)

where T I is the time constant associated with xx2(I).

are used
The three random acceleration components _ax' kay' az

to model uncertainties in the gravity fields, uncertainties in the solar

wind, and software approximations (e.g., deletion of higher order har-

monics in the martian gravity field).

In a gravity free environment, the effect of the Eax component of

random acceleration is to produce a random position and velocity error,

¢ and e respectively, in the x direction. For time, T >> T¢ ax =
px vx

T1 >> AT, it can be shown that
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E2 ] Z T 3 Z (variance of position error) (D-22)E px = -3 Tcax _ Eax

E = 2 T T 0- /variance of velocity error) (D-23)
' 7X E ax E ax •

vx 1 2 (correlation coeff = _.75 ) (D-24)E _px _ = T2TEax_¢ax

For this study, the nominal flight time from Earth to Mars is 0. 1523 • 108

sec. Taking T to be this value and arbitrarily letting TEa x be one week

(0.6048 • 106 sec), then the position and velocity standard deviations are

given by

= 3.77" 10 i3 _ (D 25)
px Eax

and

= 4. 29. 106 _ (D-26)
Vx E ax

Arbitrarily choosing the position error, u

gives a random acceleration of

px'
to have a value of 200 kin,

_¢ax = .531. I0 -II krn/sec 2 (D-27)

= 1.74. I0 -8 ft/sec 2

This uncertainty in acceleration is approximately the same size as the

acceleration due to the uncertainty in the suns gravitational constant.

It should be mentioned here that the rate bias error, ¢ y4' adding

to the range-rate measurement, had a time constant of I/3 day associated

with it. This is about the maximum time that any station could continu-

ously track the vehicle. Also, a time constant of this value allowed the

rate bias errors at Goldstone, Madrid, and Woomera to be modeled as a

single state variable for this error analysis study.
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6. FIRST PARTITION DYNAMICS

The first partition of the state vector contains the following
elements :

x E = x I = xxl (I) ]

YE = Yl = xxl (Z) I =__RI, position of earth with respect to

the vehicle.

z E = z I = xxl (3)

x M = x g = xxl (4) I R 2, position of Mars with respect to
YM = YZ = xxl {5) =the vehicle.

JzM = z z = xxl (6)

xE = Xl = xxl (7) I R---I,velocity of earth with respect to
YE = #I = xxl (8) =the vehicle.

];E = ;I = xxl (9)

_:M = _:Z = xxl (10)]

9M = i'z = =,1 (1a), =_hZe' velocity of Mars with respect to

vehicle.

_'M = &2 = xx1 (12)

In addition to these positions and velocities, there are the following known

positions and velocities :

xs = x3 _ = R 3, position of sun with respect to the

Ys Y3 I vehicle.
z s z 3

Y4

z 4

= R 4, position of arbitrary, fourth gravitational body

with respect to the spacecraft.

Xs = £3 ]

•
z s z3

el

I

f

I

1

I
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Then the equations of motion of the vehicle, in

(D-28)

(D-29)

(D-30)

(D-31)



The partial derivatives of _1 and _2 with respect to elements of

the state vector are needed to generate the updating (or transition)

matrix. These partial derivatives are given by (D-32)

6___"1 _I _2 _3 + I + 3 !l T= " + 3 + 3 3 -IT !l
RZ/I R3/I R4/I R 1

s_
2

Z . T
+ 3 _12/1_ ,!2"1 +3

R2/1

+

_3 . T +3 -[4/ 6R3 !3/1 i3/1 _ !4/1 I -1
R3/I R4/I

+ _-- l+3_izi / - 3 _ iZlli21

R z R2/I R z R2/I

_1 _'1 I + 3"-f- 3- !1 i/
7T+-7 -- RIR I RI/2

6_Rz

+

- 3 -y--- /2 if/
RI/2

6R 1

[_(R _ 1 _2 _3 _4> _1 il T
--3"- + _ + 3 + 3--- I + 3 _ 12 [-I12

1/2 R2 R3/2 R412 RII2

"I

+ 3 "_-_-A2 !/+3 3 !3/2i_3/2 +3 _ !4/2.!4/ 6R__2]I<2 R3/2 R4/Z

el

i

I

I

I

7. THE TRAJECTORY INTEGRATOR (D-33)

Let the z vector be composed of the following 24 elements: x I, Yl'

Zl' x2' Y2' z2' x3' Y3' z3' x4' Y4' z4' xl'Yl ' Zl' Xz' YZ' Zz' 53' Y3'

_3' _4' Y4' _4"

through (D-31),

Let AT = ti+1 - t i.

where

-_+l

k I =

k z =

Then the equations of motion, given by Equations (D-28)

can be written in the following form,

i = !(__)

Then Equation (D-B4) can be integrated by

(D-34)

z i + Crlkl + _2k2 + _3k3 + _4"_4 + 0 (A T 5) (D-35)
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I
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I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

k 3 = aT f(z i+ b I k I +b ZkZ)

k 4 = nT f(z i + c I k I +c Z k z + c 3 k3)

A suggested set of integration constants is

1 1 1

a I = _ bl = _-b Z b Z - 6_ 3 Cl
= 0

! 2

c Z = 1- c 3 c3 = 3_3 al = _4 =6 a2 =-_" a3

a3 may be chosen so as to minimize the truncation error in Equation

(J J."U t:: $." -- _% tt I,I,-_ LZA I._(D-35). _3 = I/3 gives the conventional fourth _u_= " -

grator. A value of c_3 = 0. 436 was used for this study, which gives an

order of magnitude improvement in accuracy over the conventional

constants.

8. ESTIMA_TION OF INTEGRATOR ERROR

One of the input parameters in a tracking and navigation error

analysis study is the data sample-rate. Rather than squarely face the

problem of how often to sample the data, it was decided to let the com-

puter program pick its own sample rate. This was done by inputing a

position accuracy requirement to the trajectory integrator equations.

The integrator then chose AT to give this accuracy. Thus the program

chose a small AT during times of rapid changes in the trajectory, and

chose a large AT when the character of the trajectory was slowly changing.

The equations which implement the automatic adjustment of integration

step size, for an nth order integrator are shown below.

In order to integrate from time t.1 to ti+ 1, assume that three inte-

grations are made: one integration from t.1 to ti+. 5; the result being

integrated from ti+. 5to ti+l; and one integration from ti to ti+ 1 directly.

th

Integration from ti to ti+.5, for an n order integrator, may be

represented by

^ ozi+.5 = -g (zi) + e_ = zi+.5 + e_ (D-36)
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where AT = ti+ 1 - ti ' and where e (AT/Z) n+l is the truncation error

associated with the particular integration scheme being used.

Integration from ti+ .5 to ti+ 1 is given by

Zi+l = g- i+.5 +e +e

or

zi+ 1 = zi+ 1 +_ e +e

A single integration from t i to ti+ 1 would yield

A . ATn+I
zi+ 1 = z + e

Subtracting Equation (D-37) from (D-38) will give

Zn+l - I) I - e = z_i+l i+l

Thus

e : _-_-] gn+l- i) I- Az_.i+I - zi+ 1

8g/_z__ = I, soAs a first approximation,

(D-37)

(D-38)

(D-39)

1 Z/ \n+l /A

)e = zn+l - g _-_)[zi+ 1 - zi+ 1

For Og/Oz = I

[1TIn situations where z = Zl

L ,j
, a better approximation is

(D-40)
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In this case

e °-- 2n+l-2 k_--TJ I 2(2n+i -2) zi+l-zi+2

T I

For z = only.
-- 1

(D-40

Knowing e_, and assuming e remains relatively constant from one cycle to

the next, a value of AT for the next cycle may be picked to give any

found to be entirely satisfactory for controlling AT.

For example suppose that z = [z I _i] T and the error in _z I (the

position error) is to be controlled. From Equation (D-37), the position

error in the next cycle is (for 8g__/Sz = I)

n+ 1

+
2e 1

Let the magnitude of the allowable position error vector be

6
P

kilometer s

seconds of integration

Then

n+ 1

6p_Ti+l = 2,el, (_Ti+l)

Substituting Equation (D-40) into the above, and solving for ATi+ 1 gives

Equation (D-42), with n = 4 and 6p = 0. 695 • 10-10 km/sec, was

used for this study. This gave an integration step size of AT = 6 sec

in the vicinity of the earth; AT = 12 hr in deep space; and AT = ill sec

at Mars perifocus.

(D -42)
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Caution! When operating with very small values of 6p (and small

integration stepsizes), there is a very large loss of significant figures
in the quantity^ Ez- z . Generally, integrator equations can be written

in the form

= z.+Az.
Zi+l --I --1

Thus the loss of significant figures is diminished if we let z - z _ _

9. GENERATING THE UPDATING MATRIX

Briefly reviewing, the equations of motion are given by

z= L(zo (O 43)

Integration of this vector differential equation is accomplished by

Zi+l = zi + al kl + a2k2 + a3 k3 + a4k4 + 0 (AT 5) (D -44)

Where

k 1 = AT i(zi) AT = ti+ 1 -t i
(D -45)

k Z = AT i(zi+ a I kl)
(D-46)

k 3 = aT i(z_i + b I k 1 + bZ k z)
(D -47)

k 4 = aT f(z i + c 1 k 1 + c z k z + c 3 k 3) (D -48)

A suggested set of integration constants is

1 b = 1 b2 b - I c I = 0
al : _ I _- 2 6_ 3

1 2

c z = I - c3 c 3 = 3 a3 al = a4 = 6 a2 = "_ - _3

where _3 is chosen to minimize 0 (AT 5) .

Let x be the state vector of unknowns,

It is seen that Equation (D-44) is of the form

x i+ 1 = g--(x.i)

and let x be a subset of z.

(D -49)

ol

I

I

I

I

I

i
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The updating matrix, U, is defined by

u _=2_£_- ax-i+l
ax. ax.

Thus, from Equations (D-44) through (D-48), it is seen that

(D-50)

where

8k. 8k 8k 3 8k 4-1 --2 -- --
= --+ _2 -- + °_3 --+ or4U I + _I 8x. 8x. 8x.

--1 --1 --1 -- 1

8k 1
-- AT ..__;._ I

8x. --- Ox[-- 1 evaluated

__k2
8x. - _T_x

8k3 - aT
8x. 8x

8k 4
8x - AT 3f• Ox

at z.
--1

a-kl t+ a I _-'__;

z i + a 1 k I

+bl 8_+b2 8

__i + b 1 _k1 + bzk 2

z__i+ c I k 1 + c 2 k 2 + c 3 k 3

(D-S1)

(D-52)

(D-53)

(D -54)

(D-55)

An alternate, and more common, method of obtaining the U matrix

is to solve the matrix differential equation

lJ = V(t) U where V = ----8f and U. = I (D-56)
@x 1

The suggested set of integration constants may be used to integrate the

above equation. However, it can be shown that the solution is independent

of the value of _3" Therefore, we will choose the convenient value of

_3 = 1/3. Then
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where

H Z =

U = I+ H1 +_Hz+_H3 + H 4

H 1 = AT V i V i = ]__ ti

AT Vi+o5 + _HI
=

Vi+ .5 ax IIti+05

H 3 = AT Vi+.5 + zH2

H 4 = AT Vi+1 [I+ H3] Vi+l = __ ti+I

(D 57)

(D-58)

(D-59)

(D -60)

(D-61)

This method of solving for the updating matrix has the advantage of

needing only three evaluations of 8f/Sx as compared with four evaluations

of a f/Sxfor the first method [Equation (D-51)]. And these three evalua-

tions may be reduced to two, for error analysis studies, by saving the

last cycle's last value of a f/_x, to be used as the current cycle's first

value of a f/Sx__. An advantage of the first method is that the accuracy of

the U matrix is directly related to the accuracy of the trajectory inte-

grator, whose accuracy is controlled by choosing a suitable value of a3"

Also, in the first method, the evaluation of 81/8x may be done concur-

rently with the evaluation of f. Since both of these quantities have many

variables in common, af_/Sx is more quickly evaluated in method I.

If Equation (D-57) is used to obtain U, then a value of z at time

ti+°5 is needed to evaluate Vi+ .5" If zi+ l is obtained from Equation

(D-44), then zi+.5 may be conveniently calculated from

z_i+. 5 = z_i+ _lkl+ _2_k2+ _33k3 + _4k4 + 0(AT 4) (D -62)

where the k's are given by Equations (D-45) through (D-48),

(using the suggested integration constants)

and where

5 1 1 1
_I - 24 _2 = _ - _3 _3 - 2 a3 _4 ='2--4
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Both methods of obtaining U; for a 6000 sec, circular, xy plane,

earth orbit; were tried• The theoretical value of the product of all the U' s,

for one orbit, i.e., ax6000/Sx0, is

1 0 0 0 0 0

-18.84 9556 1 0 I 0 -18,000 0

I

0 0 1 [ 0 0 0

I
• 01973 9209 0 0 1 18. 84 9556 0

l

o o o I o 1 o
I

0 0 0 I 0 0 1

Theoretical Value of aX60oo/a_X_o

Using AT = 100 sec and a 3 = 0. 436, method I gave the following

value of ax6000/ax0:

-0.47.10 -4 0

1.00008 0

0.99981

-18.8491

0 0

0.0197386 -0.88"10 -7

-0. 066 -0. 17

• 17 -17999•6

0.9999997] 0 0

I
0 0. 99981 18. 8491

-4
0 0. 47 • I0 I.00008

O. 6" 10 -8 [ 0 0

-7 -7
0• 88" I0 0. 38" I0

0 0

0

0

-0•0055

0

0

0.9999998

Value of aX6ooo/ax 0 Using Method 1
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Direct integration of 17= V(t) U, using AT = 100 sec, gave the follow-

ing value of 8x6000/Sx0:

I

1.6 0. 12 0 I 184 580.5 0

-20 0.715 0 I -577 -18,954 0
l -2

0 0 0. 9999995 0 0 -0.61" I0

0.021 0,0003 0 1.6 20 0

-0.0003 -0.9"10 -4 0 I -0.12 0.715 0

0 0 0.7"10 -8 I 0 0 0.9999994

Value of 8x6000/ax 0 Using Method 2

It is clearly seen that method I is much more accurate than method

2. Thus, method l was used for this study.

The method 1 equations [Equations (D-51) through (D-55)] were

used to generate the U 1 updating matrix for the first partition of the

state vector (see Section 6). The form of the matrix V, for the first

partition elements is

v[oi0 (D -63)

where all submatrices are 6x6, and the elements of A are given by

Equations (D-32) and (D-33). Substituting this V into Equations (D-51)

through (D-55), and using the suggested integration constants, will yield
m

AT 2

I+(2-3_3) _A2+_3

+_AI +-_44A3 A1

UI=

-402-

AT 2 [
2 A3 1_2

I
I+IAT
I

I

Ill+ (2-3a3) _A2+ a3 AT22

I _ AT 4[ + A4 + --_ A4 A2A3A 1 +_23 A4A2

--A 3

(D -64)



iO

I
I

I

I
i
t
I
I

I

I

I

I

l

I

I
I

where A 1 is evaluated at z .--1

1
A 2 is evaluated at_z i + __k 1

A 3 is evaluated at --Iz"+ bl_ik + b 2_k 2

A 4 is evaluated at_xz.+ c2_2k + c3_k 3

1 1

bl = 2- b2 b2 = _3 c 2 = 1- c 3 c 3 = 3c_3

Use of Equation (D 64) substantially reduces computing time and storage

r equir ement s.

The U I matrix is axxli+l/aXxl.. The U 2 matrix is _xxli+l/aXX2..

Nonzero elements of the Up. matrix are due to the random acceleration

components; ¢ ¢ _ (see Section 5). These components are
ax' ay' az'

assumed to be constant across the integration interval. Thus

U 2

AT2/2- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 &TZ/2 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 AT2/Z 0 0 0 0 0

AT2/2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 &T2/Z 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 &T2/2 0 0 0 0 0

&T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 &T 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 &T 0 0 0 0 0

&T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 AT 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 AT 0 0 0 0 0

(D -65)
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U 3 is 8xxZi+l/Sxxl''- --1 U

Equation (D-20) it is seen that

is zeroo
3 U 4 is 8 xx___2i+1/8 xx____2i • _-rom

U 4 (I,J) = 0 for I _ J (D-66)

U4(I,I ) -- exp I _T/TII (D -67)

where T I is the time constant associated with the I t_hhstate variable in

the second partition of the state vector.

SVEAD has no provision to take advantage of diagonal U 4 matrix.

To save machine time, the PF(15) flag will be set to I. This is the

option for an identity U 4 matrix in the block 30 equations.

• 1 U2 1 J3 T U1T

LJ3 J4 u4 3 J4 J[uzT u4
(D-6S)

el
I

I

I
I
I

I
I

The J matrix will now be corrected for a diagonal U 4 matrix in block 31,

by means of the equations

J3 = U4 J3 = U4(I'I) J3(I,K)
I=1,8 K=I, 12 (D-69)

and

J4 = U4 J4 U4 = U4(I' I) J4(I, K) U4(K, K)
(D-70)

where I = 1,8 and K = 1,8
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I0. THE STATE NOISE

F,rom Equation (D-20) it is seen that the state noise vector is

r -_ 0

0

V_l 2o-. -a. w.
I I l,i

_2 _w2, i

12 zeros (D-71)

where wi, i is uncorrelated, unit variance, zero mean noise; a I is
2.

exp(AT/TI) = U4(I,I); and _I xs the steady state variance of the Ith ele-

ment of the second partition of the state vector when no measurements are

being processed. The state noise covariance matrix is defined by

 0EET1[R1R3R4R2]O7
Thus, from Equation (D--7i), it is seen that

R1 =Rz =R3 = 0 (D -73)

R4(1,5) = 0 for I _ J (D-74)

2 [ 1 - U 4(I, I)2]R4(I, I) = o-I (D-75)

The R matrix is added to the state error covariance matrix, J, in

block 31 of SVEAD. Since SVEAD has no R matrix defined, block 31

equations will be of the form
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2
J4(I,I) = J4(I, I) + _i[l - U4(I,I)2j" " " (D-76)

for I=l, 2 ..... 8

II. BLOCK 405 COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION

The coordinate transformation matrix, generated in block 405 of

SVEAD, will transform the state error covariance matrix from x, y, z

coordinates to up, downrange, crossrange coordinates for printout pur-

poses. The u axis (vertical) will be the line of sight from the spacecraft

to Mars. The v axis (downrange) will be in the plane formed by u and

velocity vector of Mars with respect to the vehicle, w (crossrange) will

be taken so as to complete the right-handed coordinate system u, v, w.

x2' Y2' z2' x2' YZ' z2"

u, v, w coordinates by

The position and velocity of Mars with respect to the vehicle are

Then x, y, z coordinates are transformed to

U

V

w

E 1 E 2 E 3"

E 4 E 5 E 6

E 7 E 8 E_

_x

Y

L z

(D -77)

and

÷

_v
"I

= E 1

E 4

E 7

E 2 E 3

E 5 E 6

E 8 E9.

F- --

£

£
.I

(D -78)

w he r e

_/ 2 2 2El0 = x2 + Y2 + z2

Ell : (XzX z + YZ_}Z + zz_.z)/E10

EI2 = x + Y2 + z2
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E 1 = x2/E10

E 2 = y2/El0

_'3 = z2/El0

E4 = (_a - Ell E1)/E12

E5 = (_-Z - Ell Ez)/Elz

E6 = (_'2 - Ell E3)/EIz

E7 = (E2 £2 - E 3 _}2)/E!2

E8 = (E3 _Z - E1 _'Z)/E_Z

E 9 = (E l 9 2 - E 2 _z)/EI2

The T3, coordinate transformation matrix,

T3(_,J) = E(J)

T3(4, J+3) = E(J)

T3(7, J+6) = E(J)

T3(10, J+9) = E(J)

r3(z, j) = E(J+3)

T3(5, J+3) = E(J+3)

T3(8, J+6) = E(J+3)

T3(I I,J+9) = E(J+3)

12.

in block 405 is given by

T3(3, j) = E(J+6)

T3(6, J+3) = E(J+6)

T3(9, J+6) = E(J+6)

T3(12, J+9) = E(J+6)

J=1,2,3

TABLE OF P'S AND OTHER INPUT QUANTITIES

The bridge, or link, between the engineering equations developed in

the previous sections, and the SVEAD programming instructions, is given

by the table of P's and the table of E's (next section). The P cells in

SVEAD are permanent storage and input constant cells. A list of the P

cells, together with suggested input values for an Earth-Marserroranaly-

sis study, is shown below.

P(1) = AT for the first cycle. Program sets AT thereafter. A suggested

value is Z_T = 6 sec.

P(2) = time interval between printouts. Suggested value = 3600 sec.

P(3) = end of case time. Suggested value =. 1522827 • 108 sec, which

is about the time of Mars perifocus.
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P(4) = time of the next printout.

P(6) = a 1

P(6) = b
1

P(V) = b 2

P(8) = c l

P(9) = c2

p(1o) = c3

P(11) = _1

P( 12) = a2

p(13) = _3

P(14) = a4

Integrator constants.

1
a 1 =_

I

I
Set by the program. |

t_. A suggested set is

1 1 c =0 q

I

c2 = i -c 3 c3 = 3a 3 al = a4 = I/6 az = 2___3a3

The above set must be used when generating an updating

matrix. A suggested value for a 3 is 0. 436.

P(15) = allowable vehicle position error/(sec of integration). A

suggested value is 0.695 • 10-10 km/sec.

P(16) = maximum allowable Z_T. Suggested value 108 sec.

P(17) = Z_T used by the trajectory integrator. Set by the program.

P(18) = last cycle's value of AT. Set by the program.

P(19) = x position of earth with respect to the vehicle.

P(20) = y position

P(21) = z position

P(Z2) = x position

P(23) = y position

of earth with respect to the vehicle.

of earth with respect to the vehicle.

of Mars with respect to the vehicle.

of Mars with respect to the vehicle.

P(24) = z position of Mars with respect to the vehicle.

P(25) = x position of sun with respect to the vehicle.

P(26) = y position of sun with respect to the vehicle.

P(Z7) = z position of sun with respect to the vehicle.
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P(28) = x

P(29) = y

P(30) = z

P(3 i) = :_

P(32) = #

p(33) = _.

P(34) =

P(35) = y

P(36) = z

P(37) = x

P(38) = y

P(39) = z

P(40) = x

P(41) = y

P(42) = z

position

position

po s itio n

velocity

velocity

velocity

velocity

velocity

velocity

velocity

velocity

velocity

velocity

ve lo city

velocity

of arbitrary body with respect to the vehicle.

of arbitrary body with respect to the vehicle.

of arbitrary body with respect to the vehicle.

of earth with respect to the vehicle.

of earth with respect to the vehicle.

of earth with respect to the vehicle.

of Mars with respect to the vehicle.

of Mars with respect to the vehicle.

of Mars with respect to the vehicle.

of sun with respect to the vehicle.

of sun with respect to the vehicle.

of sun with respect to the vehicle.

of arbitrary body with respect to the vehicle.

of arbitrary body with respect to the vehicle.

of arbitrary body with respect to the vehicle.

Other designations of the above P's, with suggested input values,

P(19) = x I = x E = xxl(1) = .6264 2296 • 104 km ]

P(Z0) = Yl = YE = xxl(2) = . 1278 1681 • 10 4

P(21) = z I = zE = xxl(3) = -. 1635 1867 • 10 4

R l

P(22) = x 2 =x M = xxl(4) = .6840 2704. 108 ]

P(23) = Y2 = YM = xxl(5) = -. 9263 8206 • 108

P(24) = z2 = zM = xxl(6) = -. 4439 9169 • 108

R 2

P(25) = x 3= xS = .9755 8797 • 108 ]

P(26) = Y3 = YS = " I058 4733 • 109

P(27) = z3 = zS = .4590 0069 " 108

R 3

are
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P(28) = x 4 --. 1267 1489. 109

P(29) = Y4 - " 3043 32866 • 109

P(30) = z 4 =. 1361 993o7 • 109

R_4 , at the antipode of Mars to

prevent divisions by zero on non-

IBM equipment.

p(3 I)= _I = £E = xxl(7)=

e(3z) = #I = YE = x_1(8)=

P{33) = z 1 = z E = xxl{9) =

•3164 3128 . I0 -I

1
•9655 8893 • 10

1
• 6063 0606 " 10

krn/sec

P(34) =

P(35) =

P(36) =

x 2 =x M

Y2 = YM

z2 = zM

= xx1(10)=

= xxl(11) =

= xxl(IZ) =

.2733 1554 •

• 2660 0217"

• 1271 8872"

1
10

102

10 2

P(37) = x3 = Xs= -. 2221 8499 • 102

P(38) = Y3 = YS = "2739 5139 • I02

2
P(39) = £3 = Zs = " 1375 6207 • I0

-R3

P(40) = x4 = -47. 17 01534

P(41) = Y4 = Z8. 19 oo61 _4

P(4Z) = _4 = 14.79 3542

P(43) = _I = _E = _earth = " 3986 032 • 106 krn3/sec 2

P(44) = _2 = _M = _Mars ='4297 78" 105

12
P(45) = _3 = _S = _sun =.1327 15445" I0

P(46) = _4 = 0

P(47) = x direction cosine of star (Canopus) = -.06102 7528

P(48) = y direction cosine of star (Canopus) = • 6032 5508

P(49) = z direction cosine of star (Canopus) = -. 79521
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P(50) = r N, nominal radius of Mars = 3410 kin.

P(51)

p(52),

P(53),

multiplies first row of measurement matrix = 0 or 1.

multiplies second row of measurement matrix = 0 or 1.

multiplies third row of measurement matrix = 0 or 1.

P(54), multiplies fourth row of measurement matrix = 0 or 1.

Set zero to delete ._-.easurement.

P(55) = T¢ ax = T I' time constant of random x acceleration.

P(56) = T c ay T 2, time constant of random y acceleration.

P(57) = T = T 3, time constant of random z acceleration.Eaz

Suggested values are .6048. 106 sec = 1 week.

P(58) =Tcy 1 = T 4 = time constant of "bias" adding to first measurement.

P(59) = T¢ y2 = T5 = time constant of "bias" adding to second measurement.

P(60) = Tcy 3 = T 6 = time constant of "bias" adding to third measurement.

Suggested values are 0.3024- 106 sec = I/Z week.

P(61) = T y4 = T7 = time constant of "bias" adding to fourth measurement.

Suggested value = o 288 • 105 seconds -- I/3 day.

P(62) = T¢ r = T8 = time constant of error adding to nominal radius of Mars.

Suggested value is . 864 • 105 sec = 1 day, to account for changing

error due to oblateness simplifications, etc. in the software.

P(63) = 2
E ax

P(64) = 2
¢ ay

= variance of random x acceleration.

= variance of random y acceleration.
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2 = variance of random z acceleration.
P(65) = _caz

Suggested values are (.531 • I0-II krn/sec2) 2

errors of about 200 km in 176 days.

which give position

2 2 2 + 2 Equation (D-7). Variance of "bias"P(66) = _¢yl = _ = _eM1 Sl'

error adding to first measurement (cone angle). Suggested value =

(I. 921 • I0-3) 2 + (1.746" I0-3) 2 = (2. 597 • I0 -3 rad) 2. For
2

improved optics, z . = (.391" 10-3)Z + (0.407. I0 3)2 =
3 eyi

(0. 5645 • I0- rad) 2.

2 2
= variance of "bias" error adding to clock angle.

P(67) = _Ey2 = _@

Calculated by the program in block 31 from Equation (D 8),

P(67) = P(75) P(71) + P(76) P(72).

2 = variance of "bias" error adding to the subtense angle.
P(68) = _E y3

Calculated by the program in block 31 by P(68) = P(78) +

[P(79) P(77)/ 100] 2•

2 2

P(69) = _¢y4 = _¢R = variance of "bias" error adding to the range-rate

measurement. Suggested value = (10 -5 kin/sec) 2. Note,

l0 -5 kin/sec = .0328 ft/sec.

2
= variance of error adding to nominal radius of Mars.P(70) = _¢ r

Suggested value = (20 kin)2.

2
P(7 I) =

EM2
= variance of Mars clock angle "bias" error, see Figure 2.

Suggested value = (i. 921 •

2 (.391 • I0 -3 tad) 2.
o- M 2 =

10-3 rad) 2. For improved optics,

2 = variance of Canopus clock angle 'bias' error, see Figure 2.
P(72) = _ c2

Suggested value = (.873 " 10 -3 rad) 2. l_or improved optics,

Z = (.391 • i0 -3 tad) 2.
_Ec2
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P(73) = variance of clock angle uncorrelated noise due to Mars sensor.

Suggested value=(0..349 °'10 -4 rad) 2,equivalent to 0. 1746. l0 -3

rad errors averaged over 25 measurements.

P(74) = variance of clock angle uncorrelatednoise due to Canopus sensor.

Suggested value = (0.1746 • 10 -4 rad) 2, equivalent to 0.873 ' l0 -4

rad errors averaged over 25 measurements.

P(75) = I/sin2%_, %b is the cone angle. 1

P(77) = a, the subtense angle in rad. /

Calculated by the

program in block Z4.

P(78) = lower limit of subtense angle bias error variance,

value = (.873 • l0 -3 tad) 2. For improved optics,

(.485 • 10 -4 rad) 2.

Suggested

P(78) =

P(79) = percent of subtense angle contributing to subtense ,,bias,, error stand-

ard deviation. Suggested value=l. For improvedoptics, P(79)=0.

The uncorrelated measurement noise statistics are given to the

filter by means of the W matrix, the measurement noise covariance

matrix. Suggested input values are shown below.

W(1, 1) =

w(2, 2) =

w(3, 3) =

variance of uncorrelated measurement noise adding to the

first measurement (the cone angle _}. Suggested value =

-4tad)2,(0..4935. 10 equivalent to 0.247 • 10 -3 tad errors

averaged over 25 measurements.

variance of uncorrelated measurement noise adding to the

second measurement (the clock angle 0). Calculated by the

program in block 24 by W(2,2) = P(71) P(75) + P(72) P(76), see

Equation (n-8).

variance of uncorrelated measurement noise adding to the third

measurement (the subtense angle _). Suggested value is

(. 1745 • 10-4rad) 2, equivalent to 0.873 • 10 -4 rad errors

averaged over 25 measurements.
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W(4, 4) = variance of uncorrelated measurement noise adding to the fourth
-5

measurement (range-rate). Suggested value = (0.732. l0

km/sec) 2, equivalent to 0. 12 ft/sec per 1 sec sample, 25

samples averaged.

Suggested values of the initial state error covariance matrix, for the

first partition, are shown below.

J 1(1, 1) = (2 kin) 2, initial uncertainty in x E .

Jl(2, 2) = (2 kin) 2, initial uncertainty in YE"

Jl(3, 3) = (2 kin) 2, initial uncertainty in z E .

51{4, 4) = (220 kin) 2, initial uncertainty in x M .

Jl(5, 5) = (220 krn) 2, initial uncertainty in YM "

Jl(6, 6) = (220 kin) 2, initial uncertainty in z M .

Due to periodic terms in the state transition matrix, these 220 km

initial position errors grow to about 500 km in 170 days (a quarter of a

Mars orbit). 500 km is felt to be a reasonable uncertainty in the Mars

ephemeris, at least at the present time.

J1(7,7) = (2. 10 -3 km/sec) 2, uncertainty in XE "

J1(8,8) = (2" 10 .3 km/sec)

51(9, 9) = (2" 10 -3 km/sec)

2
, uncertainty in YE "

2
, uncertainty in ZE "

Jl(10, 10) = 0.40025 • 10 -5 (km/sec) 2, variance of XM error.

Jl(ll, 11) = 0.40025 • 10 -5 (km/sec) 2, variance of YM error.

Jl(12, 12) = 0.40025 • 10 -5 (km/sec) 2, variance of ZM error.
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Jl(10, 10) was obtained in the following manner. Let

M/v = velocity error of Mars with respect to the vehicle.

M/E : velocity error of Mars with respect to the Earth.

E/v = velocity error of earth with respect to the vehicle.

Then

and

Based on experience,

circular orbits,

equation

_M/v = IM/E + IE/v (D-79)

= +
it has been found that velocity errors, of objects in

are related to position errors by the approximate

velocity of Mars _2 2E[_M/E] = Sun-Mars distance/ E[_M/E]

= 10 -14 . 5002

Thus Equation (D-80) becomes

Likewise for

Jl(10, 10) = E[IM/v] = 500 Z- 10 14+ Jl(7, 7)

= .40025 • 10 -5 (km/sec)

Jl(ll, II) and J1(12,12).

Off-diagonal terms appear in the error covariance matrix in the

following way.

J1(7, 10) - E[_M/vlE/v]

But from Equation (D-79), it is seen that

51(7, 10) = E[12E/v ]---'4" 10-5 (krn/sec) 2
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Thus

-5
Jl(7, I0) = .4. I0

Jl(8, II) = .4. I0 "5

Jl(9, IZ) = .4" I0 "5

ji(i0,7) = .4. i0"5

ji(ii,8) = .4. 10-5

-5
J1(IZ, 9) = .4" 10

(krn/s ec) Z

Suggested values for the initial state error covariance matrix, for

the second partition, are shown below.

secZ) z Z = P(63),74(I,I) = 0.282. I0 "22 (krn/ = _ax

sec2) 2 Z = P(64)
j4(z,z) = 0. Z8Z.10"ZZ(km/ = _,ay

- sec2) z 2 = P(65)J4(3,3) = 0. Z82.10 22 (krn/ = _Eaz

J4(4,4) = 0.673. t0 -5 rad z Z = P(66)
= _yl

24(5, 5) = 0 5" 10 -5 rad 2 Z
• = _y2 = P(67)

J4(6 6) = 0 7615" I0 -6 rad z _2 = P(68)
' " = cy3

Z = P(69)
J4(7,7) = 10 "10 (krn/sec) 2 = _y4

Z Z
J4(8,8) = 400 km = • = P(70)

Er

near earth only

Other inputs to SVEAD are the input dimension numbers

PDI = 12 PDZ = 8 PD3 = 4 PD4 = 100 PD5 = 400

PD6 = IZ PD7 = 8 PDI0 = 8 PDIZ = IZ

and the input control flags

PF(15) = 1 PF(19) = I PF(Z3) = I PF(Z7) = 1

The material presented in this section contains the necessary

information to run the ERC radio/optical tracking and navigation error

analysis study. Thus this section may be thought of as a userWs manual

for this particular SVEAD error analysis study.
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13. TABLE OF E'S

Els,

rary or working storage.

is as follows:

The SVEAD subroutine equations are written in terms of P's and

where the P's are permanent storage cells and the E's are tempo-

The definitions of the E's used for the dynamics

El = Xl E2 = Yl E3 = Zl E4 = x2 E5 = Y?- E6 = z2

E7 = x3 E8 = Y3 E9 = z3 El0 = x4 Ell = Y4 EI2 = z4

El3 = xz - Xl El4 = Y2 - Yl El5 = z2 " Zl

El6 = x3 - Xl El7 = Y3 - Yl El8 = z3 - Zl

El9 = x4 - Xl E20 = Y4 " Yl EZI = z4 - Zl

E22 = x3 - x2 E23 = Y3 - YZ E24 = z3 - z2

E25 = x4 - x2 E26 = Y4 " Y2 E27 = z4 - z2

E28 = x4 - x3 EZ9 = Y4 - Y3 E30 = z4 - z3

2 2 2 2
E31 = R 1 E32 = R 2 E33 = R 3 E34 = R 4

2 2 2

2 2 2

__: I-_-_-_I _0= I-_-_-_;

E41 = R 1 E4Z = R 2 E43 = R 3 E44 = R 4

_ =1-_-- -R_I __6= I_-_- _-_I __7=1-_- _-_1

_48=l _-3--Rzl _40= I-_ - _-_l _50=1-_ - _-31

3 3E51 = _I/R E5Z = _z/Rz E53 = _3/R3 E54 =
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E58 =

E61

_Z
F_
3 EE =

s9 i_ 3-_Rli3 60

_Z

m6z : 1__4- _zl 3
E63 =

_4

_3

E64

_4 FL3

E65 = IR_.4 - R3I 3 E66 =

P'4

E67

ILl _g _3 _4
3 Xl +- xz +- x3 +- x4

R 1 RZ 3 R33 R43

E68

M1 MZ _3 M4

-- Yl +- YZ +-y3 +_y4
R13 RZ 3 R33 R43

ILl MZ _3 M3

- 3 Zl + -- zz + _ z3 +- z4
E69 R1 RZ 3 R 3 R33

These are all the E's needed to calculate the acceleration vector.

following E's are needed for the acceleration partial derivatives.

The

x I Yl Zl xz YZ z

E70 = _ii E71 = _ E7Z = R-'-I E73 - _ E74 = R---Z E75 -- "_2

x Z" x I Y2 - Yl zz - zl

E76 - |R_z-R_II E_7 = l!z" _-iI" E78 -- l__Z" _iI

x3 - x I Y3 " Yl z3 - zl

E79 = JR_3 - R li E80 = IR--3 - R--1 [ ES1 = IR-'3 - R-'ll

x 4 - x I Y4 - Yl

E82 = I-_-4- R--If E83 = i_-4 - R--ll

x 3 " x Z Y3 " Yz

E85 = IR_3_R_Zl E86 = IR__3_R_ z]

z4 - z I

x 4 " x Z Y4

E88 = I_-4-RZ[ E89 = [R-'4

n84 - I_ - ill

z3 - z Z

E87 = IR3_R__ZI

z4 - z Z

E90 = I_- R_zI
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/

/

/

I

/

i
/

i
;

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
i

/_91 = _ x 2 - Xl

/_a - _1[ 3 ]_z "_.all

E93 =

.E 95 _ x

Ra3

= /a4 a: -x

. la2

_:_o_= _ Y4" Yl

_o_ = _
R23

R 2

/_105

_" _-/_/_,, -_/

_I t_2IP'I07 = _ +
-'----._._.._ +

_2

la3

"E92 /_3 . R._I] 3 I_

[_3 " R 1

E94 = _ Xl

R1 3 R1

_z

-- _1 x .
E98 _

/_ _/_ _- _,/

_3
/_I00 = _ _._

"/_102 = _ YI

R13 R
1

_:_o,,/_-__/_ _ -_/

_,o6 _-_/_

/a3

-_/3 +
/a4

/_ -__,/3

El09 :

R1 3 "
I

_2 -__,I3



_Z _I _3 _4

Ell 0 - IR Z - R113 + +RZ 3 _ IR_3 - R_ZI 3 IR 4 - R__Z13

The following E's are needed for the trajectory integrator (see

Section 7). I = I, Z, ... , Z4.

E(I + II0) = last cycle's value of the Z4 element state vector, z_.

E(I + 134) = next value of z from a single integration.

E(I + 158) = temporary storage for z._.

E(I + 18Z) =

E(I + Z06) = k1

E(I + Z30) = k_z

e(I + Z54) = k3

E(I + Z78) : __

E(J + 30Z) =
A A

_i kl + _Z k--2

J = I,Z, ... , IZ

A A 1 _ _

+ _3 k3 + _4 k4 - [C_l kl + _Z k2 + _3k3

The following E's are used in block Z4 to generate the measurement

matrix, M (I,J).

E 1 = I_Rm I: IR_zl E Z = IR_sl=IR_31

i
(E3 E4 E5) =-m (E6 E7 E8) = i--S

E 9 = cos %b El0 = cos ¢_ Ell = sin %b EIZ = sin %b

(El3 El4 El5 ) = i s x i (El6 El7 El8) = i x i--C --S -rn

E19 = lis x il E20 : lis xi ml

i xl i xi

(Ez1 EZ Z EZ3) _-s -c (Ez4 EZ 5 EZ6) _-s -m

lis x icl i! s Ximl
= "_ms
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EZ7 -- cos O EZ8 = sin O

E31 = cos-_- E3Z = Rm cos-_-

EZ9 = R sin _ E30 = sin _---m Z

E33 = _

2 r N

2
R cos (a/Z)

m

E34 = IR E I
i = i(E35 E36 E37)=-e E38 -e "_RE

14.

E39 = 4, cone angle (deg).

= @ clock ang]e (deg).
_40

E41 = @, Sun-Canopus angle (deg).

E4Z = _, subtense angle (deg).

E-EQUATIONS FOR ACCELERATION COMPONENTS

The acceleration equations of Section 5 are given in terms of the

E's by

Xl = -E67 + E58 El3 + E59 El6 + E60 El9

Yl = -E68 + E58 El4 + E59 El7 + E60 E20

Zl = -E69 + E58 El5 + E59 El8 + E60 EZI

xz = -E67 - E55 El3 + E63 EZZ + E64 EZ5

YZ = -E68 - E55 El4 + E63 E23 + E64 EZ6

Zz = -E69 - E55 El5 + E63 EZ4 + E64 EZ7

x3 = -E67 - E56 El6 - E61 EZZ + E66 EZ8

Y3 = -E68 - E56 El7 - E61 EZ3 + E66 EZ9

z3 = -E69 - E56 El8 - E61 EZ4 + E66 E30

i_ 4 = _ E67 - E57 El9 - E6Z EZ5 - E65 EZ8

Y4 = -E68 " E57 EZ0 - E6Z EZ6 - E65 EZ9

z4 = -E69 - E57 EZI - E6Z EZ7 - E65 E30
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15. E-EQUATIONS FOR ACCELERATION PARTIALS

The equations of the partial derivatives of the acceleration vector

(see Section 6) are given in terms of the E's by

8_i/8X 1 = 3(E94 E70 + E91 E76 + E92 E79 + E93 E82) - El07

a_i/Sy I = 3(E94 E71 + E91 E77 + E92 E80 + E93 E83)

8_i/8z I = 3(E94 E72+ E91 E78 + E92 E81 + E93 E84)

a_i/ax 2 = 3(E95

a_i/ay2 = 3(E95

a_i/az 2 = 3(E95

E73 - E91 E76 ) - E

E74 - E91 E77)

E75 - E91 E78)

108

a_i/0xi : o_i/oy_

agi/ayi = 3(E_0zE

8Yl/SZ 1 = 3(EI0zE

71 + E99 E77 + E

72 + E99 E78 + E

I00 E80 + E

10O E81 + E

I01 E83) - E

101 E84)

107

oY/Ox 2

aYl/ay z

o_i/Oz 2

a _.'i/8 x 1

a_i/aY i

ai_i/az i

= a_i/ayz

= 3(E103 E74 - E99 E77) - EIO 8

= 3(El03 E75 - E99 E78)

= aiii/a z i

= aYi/a z i

= _ a_11ax I - aYllay I

a _i/axz

a _i/a Yz

a_i/az z

= a_i/a zz

= aYl/a z z

= - a_i/ax 2 - aYl/aY z
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0_2/_ z 1

= 3(E94 E70 - E98 E76 ) - E

= 3(E94 E71 - E98 E77)

= 3(E94 E72 - E98 E78)

109

a_2/a_2

_2/aY2

0i_2/O z2

= 3(E95 E73 + E98 E76 + E96 E85 + E97 E88) - Ell0

= 3(E95 _" + _" 4- ._74 E98 _77 ' E96 E86 ' --97 E89)

= 3(E95 E75 + E98 E78 + E96 E87 + E97 Eg0)

a9z/ay I = 3(EI0z EVl

8_-2/_z I = 3(El02 EV2

- El06 E77 ) - E

- El06 E78)

109

a_z/OXz = a_z/ay z

8_:2/8y 2 = 3(EI03 E74+ El06 E77 + El04E86 + El05 E89 ) - E

8yZ/Sz 2 = 3(El03 E75 + El06 E78 + El04 E87 + El05 Eg0)

110

_2/8xi = a_z/aZ I

_3Ez/ayl = 8_2/8z 1

_2/_._ - - a_2/ax _ - _:2/ay_

a_z/a_z = a_z/a_2

8Ez/Oy z = 0_2/_3z2

0 F.Z/_3z 2 = - 8_Z/_3x 2 - _392/_3y z

The above partials will be stored in the lower right hand corner of

the A1 matrix in the PRLTS 2 subroutine, Section 17.
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16. SUBROUTINE TRAJ2

This subroutine integrates the z state vector (Z4 elements) ahead

P(17) sec. When PF(9) = 0, it also stores the acceleration partial

derivatives in

AI(I, J) for z = z.

Ik I I = 1 2, 6Al(I, J+6) for z = _i +_ ' "'''

AI(I+6, J) for z = z. +b I k I +b g k 2 J = i, Z, ..., 6

AI(I+6, J+6) for z = z. + c 2 k Z + c 3 k 3-- --I

The integrator implemented here is the one discussed in Section 7. The

programming instructions for the TRAJZ subroutine are shown below.

DO a I = I, Z4

a) E(I+158) = P(I+I8)

DO i J = 1,4

comment START DERIVATIVE CALCULATION

DO j I = i, 12

E(1) = P(l+18)

j) E(I+I8Z) = P(I+30)

DO k I = i, 3

E(I+IZ) = E(I+3) - E(1)

E(I+I5) = E(I+6) - E(1)

E(I+I8) = E(I+9) - E(1)

E(I+ZI) = E(I+6) - E(I+3)

E(I+Z4) = E(I+9) - E(I+3)

k) E(I+Z7) = E(I+9) - E(I+6)

DO _ I = i, I0

K = 3_I- Z

E(I+30) = E(K)_,-_Z + E(K+I)-':-":-'2+ E(IK+Z);:-'",-'Z
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i) E(I+40)

E(51) =

DO m

E(I+51)

E(I+54)

m) E(I+57)

DO n

E(I+60)

E(I+62)

n) E(I+64)

DO o

E(I+66)

o)

comment

E(I+194)

E(I+197)

E(I+Z00)

E(I+Z03)

= DSQRT (E(I+30))

(P(43)/E (31 ))/E (41 )

I = !,3

= (P(I+43)/E(I+3 I))/E(I+41 )

= (P(43)/E (I+34))/E (I+44)

= (P(I+43)/E(I+34))/E(I+44)

I = i, Z

= (P(44)/E (I+37))/E (I+47)

= (P(I+44)/E (I+37 ))/E (I+47)

= (P(I+44)/E (40))/E (50)

I = i, 3

E(51)*E(I) + E(52)*E(I+3) + E(53),:-'E(I+6)

+ E(54)*E(I+9)

= - E(I+66) + E(58)*E(I+IZ) + E(59)*E(I+I5)

+ E (60)':-_E(I+l8)

= - E(I+66)- E(55)*E(I+IZ) + E(63)*E(I+ZI)

+ E (64)-':-'E(I+Z4)

= - E(I+66) - E(56)*E(I+I5) - E(61)*E(I+ZI)

+ E (66)':-_E(I+Z7)

= - E(I+66)- E(57)*E(I+I8) - E(6Z)*E(I+Z4)

- E (65)':-'E(I+Z7)

END DERIVATIVE CALCULATION

L = (J*(J_l))/2 + 4

IF P(1) ;e P(17) GO TOh
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IF PF(9) = 1

CALL PRTLSZ

GO TO (b, d, f, h), J

b) DO c I = 1, 6

DO c K = 1, 6

GO TO h

(see next section)

c) AI(I, K) = AI(I+6, K+6)

GO TO h

d) DO e I = 1, 6

DO e K = 1, 6

e) AI(I, K+6) = AI(I+6, K+6)

GO TO h

DO g I = 1,6

DO g K = I, 6

g) AI(I+6, K) = AI(I+6, K+6)

h) DO i I = I, Z4

M = I + 18Z + Z4*J

E(M) = P(17) * E(I+18Z)

P(I+I8) = E(I+158)

DO i K = I, J

LK = L+K

N = I+ 18Z + Z4_K

i) P(I+I8) = P(I+18) + P(LK)_: 'E(N)

RETURN
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17. SUBROUTINE PRLTS 2

This subroutine calculates the 36 acceleration partial derivatives

(see Sections 6 and 15) and stores them in A1 (I + 6, J + 6) where

The programming instructionsI = I, 2, ..., 6 and J = I, 2, ..., 6.

are

a)

b)

c)

DOa I : I, 3

DOa K : I, 5

IK = 3'_K +I+9

E(IK + 63) : E(IK)IE(K + 44)

DOb 1=1,3

K = 3 ,:_I + 73

E(I + 69) = E(1)/E(41)

E(I + 72) = E(I + 3)/E(42)

E(I + 90) = E(I + 57) ;:-"E(K)

E(I + 98) = E(I + 57);:¢ E(K + I)

DO c i = I, 2

K = 8_:.-I

E(K + 86) = E(51) _:-"E(I + 69)

E(K + 87) = E(52) _:_E(I + 72)

E(K + 88) = E(63) _:¢E(I + 84)

E(K + 89) = E(64) _ E(I + 87)

E(K+90) = E(55) * E(I+75)

E(107) = E(51) + E(58) + E(59) + E(60)

E(10S) = E(BZ) - E(58)

E(109) = E(51) - E(55)

E(II0) = E(52) + E(55) + E(63) + E(64)

DOd K = I, Z

M = -K +4

KK = 8_K

DOd I = I, M

IK = I+K
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d)

A1 (K + 6,

+ E(KK

+ E(KK

A1 (K + 6,

- E(KK

IK + 5) = 3. DO * (E(KK + 86) * E(IK + 68)

+ 83) * E(IK + 74) + E(KK + 84) * E(IK + 77)

+ 85) _._E(IK + 80))

IK + 8) = 3.D0 • (E(KK + 87) _:'E(IK + 71)

+ 83) ;_E(IK + 74))

A1 (K + 9, IK + 5) - 3. DO "_(E(KK + 86) * E(IK + 68)

- E(KK + 90) * E(IK + 74))

A1 (K + 9, IK + 8) = 3.D0 "_(E(KK + 87) _'.,E(IK + 71)

+ E(KK + 90) ¢ E(IK + 74) + E(KK + 88) _:,E(IK + 83)

+ E(KK + 89) _ E(IK + 86) )

DOe K = I, Z

L = 3_K

DOe I = l,Z

IL = I+L+3

IML = I- L + IZ

A1 (IL, IL) = AI (IL, IL) E(L + 104)

e) A1 (IL, IML) = A1 (IL, IML) - E(K + 107)

DO f I = 3, 6, 3

DO f K = 3, 6, 3

A1 (K + 5, I +4) = A1 (K +4, I + 5)

A1 (K + 6, I + 4) = A1 (K + 4, I + 6)

A1 (K + 6, I + 5) = AI (K + 5, I + 6)

f) A1 (K +6, I+6) = - AI (K +4, I+4)

RETURN

18. BLOCK 28 PROGRAMMING INSTRUCTIONS

- AI (K + 5, I + 5)

Block 28 equations are used to integrate the trajectory ahead AT

sec, and to estimate the integrator error. The equations of Section 8

are used to estimate the integrator error, and to adjust AT, for the next

cycle, to give the required integration accuracy. The programming in-

structions are

P(17) = P(1)

P(18) + P(1)
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O

CALL TRAJ 2

DO a I = I, 12

a) E(I + 302) = P(II) "-','E(I+206) + P(I2) * E(I + 230)

+ P(13) * E(I + 254) + P(14) _:=E(I + 278)

DO b I = I, 24

E(I + 134) = P(I + 18)

m(I + ll0) = E(I + 158)

b) P(I + 18) = S(I + i58)

P(17) = P(1)/Z.D0

CALL TRAJ 2

DO c I = I, 12

c) m(z + 302) = E(Z + 302) - e(ll) ":_e(z+ 2O6)

- P(12) ':=E(I + 230) - P(13) * E(I + 254)

- P(14) "_E(I + 278)

CALL TRAJ 2

e(17) = 0. D0

DO d I = I, 12

E(I + 302) = E(I + 302) - P(II) * E(I + 206)

- P(12) *E(I +230) - P(13) ,:,E(I+254)

- P(14) ;:-"E(I + 278)

d) P(17) = P(17) +E(I + 302) ** 2

P(17) = DSQRT (P(17))

P(1) = P(1) _:,(((15.D0 ":'-P(15) ,'.=P(1))/P(17)) ;:-'*.Z5)

IF P(1) -<P(16) GO TO e

P(1) = P(16)

e) IF PF(2) = 0 RETURN

Print T, P(1), P(I + 18) I = I, 24

RETURN

Note the nonstandard SVEAD printout of time, next &T, and the

24 elements of the state vector.
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19. BLOCK 291 PROGRAMMING INSTRUCTIONS

The equations in this block generate the elements of the 12 x 12

updating matrix by the method suggested in Section 9. Also generated

here are the elements of the 12 x 8 UZ matrix, and 8 x 8

is zero). The programming instructions are

a)

b)

c)

d)

U1

U4 matrix (U3

K = PDI/2

E(1) = 2.D0 - 3.D0 * P(13)

E(Z) = P(18) ,.2

E(3) = P(18)/6. D0

E(4) = P(13) * P(I8)

E(5) = E(1) *P(IS)/3.D0

E(6) = E(Z)/6.D0

E(7) = E(Z)/4. D0

E(8) = P(13) * E(Z)/Z.D0

E(9) = E(1) * E(6)

E(10) = E(6) * P(18)/Z.D0

E(II) = E(6) * E(7)

DOb I = I, K

DOa J = I, K

U1 (I, J) = E(9) *AI (I, J + K) +E(8) *AI (I +K, J)

U1 (I, I) = Ul (I, I) + I.D0

DO c I = I, K

DO c J = I, K

UI (I

U1 (I,

Ul (_

DO d

DO d

DO d

Ul (I,

+K, J+K) = UI(I, J)

J + K) = 0. D0

+K, J) = 0. D0

I = I, K

J = I, K

L = I, K

J+K) =

u1 (I+K, J) =

U1 (I, J + K) + AI(I+ K,

•At (L, J)

U l (I+ K, J) + A I (I + K,

• AI (L, J + K)

L)

L+ K)
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e)

f)

g)

DOf 5 = 1, K

DOe J = 1, K

UI (I, J) = U1 (I, J) + Z (6) *AI (I, J) + E (II)

•Ul (I,J+K)

Ul (I+ K, J + K) = U1 (I+ K, J + K) + E (6) *AI (I+ K,

J+K)+ E (ll)*Ul (I+K, J)

UI (I+K, J) : E(10)*(UI (I+K, J)+Ul (l,J+K))

+ E (3) (AI (I, J) + A1 (I+ K, J + K))

AI (I, J) = E (5) *AI (I, J+ K) + E (4) _-A1 (I+ K, J)

U1 (I+ K, J) = Ul (I+ K, J) + A1 (I, J)

Ul (I,J + K) = E (7)*Al (I,J)

U1 (5, I+ K) = U1 (I, I+ K) + P (18)

DO g I = I, PDZ

U4 (I, I) = DEXP (-DABS (P (18)/P (I+ 54)))

UZ (I, I) = .5 DO *P(18) *P (i8)

DOh I = i, 3

UZ (I, I) = UZ (I, I)

UZ(I+3, I) = UZ(I, I)

uz(5+6, I) = P(18)

h) U2 (I+ 9, I) = P (IS)

Z0. BLOCK 31 PROGRAMMING INSTRUCT5ONS

SVEAD has no provision to take advantage of a diagonal U4 matrix

other than U4 = Io To save machine time, the PF (15) flag will be set to

1 for the runs. This is the option of an identity U4 matrix in block 30.

The J matrix will then be corrected in block 31 for a diagonal U4 matrix

by means of the equations

J3 = U413

J4 = U4 J4 U4

The programing instructions for these equations are

DO a I = i, PDI

DO a J = I, PDZ
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a) J3(X, J) = U4(I, I)*J3(I, J)

DO b I = I, PD2

DO b J = I, PD2

b) J4 (I, J) = U4 (I, I) *J4 (I, J) *U4 (J, J)

The state noise covariance matrix, discussed in Section I0,

is added to the J matrix by means of the equations

P (67) = P (75) $P (71) + P (76) *P (72)

P (68) = P (78) + (P (79) * P(77)/100. D0) *#2

DO c I = i, PD2

c) J4 (I, I) = J4 (I, I) + P (I+ 62) *(1. D0 - U4 (I, I) ##2)

21,, ¸

developed in Sections 3 and 4.

BLOCK 24 PROGRAMMING INSTRUCTIONS

This block implements the equations of the measurement partials

The programming instructions are

DO a J = I, 2

K = 35J

a) E (J) = DSQRT (P (K+ 19) _$Z + P (K+ 20) _'2

+ P (K + 21) $$2)

DO b J = 1,3

E (J + 2) = P (J + 21)/E (I)

b) E (J + 5) = P (J + 24)/E (2)

E (9) = E (6) *E (3) + E (7) *E (4) + E (8) X'E (5)

E (i0) = E (6) *P (47) + E (7) _P (48) + E (8) *P (49)

DO c J = 9, I0

c) E (J + 2) = DSQRT (I,D0- E (J) _2)

E (13) = E (7) _P (49) - E (8) _P (48)

E (14) = E (8) _P (47) - E (6) ':'_P(49)

E (15) = E (6) _P (48) - E (7) _P (47)

E (16) = E (7) _E (5) - E (8) #E (4)

E (17) = E (8) _E (3) - E (6) _E (5)

E (18) = E (6) $E (4) - E (7) $E (3)

E (19) = DSQRT (E (13) $_2 + E (14) $$2 + E (15) $'2)

E (20) = DSQRT (E (16) _2 + E (17) m_2 + E (18) _2)
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d)

e)

DO d J = 1,3

_. (J + 20) = _: (J + 12)/_. (19)

(J + 23) =E(J+ 15)/E (20)

E (27) = E(24)*E (21)+E(ZS)*E(ZZ)+E (26)::-'E(23)

E (28) = (E (25) *E (23) ,- E (26) *E (22)) :,',E (6)

+ (E (26) *E (21) - E (24) *E (23)) ":-'E (V)

+ (E (24) ,E (zz) - E (25) ,E (zl)) ,E (8)

E (29) = E (1) *E (11)

E (30) = P (50)/E (I)

E (31) = DSQRT (1. D0 - E (30) *.2)

M1 (I, J + 3) = P (51) #- (E (9) *E (J + 2) - E (J + 5))/E (29)

M1 (2, J + 3) = -P (52) *E (J + 23)/E (29)

M2 (1, 4) = P(51)

M2 (2, 5) = P (52)

P (75) = loD0/(E (Ii) *'2)

P (76) = i. D0/(E (i2) _'2)

W (2, 2) = 1::'(73)*p(75) + P (74) *P (76)

IF E (30) <. 0004363 DO

E (32) =

E (33) =

DO k J

k) M1 (3, J + 3)

M2 (3, 6) =

M2 (3, 8) =

j) IF P (54) =

E (34) =

DO g J

g) E (J + 34)

E (38) =

f) DO h J

M1 (4, J)

GO TO j

E (I) *E (31)

-2.D0 *P (50)/(E (1) *E (32))

= l, 3

= P (53) *E (33) *E (J + Z)

P (53)

2o DO *P (53)/E (32)

O..DO GO TO f

DSQRT (P (19) **2 + P (20) *.2 + P (21) **2)

= I, 3

= p (J+ 18)/E (34)

E (35) *P (31) + E (36) *P (32) + E (37) *P (33)

= 1, 3

= P (54) * (P (J + 30) - E (38) *E (J + 34))/E (34)
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h) M1 (4, $ + 6) = P (54) _E (J + 34)

MZ(4, 7) = P(54)

E (39) = 57.3 DO *DATAN 2 (E (11), E (9))

E (40) = 57.3 DO *DATAN 2 (E (28), E (27))

IF E (40) >_ O. DO GO TO i

E (40) = 360. D0 + E (40)

i) E (41) = 57.,3 D0*DATAN 2 (E (12), E (I0))

P (77) = 2. DO *DATAN 2 (E (30), E (31))

E (42) = 57.3 D0 *P (77)

IF PF (2) = 0 RETURN

Print E (39), E (40), E (41), E (42).

Note the nonstandard SVEAD printout:

E (39) = %b,

E (40) = O,

E (41) = q,,

E (42) = _,

cone angle (deg)

clock angle (deg)

Sun-Canopus angle (deg)

subtense angle (deg)

22. BLOCK 405 PROGRAMMING INSTRUCTIONS

These programming instructions are to implement the equations

discussed in Section 11.

E (lO) =

m (II) =

E (IZ) =

DO a I = 1,

E (I) = P (I+

a) E(I+3) = (P

E(V) = (E(Z)

E (8) = (E (3)

E (9) = (E (I)

DO b J = 1,

DO b K

N = J+3*K

DSQRT (P (22) **2 + P (23) **2 +(P24) *'2)

(P (22) *P (34) + P (23) *P (35)

+ P (24) *P (36))/E (I0)

DSQRT (P (34) **2 + P (35) **2

+ P (36) **z - E (11) **Z)

3

Zl)/E (10)

(I+ 33) - E (II) *E (I))/E (12)

*P (36) - E (3) *P (35))/E (12)

x,P (34) - E (I) *P (36))/E (12)

*P (35) - E (2) sP (34))/E (12)

3

= I, 3

-3
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b)

DO b I = I, I0, 3

L = I-I+K

M = J-l+l

T3 (L, M) = E (N)
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